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BLOCK-BOOKS.

ARS MEMORANDI.

FIRST EDITION.

PLATES XLIX. AND L. THE FIRST PAGE OF TEXT AND FIRST DESIGN.

{From a Coloured Copy in the Library of Earl Spencer.)

ARS MEMORANDI NOTABILIS PER FIGURAS EVANGELISTARUM.

Block-Book of Thirty engraved Pages.—Small Folio.

HIS work, in fifteen single sheets, comprises fifteen pages of test and fifteen

designs, taken off, by means of friction, in a pale brown ink, or distemper.

Each page of text has, at the conclusion of the last fine, a letter, by way of

signature, extending from a to p, as in the annexed facsimile, the letter c, however,

coming before b.

The same plan that had been adopted in taking off the impressions of the Ars

Moriendi (vol. i. p. 69) has been here used. We quote that work as it bears a closer

resemblance to the Ars Memorandi in its arrangement, than any other work

described. Thus the impression of each page of text, with its design, was taken off

on the recto of one sheet, so that when folded the rectos of the texts, and the

reverses of the design, were left blank in order that they might be pasted together,

to form, as usual, an ordinary book.

From the circumstance of there having been so few editions* of the Ars

* We do not know of more than two editions of this Block-Book. The engraved designs and text do not

appear to have been copied and published during the fifteenth century, as was the case with the Ars Moriendi.

In 1502 appeared a small quarto volume, of a somewhat similar character, the text being illustrated with copies

of the fifteen designs on a reduced scale. It is fully described, as also several other later editions, by Brunet,

vol. i. p. 119: Paris, 1842.

VOL. II. B



2 ARS MEMORANDI.

Memoranda we must presume that it was not so popular as the Ars Moriendi. The

work, however, was one admirably adapted to the purpose for which, at that period, it

was designed : namely, the promulgation of the Gospels of the four Evangelists by

means of Symbols, whereby some of the principal subjects in each chapter might be

more easily impressed on the memoiy ; and though many of the figures may appear

singularly grotesque, it would be difficult, we think, even in the present day, to

substitute, with respect to many of them, other designs which would more success-

fully promote the object intended.

The four Evangelists are, as usual, thus symbolized : an Eagle for St. John, an

Angel for St. Matthew, a Lion for St. Mark, and an Ox for St. Luke ; each displaying

from head to foot a symbol for every chapter in the four Gospels. Thus there are

twenty-one Symbols for St. John, twenty-eight for St. Matthew, sixteen for St. Mark,

and twenty-four for St. Luke : the first occupying designs 1, 2, 3 ; the second, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8; the third, 9, 10, 11 ; and the fourth, 12, 13, 14, and 15. Each page of text,

as shown in the facsimile, alludes briefly to the subjects of the Symbols, of which

the following is an enumeration.

ST. JOHN.—AN EAGLE WITH WINGS EXTENDED.

Design I [a 2.)

Symbol 1. The Trinity.—The Dove on the head of the Eagle, God the Father and

God the Son on either side. (Ch. i.)

2. Musical Instruments.—The marriage of Cana in Galilee. (Ch. ii. v. 3, 4.)

3. The Womb.—Christ teacheth Nicoclemus the necessity of regeneration.

(Ch. iii. v. 1, 2.)

4. A Water-pot surmounted by a Crown.—Christ revealeth himself to the woman
of Samaria ; the Crown being an emblem of glory to those that drink the water

of everlasting fife. (Ch. iv. v. 14, 28.)

5. A "Fish.—Typical of the Pool of Bethesda. (Ch. v. v. 2.)

6. The Holy Wafer, five Barley Loaves, and two Fishes.—The Passover, and the

Feeding of Five Thousand. (Ch. vi. v. 4, 11.)

Design II (c* 2.)

7. Musical Instruments.—Type of the Jews' feast of Tabernacles. (Ch. vii. v. 2.)

8. Man and Woman saluting.—Christ delivereth the woman taken in adultery.

(Ch. viii. v. 3, 9.)

9. An Eye.—The blind Man restored to sight. (Ch. ix. v. 6, 7.)

10. A Staff.—Christ is the Door and the Good Shepherd. (Ch. x. v. 3, 4.)

* The signature is wrongly placed in the text, it should have been b.
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AltS MEMORANDI. 3

11. A Skull.—The raising of Lazarus. (Ch. xi. v. 43, etc.)

12. A Pot.—The Pot of Ointment wherewith Mary anointed the feet of Jesus.

(Ch. xii. v. 3.)

Design III (b 2.)

13. A Dish, in which is a hand and afoot.—Jesus washeth his Disciples' feet.

(Ch. xiii. v. 5.)

14. A Heart. — Christ coinforteth his Disciples with the promise of a heavenly

mansion. - (Ch. xiv. v. 1.)

15. A Vine Branch.—The Parable of the Vine. (Ch. xv. v. 1, 2.)

16. Uncertain.

17. A Mirror or Glory.—And the glory which thou gavest me, I have given them.

(Ch. xvii. v. 12.)

18. A Garden.—That over the Brook Ceclron, in which Jesus was betrayed by

Judas. (Ch. xviii. v. 1, 2.)

19. A Jeiu with a thonged whip.—The Scourging of Christ. (Ch. xix. v. 1.)

20. TlireeStones orPots of Sluices.—Emblematical of the Holy Sepulchre. (Ch. xx. v. 1.)

21. Jesus placing the hand of Thomas on the wound in his side. (Ch. xx. v. 27.)

Christ appears again unto his Disciples. (Ch. xxi. v. 1.)

ST. MATTHEW—AN ANGEL.

Design IV (d 2.)

Symbol 1. The Infant Christ and an Angel.—The Annimciation and Birth of

Christ. (Ch. i. v. 20, 25.)

2. Tltree Crowns.—The Wise Men's Offering. (Ch. ii. v. 1.)

3. A Font.—Christ baptized by John the Baptist. (Ch. iii. v. 13, 16.)

4. The Devil.—Christ tempted of the Devil in the Wilderness. (Ch. iv. v. 1.)

5. A Book surmounted by eight Rods.-—Christ's Sermon on the Mount. (Ch. v. v. 1.)

6. Two Fowls feeding.—Christ's Sermon on the Mount ;
" Take no thought for

your life," etc.; "Behold the fowls of the air," etc., "yet your heavenly Father

feedeth them." (Ch. vi. v. 25, 26.)

Design V (e 2.)

7. A Castle with gate ; a narrow road leading to it, and on which is an Eye.—
" Straight is the gate, and narrow is the way which leadeth unto life, and few

there be that find it." (Ch. vii. v. 14.)

8. A Boat, in which is a Fisherman.—" And when he entered into a ship," etc.

(Ch. viii. v. 23, 24.)

9. Uncertain.

10. The Twelve Apostles.—The calling together of the Disciples of Christ. (Ch. x. v. 1.)

11. The Head of St. John the Baptist in a Charger.—Christ's testimony concerning

St. John. (Ch. xi. v. 7.)

b 2



4 ARS MEMORANDI.

12. An -Evil Spirit plucking the Ears of Corn.—Christ reproveth the blindness of

the Pharisees concerning the breaking of the Sabbath. (Ch. xii. v.l. 2.

Design VI (/ 2.)

13. A Bag of Corn.—The Parable of the Sower and the Seed. (Ch. xiii. v. 3.)

14. Five Barley Loaves.—The feeding of the Five Thousand. (Ch. xiv. v. 17.)

15. An Evil Spirit.—Jesus healeth the Daughter of the Woman of Canaan.

(Ch. xv. v. 21.)

16. Jonas and the Wliale ; also a Key.—Jesus gave unto the Pharisees the sign of

the Prophet Jonas; and unto St. Peter gave he the keys of heaven.

(Ch.xvi. vA, 19.)

17. The Sun.—The Transfiguration of Christ, whose " face did shine as the sun".

(Ch. xvii. v. 1, 2.)

18. An Infant and the Seven Keys.—Christ warneth his Disciples to be humble

and harmless as a little child. (Ch. xviii. v. 1, 2, 3.)

(Design VII
(ff 2.)

19. Hands united.—Showeth when Marriage is necessary. (Ch. xix. v. 10.)

20. A Vine Branch.—Christ, by the similitude of the Labourers in the Vineyard,

showeth that God is debtor unto no man. (Ch. xx. v. 1, 2.)

21. TlieHead of an Ass.—Christ rideth into Jerusalem on an ass. (Ch.xxi.v.l—5.)

22. A Table furnished.—The Parable of the Marriage of the King's Son.

(Ch. xxii. v. 1, 2.)

23. Moses' Seat.—Christ admonisheth the people to follow the good doctrine, not

the evil examples of the Scribes and Pharisees, who sit in Moses' seat.

(Ch. xxiii. v. 1, 2.)

24. The Sun,Moon, and Stars.—Christ foretelleth the Destruction of the Temple and

the signs of his coming to Judgment. (Ch. xxiv. v. 1, 29.)

Design VIII (h 2.)

25. Five Lamps.—The Parable of the ten Virgins, and " five of them were wise and

five were foolish." (Ch. xxv. v. 2.)

26. A Cross.—Christ foretelleth his own death. (Ch. xxvi. v. 2.)

27. Heads of two Priests.—The Chief Priests and Elders took counsel against Jesus

to put him to death. (Ch. xxvii. v. 1.)

28. Three Stones.—Emblematical of the Holy Sepulchre.

ST. MARK.—A LION.

Design IX (i 2.)

Symbol 1.

—

The Baptismal Cup and a Stone.—The Baptism of Christ by John the

Baptist; and emblem of the Temptation of Christ in the Wilderness.

(Ch. i. v. 9, 13.)
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2. A Bed, and Ears of Corn.—Christ healeth the sick of the palsy, excuseth his

Disciples for not fasting, and for picking the ears of corn on the Sabbath day.

(Ch. ii. v. 11, 18, 23.)

3. An Evil Spirit.—Jesus rebuketh the unclean spirits who fell down before him.

(Ch. hi. v. 11.)

4. A Bag of Corn and a Measure.—The Parable of the Sower. (Ch. iv. v. 14, 24.)

5. A Ruler of the Synagogue.—Jairus, who fell at the feet of Jesus. (Ch. v. v. 22.)

6. Tlie Country of Jesus and Head of John the Baptist.—Christ is not honoured by

his own countrymen. The Beheading of John the Baptist. (Ch. vi. v. 1, 27.)

Design X (k 2.)

7. Hie Hand of Christ and an unclean Spirit.—Jesus casteth the devil from out of

the daughter of the Syrophenician woman. (Ch. vii. v. 25, etc.)

8. Five Barley Loaves, an Eye and a Key.—Christ feedeth four thousand people. He
giveth sight to a blind man ; was rebuked by and rebuketh Peter.

(Ch. viii. v. 1, 22, 32.)

9. The Sun and Deaf Spirit.—The Transfiguration. Christ casteth out the dumb and

deaf spirit. (Ch. ix. v. 2, 25.)

10. Hands joined, a Purse and Needle.—Christ disputeth with the Pharisees con-

cerning divorcement ; he telleth his Disciples the danger of riches, and that it is

easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter

the kingdom of God. (Ch. x. v. 2, 23, 25.)

11. A Colt.—Christ rideth in tiiumph into Jerusalem. (Ch. xi. v. 7, etc.)

12. A Vineyard, with the vine rooted up.—The parable of the vineyard.

(Ch. xii. v. 1, etc.)

Design XI (I 2.)

13. A Prophet and Jesus in the clouds on the left.—Christ foreteUeth by the prophet

Daniel that great calamities shall happen to the Jews, and also of the manner

of his coming to judgment. (Ch. xiii. v. 14, 26.)

14. The Sacramental Cup and Bread.—The Institution of the Lord's Slipper.

(Ch. xiv. v. 22.)

15. Two Elders in council.—Jesus brought bound before Pilate. (Ch. xv. v. 1.)

16. Tliree Jars.—Those containing the spices brought by the two Maries and Salome

to anoint Christ. (Ch. xvi. v. 1.)

ST. LUKE.—AN OX.

Design XII (m 2.)

Symbol 1.

—

An Angel.—An angel appeareth to Zacharias. (Ch. i. v. 11.)

2. An Infant, with a Sceptre in his right hand and a Knife in his left.—The Nativity

and Circumcision. (Ch. ii. v. 7, etc.)

3. The Baptismal Cup.—The Preaching and Baptism of St. John. (Ch. hi. v. 3.)
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4. The Devil.—Christ is tempted of the Devil. (Ch. iv. v. 1, etc.)

5. A Fishing Net and Bed.—The miraculous Draught of Fishes. Christ healeth the

man of the palsy. (Ch. v. v. 6, 18.

6. A Book surmounted by eight Rods.—Christ preacheth to his Disciples.

(Ch. vi. v. 20, etc.)

Design XIII (n 2.)

7. A Pot of Ointment.—Mary Magdalene anoints the feet of Jesus. (Ch. vii. v. 38.)

8. A Bag of Corn and a Ship.—The Parable of the Sower. Christ rebuketh the

-winds. (Ch. viii. v. 4, 24.)

9. Five Barley Loaves, a Key and the Sun. — The Feeding of the Multitude

;

Peter declaring that Jesus was " the Christ of God/' The Transfiguration.

(Ch. ix. v. 13, 20, 29.)

10. A Sword and a Female.—The Good Samaritan. Jesus reproveth Martha.

(Ch. x. v. 30, 41.)

11. A Devil.—Christ casteth out a Dumb Devil. (Ch. xi. v. 14.)

12. A Casket. The Parable of the Rich Man. (Ch. xii. v. 16.)

Design XIV (o 2.)

13. A Fig Tree.—The Parable of the Fig Tree. (Ch. xiii. v. 6.)

14. A Naked Man sitting at a Table.—" A certain man made a great supper."

(Ch. xiv. v. 16.)

15. Two Hands, the one full and the other empty.—The Prodigal Son.

(Ch. xv. v. 13, etc.)

16. ^4 Plough and Lazarus.—The Parable of the Unjust Steward and of Lazarus.

(Ch. xvi. v. 1, 20.)

17. The Bust of a Man with his tongue hanging out of his mouth, with a fan held

before him.—Christ sheweth that we ought to avoid giving occasions of offence.

(Ch. xvii. v. 1.)

18. Two men ascending a hill on which stands a Cross. — The Parable of the

Pharisee and the Publican. (Ch. xviii. v. 10.)

Design XV (p 2.)

19. A City.—Jesus entered and passed through Jericho. (Ch. xix. v. 1.)

20. A Vineyard—The Parable of the Vineyard. (Ch. xx. v. 9.)

21. A Prophet and Christ in the clouds on the right.—"And then shall they see the

Son of man coming in a cloud." (Ch. xxi v. 27.)

22. The Sacramental Cup and Bread.—The Institution of the Lord's Supper.

(Ch. xxii. v. 17, etc.)

23. A Bust.—Jesus is accused before Pilate, etc. (Ch. xxiii. v. 1, etc.)

24. Three Stones or Pots, and a Flag surmounted with a Cross.—The Resurrection of

Christ is declared. (Ch. xxiv. v. 1, etc.)

We believe this is the first time the contents of this work have been so copiously

described.
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The Ars Memorandi has always been considered as one of the earliest xylographic

productions in the form of a book. In placing it, however, as the first of those which

we believe to have been issued in Germany, we have no positive authority for

affirming it to have preceded some of the other works hereinafter described. It

may have appeared contemporary with that which we consider to be the first edition

of the Apocalypse, or it may not have been issued until the period of the later

editions of that work. We reserve, however, all observations upon the probable

dates of the Block-Books until after we have given the watermarks which occur on

the paper upon which they are printed ; and even then, we do not presume to

suppose that we shall be able to fix the precise period of their publication, though

we may arrive at conclusions, which, without the aid of the watermarks, would have

been in most instances a matter of mere surmise.

Looking upon the production under consideration as a work of art, we do not

think that the designs are at all equal to those of the first three editions of the

Apocalypse, and they are certainly much inferior to those in the early editions of

the Biblia Pauperum, or the first editions of the Cantica Canticorum and the Ars

Moriendi, which we consider to have been issued in Holland or the Low Countries.

Though coarse in design, the execution of the engraving is however good, and the

uniformity with which the pages of text have been cut is truly astonishing, presenting

as they do letters the most remarkable for size* that have been found in any of the

Block-Books, being nearly of the same size as the type of the celebrated Psalter,

printed in 1457 at Mentz, by Fust and Schoiffer.

Of this edition of the Ars Memorandi there are copiesf in the libraries of the

Earl of Pembroke, Earl Spencer, and R. Holford, Esq. ; the copy in the latter having

been obtained in 1841, on the dispersion, by Messrs. Payne and Foss, of the library

of the late Dr. Butler, Bishop of Lichfield.

That the impressions in the above-mentioned copies have been taken off the

same series of wood-blocks, is proved by the same breakages of the block being

observable in each impression. For instance, in the 3rd Design, the border is broken

at the bottom ; in the 4th Design, the border is broken at the right side ; corre-

sponding breakages occurring in the borders of the 5th, at right side ; 6th, upper
;

7th, right side; 9th, upper; 10th, right side; 11th, right side; 12th, right side;

and 14th, right side.

A copy occurred for sale, at the close of the year, at Paris, at the dispersion of

the library of M. Renouard, the eminent bibliographer and printer. The copy was

partially coloured, and was purchased by M. Techner for 2750 francs.

* This observation is more forcibly illustrated in the texts of the second edition of the work, the letters

there being of a still larger size and more firmly designed, as seen in our facsimiles.

t There is no copy of either edition of the Ars Memorandi in the Bodleian Library, as erroneously stated by

Dr. Dibdin, Bibliotheca Spenceriana, vol. i. p. 7.
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SECOND EDITION.

PLATE LI. THE FIEST PAGE OF TEXT.

{From an uncoloured Copy in the British Museum*.)

PLATES LII. LIII. AND LIV. THE FIRST DESIGN, THE LAST PAGE OF TEXT,
AND THE LAST DESIGNf.

{From an uncoloured Copy in the Library oyBEKiAH BotfieldJ, Esq.

Block-Book of Thirty engraved Pages.—Small Folio.

Like the preceding, the impressions in this edition have been taken off by friction,

though with darker ink. As the signatures at the close of each page of text are in

this edition so similar to those in the preceding one, we have not considered it

necessary to give them in facsimile.

The designs are most accurate copies of those in the previous edition ; but the

text differs occasionally in its disposition. In order to exemplify this, we have had

a facsimile made of the first page of the text of this edition. On comparing the two,

the difference will be at once seen, the most perceptible one being that which occurs

(independently of the one containing 21 hues and the other 22 fines) in the latter

part in the words " Tolls grabatum tuum et ambula" in the first edition, the passage

in the second edition being " Tolle grabatum tuum tuum§ et vade."

In noticing this circumstance, Heinecken quotes the word grabatum as "grabac-

tum" in the first edition. On referring to our facsimile, it will be seen that the

word reads grabatum, but that the a has been injured, and might on a cursory view

be read for ac.

A singular transposition occurs in the signature to two of the pages of the text.

Signature a contains the brief illustration of symbols 1 to 6 ; signature b, 13 to 21
;

and c, 7 to 12. A similar error occurs in the previous edition.

* Tkis is a remarkably fine copy, in its original state, with the leaves unpasted. It has only been lately

obtained from the Continent.

t Until after our facsimile was executed, we did not notice it to be the same as given by Heinecken, pi. 17.

J The sheets in this copy have been divided and the pages backed. It is sad to see such a fine specimen of

early xylography thus deprived to a certain degree of its bibliographical and antiquarian interest, arising

probably from a desire on the part of the binder to exhibit his mechanical skill.

§ No doubt in this edition for tecum.
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ARS MEMORANDI. D

That the impressions in the copy in the British Museum, and in that in the library

of Mr. Botfield, are from the same series of wood-blocks, is proved by the circum-

stance of the same breakages in the blocks of several of the pages occurring in each

:

for instance, in text, leaf K, the block is split in the third line to the right ; a piece

out of border, lower right side : design opposite M, the right lower corner of block

is broken, and a spot occurs across the hoof. Many other corresponding breakages

occur, and might be enumerated. We think, however, those noticed are sufficient

to shew the correctness of what we have asserted.

Heinecken (plate 16) gives the last line of the first page of text in each

edition. In that of the second he has given two small diamond points after the

cross. Now as these points do not appear in the Botfield copy of that edition, the

question may arise, whether there was another edition of the book, though we think

that in the latter copy the points have been accidentally broken away.

We are not aware of the existence, in this country, of any other copies of the

second edition but those from which our facsimiles are taken. Copies of both

editions are in many of the public libraries on the Continent; that at Munich

containing no less than five copies, all of which, according to the brief notice of

them in the " Bibliographical Decameron," are coloured.

VOL. II.



ARS MORIENDI.

PLATE LV. THE EIEST PAGE OE PEEFACE, WITH THE
FIEST AND NINTH DESIGNS.

{From an uncoloured Copy in the British Museum*.

)

ARS MORIENDI; seu, DE TENTATTONIBUS MORIENTIUM.

Block-Book or Twenty-four Engrayed Pages.—Small ito.

This edition consists of eleven designs, eleven pages of descriptive text, and two

pages of preface, making altogether thirteen single sheets, or twenty-six leaves. The

impressions have been taken off by friction, on one side only, so that the reverses

might be pasted together, thus forming a volume of thirteen leaves. The two pages

of prefatory text are apparently engraved on one block, and each design, with its

descriptive page of text, is also on one block; thus making in all twelve blocks,—the

first and twenty-sixth pages, when the leaves are pasted together, being blank. In

the following description we have noted the more striking variations that occur in

the designs of this edition from the corresponding designs in that which we consider

to be the first edition of the work, (see vol. i. pp. 69 et seq.)

Page I. recto.—Blank.

Page II. rev.

Preface,
"Ars monendi." See facsimile. 26f fines.

Page III. rect.—
Preface, commencing "scorn cdncellariu." 30 lines.

Page IV. rev.—Design 1.

"Fac sicut pagani" on the left scroll^. The devil holds the scroll, "Fac stent

pagam", over the dying man. The figures below are brought more forward ; the

devil at right, etc.

* This copy was obtained at the sale of the library of the late Benjamin Heywood Bright, Esq., in 1845,

for £30 10s. Qd. It wants the last page of the text.

t The number of the lines does not include the head-line.

J We have not thought it necessary to give more than the inscription on one scroll in each design, it being

given merely for the more easy reference to the designs.
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Page V. rect.—Text.

"Tempacio dyaholi de fide." 27 lines.

Page VI. rev.—Design 2.

" Sis firm
5

l fide" on the upper scroll. The devil on the left is running away,

holding in his ami a scroll, " Victi sumus;" the other devil on the right holding

the scroll "Fugiamus."

Page VII. rect—Test.

"Bona ispira angeli de fide" 33 lines.

Page VIII. rev.—Design 3.

"Ecce pica tua" on the scroll to the left. Very little difference, except in the

concentration of the figures.

Page IX. rect.—Text.

"Temptatio dyaho de despacione." 30 lines.

Page X. rev.—Design 4.

"Nequq; despes" on the upper scroll. St. Paul wears a round hat. The scroll,

" nequaquam," etc., is held in front, in the right in lieu of the left hand of the

ministering angel.

Page XL rect.—Text.

"Bona ilpiracio angll contra despacoene." 27 lines.

Page XII. rev.—Design 5.

"q bene decepi eu" on the lower scroll. A devil appears leaning over the head of

the bed. The head-dress of the person being kicked by the dying man, is more of

the form of a round cap.

Page XIII. rect.—Text.

"Temptacio dyaholi de Ipaciencia." 26 lines.

Page XIV. rev.—Design 6.

"Sum captiuat" on the left scroll. The devil is under the foot of the bed in lieu

of the side.

Page XV. rect.—Text.

"Bona npiracio angli de paciecia." 36 fines.

Page XVI. rev.—Design 7.

"Cfloriare" on the upper left scroll. Very little difference, except in the concen-

tration of the numerous figures, and positions of the scrolls.

Page XVII. rect.—Text.

"Temptacio dyaholi de vana gloria." 24 fines.

Page XVIII. rev.—Design 8.

"Sis humilis" on the upper right scroll. The head of the bed is of different

c2
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form, and the scroll, "sis humilis," is in front of it. The questionable position of the

figure at the mouth of hell is altered, and the priest is omitted.

Page XIX. red.—Text.

"Bona ispiracio angli de vana gloria!' 28 lines.

Page XX. rev.—Design 9.

"Intede thesauro" on the left scroll. The variations in this are seen in our fac-

simile of the design.

Page XXI. red.—Text.

"Temptacio dyaboli de thiancia." 26 lines.

Page XXII. rev.—Design 10.

"Won sis auarus" on the right scroll. Very little variation.

Page XXIII. red.—Text.

"Bona ispiracio angli cotra auaricia." 30 lines.

Page XXIV. rev.—Design 11.

"Heu msanio" on the lower scroll. With the exception of this being reversed,

there is very little variation.

Page XXV. red.—Text.

"Si agonisans loqui," etc. 32 lines.

Page XXVI.—Blank.

Though in our preceding volume we have considered as the first edition of the

work, that of which copies are preserved at Harlem and in the Pembroke collection,

yet the edition under consideration may, in the opinion of some persons, have

preceded it, and may perhaps be the original from which all the other series of

designs have been copied, with variations according to the fancy of the artist. It

differs from that of any other of the editions, being in small 4to, and in size but little

exceeding our facsimiles, there being very little margin round the engraved pages.

" L'Edition" (observes Heinecken, p. 406) que je nomme la seconde est reconnoissable

par son format, qui est un en 4t0
, et par consequent plus petite que les autres. C'est

la seule raison, pourquoi je la mets apres la pre'cedente ; autrement elle a toutes les

marques de la plus haute antiquite, et son graveur paroit etre. un des plus anciens

maitres. II a bien garde' les sujets, et les dispositions, mais il a change' plusieurs

circonstances."

Having had the opportunity of examining two copies* of this edition, we are

inclined to agree with Heinecken as to its bearing, in its general appearance,

"toutes les marques de la plus haute antiquite;" though, at the same time, we do

not think it preceded that which we have placed as the first edition. Many of the

designs differ considerably, while all have some slight variations : we cannot, there-

* The copy in the British Museum and in the library of Earl Spencer.
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fore, consider the one to have been copied from the other. This, however, is not the

case as to the designs in several of the later editions about to be described, which

are closely copied (almost in facsimile) from the first edition. The engraving of the

work in this small 4to. edition exhibits a character totally different from that in

anv other of the Block-Books we have hitherto seen. The designs themselves are

more of the German than of the Flemish school. There is one point, however, which

must not be overlooked, namely, that though the same number of lines in the pages

of text in this small 4to. edition do not agree with those in the edition described by

us in our first volume, nor, indeed,, in any other edition
;
yet the form of the block-

type, though very carelessly and incorrectly cut, is very similar in character, as will at

once be seen by comparing the page of text in Plate xv. with that in Plate lv. We
may also observe, that the block-type of the Ars Moriendi, in Plate xv. very much

resembles that used in the earlier editions of the Apocalypse and the Biblia

Pauperum: see, as examples, the text in Plate in of the one, and of the latter, Plates

x. and xt. The same character in the text has also been preserved in the later Latin

edition of the Biblia Pauperum, though somewhat more coarsely engraved. Had the

designs in this small 4to. edition corresponded in the same way as the text does, we

should have hesitated in considering whether it might not have preceded the edition

placed by us as the first of the work.

Of this edition there is a copy in the library of Earl Spencer; another is stated

by Dr. Dibdin, in his Bibliographical Tour (vol. iii. p. 283), to be in the public

library at Munich. In describing the edition, Heinecken observes :
" Je ne connais

pas d'autre exemplaire de cette edition, que celui de M. Mariette et que j'ai deja cite?'

From our examination of the British Museum and Spencer* copies, we believe

all these copies to have been obtained from the same series of wood-blocks ; and as

the breakage which occurs in the left side border of the first design of the Museum

copy (see facsimile) does not occur in the Spencer copy, it is clear that the latter

copy is the earlier impression.

* The Spencer copy wants the first two pages containing the Preface. The designs are all rudely coloured.
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PLATES LVI. AND LVII. THE SECOND DESIGN AND TEXT.

{From the Renouard* Copy, uncohured.)

Block-Book of Twenty-Four Engraved Pages.—Small Folio.

The impressions in this edition, comprising twenty-four leaves, are worked, off by

the ordinary printing press, in black ink, on one side only, so that the blank pages

might be pasted together. The designs are very close copies—indeed, almost fac-

similes—of those of the edition placed by us among the Block-Books of Holland or

the Low Countries, as the first of the work.

The ninth design differs, and agrees with that given by Heinecken (plate 22),

wherein the man drawing from one of the casks, as in the first edition, is

omitted. A border of three lines encloses the pages, with the exception of the sixth

design and its text, which is enclosed by a border of only two lines. In no instance,

however, are there any remains of letters, by way of signatures, either in the designs

or pages of text.

Upon a careful comparison, however, of the designs in the Renouard copy with

the Pembroke copy of the first edition, described by us in our first volume, many

slight variations no doubt would be found. That such may be the case, the reader

may see on comparing our facsimile of the second design (Plate lvi.) with that

given of the same design in the first edition (Plate xiv.), when he will find that, in

the former, the nimbus around the head of God and our Saviour is different ; that

the square tablet held by the devil on the left at bottom is omitted, as also the

tongue protruding from the mouth of the dog-formed devil. There are many other

more minute variations, such as the difference at the ends in the scrolls of the

words " Sis firmus I fide" and " Victi sumus." Therefore, though the one may
be considered almost a facsimile of the other, yet the artist has in his copy made

many slight variations. How desirable, therefore, would it have been could we have

compared all the designs of the Renouard with those in the Pembroke^ copy of the

first edition, which is, as we believe, the only perfect one known.

* This was purchased by Mr. Boone, the bookseller, at the sale of the library of M. Renouard, at Paris, in

December 1854. A note by M. Renouard stated that there is a copy of the same edition in the Royal Library

at Paris.

f In the midst of the present Ministerial Crisis (February 1, 1855), I could not venture to trespass again
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In many instances, where copies are not in quite their original state, it becomes

very difficult to decide whether the impressions have been obtained by means of

friction, or by the ordinary printing press. In both instances, there is a gloss on

the reverses, but of a different character. In taking off the impressions by mani-

pulation, the impressions at the back not only shew the face of the lines, but

frequently the sharp edges of the outlines; added to which, on placing the paper in

a strong light and looking at it sideways, a peculiar and general gloss will be

observed all over the reverse of the impression.

In working impressions by the ordinary press, a certain degree of gloss is always

observable on the reverse of the engraved parts, in some instances more, in some

less ; the one arising from the block not being evenly adjusted in the frame, and

the other where it has been more evenly placed and more carefully worked.

There can be no doubt of the superiority of the ordinary press in producing clear

impressions from wood-blocks ; as it is scarcely possible to avoid giving them a

blurred* appearance in taking them off by friction. In order to illustrate these

points, let any one of our readers who possesses a copy of the Bibliotheca Spenceriana

turn to volume 1, and look at the reverse of the impression from one of the original

wood-blocks of the " Apocalypse Block-Book"-]-, and also at the wood engravings

which immediately precede and follow that engraving : he will perceive at once

the fact here noticed ; and on passing his hand over the surface of the reverse

of the impression, he will feel the lines of the engraving in alto-relievo. In these

and other instances, which occur frequently in the illustrations of the Bibliotheca

Spenceriana, this roughness on the reverses can only occur when the paper has not

been pressed under a powerful hydraulic, which (if well done) removes the roughness

of the letterpress, and makes the surface perfectly smooth.

When, however, an impression from a wood engraving is taken by the press, the

wood not standing higher than necessary above the type, there will always remain,

if the impression is a, firm and clear one, on account of the greater pressure generally

upon the time of the Honourahle Mr. Sidney Herbert, who, as is seen by the following note, so kindly responded

to my previous application.

" 49, Belgvave Square, July 22, 1853.

" Dear Sir,—The hooks are arrived (from Wilton), and I shall he delighted to shew them to you any

morning (at 11 o'clock), when it may he convenient to you to call.

" Believe me, faithfully your's,

" Sidney Herbert."

As may he supposed, I lost no time in availing myself of this especial kindness.

—

S. Leigh S.

* The impressions of the woodcuts in the copy of the Speculum Hamance Sahationis in the Grenville

Collection, British Museum, are remarkahle instances of this.

t I shall always regret that Mr. Appleyard, the librarian of the Earl Spencer, did, on my application to

him to he allowed to take off two hundred and fifty impressions (in a light-coloured ink) for this book, entertain

an idea that the hlock itself would receive injury. I entertained no such feeling, and am certain, with care, it

would not have received the smallest harm.

—

S. Leigh S.
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required to take off the impression of the bolder parts, a certain degree of gloss,

clearly shewing the design over the reverse of the whole page, unless the paper has

been afterwards well pressed.

The Renouard copy of the edition under consideration, is certainly one of the most

marvellous specimens of brilliancy and clearness in a Block-Book that we have had

the good fortune hitherto to meet with. The paper used for the work is of a much

thinner and finer quality than in any of the other Block-Books seen by us, and at

the same time bears its own internal evidence of the period of its manufacture. The

blank reverses of the engraved pages had been pasted together, but so slightly all

round the edges, that, on being separated, the impressions of the designs and texts

remain clearly marked on the reverses, in the manner we have described, when the

blocks are evenly placed in the frames. If a copy of a Block-Book could ever be

designated an immaculate one, the Renouard copy* before us is fairly entitled to

claim that distinction.

In thus rendering homage to the " condition" of this copy, we
t
do not think, that,

as a work of art, its designs can compete with those in the edition described in our

first volume as the first of the work. We think it does not need the eye of an

artist at once to see the superiority of the first, and of which a judgment may be

formed by a comparison of the two facsimiles of the same design from each edition.

The edition may be the same as that placed by Heinecken as the fourth, though

if his coUation of the ending of the text of the first page of preface is correct, it

cannot be. He states, p. 414: "Une quatrieme edition est celle, oil la premiere page

de la preface fmit, ' requiritur primo ut credat'." Now in the edition before us, the

words " sicut bon
5 " follow ut credat in the last line; and the words preceding are

thus contracted, " req'rut P'mo."

The following order of the engraved pages is given for the purpose of future

collation in respect to the headings and closing words of each page of text, together

with the inscription on the one scroll usually referred to. They are given as they

occur, with all their characteristics; but the letter "i" has, in some instances, an

accent in lieu of a dot.

* In thus alluding again to that volume, I wish to convey to Mr. Boone an expression of the obligation I

feel for the handsome manner in which he entrusted it to my charge. On stating to him my wish to examine it

carefully with the copy in the British Museum, he wrote to me :
" As your work can only be valuable from

the care taken and the accuracy obtained, every one in possession of such books should send them to you, and

give sufficient time for a thorough examination ; I therefore shall have much pleasure in leaving my volume

with you as long as you may think desirable." Such feelings, and particularly with a bookseller, who might

in consequence miss a favourable opportunity of selling his book, deserve to be recorded. I will only add, that

owing to the liberality of Mr. Holford, Mr. Inglis, Mr. Johnson, and the late Mr. Loscombe, there were in my
possession for nearly two years no less than ten Block-Books ; and I had, besides, free access to the xylo-

graphical treasures in the library of Earl Spencer, the British Museum, and other collections ;—circumstances

which, I may observe, have much stimulated me to carry on my labours to their present extent.

—

S. Leigh S.

f Not including the head-line.
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Leaf

i. reverse. Text.—" Ars monench," commencing' "Quamuis secundu philosophic,"

and ending " P'mo ut credat sicut bon
5." 30 lines.

h. recto. Text.—"xpian
9
credere" last line, "ter cosideret." 28 lines,

in. rev. Design 1.

—

"Fac sicut pagani."

iv. rec. Text.—"Tentacb dyaboli de fide," ending "ut possitis sustinere." 25 lines.

v. rev. Design 2.

—

"Sis firmus I fide."

vi. rec. Text.—"Bona Ispiraco angeli de fide, ending " audire abhorret abi-

gdtur." 29 lines.

vn. rev. Design 3.
—

" Ecce pecca tua."

vm. rec. Text.—"Temptacb dyaboli de desperacbe," ending "offendit q desperado,"

with, correction "uis," in eleventh line, inserted. 28 lines.

ix. rev. Design 4.

—

"Neququd desperes."

x. rec. Text.—"Bona inspiracb Angeli cotra desperacb$, ending "ppter ecid q

culq\ peccata." 30 lines.

xi. rev. Design 5.
—" q% bene decepi eum."

xii. rec. Text.—"Temtacb dyaboli de inpaciencia,l&st]hie,"be?iigna est." 27 lines.

xiii. rev. Design 6.

—

"Sum captivatus."

xiv. rec. Text.—"Bona ispiraco angeli de paciencia", last line, " expugnatore

vrbium." 34 lines.

xv. rev. Design 7.
—

" Corona meruisti."

xvi. rec. Text.—" TJEmptacio dyaboli de vana gloria," ending " presumpserit

cadit." 23 lines.

xvh. rev. Design 8.
—

" Sis humilis."

xvm. rec. Text.—" Bona Ispiraco angeli cotra vana gloriam," ending " choros

angelo} exaltata est." 29 lines.

xix. rev. Design 9.

—

"Intende thesauro."

xx. rec. Text.—" Temptacio dyaboli de Auaricia", ending " est ualde pericu-

losum." 22 lines.

xxi. rev. Design 10.—" Non sis auarus."

xxii. rec. Text.—"Bona ispiraco angll otra Auaricia" last line, "regnu celorf,"

with a correction, "mei," in the eighteenth line inserted. 31 lines.

xxiii. rev. Design 11.

—

" Heu insanio."

xxiv. rec. " SI agonisds", ending, " sepe miserabihter periclitdtur." 31 lines.

VOL. II. d
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PLATE LVIII. THE NINTH DESIGN.

(From the Kenouard Copy*.)

PLATE LIX. THE NINTH DESIGN.

(From a Copy in the British MusEUMf.)

Block-Book of Twenty-Three Engraved Pages.—Small Folio.

The ccrpy of the edition in the British Museum, from which our facsimile (plate

ltx) is taken, consists of twelve leaves, comprising twenty-three engraved pages,

viz. eleven designs and ten pages of text, preceded by a preface of two pages; the

whole forming one gathering of twelve leaves, printed in black ink, by the common
press, on both sides, with the exception of the first page, that being blank. The

arrangement of the pages is precisely the same as in the preceding edition, their

disposition corresponding when the blank pages of that edition are pasted together.

It is most probably the same edition as that stated by Heinecken (p. 419) to be

the seventh of the work; the learned author merely noting in five lines:): the existence

of such an edition : from which it is evident that he had never seen a copy of it, and

therefore could not be aware that the copies with the addition of two designs

mentioned by him immediately following, formed enlarged editions from the same

wood-blocks.

When Mr. Boone did us the favour of forwarding for our examination the

Iienouard copy of the preceding edition, he accompanied it with the following

observation, our own notes on the copy in the British Museum being then in type.

Mr. Boone writes :
" You have, I believe, examined the one in the British Museum

(wanting the last leaf) which I believe to contain the same impressions of the (if I

may so describe them) letter-press blocks, as that sent to you ; but I doubt the picture

blocks being the same, as there is nearly half an inch difference in the width,

although the height is the same§. One I saw at Paris is in every respect identical

with mine, except that the leaves are pasted together. There is another, which

* In this copy no note of its previous proprietor occurs.

t This was ohtained, some years since,from Germany. It also bears no note in reference to its former possessor.

} " II existe encore une Edition, dont les planches sont gravees en bois, et cependant imprimees des deux

cotes du papier avec la presse et par un imprimeur. Je nommerai cette edition la septieme."

§ On measuring all the pages of the Museum copy, I find that in only a few instances they exceed the

Iienouard by three-eighths of an inch in width, and in height they differ sometimes by one-eighth, but not more.

S. Leigh S.
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although most probably from the same blocks as the one in the Museum, differs, from

havino-, I think, (for unfortunately your work did not occur to me, or I should have

taken it down in writing) two lines only round each page, instead of three ; also

having on the reverse of the last leaf a cut, the size of the page, of Christ kneeling

to the Almighty seated under a canopy. The copy in Paris and that in the Museum

must therefore be termed different editions, although the same blocks were used,

with the difference only of the borders and the cut at the end. May I presume to

imagine that many minute variations in these books may be found upon careful

comparison, in consequence of the blocks being always ready for use, so that the

vendors might be able to print only so many copies at once as they might receive

orders, and from time to time might add a line to the borders, or ornament them

by cross lines* as in the copy sent to you."

In a communication consequent on the above, Mr. Boone adds :
" I did not say

a word to you respecting the opinion entertained at the Museum, because you have

most likely examined those marks much more closely, and would have less difficulty

in deciding the question of their identity. My copy differing in width both from the

Paris and Museum copies, printed on both sides of the leaves, leads me to infer

that the plates of my copy cannot be the same ; although the same design is so

exactly followed, that, without measuring the width, you must believe them to

have been printed from the same blocks, by a hand more accustomed to the work.

My copy, however, agrees in every respect with the one in Paris, which is printed,

as mine, only on one side of the leaf; and as I had such an opportunity of comparing

them, I have not the smallest doubt but that both copies have been printed from

the same blocks. M. Guichard, who was one of the employees in the Paris library,

has given a minute account of the book in the Journal de Bibliophile, published by

Techner in 1841.

" The Museum copy, printed on both sides of the leaf, having a border of three

lines, and that at Paris only two, I conclude they must be separate editions or

impressions. Whether the Museum copy should have the same cut on the reverse

of the last leaf as the Paris one, can only be determined by comparing a greater

number of copies than I have at present been able to find.

" The Museum copy, if it had the cut on the last leaff, would still have only twelve

leaves; therefore the ' one gathering' would not be disturbed."

* The " cross lines" occurring as shading on the top and right side of the inner horder, to some of the pages,

are all cut away in the impression subsequently printed from the same blocks ; and the fact of a transposition

occurring in the disposition of the texts to the ninth and tenth designs in those copies, clearly proves that the

designs and pages of text were engraved on separate blocks, independent of their being printed in gatherings.

On carefully comparing the several copies, I have not noticed any variations, more than what would arise from

the blocks being worked with more or less care,—certainly no additions, alterations, or mendings of the blocks.

t This could not be, because the reverse of the last leaf is occupied with Design 11. Had the first page

been worked on the recto of the first leaf, in lieu of the reverse, then the whole of the engraved pages would

have been got into the one gathering. S. Leigh S.

d2
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"While it is gratifying to read such critical observations proceeding from a

gentleman who, as a bookseller, takes so lively an interest in his occupation beyond

the mere desire of putting money in his purse, it cannot but be satisfactory to

ourselves to find that the chief of the interesting variations mentioned by Mr. Boone

had not escaped our notice when describing, long before, the edition in the British

Museum.

On receiving the Renouard copy, we came unhesitatingly to the conclusion that

the impressions could not have been obtained from the same blocks as were used

for those of the Museum copy, our recollection of that copy being, that the whole

of the pages were engraved in a very inferior manner, independent of the impres-

sions being so very coarsely worked, as almost to obliterate every appearance of

identity. When, however, we came minutely to compare both copies page by page, we
found incontestable proofs that the impressions of both had been obtained from the

same wood-blocks, and that the great difference in the width and trifling difference in

the height of the pages had arisen from the nature of the paper used for the impres-

sions, the paper of the Renouard copy being, as before stated, of a thin texture,

and consequently more likely, on being wetted for the purposes of printing, to shrink

in drying. We presume that the circumstance of the paper shrinking more in respect

to its width than height, arises from its peculiar manufacture, as all paper after

being wetted shrinks more in one direction than another.

It is, however, very easy to make an assertion, but oftentimes most difficult to

convince others of its correctness ; and therefore, as our object throughout our

labours has been, and will be, to enable persons to form their own opinions from

the works themselves, we have had a facsimile, Plate ltx. made of the same design

in the Museum copy as that in the Renouard copy, Plate lviii.

Accordingly, we are desirous that our readers should observe, that, in Plate lvtii.

on the left of the lower border, there are two breakages, and above the second

breakage a very slight break in the middle border. Now in Plate lix. the same

breakages occur in the lower border, but, owing to the block having become more

broken, the right split extends through the inner borders and the line below the door

above them, the slight break in the middle border remaining the same; though in

Plate lviii. a slight breakage appears in the outer border above, which is not observ-

able in Plate ltx., a circumstance we think arising from that breakage not extending

and having become filled up with ink ; a fact of itself sufficient to obliterate, in the

heavier impressions, all the more minute breakages and splits. It is seen also, that,

in the design from the Museum copy, other breakages in the borders occur, arising

from a subsequent use of the block.

Having thus afforded our readers ocular demonstration of our argument, we now

proceed to note the pages wherein similar breakages occur in the same pages in

both copies.
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Benouard Copy.
Leaf

IX. rev.—Design iv. Slightly split in border above

the nimbus of the Almighty. Also a

slight break in centre border below.

XII. rec.—Text. Breakage in centre of middle

border.

XVI. rec.—Text. Right lower corner of border

broken.

XIX. rev.—Design ix. See breakage in lower bor-

der in Plate lviii.

XX. rec.—Text. Breakage in upper outside left

border.

XXIII. rev.—Design xi. Slight split in centre of

Page

X.

XIII.

Museum Copt.

The same, but more extended; and another

split, of a similar kind, on the left of it.

Also the breakage below, but larger.

The two outer left borders broken away.

XVII. Corner more broken, and inner left border at

the lower part broken away.

XX. See Plate lix, where the breakage at the right

has extended up the block.

XXI. The same.

XXIV. The same.

upper outside border.

These particulars respecting the breakages in the blocks admit of no dispute, and

it is by such facts only that the priority of impression can be proved, unless, as before

remarked in the note, Vol. i. p. 35, the edition of the work had been made by transfer

from earlier impressions from the same blocks, when, without other circumstantial

evidence, the arguments as to priority might be reversed.

Besides the above breakages, there are many others in the impressions in the

Museum copy which are not in the Renouard copy. We have before noticed the very

imperfect and blurred state of the impressions in the Museum copy, the most remark-

able of which is observable in the Fifth Design, where the more delicate lines are, in

some instances, as coarse as the thicker lines of the Renouard impression, giving the

whole page an aspect of a totally different character.

With the view of fully illustrating our observations, we have had, in Plate lx.,

the upper portion of the fifth design in each copy accurately copied. It must not,

however, be supposed that the whole of the impressions in the Museum copy are in

a similarly rough state. Some pages have been more carefully worked off than

others; the one here selected being in the coarsest state, as we are desirous to shew,

how, by long usage and careless printing, impressions are produced presenting a

totally different aspect from those carefully taken off either by friction, or worked off

by the ordinary press when the blocks were in a perfect state. In such coarse

impressions as our specimen, all the more minute breakages in the blocks are not

seen, owing to their being filled in with ink : for instance, the slight breakage and

sprit in the upper border to the left does not appear in the Museum impression.

We have observed, that, in this edition (Museum copy), there are only twenty-

three engraved pages in lieu of twenty-four. The usual text, " SI agonisans,"* etc.,

* Since these pages were in type, a most marvellous facsimile of that page of text has been made by the

inimitable skill of Mr. Harris. Not only has Mr. Harris executed the block-type to perfection, but he has so

coloured the paper, to agree with the previous page, that at first I thought I had altogether wrongly described

the volume, when I stated it had only twelve leaves. So deceived was I for the moment, that even the total

absence of all (/loss, or impressions of lines, on the reverse of the leaf, did not immediately lead me to pronounce

the page to be a facsimile, as I thought they might have been obliterated by washing and pressing, as is
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to the last design is here omitted, the eleventh design " Heu Insanio" occupying the

reverse of the twelfth leaf. A question therefore arises,whether the Museum copy may

not be imperfect, as stated byMr. Boone in his communication respecting theRenouard

copy (see p. 18). We think not : and as the whole of the above pages form one gathering

of twelve leaves, the probability is, that the text of the last cut was in this edition

omitted as a matter of convenience, as otherwise it would have required an extra leaf

to complete the twenty-four engraved pages, though a sheet may probably have been

added ; but if so, there would have been a blank leaf, independent of the reverse of

the last page of text being blank, making in all three blank pages at the close of

the work : a circumstance somewhat unusual, unless it was intended that the blank

should have formed, by being folded back, the fly-leaf at the commencement. An
examination of other copies from the same series of blocks will eventually settle this

question.

ANOTHER IMPRESSION FROM THE SAME WOOD-BLOCKS,

"WITH TWO ADDITIONAL DESIGNS.

PLATE LXI. THE LAST DESIGN.

(From a Copy in the Library of Eakl Spencer.)

In this impression, the work, by the addition of two designs, is extended to

twenty-eight pages or fourteen leaves, printed by the ordinary press on both sides,

except the first and last pages, which are blank. The outer border or third line

around all the pages has been cut away, as also the shading which occurred in the

upper and right side of the inner border of some of the pages. The impressions in

the Spencer copy have been worked off in two gatherings : one of four sheets, and

the other of three.

The arrangement of the pages, as far as 20, corresponds with that in the preceding

edition. After this there is a slight variation in the disposition of the pages of text,

that illustrating the ninth design being placed opposite the tenth design, and vice

versa. The additional plates occupy the reverse of the last page of text, to the eleventh

design, S(I) agonisans, and the recto of the last leaf, its reverse being blank.

The first additional design is emblematical of the Redemption of Mankind. In

the upper part our Saviour is represented kneeling before the Almighty, who is

seated ; while in the lower part are the emblems of the Crucifixion, the cross, the

the case with the Wilson copy of the Biblia Pauperum, hereafter mentioned. Their entire absence, however,

shews the force of my observations at p. 15 preceding, as they cannot possibly occur at the back of a fac-

simile or drawing. In drawing facsimiles however, Mr. Harris should studiously avoid making any additions

of his own, as it may at some future period mislead the bibliographer. I make this observation, because

in the facsimile mentioned (if taken from the Eenouard copy), I noticed a breakage in the lower border put in,

which does not occur in the border of that copy. Such variations, added for the purpose of conveying an idea of

originality, ought to be studiously avoided by the copyist. S. Leigh S.
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scourge, and the crown of thorns. The second design represents the Creation of Eve

and the Temptation, as seen in our facsimile, Plate lx. In some copies, the design

of the Creation precedes, as it should do, the Intercession. Heinecken (p. 419) states

such to be the case with the copy in the public library at Dresden. These additional

engravings are executed in a very inferior manner, and evidently not by the same

hand as the others. Our facsimile will shew this, without further observation.

We note the following from a few of the defects in the impressions of the Spencer

copy, which at once prove them to have been worked off from the blocks at a later

period than those in the Renouard and Museum copies.

Page

XIV". Design 6.—One line of border only round it.

XV. Text.—Upper and lower borders broken

away.

XVII. Text.—Left inner border at lower part broken

away.

XX. Design 9.—Two breakages in upper border,

the one to the left extending into the cap of

the figure to the right.

XXIII. Text is here transposed, being put opposite

the ninth design instead of the tenth.

XXIII. Text transposed.

Page

VI. Design 2.—Only one border at left side. Left

lower* corner broken, as in Museum copy.

VII. Text.—Within the right border are some re-

mains of the former shading, the lines not hav-

ing been carefully cut away.

X. Design 4.—Splits in the nimbus of the Almighty,

as in Museum copy; the split in lower border

extending through the letter a in the inscrip-

tion in scroll.

XIII. Text.—Outer left border broken away, as inMu-

seum copy. Division line under text cut away.

Mr. Beriah Botfield possesses a copy which agrees in all respects with the pre-

ceding, though bearing evidence of having been more carefully worked from the

blocks. It has no note indicating from what library it has been obtained ; and in

consequence of its being closely bound, it becomes impossible to ascertain whether

the blocks have been worked in gatherings or single sheets. The paper, though having

a water-mark of a similar character, is of a much thicker and firmer texture than

that used for the Spencer copy.

Through the liberality of Mr. Botfield we have had the volume entrusted to us

on two occasions : at first, for the purpose of comparing it with the Museum copy,

and subsequently with the Renouard and Spencer copies. As the numerous break-

ages and deficiencies in the Botfield and Spencer copies correspond, it clearly shews

that both copies were obtained from the blocks at about the same period.

It is very evident that at the period, and after the impressions in the Museum
copy were worked off, the wood-blocks had been much injured and roughly treated

during the process of printing, independently of their being surcharged with ink,

thereby giving the impressions, more particularly of the designs, a very repulsive

and coarse aspect. Accordingly we find that in the Sp>encer copy (for the printing

of which the wood-blocks had evidently been carefully cleaned) there are many more

breakages in the borders and other parts of blocks, than occur in the Renouard

and Museum copies, and that some of the breakages in these copies are more extended

than in the Spjencer copy. Besides these facts, and also the circumstance of the

* In mentioning the borders in this copy, it will be understood that the middle border in the Renouard and

Museum copies here form the outer border.
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outer border and shading in parts of the border being cnt away, the second border

is, in several of the pages, partly deficient, and much broken.

Another impression, taken from, the same wood-blocks, was issued with two

additional designs of a different character from those in theSpencer and Botfield copies.

It was, like the former, printed by the ordinary press on both sides, and comprised

fourteen leaves. The first of the additional engravings is allegorical of the Final

Judgment* and the other of the Life of Man. Heinecken (p. 419) mentions a copy

with these designs as being in the public libraries at Zwickau and Wolfenbuttel. He
thus describes them (p. 420): "Le sujet de la premiere piece est un ange, qui pese clans

une balance Tame d'un homme, contre les biens de ce monde, et qui chasse deux

diablotins, qui s'empressent de donner le poid a ces choses. On y voit encore quelques

petits anges dans les airs, qui portent des ames, et un autre ange qui fixe une ame

du purgatoire. L'autre planche represente emblematiquement la vie de rhomme,

commenQant par ses fiancailles."

Heinecken (p. 415) mentions another edition, which he places as the fifth.

He states :
" L'exemplaire que j'ai trouve dans la Bibliotheque Royale d'Hannovre,

est d'une toute autre edition. Je lui donne le cinquieme rang : au moins est-

elle surement, par les marques, qu'on y rencontre, plus moderne que les pre-

cedentes. L'exemplaire est clefectueux et en meme temps range clifferemment.

L'ecriture est de la m§me forme, que dans les autres, et les capitales sont ornees

aussi de feuillages. Un quadre, tantot de deux, tantot de trois traits inegaux, et par

cy par la creneles, environne les pages. L'encre est noire, cependant les planches

sont imprimes sur un seal cote du papier, par le frotton du carrier."

" Mr. Clement^ en a fait une description fort detainee, ainsi je n'ajouterai ici que ce

qui pourra servir a clistinguer cette edition des autres que Mr. Clement n'a pas vues."

As the arrangement of the pages of text in this, Heinecken's fifth edition, slightly

differs, and as there are signatures to many of them, we subjoin a brief enumeration

of the same from his work, pp. 416, 417. We annex his enumeration of them, merely

observing that he did not profess to quote the headings of the texts with typogra-

phical accuracy.

Page

I.—Text of Preface.

II.—Text of Preface.

III.—Text.

Temptacio dyaboli defide, marked with the letter ft.

IV.—Design 1.

Fac sicut pagani, and tl on one side, with d on the

other.

V.—Text.
bona inspiracio angeli de fide, marked C.

Page

VI.—Design 2.

Sis firmus infide, also marked C.

VII.—Text.

Temptatio dyaboli de desperatione.

VIII.—Design 3.

Ecce peccata tua.

IX.—Text.
Bona inspiracio angeli contra desperacionem,

marked £.

* This plate has heen copied for one of the small quarto editions of the work, a copy of which is in the

library of Earl Spencer.

t Bibliotheque Curieux, torn. ii. p. 143.
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Page Pace

X. Design 4. XVIII. Design 8.

Nequaquam desperes. Sis humilis, marked {•

XL Text. XIX. Text.

Temptacio dyaboli de impaciencia, marked t Temptacio dyaboli de avaricia, marked \}

XII.

XIII.

Design 5.

Quam bene decepi eum, marked f.

Text.

XX. Design 9.

Intende thesauro.

XIV.

bona inspiracio angeli de paciencia, marked g.

Design 6.

sum captivatus.

XXI. Text.

Bona inspiracio angeli contra avaritia

marked I.

XV. Text. XXII. Design 10.

Temptacio dyaboli de vana gloria. Non sis avarus.

XVI.

XVII.

Design 7.

Gloriare.

Text.

XXIII. Text.

Si agonisans loqui, marked til-

bona inspiracio angeli contra vanam gloriam, XXIV. Design 11.

marked t- Hen insanio.

The above enumeration shews that this edition consists of twelve single sheets,

or twenty-four leaves, signatures a to m inclusive; the two pages of preface no

doubt forming the first sheet, a. Sheets d and h are without signatures, though the

h is used where k should have occurred. In this edition the descriptive text precedes

each design, instead of following it as in the other editions.

Hitherto the editions mentioned are all, with the text and inscriptions upon the

designs, in Latin. Heinecken, however, enumerates as the sixth edition one with the

inscriptions in the German language. At page 418 he says :
" Une sixieme e'dition me

paroit etre celle, dont on trouve un exemplaire a Wolfenbuttel. II est aussi en folio,

imprime d'un seul c&te' du papier, par l'ope'ration d'un cartier. II est d'une encre'

noire, chaque feuille fait son cahier; les capitales sont orne'es de feuillage; la preface

commence et finit de la meme maniere que celle de la quatrieme edition.

"Le dessin des images est different et d'un autre maitre, qui a cependant garde

la meme idee. Le singulier de cette edition est, que non obstant le discours latin, les

inscriptions sur les rouleaux des images sont en alemand. Ainsi on lit sur la premiere

image

:

' ©, Eg ist item fjolL Mt ijat&m glo&en rcd)t. £rjfcte &irfj selbcr/

Au reste Fordre des planches est le meme que celui de la seconde edition, et le

graveur a place au milieu des deux lignes, dont chaque planche d'image est encadree,

la marque d'une lettre de l'alphabet, en commenqant par le 5, et finissant avec I'm :

mais les planches du discours n'ont aucune marque."

* Heinecken (p. 415) notes that the copy in the Royal Library at Hanover wants the preface.

VOL. II. £
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PLATE LXII. THE EIFTH DESIGN*.

(From a Copy in the Public Library at Womenbuttel.)

Block-Book of Twenty-Four Engraved Pages.—Small Folio.

As there is no copy of this edition in this country, we must content ourselves

with giving a facsimile of the engraving (plate 19) from the work of Baron Heinecken,

who has placed it as preceding all the other editions. We have had our facsimile

printed in a light colour, as Heinecken states (p. 400) the copy to be " imprime d'une

encre en detrempe, qui est pale et egale par tout le livre."

The twenty-four pages in the edition form, according to Heineckenf, four gather-

ings, each of three leaves, the impression having been obtained by means of friction.

The following, therefore, will be their arrangement, shewing the order of taking them

off from the blocks, by which leaves 1 and 6, 2 and 5, and 3 and 4, so fold that the

blank pages may be pasted together.

FIRST GATHERING. SECOND GATHERING.

LEAP LEAF

1 Recto.—Blank. Blank, rev.

Reverse.—Preface. Text, rec. 6

2 Rec.—Preface. Design 2, rev.

Rev.—Blank. Blank, rec. 5

3 Rec.—Blank. Blank, rev.

Rev.—Design 1. Text, rec. 4

LEAF LEAP

7 Rec.—Blank. Blank, rev.

Rev.—Design 3. Text, rec. 12

8 Rec—Text. Design 5, rev.

Rev.—Blank. Blank, rec. 11

9 Rec.—Blank. Blank, rev.

Rev.—Design 4. Text, rec. 10

* The engraving of this design, given by Heinecken, pi. 21, as belonging to the edition described by us in

vol. i., does not merit the name of a. facsimile ; and it is only in a few instances in his work that the plates given

by him can be considered, or, indeed, were intended, as such. Plates 6 and 7, from the Biblia Pauperum;

plate 17, from the Ars Memoranda ; and plate 19, from the Ars Moriendi, are the only ones that can deserve that

appellation.

t " Toutes ces planches soit figures, soit texte, compose quatre carriers, chacun de trois feuilles, encartonnees

l'une dans l'autre."—p. 405.
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THIRD GATHERING. FOURTH GATHERING.

LEAF LEAF

13 Rec.—Blank. Blank, rev.

Rev.—Design 6. Text, rec. 18

14 Rec—Text. Design 8, rev.

Rev.—Blank. Blank, rec. 17

15 Rec.—Blank. Blank, rev.

Rev.—Design 7. Text, rec. 16

LEAF LEAF-

19 Rec.—Blank. Blank, rev.

Rev.—Design 9. Text, rec. 24

20 Rec.—Text. Design 11, rev.

Rev.—Blank. Blank, rec. 23

31 Rec.—Blank. Blank, rev.

Rev.—Design 10. Text, rec. 22

By the above it is at once seen that when the sheets are folded, the blank leaves

come vis a vis, as do also the engraved ones.

As, according to Heinecken, the arrangement of the designs in this edition differs

slightly from that in the others, we simply enumerate them in the order given by

him, without quoting any of the inscriptions, it being evident that they are not there

given for the purpose of reference, in a typographical point of view.

Page

I.

II.

Aes Mokiendi, ending imitate et obe.

Continuation of Preface, commencing dientia,

and ending diligenter consideret.

Design 1.

—

Fac sicut pagani.

Text.

Design 2.

—

Sisfirmus in fide.

Text.

Design 3.

—

Ecce peccata tua.

VIII. Text.

IX. Design 4.

—

Nequaquam desperes.

X. Text.

XI. Design 5.

—

Intende thesauro.

XII. Text.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

25 lines.

30 lines.

27 lines.

29 lines.

lines.

Paoe

XIII.

XIV.

XV.
XVI.

XVII

-Non sis avarus.

31 lines.

26 lines.

Design 6.-

Text.

Design 7.—Quam bene decepi.

Text.

Design 8.

—

Labores amisi.

XVIII. Text. 35 lines.

XIX. Design 9.

—

Gloriare ; coronam meruisti.

XX. Text. 25 lines.

XXI. Design 10.

—

Sis humilis.

XXII. Text. 28 lines.

XXIII. Design 11.

—

Heu insanio.

XXIV. Text, commencing Si agonisans.

Heinecken (p. 404) affixes the following observation to the ninth design :
" On

voit sur cette planche deux diables, dont Tun represente un homme, et Fautre une

femme, d'un dessin un peu indecent, ce qui ne se trouve plus dans aucune des autres

editions, et c'est ce qui m'a porte
-

a dormer le premier pas a cette edition, d'autant

plus, que toutes les autres marques y correspondent : dans le vieux terns on n'etoit

pas si scrupuleux sur le decorum, comme on devoit Fetre."

The circumstance, therefore, of the indecency in the design of this edition not

being found in any other edition, appears to be the cause of Heinecken's considering it

the first of the work. He also states (p. 400*) that the text is coarsely engraved, that

" Les caracteres sont gothiques, et presque de la meme forme de ceux qu'on voit dans TApocalypse, leur

grosseur diminue de plus en plus vers la fin de la page, quand il y a trop de texte pour la planche. Les capitales

sont faites aux simples traits, pour etre enlumin^es, comme dans l'ouvrage precedent (Ars Memoranda). Le

dessin differe de tous les autres, que nous avons vu jusqu' ici ; il est lourd et charge^ : il ne ressemble ui & la

Bible des Pautres, ni a YApocalipse, et encore moins a celui des Cantiques : l'artiste est d'une toute autre ecole.

II en est de meme avec la gravure, qui est extremement grossiere."

E 2
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it is very similar to that in the Apocalypse, and that it diminishes in size towards the

close of the page. He also observes, that the design is heavy and crowded, resembling

neither the Biblia Pauperum nor the Apocalypse, and much less the Cantica Canti-

corum; and that the artist is of another school; adding, that the same observations

may be applied equally to the engraving, which he characterizes as extremely gross.

"We regret that we have not the opportunity of presenting to our readers a fac-

simile of the second design of the series composing this edition, in order to compare

it with that given from the Harlem copy, Plate xiv., vol. i., with a view of shewing

more fully its difference in design, and how far inferior it is as a work of art. We
think the circumstance of the text diminishing in size towards the close of ea,ch page,

as mentioned by Heinecken, shews that the text had been copied from another

edition, the engraver having miscalculated the space allotted for it; and that the

insertion of a figure of an indelicate nature in the design referred to, arose from the

want of refinement in the artist. Had the designs in the other editions been engraved

in the same coarse manner, with the omission of the indecency, there might then

have been some ground for admitting the opinion of Heinecken as to its being the

first edition.

In making the observation (vol. i. p. 74) that " not more than three or four" of

the editions of the Ars Moriendi enumerated by Heinecken "will be found to come

under the denomination of Block-Books," we confess that we have been too hasty in

coming to that conclusion, as it will be seen that we have included the seven editions

mentioned by him, all of which are, with the descriptive text, in Latin. In these

several editions we have three series of designs, each executed by different artists :

the first, that from which the copy at Harlem (our first edition) is taken; and from

which, with the trifling variations, as mentioned, in design, all the others have been

copied, except that of the copy at Wolfenbuttel, forming the second series ; the third

being the Spencer copy, in small 4to., our second edition.

We now, therefore, proceed to mention (for we can only so do, as we believe no

copies exist in this country) those copies, with the descriptive text, in the German

language.

The first is that of a copy described as follows by Heinecken (p. 421), in the

public library at Zwickau : "La bibliotheque possede encore une traduction alemande

de cet ouvrage, dont les images, quoique du meme sujet, sont destinees tout autre-

ment, et gravees par un autre artiste, le livre, publie beaucoup apres l'invention de

la typographic, est neanmoins entierement grave sur cles tables de bois, et imprime

sur un seul cote du papier. On s'y est servi de la main d'ceuvre en usage pour les

cartes a jouer, et Touvrier, soit qu'il fut un cartier ou un graveur en bois, y a mis son

nom et la date a la fin du livre. Comme il a employe de l'encre a Thuile, l'impression

est tres informe et sale. L'ouvrage entier consiste en un seul cahier, et les feuilles

sont marquees sur la marge, qui est a la gauche, des lettres de Talphabet pour le

relieur. La preface contient deux feuillets, et commence
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' Btctoctl narf) tier Here tics naturltrfjcn Jjflatster u. s. in.'

Ensuite viennent les images et vis a vis leurs explications, en 22 planches, clans le

meme ordre, que clans la seconde e'dition latine. Sur les rouleaux des figures se

trouvent les memes mots alemancls, comme dans la sixieme edition ; cependant le

dessin des figures n'est reellement le meme. Le discours de la derniere planche finit

avec le mot Amen et au dessus

?tan£ iporir Sat tn'35, ptirlj

1.4.7. 3. prtfff 'motor."

Heinecken mentions another German edition, which Brunet (vol. i. p. 194) states

consists of twenty-four leaves, having on the last page the name of Ludioig zu Ulm.

It is without date, and the impressions are taken off on one side of the paper. A copy

of this edition is in the Bibliotheque* Imperiale at Paris, and has been described by

M. Guichard, who quotes another, also in German, as being at Munich, having only

thirteen leaves, with the designs and texts printed on either side.

Of the Ars Moriendi, evidently the most popular of all the Block-Books, numerous

are the Latin editions which were issued from the presses of Germany towards the

end of the fifteenth century. Though their enumeration does not come immediately

within our province, our work being confined to the Block-Books
;
yet, as there has

evidently been much confusion in their designation by way of editions (owing to the

mixing of those illustrated by text taken ofF from wood-blocks, with those printed

from moveable type), we give, as far as we are enabled, a note of several of the later

editions, which contain the engraved illustrations, it not being our desire to notice

any others.

Ars Moriendi, sine ullu notd.—Small folio. The text of this edition is printed in

a small type, and is probably from the press of Guldenschaff at Cologne. It consists

of one gathering of twelve leaves, the eleven designs occupying the rectos of the leaf,

the text the reverses. On designs i. n. in. vi. and viit. occur the following signatures,

m\ jj i

There is a copyf of it in the British Museum, having been obtained, in 1845, at the

sale of the library of the late Benjamin Heywood Bright, Esq., for the small sum of

£4 : 18 : 0. The late Mr. Thomas Rodd, who compiled the sale catalogue of that

library, stated it " to be the edition described as No. 5 in Heinecken's list." Such is

not the case. That edition consists of twenty-four leaves, the impressions being

taken off by friction on one side only ; independently of which the greater portion

* Previous to our publishing a supplemental volume describing the copies of the several editions of the

Block-Books preserved in the public libraries on the Continent, we hope to have the pleasure of being enabled

to examine at leisure all the Xylographical Treasures in this Imperial Library.

t There is also a copy in the Pembroke library, at Wilton House, but it wants the last three leaves.
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of the pages have signatures (see p. 24), whereas in this edition they occur only to

five of the designs. The edition, furthermore, does not appear to have been seen by

Heinecken. It does not come under the denomination of a block-booh, inasmuch as

the text is printed with moveable type on the reverses of the designs. The text is

the same as in the earlier editions, and the designs are close copies and of the same

size as those in the first edition of the work ; but in the last design there is no shading

to any of the figures, which gives the whole of that design a singular appearance. The

borders round the designs exhibit many breakages, and we are therefore inclined to

think that the blocks were used for an earlier edition of the work. They are probably

the same as were used in the edition described by Heinecken as the fifth of the

work, the signatures occurring on the same designs, a circumstance which no doubt

caused Mr. Rodd to consider it to be an impression of that edition.

We now note the following Latin editions, as mentioned by Brunet, vol. i., pp.

194-5, edit. 1842.

" Aes Moriendi, in 4to. goth. fig. Edition sans date, &c. impr. a longues lignes,

peut-etre vers l'annee 1480; elle ne consiste qu'en 14 ff. dont 13 pp. contiennent

le discours, et 12 pp. les fig. Vend. 240 fr. m. r. La Valliere : 138 fr. Camus de

Limare ; 144 fr. Merigot.

Une autre edit, in 4to. de cet ouvrage, impr. aussi vers 1480 et augmentee de 3 fig.

est portee a 133 fr. dans Yindex librorum du P. Laire, torn, i., p. 214, oil elle est

annoncee sous le titre suivant : Ars Moriendi ex variis scripturarum sententiis col-

lector cum figuris ad resistenclum in mortis agone diabolicce suggestioni. Ce que parait

se rapporter a l'article 2 du n° 1252 d'Ebert, si le texte a 30 lig. comme le dit ce

dernier, lequel cite encore les editions suivantes impr. avec des caract. mobiles.

" Ars moriedi* ex variis scripturaru sententiis collecta cu figuris, etc., in 4, sans

lieu ni date, 14 ff. avec 14 gravures. Les pag. du texte de 31 et 32 lig. en caract.

goth.

" II y a une autre edition impr. avec les menies caract., et qui se distingue de la

precedente a la derniere ligne du 3° f. ou le mot consideret et ainsi cosideret.

"Ars moriendi ex variis ententiis (sic) collecta cum figuris, etc., Noimber.,—per

J. W. (Weissenberger) absque anno (1504), in 4., goth. de 14 ff. avec 14 fig. reimprimee

par le menie en 1512 in 4. L'edition sans date, 3 liv. 16 sh. Hibbert."

We find that a copy of another edition was also sold in Wellington-street in 1834,

* A copy of this is in the library of Earl Spencer, and is described in the Bibliotheca Spenceriana, vol. i.,

p. xxiv. note *. It comprises small copies from the first edition, with some trifling variations, of the eleven

designs, but which are there reversed. The text is the same, but is preceded by two wood engravings, the one

on the reverse of the title representing the Confessional; and the other, on the recto of A 2, a dying person

receiving the Sacrament. On the reverse of the last design is another representing the Final Judgment, being a

copy of one of the additional designs which occur in some copies of the edition mentioned by us at p. 24. The
edition is noticed by Heinecken, pp. 423-4. A copy occurred at the sale of the library of M. Delessert, in

Wellington- street, 1848.
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the catalogue stating simply, "Ars Moriendi, with sixteen very citrious plates ; the

text in Latin and German... Impr. in civitate Landesutensi mcccccxtv."

There is, in the British Museum, an edition of fourteen leaves, in small 4to., illus-

trated with fourteen designs coarsely executed in wood, the three additional designs

occurring on the recto and reverse of the title, and in the recto of the last leaf. On

the recto of the last leaf but one, C hi. occurs, "Impressum Nurnbergce p Ven. dftm

J. W. Presbrm," the eleventh design occupying the reverse. No date.

There is also in the same library a small quarto edition of sixteen leaves, with the

text in German, illustrated with thirteen wood-engravings, reversed copies of those

in the other editions. On the recto of the last leaf but one occurs the following

colophon

:

P?tc enfcet sirfj Iras fcurfirlcun graant lias iurijrlrgn tics stcrbcns grtrucijt ju Irgpcjujfc 0arfj

rijristt grburt jmxc&i. jar.

Many other editions were, no doubt, printed without any engraved illustrations.

A copy of an edition in 4to. was in the library of Dr. Kloss of Frankfort (No. 332),

supposed by him to have been printed at Rome, by John Gensberg, in 1473. Another,

printed at Venice, by Bernard Ratdolt, in 1478.

The work was also printed in France under various forms. One, which comes

under the denomination of a Block-Book, and probably one of the earliest books of

that character published in that country, deserves particular notice. We therefore

give in full the description of it from Brunet, as following the preceding extract of

the Latin illustrated editions.

"L'art de Morier (sic). Pet. in fol. Cette traduction franqaise de I'Ars Moriendi,

est un livre de la plus grancle rarete, et dont aucun bibliogr., que je sache, n'a fait

mention avant moi; il s'en trouve un exemplaire bien conserve dans la collection

d'anciennes editions de MM. Vandercruisse, a Lille; et c'est d'apres cet exemplaire,

qui m'a ete tres obligeament communique par le proprie'taire, ainsi qu'un nienioire

particulier qui y est relatif, que je vais donner la description suivante :

" Les ff. de ce volume, au nombre de 24 de tout, sont imprimes d'un seul cote,

avec cles planches de bois et en encre grise detempee : divises comme les premieres

e'dit. latines, ces ff. contiennent 2 pages de preface, 11 images, et 11 pages d'explica-

tion. II parait que, pour les images de cette e'dition francaise, on a fait servir les

memes planches de gravure qui out e"te employe'es dans l'e'dition latine de'crite la

seconde par le Baron d'Heineken, Idee d'une collection d'estampes, p. 399; car les

passages latins s'y retrouvent, et Ton remarque que dans la neuvieme gravure (avec

les mots intende thesauro) il n'y a de represe'nte' que quatre tonneaux, au lieu de sept

qui sont dans l'edition juge'e etre la premiere par Heineken. Les deux pages de

pre'face renferment ensemble 58 lignes non compris les trois mots l'art de morier, qui

servent d'intitule'. Le texte de cette preface commence ainsi

:
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" Ja soit que selon le philosophe". .

.

" Et elle fiuit par les mots "considere diligentement."

" Voici maintenant l'ordre et une partie de l'inscription de chaque image, avec

1'intitule de chaque page de texte, qui corresponde aux dites images :

Page

3. Premiere image : " Fac sicut pagani"

4. Texte :
" Temptation du dyable de la foy" et au

dessous. 27 lignes.

5. Deuxieme image :
" SisJirmus in fide."

6. Texte :
" Bonne inspiration par lagel de la foy.'"

32 lignes.

7. Troisieme image :
" Ecce peccata tua."

8. Texte : " Temptation du dyable de desperation."

32 lignes.

9. Q.uatrieme image :
" Victoria mihi nulla et nequa-

quam desperes."

10. Texte :
" Bonne inspiration de lange contre despe-

rance." 32 lignes.

11. Cinquieme image: " Quam bene decepi."

12. Texte : " Temptation du dyable par impatience"

30 lignes.

13. Sixieme image : "Sum captivatus."

Page

14. Texte: "Bonne inspiration par lange de patience."

37 lignes.

15. Septieme image :
" Gloriare."

16. Texte :
" Temptation du dyable par vaine gloire."

29 lignes.

17. Huitieme image : "Victus sum", ou" Sis humilis."

18. Texte : "Bonne inspiration de lange contre vaine

gloire." 32 lignes.

19. Neuvieme image : "Intende ihesauro."

20. Texte: "Temptation du dyable davarice." 31 lignes.

21. Dixieme image: " Non sis avarus."

22. Texte: "Bonne inspiration de lange contre dava-

rice." 25 lignes.

23. Onzieme et derniere image :
" Confusi sumus," on

"Heu insanio."

24. Texte, commencant " Bien utile conclusion de cest

salutaire doctrine, si le moritur labourant en

agony e et extremite peult parler." 40 lignes.

" II y a au bas de la dite page les trois lig. suivantes.

"Bonne remonstrance par figure et expositionp scripture.

" De chose utile et necessaire et cest miroir vrai exemplaire.

" Si entencles a bon desir pour bien vivre et bien morir.

" Je ne chercherai pas a fixer ici la date de ce precieux monument, parceque mes

conjectures a ce sujet ne me donnent rien de bien positif ; mais les personnes qui

pensent que les livres d'images en bois, tels que YArs Moriendi, les Biblia Pauperum,

etc., ont precede l'invention de rimprimerie, ou tout au moins qu'ils out dte faits a la

naissance de cette decouverte, ne balanceront pas a regarder le present Art au Morier

comme le plus ancienne livre franchise imprime qui soit connu jusqu'a present.

"II y a une autre traduction francaise ancienne de YArs Moriendi imp. par

Colard Mansion."

In the preceding account of this most interesting copy of the French Block-

Edition of this work, Brunet mentions that "les mimesplanches degravure" were there

used for the edition placed by Heinecken as the second of the work. We think

there must be some mistake here, inasmuch as that edition is in small quarto, whereas

the French edition is in small folio. It also mentions that in design 9 there are only

four barrels within the door of the cellar, in lieu of seven, as in Heinecken's first

edition. Now in that design, in the second edition, there appear only three. We
make these observations, for though they are of themselves very trifling discrepancies,

yet they are calculated to mislead the careful inquirer.
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Many are the remarkable volumes illustrated with, beaiitinilly-executed wood-

engravings, published in France soon after the art of printing became generally

known. One of the most interesting, and one more particularly allied to the Block-

Books, is an edition of the Dance of Death (La Dastse Macabre), of which numerous

editions appeared towards the close of the fifteenth and the commencement of the

sixteenth century. A copy of the edition we allude to was in a sale at Wellington-

street, in 1848, of some books consigned from Paris, when it was purchased by

M. Libri, and afterwards resold by him, with some portion of his library, in 1850.

As the edition appears to have been unknown to Brunet and other bibliographers,

we give the note of the colophon :
" Cy finit la Base macabre .... nouvellement ainsi

composee et imprimee par Cruyot Marchant demourant a Paris du grat hostel du

College de Navarre an Champ Gaillart Van de grace mil quatre cens quatre vingt et

unze, le s.jour de Avril." It consists of fourteen leaves (signatures a, b), the upper

part of each, as in the editions of the Speculum Block-Book, being occupied by the

engraved subject, with some Latin sentences, followed by a descriptive text in French

verse, printed in double columns beneath. In the last two pages, however, there are

no wood-engravings, and the text is not in double columns. With the exception of

the first design, the wood-engravings contain only the figures of men, without any

women. The edition is evidently that designated as the Danse Macabre des Dames,

published, by the same printer, the 2nd of May of the same year, which is described by

Brunet (vol. ii. p. 11), and consists also of fourteen leaves (the same as the edition of

1490), to which, in the copy described by Brunet, are added some small tracts, printed

the 30th of April of the same year.

The popularity of the Ars Moriendi also extended to the shores of Italy. We find

editions of that work appeared at Florence as early as 1477, at Verona, 1477, and at

Lyons in 1490, the latter, "con le figure accommodate per Johanne Clein e piero

Himel de alamania."

In a sale of rare and early printed books, sold in Wellington-street, May 20, 1829,

was a small series of the Ars Moriendi designs reversed, executed on copper by an

Italian artist of the fifteenth century. In addition to the usual designs, the artist

added one by way of introduction, representing the Virgin and Child. The series

was purchased for Mr. Benjamin Heywood Bright, at the dispersion of whose library,

in 1845, it was obtained for the British Museum. The following was our note

which appeared in the catalogue of the sale :

" This is a series of twelve small copper-plate engravings, executed in the fifteenth

century, the designs copied from the German set, but with slight variations. They

are without any name or indication of the artist, and were most probably intended

to be accompanied by letter-press or written descriptions, as there is a blank page

opposite each engraving. Several of them are coloured; but the whole are in the

finest state of preservation.

VOL. II. i-
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" This very curious set is undescribecl by bibliographers. It has some appearance

of being the work of an Italian artist, and it is not a little singular that he has

reversed the plates in copying them ; the consequence of which is, that the figures

are all right-handed instead of left-handed, as they appear in the Block-Book."

In the collection bequeathed to the Bodleian Library, Oxford, by Francis Douce,

Esq., there are several impressions of a very smaU series of the Ars Moriendi designs

exquisitely engraved, undoubtedly the work of the Master of 1466. An impression

of one of the same series is in the possession of Messrs. Graves & Co., who have

also another series of the same designs, of the same size, most admirably and evi-

dently copied from those engraved by the Master of 1466. The set of plates was

purchased by Messrs. Graves, during the last year, at the sale of the collection of

engravings formed by the Prince de Paer of Vienna. On writing to Mr. Francis

Graves respecting them, we received the following interesting communication :

" 6, Pall Mall, January 17th, 1855.

"Dear Sir,—The subjects of the Ars Moriendi were copied by the early anony-

mous German artist who is usually called 'the Master of 1466/ In this set the scrolls

proceeding from the mouths of the figures are omitted. According to Mr. Carpenter

a complete series* of these excessively rare and interesting prints is in the Douce

Collection at Oxford. The British Museum only possesses one subject, and a second

is in our possession in Pall Mall.

" There is also another set of copies, by a somewhat later German artist, who
marked his plates with the initials M. Z., usually explained as Martin Zagel, but

also attributed to Martin Zinck, Mathias Zingel, and Martin Zabzinger; but recent

discoveries have almost proved to a certainty that his name was Matthew Zeysinger.

This series originally consisted of eleven plates only; and the early impressions,

without the letter-press on the back, are extremely rare. Early in the seventeenth

century the plates appear to have fallen into the hands of Peter Konig, a bookseller

at Munich, who, after having had them coarsely retouched, added an additional

plate, and published them in a small book bearing the following title :

" Letzer Kampf des Menschen, das ist : Ein kurzer Begriff der furnemsten ver-

suchung mit loelchenLaidige Sathan den Sterbenden Menschen gemanniglich anfechten

thut, &c. Sup. permissu Munchen bei Peter Konig." 1 vol. small 8vo.

* This series of line engravings (with the exception of the omission, in the first plate, of the devil on the

upper left corner; in the second, the Holy Ghost, in the form of a dove, being at the right corner of the canopy

of the bed, in lien of the left ; the omission, in the third plate, of the square tablet held by the hand of the devil,

on the left ; in the ninth plate, three barrels in the cellar, in lieu of four, and those being reversed, and without

a resting shelf ; and, the eleventh plate being entirely reversed) may be considered as representing close copies of

those in the edition placed by Heinecken as the fourth of this work, and described by us at p. 16. The additional

plate represents an angel appearing to the dying man, and exhorting him to seek the heavenly kingdom, while,

at the left lower corner, appears the Evil Spirit coming out from the jaws of hell.
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On the last leaf is Gedruckt zu Munchen bey Anna Borgia Wittet im Jalir mdcxxiii.

In Verlegung Peter Kbnig Kunstfuhrer.

" I have applied for this volume at the British Museum, but am informed that it

is not in the library.
" I am, dear Sir, yours very sincerely,

"F. Graves."

" I should have observed that the two additional plates do not bear the initials

M. Z."

On receiving the Renouard copy of the Ars Moriendi from Mr. Boone, we learnt,

for the first time, that M. J. Marie Guichard had devoted many pages, in a number

of the Bulletin du Bibliophile*-, to the account of the various editions of that work,

being his fifth of a series of articles on the Block-Books published in that literary

journal.

In describing the various editions, M. Guichard has arranged those in Latin

under the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G; followed by those in German, under A and B;

concluding with a note of the edition in the French language. It is not our intention

to recapitulate any remarks we have made in the previous pages respecting them,

but merely to note to which of them those marked by M. Guichard refer, availing

ourselves of his information respecting the copies so marked preserved at the present

time in the public libraries on the Continent.

A. is the same as the Museum copy described by us, pp. 11, etc.

M. Guichard has not given the inscriptions on the various scrolls with their con-

tractions ; and thus, in the event of any other series of designs of a similar size

occurring, it would be difficult, without having the originals before us, to note the

differences; for though we have only copied one inscription in each design, yet

that inscription given accurately (as we hope it is) will answer the piu-pose

required.

There is a copy in the Bibliotheque Imperiale at Paris, which had passed through

the Mariette, Valliere, and Camus coUections. M. Guichard states :
" Le papier a

pour filigrane un roue avec un P. et D. gothiques."

B. is the same as the edition described by us from the account given by

Heinecken of the copy in the Public Library at Wolfenbuttel. An imperfect copy

is in the Public Library at Memmingen. The Imperial Library at Paris possesses

only leaves 19 and 20. The copy in the Public Library at Munich wants the first and
last leaves.

* Bulletin du Bibliophile, par M.M. Ch. Nodier et Paulin, Paris, avec le catalogue raisonne des livres de

l'editeur. No. 15, Juillet. 8co. Paris. Techner, iditeur, 1841.

T-2
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C. Same as the Harlem copy, placed by us as the first edition. It is highly

gratifying to us to find our opinion of the superiority in the design and engraving of

this edition over all the others supported by that of M. Guichard. He states,

" Les figures sont dessinees avec gout ; on remarque dans la pose et vetemens des

personnages une certaine elegance qu'on rechercheroit vainement dans les editions

precedentes."

The Pembroke copy is, we believe, the only perfect copy known. That at Harlem

wants several pages ; and we are inclined to think that the three pages 16, 18, and

19, of the copy at Frankfort, belong more properly to the edition described by

M. Guichard under the letter F, the signature H on page 16 of the Frankfort copy

agreeing with it.

D. Same as the Renouard copy.

M. Guichard gives no collation of this edition ; he merely refers to the account of

it given by Heinecken (p. 414), quoting his observations, that the designs appear to

be close copies of the Harlem edition :
" Si ils sont copiees, l'artiste a si bien imite

l'original, qu'on n'y peut pas remarquer aucune difference."

There is a copy in the Imperial Library at Paris. The impressions are in black

ink, and have been worked by the ordinary press; the leaves are pasted together.

A copy is also in the Public Libraries at Gottwic and at Munich; that in the latter

Avants the first leaf. M. Guichard does not appear, at the time of writing his

notes, 1841, to have seen the Renouard copy, M. Renouard not having obtained it

until the year 1842, as shewn by the bookseller's bill inserted in it. It also has a note

of collation, in the autograph of M. Renouard, as follows :
" Verification faite, cet

exemplaire est de meme edition que celui qui est a la Bibliotheque Royale, pareille-

ment complet, classe sur la lettre G, p. 472, du Bulletin du Bibliophile, de 1841,

article de M. Guichard."

E. Same as that described by us at pp. 23-24. Our note of it, as also that of

M. Guichard's, are taken from the work of Heinecken, pp. 415—418.

The only copy known of this edition is in the Royal Library at Hanover. It

wants, as before stated, the two leaves of preface.

F. This is an edition hitherto undescribed by all bibliographers. The twelve

leaves of it that are preserved in the Imperial Library at Paris are very much spoiled

by damp. From M. Guichard's description we have no doubt of its being another

edition very similar to the first edition. It corresponds in the arrangement of the

pages, so far as they go ; but it is evident that the pages of text do not agree, but

have been recut, but not, as may be said, in facsimile. Independent of this, each

page bears a signature, those in the text being capitals. The twelve pages of the

copy described by M. Guichard are as follow

:
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Page SlG

VIII. Text. D.

IX. Design IVf.

X. Text. E.

XI. Design V. h.

XII. Text. F.

XIII. Design VI. 7-

*29 lines.

30 lines.

26 lines.

Page SlG.

XIV. Text. G.

XV. Design VII. k.

XVI. Text. H.

XVII. Design VIII. 1.

XVIII. Text. J.

XIX. Design IX. f.

32 lines.

23 lines.

31 lines.

M. Guichard notes that in the inscription " Intende thesauro" in the scroll in

Design rx., in the edition described by him, the final e is omitted; and that the

design differs essentially from others. M. Gnichard does not make any mention of

the watermarks on the twelve leaves.

G. is the same edition as B.

M. Gnichard divides the edition he here describes under two heads, Nos. 1 and 2.

No. 1, those copies printed on twenty-four leaves on one side; and No. 2, those printed

on fourteen leaves on both sides. The copy first named by him, under No. 1, as

being in the Imperial Library at Paris, is undoubtedly one of the editions marked by

him under D.; as is also, no doubt, the copy which formerly belonged to M. Smid, of

Augsburg; the impressions of which are stated to have been taken off, by friction,

in a brown ink. M. Guichard conjectures one of the copies in the Public Library at

Munich to be the same.

The other copies of fourteen leaves, printed on both sides, as mentioned by M.

Guichard, are similar to the Botfield and Spencer copies. It is very probable that

other copies worked off from the same series of wood-blocks may differ in the

disposition of the last pages of text and additional designs. M. Guichard states that

the public libraries at Gotha, Munich, Wolfenbuttel, Zwickau, and Bamberg, have in

each a copy of the same edition, but "with two different designs, the same as mentioned

by Heinecken, and quoted by us at page 24.

From the preceding memoranda of the several editions, it is very evident that

M. Guichard had not seen a copy similar to that in the British Museum, comprising

twenty-three engraved pages of one gathering of twelve leaves, printed on both sides,

the recto of the first leaf being blank.

In the collation of a few lines of the edition under G, from each page of text, we
observe that M. Guichard, or the printers, have made three slight errors; we notice

them not only for the purpose of future collation, but to shew how difficult it is, with

the greatest care, to avoid typographical errors. The first is fid. in lieu oifi, p. 3,

second line. The second, enl in lieu of em, p. 6, second line. The third, cib in lieu of

cb, final syllable of ispiraco."

* The number of the lines includes the heading.

t M. Guichard thinks that the signature in this plate has been obliterated by the damp.
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PLATE LXIII. THE SECOND PAGE.

[From a Coloured Copy in the Library of Earl Spencer.)

ENNDKRIST (THE LIFE OF ANTICHRIST) GERMANICE.

Block-Book of Twenty-Six Leaves.—Small Folio.

This work opens on the recto of the first leaf* with a page of prefatory text,

commencing

" fyyt ftelrt stri) an bon oem ©nnourist genomen uno geejogen us? utl biicftern tote

uno uon toem er geborn soil toeroen," efc.

Here beginneth of Antichrist, taken and drawn out of many books, how and of whom
he shall be born, etc.

On the reverse is a large wood engraving, bearing at top for its title,

" i£>te stjtet ties €nnokrtsts tatter uno totrbet umn spun Itplicbe oocftter," etc.

Here sitteth the father of Antichrist and woeth his own daughter in lasciviousness,

who yieldeth to him and becometh pregnant with Antichrist. After this follow

twenty-five leaves, the first twenty having on the recto of each leaf two designs ; the

remaining five only one design, the full size of the page. The impressions have been

taken off, by friction, in a light-colouredf ink or distemper. The reverses of the

pages are blank as usual.

Subjoined is the order of the designs, with their descriptions briefly translated

from the original German.

Leaf

I. Thirty-two lines of text, commencing as above, " i£)pe ftebt Strf)," etc., the reverse

having the design as previously noticed.

II. Upper Subject. Jacob predicts to his son what in future will happen.

Lower Subject. The conception of Antichrist. In all the designs Antichrist

is represented as attended by a demon.

III. Upper. Antichrist is born at a city called Great Babylon, etc.

Lower. Antichrist yields him self to uncleanness and the extraordinary lust

of women at the city of Bethsayda, etc.

These two subjects are given in our facsimile, Plate xltii.

* This leaf is wanting in the Spencer copy.

t Some of the impressions are in rather a darker ink than that in our facsimile, which is copied with all the

imperfections of the original, even to the injured part of the left side of the leaf. The leaves of the Spencer copy-

being inlaid,we are unable to ascertain whether the impressions have been taken off in gatherings or on single sheets.
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Leaf

IV. Upper. Antichrist causes himself to be circumcised at Jerusalem and

announces himself as the predicted Messias, etc.

Lower. The Jews commence to rebuild the Temple of Solomon at Jeru-

salem, etc.

V. Upper. Antichrist has adepts, who teach him to make gold, the art of magic,

and all sorts of evil. And this takes place at the city named Corosaym.

And this also stands written in the Compendium Theologice. And our

Lord curses the said city in the Gospel, and says thus, "Woe to thee

Corosaym."

Lower. Here Antichrist goes from Capernaum to Jerusalem and announces

himself there as holy. And hereof is also written in the book Compen-

dium TJieoloffice. And our Lord also curses this city in the Gospel, and

speaks thus, "Woe to thee Capernaum."

VI. Upper. Between the secret arrival of Antichrist and his public appearance,

Elias and Enoch come down from Paradise, and for three years preach

against Antichrist. And this also stands written in the Compendium,

in book vn. chapter xt.

Lower. Here the Prophet Elias preaches against Antichrist the holy doctrine

of Christianity. And he is clad in sackcloth in sign of his deep humility.

And this says the Book of Virtue.

VII. Upper. Here pi'eacheth the other Prophet Enoch of Christianity. And it is

the warning against Antichrist's wickedness. And he also is clad in

sackcloth. This also stands written in the Book of Virtue.

Lower. Antichrist destroys the laws as much as he can when he shall dwell

in the cities where our Lord dwelt. And this also stands written in the

Compendium Theologice, in the virth book, at the xvnith chapter.

VIII. Upper. Here Antichrist beginneth to preach a new doctrine and a new law.

And that is the first way he deceives the world with the eloquence he

possesses. And this also tells us the said Compendium, in the seventh

chapter.

Lower. Here beginneth Antichrist the second way with which he deceives

the world. That is, with great signs (wonders). He raises the storm, and

bids the sea rise and fall again. This also is told in the work Compendium,

in the seventh book, in the ninth chapter : and also in the Gloss upon

the Apocalypse.

IX. Upper. Antichrist bids the withered tree to blossom and again to become

withered. Also he alters the nature of the air. This also stands written

in Compendia Theologice.

Lower. Antichrist here performs other miracles. He bids a giant rise out of

an egg ; and a citadel hang on a thread ; and a stag spring from a stone.
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X. Upper. Antichrist orders the Jews to be marked on their forehead and on

the right hand as a sign that they believe in him. This stands written in

the Apocalypse of John in the seventh Compendium.

Lower. Antichrist sends forth his apostles to preach and announce that he,

the true God and Messias, was come upon earth. And this is made
known to all the world.

XI. Upper. Here preacheth one of Antichrist's apostles to the king of Egypt and

all his land. As it stands written in the Gloss upon Daniel, " That he

at first shall bring under him the three hereafter written kings/'

Lower. Another of Antichrist's apostles preacheth to the king of Libya and

his people concerning his God Messias, so that he believes as if He, the

true Messias and true God, had come down upon earth.

XII. Upper. Again, another of Antichrist's apostles preaches to the King of Ethi-

opia how the true Messias and God hath come upon earth, and that he

should wholly believe in him.

Lower. Yet another of Antichrist's apostles preaches to the Queen of the

Amazons, and the red Jews which Alexander the Great had shut up in

the mountains of Caspia; and these Jews come thence in the days of

Antichrist, as St. Jerome describes.

XIII. Upper. Yet another of Antichrist's apostles preaches to the Christians how
the true God and Messias hath come upon earth ; and thus his coming

is announced to all Christianity, and also to all Jews and Heathens.

Lower. Here beginneth the grand march of all the world and all the kings

towards Antichrist, in whom they are willing to believe. First the Red
Jews revolt, and these do great harm to the world; and these Jews are

named Gog and Magog, and their ten tribes; and the Queen of the

Amazons also adheres to Antichrist.

XIV. Upper. The King of Egypt, the King of Lybia, and the King of Ethiopia,

come with much people to Antichrist, when to them he is announced and

preached.

Lower. Antichrist gives gold and silver to all those who believe in him; and

that is the third way he brings many to his side. This also stands in

the Compendium Theologice.

XV. Upper. Antichrist performs wonders and sorceries, and bids a column speak

and give answers to all who question it; and he does this by the art of

magic. This also stands in the Compendium Theologice, in the seventh

of Apocalypse.

Lower. The King of Egypt and the King of Ethiopia, and all those who are

in their countries, by command of Antichrist, are marked on their fore-

head and right hand.
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XVI. Upper. The King of Lybia is unwilling to believe in Antichrist, and bids

him raise his father and mother from the dead. And this Antichrist does.

And that is part of the fourth way in which he perverts the world,

namely, with great signs. And this stands in the Compendium Theologue,

in book vn. chapter ix.

Lower. "When the King of Lybia and his people are believers, Antichrist

bade the king and all his people to be marked on the forehead and right

hand.

XVII. Upper. The apostles of Antichrist bring to their master all sorts of people,

priests, monks, ladies, lords, knights and squires, citizens, peasants and

other churls, and all who will believe in him and his doctrine.

Lower. Here are brought captive before Antichrist all those who will not

believe in him.

XVIII. Upper. Antichrist condemns all those who believe not in him to be mar-

tyred with strange tortures, such as had never been seen before; and

that is the first way of his perversion. Thereof is written in the Com-

pendium.

Lower. These people hide themselves for fear of the tortures ; but hunger

drives them forth again. No one will let them buy unless they are

marked with the sign of Antichrist. Then one brother denounces the

other, and one sister another. This says the Gospel.

XIX. Upper. Here sitteth Antichrist in his supreme majesty, and raiseth him-

self above all gods, and above all that to God belongeth; and he abuses

God. This stands in the Compendium and in the Apocalypse.

Lower. Antichrist commands the holy prophets Elias and Enoch to be put

to death at Jerusalem ; and there they lie for three days and a half un-

buried. That no one shall dare bury them, this stands in the Apocalypse.

XX. Upper. Teachers become then worthless, and preach no more. After this

the holy prophets Elias and Enoch are awakened from the dead by the

angels of God; and this is heard of by those who slew them. In the

Compendium Theologice.

Lower. Antichrist falls down as if he were dead, and sleeps by the deceit of

sorcery, so that all princes and nobles and the commonalty imagine him

dead, and begin to lament and cry for their lord.

XXI. Upper. Antichrist rises on the third day, and says to the princes and

nobles and the people, " See, I am true God and Man," and then they

kneel down and adore him.

Lower. Antichrist, by the art of the Devil and magic, makes fire from

heaven descend upon his disciples. These hereupon boast, and say they

VOL. II. G
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are better than the disciples of Our Lord Jesus Christ who received the

Holy Ghost.

(After this,the cuts to the end, five in number, occupy each the full page.)

XXII. Antichrist calls together all princes, lords, Christians, heathens, Jews, and

all others, who believe in him, and bids them come to the Mount of Olives

and tells them he will ascend into heaven.

XXIII. Antichrist bids the devils to carry him up, when our Lord strikes him with

a word from his mouth, and pronounces the gloss upon the Apocalypse,

chapter xiii. : "Michael, strike him dead; I will no longer bear with the

unjust." In Compendium Theologice.

XXIV. Then the devils convey Antichrist to hell, where his first reception is from

the Devil's council and prompters.

XXV. "When Antichrist is slain, his servants say, we have neither God nor Lord,

and five in sin, and according to the lusts of the flesh. Still twenty-five

days are allowed them for penitence. That is also written in the Com-

pendium Theologice.

XXVI. When Antichrist hath finished his life in all wickedness, and hath met with

a bad end, then, at the command of God, shall arrive the holy prophets

Elias and Enoch, and they preach the Christian belief in the lands wherein

Antichrist hath reigned, and convert princes and lords and the people,

that they all become Christians ; and then there will be one belief, accord-

ing as Scripture says, "Erit unus pastor et unum ovile:" and therefore

no one is safe against the coming of the Day of Judgment, when it shall

be so feared that the peasant shall forget his plough and his cattle and his

clothes, in the field, and fly home and be afraid, in the Day of Judgment

upon the field. And Scripture tells us that our Lord will shorten the

day on account of his elect, lest perchance, through distress and fear, they

turn again to the evil unbelief of the many.

PLATE LXIV. THE NINTH LEAF.

{From a Coloured Copy of the folloioing Work, also in the Possession o/'Lord Spencer.)

QUINDECIM SIGNA EXTREMI JUDICII DIEM PR.ECEDENTIA. GERMANICE.

Block-Book of Eleven Leaves.—Small Folio.

This, forming a continuation of the preceding work, may have been issued simul-

taneously, the whole making one volume of thirty-seven leaves, or probably thirty-

eight, one being blank. It comprises a series of fifteen wood-engravings, shewing

" how, and in what manner and form, the fifteen signs precede the Day of Doom will

hereinafter tell you. Through the great and unfathomable mercy, and the super-
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abundant love which Almighty God bears to all men, he hath ordained and decreed

that these hereinafter written fifteen signs are to take place before the Day of Judg-

ment, according and as the teachers/' etc. Tims are the words at the beginning of

the text in the Old High German language (the dialect of Saxony), occurring on the

first page

—

" (KHie und in toeliri;et meis una firon die funftjeften ?a(cfien lumen bar dem jungsten

tag toil id) ftienari) sagen," etc

This text, extending to thirty lines, inclosed by a border, is on the recto of the first leaf.

The seven* following leaves have, on the recto, each two designs, with a few expla-

natory lines of text beneath them. The ninth leaf is occupied by one large design, as

given in our facsimile. The last two leaves consist of two pages of text, the first

commencing—
" ais lit! purijer sagen und sunderliri) das purij compendium tfteoloie" (sic), etc.

The second concluding

—

" aind die spben psalmen dick in latjmn. amen."

The following enumeration of the engraved pages briefly describes the subject of

the designs, being a literal translation of the text under each design.

Leaf

I. Thirty lines of text on the recto.

II. Upper Subject. "DaS erst jatrljen iSt, etc. That the sea shall rise forty ells above

all mountains, and appear to stand up like a wall.

This, the first sign, is represented by the mountains being lower than the

sea-wall, with two men pointing to this miracle.

Lower Subject. iDaS andet jat'cljen, etc. That the sea shall sink again so deep

as to be visible to no one, and the earth shall become withered.

This second sign in the cut is shewn by two men conversing, whilst a

third is kneebng, looking into the gulph where the sea has disappeared.

III. Upper. IDaS drit jeicljen, etc. That the inhabitants of the deep, and the wonders

of the sea, cry out, and look up piteously towards heaven ; but their cries

and looks are observed by no one but God alone.

To mark this the third sign, two men are apparently in conversation,

whilst a mermaid, a merman, and two sea-monsters, are approaching the

shore, raising their cries to heaven.

Lower. jDas bird jctthen, etc. That the sea and all other waters, great and

small, shall bum with fire.

Flames on the water, with three men on the bank in conversation, are

meant to pourtray this fourth sign.

* In describing the Spencer copy, wanting the last leaf of text (Bibliotheca Spenceriana, vol. i. p. xxx),

Dr. Dibdin erroneously states that six leaves contain two subjects on each, and that two have only one. Accord-

ingly he describes only fourteen designs instead of fifteen, having omitted the note of the fourteenth sign,

describing the fifteenth in lieu thereof.

g2
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IV. Upper. SDaS fttnft jeirijm, etc. That all trees and plants sweat blood, and all

birds assemble together on the fields, and drink and eat not when they fear

the coming of the upright judge, as it stands thereof written.

Two men in conversation, with five species of birds, are intended to con-

vey the meaning of this fifth sign.

Lower. IDaS SecftSt ?etrf)ra, etc. There shall arise a great, universal earthquake,

against which neither men nor beasts can stand : all must fall down.

Two men and three beasts, stretched on the ground, illustrate this sixth

sign.

V. Upper. )DaS Sibent jntfjen, etc. All buildings and trees will fall down when

the storm strikes throughout the whole world, from the rising of the sun

until sunset.

Two men standing with their hands raised in prayer, and falling houses,

one struck by lightning, which is also coming from the clouds, depict this

seventh sign.

Lower. )DaS ari)t JCl'cften, etc. That all stones shall fly up into the air, and strike

together so as to break into pieces. Therefrom a great noise. Yet no one

knows it but God alone, and people fly unto holes and hide themselves.

Two men partially sheltered by caves, with the legs of a third person pro-

truding from another, and a fawn running for safety, whilst stones are flying

in the air, denote the eighth sign.

VI. Upper. jDaS neunt jeicften, etc. The people shall return from the mountains and

caves, and go about as if they were senseless, and shall be unwilling to speak

one to the other; and the wild beasts shall become so tame as to approach

mankind.

Three men with their heads turned different ways, having a stag, a lion,

and a porcupine for companions, represent this ninth sign.

Lower. <DaS ?Chent jeichen, etc. That all graves shall open of themselves from

the rising of the sun until the going down of the sun, and the dead shall

arise from the graves, so that the living see them.

Two men turning away from two skeletons risen, whilst a third is rising

from the grave, clearly mark this tenth sign.

VII. Upper. sDaS etlft jetdjen, etc. That the stars shall fall from heaven, and give

forth flames of fire, by which they purify themselves. And again it will

become white and clear, and people shall cry out in great fright, and run

away, and neither eat nor drink.

Seventeen falling stars, with flames proceeding from each, and two men

running away to the right, represent the eleventh sign.

Lower. iDaS fifttlit jeirijen, etc. The living men die that they may rise with

the other dead. Also all birds and all beasts die with them.
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A dead man and a dying man, with three dead beasts, are emblematic

of the twelfth sign.

VIII. Upper. iDaS Jjrep?eften& jetdjm, etc. That the firmament of heaven and all the

earth are burnt, intermingled one with the other.

The heaven in flames, and the earth giving forth fire, represent this thir-

teenth sign.

Lower. sDafi btrtjdjenU jetcften, etc. That the whole earth, with all mountains

and hills, shall be thrown down, and be made straight and plain.

This fourteenth sign is quaintly and symbolically represented by leaving

a Hank space where the woodcut ought to be.

IX. 3Da5 funft?el)en3J ttnH Ictjt jetcijen, etc. That heaven and earth shall be renewed,

and all mankind shall rise together, at the sound of the trumpets which are

blowing.

Two angels, each blowing a trumpet, with the blessed (three males and

a female) rising from their graves ; a chapel in flames, wherein two persons

at the porch, and a skeleton at a back window, and a monk lying on his

face, in a grave, in the foreground, denote the fifteenth and last sign that

shall precede the Day of Judgment.

This we have given in facsimile, pi. lxiv., and being coloured, it conveys

a very correct representation of the peculiarly rude manner in which

many of the copies of the early Block-Books are decorated.

X. Page of text.

XI. Page of text.

In describing the two works, Heinecken (pp. 384, etc.) has evidently considered

them to have formed one publication, and also that the designs are engraved in a

superior manner to those in the Cantica Canticorum. " Les figures," (he states)

" quoique toujours d'un gout gothique, son cependant dessine'es avec plus d'intelli-

gence, aussi la gravure n'est-elle pas si grossiere que celle des cantiques" This

point we are content to leave to the judgment of our readers, at the same time

observing, that they appear to be the work of the ordinary cardmaker. As regards

their having been published at the same time, and as one work, such may have been

the case; and, the fact of our describing them as separate works does not affect the

question.

Though not at all inclined to coincide with the opinion of Dr. Dibdin that the

two works were issued so early as " circa 1430," yet we consider them to have

preceded by many years the edition mentioned by Heinecken (pp. 391-2) in the

Public Library at Gotha, as thus communicated to him by M. Le Conseiller Schlaeger.

" L'Exemplaire qu'on voit dans la Bibliotheque de Gotha sert encore de temoignage,

que nos peintres de cartes ont continue, long terns apres l'invention de la typographic,

de publier des ouvrages grave's entierement en tables de bois. Cette e'dition de
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VEntkrist, gravee par un autre artiste, contient les memes representations que la

premiere, excepte le sujet; oil le pere de 1'Antichrist recherche sa fille en mariage,

que le nouvel editeur a omis. Le livre commence pareillement : IjDte l)tf)t Sid) an

Uan Den €ntkrtst genammen, etc., et a la fin de ce texte l'e'diteur dit :
" £>er jung=

ftannt? pttffinaler ijat Has pud) ju nurembergo fl U^/^^pf." le Junghannst peintre de

cartes a ce livre a Nuremberg, sans avoir ajoute, s'il a dessine, ou grave, ou settlement

imprime' cet ouvrage. Cependant il est imprime, comme le precedent, sur un cote

du papier par le frotton, contenant 19 feuilles, qui ne sont qtt'un seul cahier, telle-

ment, que la premiere image a ete imprimee avec la 38
m
°, ensuite la 37

me avec la

seconde, etc. L'ordre des planches differe aussi de la premiere edition, et pour que

le relieur ne se trompe pas dans 1'arrangement, on trouve sur la marge de chaque

feuille une lettre de l'alphabet, qu'on voit cependant a peine quand le livre est relie.

Dans l'exemplaire dont je parle, quelques images sont enluminees, mais pas toutes."

With the Spencer copy of the Enndkrist is bound up an imperfect copy (com-

prising twelve leaves) of another and later edition, the description being in moveable

type and printed on both sides. The subjects are the same, but occasionally

differently designed. It is probably the same edition as that noticed by Heinecken,

p. 393, a copy of which he met with at Frankfort.

In this later edition the designs are all reversed, and as the volume is quite of

as rare occurrence as the Block-Book, we give the annexed facsimile in wood of the

design of the same subject, together with its descriptive text, as occurs in the upper

part of our Plate lxiit.

Der Cmtfekriftwirtgeboznm cuter f» at $eron t grofs babtfonic

t>ii& tt vdiTt aller vtitugencwo bo{i>cit vol • Wcnn oer ttifel tiit

altes jm wttnigen oar ju»10iid t>asvocpft t>ae bucb/oas Da fyctft

Covnpen&ram Cl)eologie»m©anfibeHO«n CapiteU
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FIFTH EDITION.

PLATE LXV. THE FIRST PAGE.

(From a Coloured Copy lately in the Library at Stowe House, Buckinghamshire.

Block-Book of Forty-eight Leaves, or Engraved Pages.—Small Folio.

The pages in this edition are divided into four gatherings of six sheets or twelve

leaves, with a single alphabet in capitals, as signatures (see Plate vn., vol. L), where

they are given in facsimile, full size, those in the Table below being reduced. The

impressions have been taken off by friction, and the ink in most copies is almost black.

The folloAvrng Table shews the order of taking off the impressions, and gives the

text of the first few words of one of the compartments of each engraved page, with

the contractions.

FIRST GATHERING.

5IG. SUBJECT. PAGE. SIG. SUBJECT. PAGE.

¥> Conusi ab ydohs 1 Quartus angl's 12

S
Trahamus lohane 2 B Primus angelus 11

Per has vii. eecas 3 e( Apcio septum sigilb 10

Per vii. lampades 4 vidi quatuor angelos 9

c Sanctus lohes flebat 5 Actio qiiti sigilk 8

Apcio pnmi sigiili 6 ;r> Apcio tercn sigiili 7

SECOND GATHERING.

c Angelus abadon 13 P hanc bestiam 24

$ Et leuauit angelus 14 Iratus est draco 23

Caude equorii 15 <P draco est dvabolus 22

Et lacebut corpa 16 s date sunt 21

X hie sedit antixps 17 n Nile facta est 20

P septimu anglifi 18 Et ecce draco 19

THIRD GATHERING.

& Et vidi alia bestia 25 Et velt vnus 30

Et faciet oiiis 26 ? Et septimu5 angl's 35

o Et vidi alterum 27 Et sextus angelus 34

Et angelus secutus 28 & Et qrtus agls 33

M Et vidiet ecce 29 Et secundus angelus 32

Et vidi ahud 30 Q, Et vidi post 31

FOURTH GATHERING.

c Et post bee uidi 37 Beatus lohe's 48

Et vox de tbrono 38 % Stultus bui9 mfidi 47

II Et dixit michi 39
»

Et dixit michi 46

Et vidi vnu angelfi 40 ? Et oudit michi 45

^ Et apphensa e bestia 41 Et ego lohe's 44

Et vidi sedes 42 % Et dyabolus qui 43
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This edition is placed by Heinecken, p. 334, etc., as ike first edition, though he has

assigned no reason whatever for so considering it, merely observing that he differed

from Maittaire and many others as to the book itself preceding the Biblia Pauperum,

an opinion perfectly correct, if he grounded it upon the design of this edition, of

which he states, p. 348, " Le dessin et la gravure sont bien informe, on ne peut pas

en disconvenir. Maittaire et plusieurs autres croient par cette raison, que c'etoit le

premier ouvrage qui eut passe sous le rouleau, pour en faire un livre. Mais la

grossierete de la taille, je le repete, ni meme celle des caracteres, n'est rien moins

qu'une preuve sure de Tanciennete. Aussi ne peut-on rien prouver par les ouvrages

relies dans un meme volume ; il s'ensuit seulement, que ces pieces se debitoient

ensemble chez un meme enlumineur, et que peut-etre un meme cartier les avoit

imprhnees. L'artiste, qui en a fait le dessin, et le graveur en bois, peuvent etre

toujours des personnes differentes. C'est a cause de cette difference dans le dessin,

ou regne plus de naivete et d'expression, que je place FApocalypse apres la Bible

des Pauvres."

By the above extract it is very evident Heinecken selected as the first editions

of the several Block-Books those which appeared to him to be the most coarsely

executed, both as regards the design and engraving ; in the same way as Meerman,

Anskedy, and De Koning, arguing from the more unskilled appearance of the

working of the text and bad impressions of the designs of the second Dutch edition

of the Speculum, considered that edition to have preceded the other three. We, on

the contrary, have in all instances ventured to place, as the first editions, those

which, in our humble opinion, are the most commendable as works of art, apart from

all other circumstances in favour of their priority.

How far the facsimile given by Heinecken (cut 9) conveys a correct idea of the

work, we must leave our readers to determine on comparing it with ours. The whole

series ofengraved pages differs altogether in design from any ofthe preceding editions,

and appears to have been the entire work of the Formschneider or Kartenmacher, and

little superior to the style in which the greater part of the wood engravings illustrating

the books printed in Germany towards the close of the fifteenth century are executed.

Few copies of any of the editions of this work are in so perfect a state as to

enable us to decide upon the mode and order adopted in taking off the impressions

from the blocks. The sheets, in most of the copies we have seen, have been divided,

mounted, placed on guards, pasted together, or bound up without any regard to the

order in which they were originally published.

The Stowe copy of this edition, however, happened, most fortunately for our

researches in these interesting typograjmical minutiae, to be in a most perfect and

original state : at once elucidating a point upon which Heinecken appears to have

been mistaken. The copy in question had been rebound ; and as, in so doing, the

binder had misplaced four of the pages, we did not hesitate to take the work out of
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its rebinding, and replace the pages in their correct order: the pages then, as it were

mechanically, of themselves forming four gatherings of six sheets or twelve leaves,

instead of three gatherings of four sheets or eight leaves, as stated by Heinecken*.

Not having seen in an unbound or perfect state a copy of the edition we consider

to be thefirst of the work,we cannot, as that edition has no letters by way of signatures,

correctly decide in what order the impressions taken off from the blocks were intended

to be arranged. The pages in the editions with a double alphabet, placed by us as

the second and third, were taken off on one side of the sheet, so that, when folded,

they faced each other. By this process they could be pasted together, as is mostly

the case in copies of the various Block-Books; and thus they formed a book of

engravings without any blank pages intervening. In the edition placed by us as the

fourth, the impressions were taken off so as to form three gatherings of eight sheets or

sixteen leaves, and were also printed on one side of the paper. From these facts we

cannot but come to the conclusion that each engraving formed a separate block,

unless, indeed, page 1 and page 16 were engraved on the same block, and so on in

the order of the sheets, a circumstance not very probable.

The plan, however, adopted in taking off the impressions in this the fifth edition

is altogether different from that in the earlier editions of the work. This edition is,

as before stated, divided into four gatherings of twelve leaves each. The first and

twelfth designs are printed on the same sheet, in such a manner that, when the sheet

is folded, each impression is on the reverse of the leaf, thus shewing the impossibility

of the two engravings having been obtained from one and the same block, if taken

off at the same time: nor was it practicable, without dividing the sheets, to paste the

blank pages together. This arrangement of the pages appears to have been adopted

in order that a blank page might face each design, whereon the possessor of the

volume might write descriptions of the design. Several copies shew this to have

been done almost contemporaneously with the publication of the work. For instance,

the copy of this edition in the Imperial Library at Paris is so illustrated; as are also

the British Museum and Bodleian copies of the fourth edition.

It now only remains for us to notice the several copies of this edition which, as

far as we are aware, exist in this country. That from which our facsimile is taken

was formerly in the collection of books formed by the Cardinal de Brienne, and pro-

duced, at the sale of that library, 330 francs. It afterwards became the property of

the Duke of Buckingham, and was sold at the dispersion of the celebrated Stowe

collection, in Wellington-street, January 1849, for £91, when it passed into the library

of John Dunn Gardner, Esq.; at the sale of whose coUection of rare books, in 1854,

the volume was secured for the British Museum for the sum of £160. It may probably

* " Mais ici les huit premieres feuilles s'encartonnent les unes clans les autres, et forment, reunies ensemble,

le premier cahier, le quel est suivi de deux autres pareils, chacun de huit feuilles."

—

Heinecken, p. 348.
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be considered as the finest copy in existence, notwithstanding the engravings have

all been coloured.

A copy was, some few years since, in the possession of Mr. Barclay; but whence

it was obtained we know not. We much regret that our repeated applications to

inspect that volume have proved unsuccessful.

A coloured copy, with the impressions taken off in black ink, was brought into

this country in 1853, and was purchased by the Curators of the Bodleian Library.

The impressions appear to have been taken off from the blocks when in a very perfect

state, the borders exhibiting scarcely any breakages. The sheets, however, have been

unfortunately divided, and the pages cut close to the engraving, the whole presenting

the appearance rather of a series of engravings than of an ordinary book.

The Merly copy sold for £42 ; the Verdussen copy for 240 florins.
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PLATE LXV*. THE SECOND PAGE.

[From the original Wood-block in the possession of Lord Spencer.)

At p. 15, note, in the present volume, we expressed our regret at not having

been permitted the opportunity of presenting to our readers an impression from the

above-mentioned original wood-block of one of the editions of the Apocalypse. We
are much gratified in being now enabled to do so, and at the same time of

recording another instance of the confiding manner in which, through the kind

recommendation of the late Mr. Appleyard, Lord Spencer acceded to our request;

a request we again urged in consequence of finding that the block was one of a

series not described by Heinecken or any bibliographer. The block bears evidence,

in the many breakages, of having been much used.

We are at a loss to account for the unsatisfactory manner in which the author of

the Bibliotheca Spenceriana introduced the impression from the block to the notice

of his readers. He could not have taken the trouble of ever looking at it with the

view of ascertaining whether it was of a known edition. He seems to have

regarded it solely as an opportunity of adding another engraved illustration to his

work, merely noticing that the block was presented to Lord Spencer by the late

Mr. Astle*.

With the exception of the edition placed by us as the first of the work, the

pages in all the others bear signatures. It is to be observed also, that, in the

engraved page given, a space is left between the designs, whereas in all the other

editions we have seen, a single line divides them. Very different also is the style of

the engraving. It more resembles that of the fourth edition than any other. The

formation of the letters in the inscriptions, though a little thinner, is very much the

same ; and its character is very like to that in the inscriptions of plate lxviii. from

an unknown edition of the Biblia Pauperum, of particularly coarse design, and

of evidently late execution.

At p. 49 we have stated that the Stowe copy of the fifth edition of the Apoca-

lypse is now in the British Museum. Such is not the case, though at the period of

its sale, in 1854, we were led to believe that Mr. Boone had purchased it for the

National Library.

At the sale of what was stated to be the library of "J. B. Chevalier de Bearzi,"'

sold in Paris in 1855, there appeared a coloured copy of an edition of the Apoca-

* From a note at the close of some manuscript memoranda accompanying the block, we learn that it " was

formerly the property of Mr. Joseph Ames ; afterwards of Sir Peter Thompson, Knight, from whom it came to

his nephew, Major Thompson, of the Surrey militia, who presented it to Mr. A. (Astle) about twenty-five years

ago, Feb. 17, 1799." It is noticed by Mr. Astle in his work on the Origin and Progress of Writing, pp.

216-217, notes.

VOL. II. H*
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lypse (No. 1577 in the sale catalogue), to the description of which was noted,
" Heinecken ne cite pas cette edition, qui est la plus ancienne de tous." It was

purchased for M. Pioche, a banker at Paris, for 6,000 francs ! Through the kindness

of that gentleman we are in possession of pencil tracings of the first and last pages

of the copy* which we believe to be the edition particularly noticed by us at

pp. 24-5 of our first volume. It is that which Heinecken named as "Vedition de

Goiwic," an edition which he appears to have thought might have preceded all the

others, though he had previously looked upon that which we place as the fifth, as

being " la plus ancienne et veritablement la premiere"f. The edition appears to us to

have been designed from that placed by us as the fifth edition, and, accordingly, we
venture to place it as the sixth of the work. We further observe, that, in the now
Pioche copy, the two words after "explorantes," in the inscription to the lower

division of the first page, are omitted; consequently, if such omissions are of

frequent occurrence in the other inscriptions throughout the edition, they will tend

to strengthen our opinion in respect to its having been of a subsequent period.

Judging from our tracings, the execution of the designs and the inscriptions bear a

very close resemblance to the impression from the wood-block in the possession of

Lord Spencer.

We much regret that we are unable to give a fac-simile from the edition quoted.

The tracings we have received from the Pioche copy are not sufficiently accurate in

all their minutiae for that purpose. We had relied on receiving a correct fac-simile

of the first page from the copy in the collection of M. Weigel; but in this we have

been disappointed, owing to the business avocations of that gentlemen, as he

informs us, preventing his attending to such matters, and his inability to find a fit

artist to execute it. See the letter of M. Weigel at the close of our observations

in our first volume upon his unique relic of an edition of the Historia Crucis.

* We learn that the volume when sold was the property of M. Tross, a bookseller at Paris, who obtained it

from M. T. 0. Weigel of Leipsic, it being a duplicate copy from his very extraordinary and extensive xylo-

graphical collections.

f On reference to our enumeration (vol. i. p. 25) of the pages of that edition (taken from the work of

Heinecken, pp. 869-70), it is seen that page 46 is marked as having two letters, z.z., as signatures. In the

tracing of the last, the 48th page, lately forwarded to us, we find the same letters, consequently there must

be some mistake on the part of Heinecken, or the edition is not the same.
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PLATES LXVI. AND LXVII. THE FIRST AND LAST PAGES.

(From an uncoloured Copy from the Library of the late Lea Wilson*, of Norwood, Surrey, Esq.,

now in the Collection of Lord Vernon.)

Block-Book of Forty Leaves or Engraved Pages.—Small Folio.

As in the other editions of this work, the impressions have been taken off by-

friction, in pairs, or single sheetsf, on one side only, so that when folded the designs

face each other, leaving the recto of the one, and the reverse of the other, blank

;

thus enabling the blank pages, as in the case of the Block-Books generally, to be

pasted together.

Our facsimile of the first page of this edition was taken some years ago, when the

volume was in the possession of Mr. Lea Wilson. From the memoranda we then

made of the variations in the design of some of the pages of the other editions, we

believed the edition to correspond with that in the Bodleian Library, placed by us

as the sixth edition of the work (see Vol. i. p. 64). Being desirous of ascertaining

the correctness of our opinion, we obtained, through the kindness of Mr. Boone of

Bond-street, the loan of the copy from the Library of Lord Vernon (to whom Mr.

Pickering had sold it), in order that the two volumes might be compared. The result

of this examination shewed that we were wrong in considering the two editions as the

same.

The greater portion of the engraved pages in the Wilson copy are close but

coarse copies of those in the Bodleian copy!, though exhibiting some slight differences,

of which the following are the most prominent, and may serve for future reference :

—

* On the decease of Mr. Wilson the volume was sold by the family to Mr. Pickering, previous to which it

was entrusted to my care for the purpose of having the facsimile of \he first page taken. At that time the pages

were all mounted on thick paper ; but they have since been cut close, inlaid, and bound up in morocco. In doing

this, the binder has pressed all the leaves ; and the result has been, that the usual marks caused by the friction

at the backs of the pages have been obliterated. The facsimile of the last page has been made after the volume

became the property of Lord Vernon.

t Not having seen a copy in an unbound state, we must presume that such was the arrangement of the

leaves, as no other edition of the Biblia Pauperum, printed in gatherings, has yet been found.

% In order to satisfy myself on this point, I forwarded the copy to the Bodleian Library, when, after a care-

ful examination, page by page, the Rev. Dr. Bandinel, on returning the volume, informed me, "it is not certainly

from the same blocks as ours, but decidedly copied from ours." S. Leigh S.

h2
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Page

i. 3L Uncler-part of canopy, in centre subject, is solid, as also some of the

ground or pavement; also the soles of the shoes of Gideon, on the

left. All the portions of descriptive text are enclosed by lines, {see fac-

simile).

ii. b. The horns of the cow on the left are solid. The texts are also within lines.

in. t. Parts of the back-ground in each subject are solid. The text of the upper

compartment only is ivithin lines.

iv. J). Parts of the back-ground on right and left side are solid. The upper text

also is within lines, after which the texts in the upper parts of all the

pages are, as in the previous editions, uninclosed at lower part.

xiii. n. Left tree in right centre subject of different form, more like the foliage of

a cabbage than a tree.

xxxii. m. One of the two trees and the mountain, in the back-ground of the left

centre design, are omitted. Some buildings in the back-ground of the

right centre design, and the three trees, are differently placed.

On minutely comparing every portion of the various designs, we have no doubt

that many other differences would be discovered: differences, however, that do not

alter our opinion that this edition is a close copy, though not, in the fullest meaning

of the term, a facsimile, of the edition in the Bodleian Library, as stated vol. i. p. 65.

If this had been the only edition of the Biblia Pauperum, we should have at

once agreed with Heinecken as to the work itself being the production of a very infe-

rior artist. We are, however, unable to trace in this edition any similarity of its

design to the school of Martin Schoen (Schongauer), whose numerous and beautiful

engravings on copper jalace him among the earliest and most eminent engravers of

Germany. On the above points, Heinecken (p. 305) observes: "Quand on examine le

dessin de ces figures avec des yeux connoisseurs, on de'couvre, qu'il regne ce gout

lourd et gothique des premiers dessinateurs et peintres AUemands, de l'ecole desquels

est sorti Martin Schoen."

In forming a correct opinion of the merit of the designs in the early editions of

the Block-Books, it is absolutely requisite that we should fall back upon the impres-

sions from the blocks at their first issue. Our observations at p. 21 respecting the

impressions of the Renouard and British Museum copies of the Ars Moriendi, parti-

cularly exemplify this point ; as do also our remarks on the designs of the Speculum,

vol. i. p. 177. It would be presumptuous in us to suppose that our hypothesis in

respect to the order of the publication of the several editions we have enumerated in

our preceding volume (p. 63), will be received as correct; more particularly when

there must always be much diversity of opinion in respect to works of art, inde-

pendent of the great difficulty of coming to any certain conclusion by comparing the

editions. We have stated our reasons for considering the Inglis copy of the Biblia
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Paupevum as an impression from the first engraved series of designs, grounding that

opinion (vol. i. p. 61) not merely upon the general delicacy of the design and the

more perfect appearance of the engraving, but also ivpon the fact, that the whole series

of those designs is of an uniform character, as well as on the circumstance of the

second edition being made up of impressions taken from the same blocks when more

worn, and from other blocks probably recut from the same designs.

The edition under present consideration is that placed by Heinecken as ike first

of the five editions of the work which he enumerates, though at the same time, in so

designating it, he observes (p. 306): "II faut bien, qu'une de ces editions ait e'te la

premiere. Cependant ni moi, ni personne, ne pourra dire avec certitude laquelle le

fut. Si je les range Tune apres l'autre, c'est pour en fair voir la difference, et je con-

fesse bonnement, que je ne connois pas ni l'original ni l'epoque de toutes les cinq."

"We do not hesitate to pronounce this edition to be the last of those of similar

design which we have as yet met with. Our facsimiles of the other editions have

been executed with the greatest care, and we therefore leave our readers to form

their own opinion as to their originality of design and merit as engravings.

In our facsimile of the last page (plate lxvii) from this edition, it will be seen that

there are defects in the upper part of the right hand border, and also a slight break-

age of the border dividing the centre and lower designs. Now, in the engraving

given by Heinecken as a facsimile (p. 293, pi. 6), the same breakages, though more

slight, occur ; thus proving that the impression in the copy from which he obtained

his facsimile was from the same series of wood blocks as were used for the impres-

sions of the copy described by us.

There is one circumstance, however, which we must not omit to notice ; namely,

a difference exists in the measurement of the two pages of our facsimiles and of that

given by Heinecken. Those given by us are nearly a quarter of an inch wider and

one-third of an inch longer than his. We are positive as to the correctness of our

fascimiles as regards their dimensions. The plan we adopted to ascertain the exact

correspondence in all respects of the copy with the original was by having, before the

impressions were worked from the stone, one taken off on tracing paper, and then

placing it over the original, and seeing that it coincided in every part. It is, however,

certainly true, that in some cases, owing to the paper having been wetted previously to

printing, the impressions have been found to have shrunk a little, as particularly

noticed by us in Vol. i. p. 49, in respect to our facsimiles of the Inglis copy of the Biblia

Pauperum when compared with the originals in the Gaignat copy in the British

Museum.

Having stated that the measurement of the two pages we have given from this

work corresponds exactly with the original, while a few others of our facsimiles* are

* The trifling differences that may be found, occur only in those facsimiles which were made many years

ago, when a work ol such extent as the present was not contemplated.
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somewhat contracted, we here mention, that, not being able on first noticing the

fact to account for these differences, we addressed a note to our present lithographic

printer, whose reply, as follows, fully explains the cause.

" London, July 20th, 1852.

" Sir,—With respect to the shrinking of the paper upon which the facsimiles

from the Block-Books, etc., are printed, I can account for it by the damping, which

causes the sheet to expand, in which state it receives the impression; and in the

subsequent process of drying the shrinking takes place.

" All this, however, is obviated by the plan we now adopt, of printing upon dry

paper, as exemplified in the proofs just handed to you.

" I remain, Sir, yours obediently,

" C. G. Madeley."

After the above information, we took particular care to have all the impressions

of our facsimiles worked off on dry paper.

PLATE LXVIII.

THE NINTH PAGE OF THE BIBLIA PAUPEKUM.

{From a Wood-engraving in our Possession.')

Among our collections, formed with the view of illustrating the various editions of

the Block-Books, we have an impression of a ivood engraving of the ninth page of

the Biblia Pauperum, of which our plate is an exact facsimile.

We are unable to discover of what edition it is. The engraving in our

possession is evidently intended to represent some original. All we can state is,

that if an edition does exist, engraved throughout in the same style as that from

which our facsimile is taken, it must present the most grotesque series of wood

engravings on this subject that could well be designed. It may have been engraved

as an illustration for some work on the Block-Books ; if so, it is as ridiculous as the

engraving from the Biblia Pauperum given as a "facsimile" in the Encyclopcedia of

Literary and Typographical Anecdotes, p. 94, by G. H. Timperley, mdcccxltii.
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PLATE LXIX. THE FIRST PAGE.

(From an uncoloured Copy in the Library of the Convent at Wolfenbuttel*.)

Block-Book of Fifty Leaves ok Engraved Pages.—Small Folio.

Of this edition we are unable to do more than to give a facsimile of the facsimile

given by Heinecken, which appears to have been executed with greater care than

most of those to be found in his work. His facsimile, however, is printed in black ink,

while ours is in brown, which will more resemble the original, as Heinecken states it

to be so printed.

To pronounce this edition to be the work of a totally different school and of

a different character from those which we have assigned to Holland or the Low
Countries, would, without a facsimile, have been very unsatisfactory. That such,

however, is the case, no one will doubt ; and we very much suspect, that, if we could

obtain the watermarks of the paper used for the copy of the work, they would also

be found to be of a different character from those used in the paper of the editions

assigned to Holland.

Mr. Ottley, like ourselves, could only form an opinion as to this edition from the

facsimile given by Heinecken. It differs not only in the number of engraved pages,

which is increased to fifty, but also in the composition of the subjects, which Mr.

Ottley considers "were designed by an artist of a very different and inferior school;

and are in a style not very unlike the more Gothic productions of Israel Van Meek.

They are engraved, however, with great neatness of execution, and the characters in

the inscriptions are better formed, and cut with more precision than those of former

editions ; and I should judge this edition to be considerably more recenf'f

.

Heinecken arranges it as the fifth edition of the work, with the annexed observ-

ation, p. 309 :
" Cette edition est surement d'un autre dessinateur et graveur,

executee avec plus de finesse, mais imprimee comme les precedentes, a la maniere

des cartes a jouer, tenement, qu'on s'apergoit de l'impression au dos, qui est blanc.

L'encre, qui est pale, ressemble a la detempre, et chaque feuille fait son cahier."

* Heinecken states this to be the only copy of this edition he had seen :
" Elle doit etre bien rare, parceque

je n'en ai pu decouvrir jusqu'a present aucun autre."—p. 316.

t Origin of Engraving, vol. i. p. 131.
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To this Heinecken adds in a note, " Uaugmentation des feuilles dans les livres

d'hnages, sitot qu'elles sont ajoutees a la fin, denote surernent une edition posterieure.

Mais, si l'augmentation fait partie du sujet meme, et si les pieces ajoutees sont

essentielles a l'histoire, il reste toujours douteux, lorsqu'il n'existe point d'autre

indice, si une telle e'dition n'est pas anterieure. II se peut qu'on en ait perdu des

planches : il se pent aussi, qu'on en fait de nouvelles. Les rouleaux, qu'on trouve

en plus grand nombre dans cette edition, et la couleur pale de l'impression, favorisent

son antiquite. Mais la forme des lettres, et la finesse de la gravure, semblent denoter

le contraire."

The following enumeration of the engravings shews the additional subjects in

this edition.

II.

III. ($,

IV.

V.

VI.

VII. ffi

VIII. n
IX. if

X. »
XI. n
XII. m
XIII. M
XIV. ©
XV. ^
XVI. <a

XVII It

&. Sicut spina rosam genuit.

The Birth of the Virgin.

Sic de radice processit virgula Jesse.

Jesse, from whose body rises the Genea-

logical Tree of Christ.

Ex Jacob ista processit stellida clara.

Balaam and his Ass, with the Angel.

23. Est desponsata Joseph hec virgo beata.

The Marriage of the Virgin.

Fit Tobie Sara nutu del copulata.

The Marriage of Tobit and Sarah.

Ut impleantur promissa sic copulantur.

The Marriage of Isaac and Rebecca.

Same subjects as in p. lof the Early Editions.

See enumeration of designs, vol. i. pp. 44, etc.

19. Sec neptem visitat infans gaudendo insultat.

The Visitation of Elizabeth.

Hie consobrinum letantur suscipit ilium.

Moses visited by Jethro.

Hie gratulatur dum a socera visitatur.

The Levite visiting his Father-in-law.

15. Same subjects as No. 2, last referred to.

jp. Observando legem Jhesus patitur lesionem.

The Circumcision of Christ.

Circumcisus Abram Jiguram denotat istam.

The Circumcision of Abraham.

Hie precepto tuo parat deus vidnere scisso.

The Circumcision of Isaac.

Same subjects as No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 5.

No. 6.

No. 7.

No. 8.

No. 9.

No. 10.

No. 11.

No. 12.

No. 13.

XIX. %.

XX. F.
XXI. X.

XXII. ¥.

XXIII. 5S.

XXIV X
XXV. 9.

XXVI. a.

XXVII b.

XVIII. §5. Christus deplorat locum gemitibus.orat.

Christ weeping for Jerusalem.

Hec mala futura deplorat maxima cura.

Isaiah weeping for Jerusalem.

Flet Jeremias fundendo guttulas pias.

The lamentation of Jeremiah.

IK. Same subjects as No. 14.

No. 15.

No. 16.

No. 17.

No. 18.

No. 19.

No. 20.

No. 21.

No. 22.

XXVIII. t. Pelle thum plagas pro nobis suffereris istas.

The scourging of Christ.

Illusus iste tejigurat Ihesum Christe.

Lamech tormented by two wives.

ChristumJudei Job ledunt crimine rei.

Job afflicted by Satan in the presence of

his wife.

XXIX. Jj. Pro corona nobis celestia dona.

Christ crowned with thorns.

Stultus est vere qui spem ponit in muliere.

A concubine taking the crown from the

head of a king.

Spemit hie regem verbisfactis sufferentem

Schimei insulting David.

Z. Same subjects as No. 23.

No. 24.

Heu sic conjixus sit pius et benedictus.

Christ nailed to the cross.

Isti nunc parant quibus Christum cruci-

figant.

Lamech, Tubal Cain, and an assistant,

forging nails.

Serra divisus fuit hie in arbore clusus.

The prophet Isaiah sawed in two.
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XXXVII. m. Same sub] ects as No. 27.

XXXVIII . n. jj a No. 28.

XXXIX. o. n 3) No. 29.

XL. P- 11 33 No. 30.

XLI. 9- 11 33 No. 31.

XLII. r. » 33 No. 32.

XLIII. s. 11 33 No. 33.

XLIV. t- JJ 33 No. 34.

XLV. b. Si 33 No. 35.

XLVI. X. 11 33 No. 36.

XXVII. S- 11 33 No. 37.

XLVIII. ? 11 33 No. 38.

XLIX.

L.

%

9-

11

11

33

33

No. 39.

No. 40.

XXXIII. j). Same subjects as No. 25.

XXXIV. t. „ „ No. 26.

XXXV. \. Hie propterfesttim optat deponere chris-

tum.

Christ taken down from the cross.

Rex cum existit corpus deponere dixit.

Joshua causing the body of the king

Ai to be taken down from the cross.

Clavis confixijigura est Fliesu Cliristi.

The bodies of the seven sons of Saul

taken down from the cross.

XXXVI. I. Fasciculummirreputodilecturnredolere.

The dead body of Christ in the lap of

the Virgin.

Deplorant multum extinctum puerum

istum.

Adam andEvelamentingAbel'sdeath.

Sec natos plorat functos Jlebiliter orat.

Naomi lamentingthe death of her sons.

.Annexed are the signatures which occur on the fifty engraved pages, each having

one signature beneath the design iu the upper portion of the engraving, in the position

as seen in the facsimile, plate lxix. The letters are cut from the work of Heinecken.

We cannot vouch for their correctness ; the more so, when we see a great difference

between the form of the final letter in the last page in plate lxix., and that in the

second alphabet following.

a 3 e d 6 f <5 !> ; % i m n d & a x
-SIT V VV 2 ^ 9

(u t>. c. £> e, f* g. f>. i R. h rm n. o. p. c\. v. e. t ».
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GERMANICE, [NORDLINGEX], 1470.

PLATES LXX AND LXXI. THE FIRST AND LAST PAGES*.

(From a Coloured Copyf in the Possession of the late John Wilks, M.P., Esq.)

Block -Book of Forty Leaves or Engraved Pages.—Small Folio.

Here we have facsimiles from an edition of the Biblia Pauperum of a totally

different character from any of the preceding ; and its execution, both as to design

and engraving, may be truly termed "gothique." The copy seen by us having

been closely bound, we could not ascertain the order in which the impressions^

have been taken off. We must therefore content ourselves with simply giving the

following enumeration of the forty pages, observing that the arrangement of the

designs agrees with that of the editions in Latin, previously noted by us in vol. i.,

p. 44, etc.

LEAF SIG. SUBJECT. LEAF SIG. SUBJECT.

1 a The Annunciation. 21 W Judas betraying Christ.

g b The Nativity. 22 v Pilate washing his hands.

3 c The Adoration of the Magi. 23 u Christ crowned with thorns.

4 d The Purification. 24 X Christ bearing the cross.

5 e The Flight into Egypt. 25 y The Crucifixion.

6 f The Sojourn of the Holy Family, etc. 26 3 The Crucifixion.

7 g The Murder of the Innocents. 27 T The Entombment of Christ.

8 h The Return of the Holy Family. 28 9 Christ's descent into Limbo.
9 i John baptizing Christ. 29 t

z The Resurrection.

10 k Christ tempted in the Wilderness. 30 % The Three Maries at the Sepulchre.

11 1 The Resurrection of Lazarus. 31 B Christ appearing to Mary Magdalen.

12 m The Transfiguration. 32 C Christ appearing to his Disciples.

13 n Mary Magdalen at the feet of Jesus. 33 D The Incredulity of St. Thomas.

14 The Entry of Christ into Jerusalem. 34 E The Ascension.

15 P Christ and the Money Lenders. 35 F The Descent of the Holy Ghost.

16 q Judas and the High Priest. 36 G The Coronation of the Virgin.

17 r Judas receiving the pieces of silver. 37 H The Last Judgment.

18 f The Last Supper. 38 I Hell.

19 s Christ going to the Mount of Olives. 39 K Christ bearing the souls, etc.

20 t Christ in the Garden. 40 L The Reward of the Righteous.

* In the original, the upper line of text, and the border of these and other of the pages, have been cut away.

t The copy was sold, in March 1825, at a public sale in Paris, for 3,020 francs. It afterwards, in 1829,

appeared in a catalogue of manuscripts issued by Mr. Cochran of the Strand, bookseller, of whom it was bought

by Mr. Wilks ; at the sale of whose library, in Wellington-street, in 1847, it was purchased, we believe, at

£110, for an eminent Philobiblist in America.

| The impressions in this copy are in black ink, and are apparently worked off by the ordinary press. An
impression of p. 18, noticed by Heinecken (p. 324, note), afterwards fell into the hands of M. Renouard, who
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At the foot of each page of this edition is a letter by way of signature, as seen

in the two plates under consideration. We annex facsimiles of the whole of the

signatures, which have been taken from the copy described by us. They differ very

much in size from those given by Heinecken, pp. 324-5, from the Saxe-Gotha copy.

On referring to our facsimile of the last page of this edition, the reader will there

find on the one side the names of the artists employed on the work, and on the other

the date when it was executed : "JTrttieriri) toaltfimt mauler ju iBorultngra unH Ipans

burning ftabmt tits 6ud) mttt etn antier gemarht"—1470. The coats of arms* preceding

attached it to the copy of the Ars Moriendi, which, at the recent sale of his library, was purchased by Mr. Boone.

This impression is in a light-coloured ink, or distemper, such as is used in the earliest editions of the Block-Books.

Presuming this page to be from the same edition, it shews at once that no opinion as to the date of its execution

can be formed from the mere colour of the ink. The impression has been obtained by friction, and is a remark-

able confirmation of the observations made in the previous volume, p. 158, respecting the lines in the design

becoming thinner by the operation of friction in taking off the impressions.

* "We conclude that the arms are those of Mauler and of Hurning. We have endeavoured to identify them,

but we do not find them named in Fursten's Teutsch Wappenbuch. They are, 1. On a hill with three mounts, a

squirrel climbing the trunk of a tree; 2. On a hill with three mounts, two spears saltire-wise. Neither of them
are those of Nordlingen, which bears an eagle displayed." The preceding is an extract from the description given

of the volume by the late Mr. Holmes of the British Museum, in his catalogue of a Collection of Manuscripts

(Appendix, No. 505, p. 133) offered for sale, in 1829,]by Mr. Cochran of the Strand : Mr. Holmes being, at that

period, in the employ of Mr. Cochran. In this extract it is seen that Mr. Holmes considered the word " Hauler"

to be the surname of the first of the two artists employed in the execution of the work, and whose arms or symbols

the two shields are intended to represent. The word mauler, however, was merely added to denote that Frederick

Walthern was a painter at Nordlingen ; a mode of designation usual at that period. It is not a little remarkable

that Mr. Holmes, who rose from being an employe of a bookseller to his position as second in the Manuscript

Department in the British Museum, owing to his philological and palajographical abilities, should have committed

such an absurd error as this. The word pictor constantly occurs after the signature of many of the great painters.

It was oftentimes the custom in those days for artists and learned men to prefix or append such significatory

words or letters to their names, to prevent any mistake as to their identity. I well remember the fact, that, on

the late Dr. Butler, Bishop of Lichfield, becoming possessor, some years since, of the Common Place Book
of the Great Reformer Philip Melanchthon, his Lordship atfirst thought that the volume could not be in the

atjtogkaph of Melanchthon, in consequence of his having in many places written his name " Bominus"
Philippus Melanchthon. That, as head of the public school he presided over at Wittenberg, was his real title

;

and though he attained the highest honours in the College, he never (we believe) made use of the " D." after

his name, as did frequently his contemporary Martin Luther. Examples of one and the other may be seen in

plates xvm. and xxxi. of my work on the Unpublished Documents of Melanchthon and Luther. Melanchthon
considered the position of Head Master in a public school as one of the most honourable to which a man could

attain. The Bishop of Lichfield, holding at one period of his life a similar position, immediately saw that the

opinion he entertained was wrong, acknowledging that the point in question tended rather to confirm the

character assigned to the volume than otherwise.

"Hans Hurning" (the second name) was probably only the publisher of the work, though the words " mit

ein ander gemacht" may be so translated as to lead us to believe that both were artists. It is a matter of very

l2
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the date are probably those of Frederick Walthern and Hans Hurning, who were, no

doubt, the designer and engraver of the work. Though the word "Nordlingen" is

appended to the name of the former, it does not prove that the volume was issued in

that city. Presuming that Walthern was the designer, it only shews that he was of

Nordlingen ; in the same way as any artist publishing a work in London might

describe himself in the imprint as of Paris.

We do not believe the edition we have just described to be the same as that

mentioned by Heinecken (pp. 323-5), a copy of which is in the library of the Duke

of Saxe-Gotha. He makes no mention whatever of the colophon* at the close of the

left column on the last page. Had it been there, he could not have overlooked so

important a fact. He closes the enumeration of the pages by simply noticing the

coats of arms and date, observing "mats non obstant ces armes, V'artiste est reste

inconnu." Independently of this, his facsimiles of the signatures shew a smaller

alphabet ; and when we compare our facsimile of the first page with that given by

him (plate 8), we find that, besides several trifling variations, the ground of the

windows in the centre design, and the lower part of each of the circles above the

pillars, are solid (black), while in the engraving given by Heinecken they are open.

Heinecken states (p. 326) that at Wolfenbuttel there is a copy of an edition

(issued by another person) made up of only twenty-two of the pages of the edition

corresponding with that described by him as being in the Saxe-Gotha library :

—
" J'ai

trouve dans la Bibliotheque de Wolfenbuttel, une autre exemplaire de la meme
edition, mais imprime par un autre imprimeurf, apparemment plus moderne, qui ne

posse'doit que vingt-deux planches de cet ouvrage. II a imprime sur un cote du

papier, par le froton, tant qu'il en avoit ; ce qui est prouve par la circonstance, que

cet ouvrage ne fait qu'un seul cahier d'onze feuilles, inserees Tune dans l'autre,

tenement, que sur la premiere est imprime le No. 1, et vis a vis le No. 22. Les sujets

little consequence, for neither the design of the engravings, nor the skill of the graver, are deserving of much

commendation.

Since the above was in type, Mr. Stewart of King William-street, bookseller, most kindly forwarded for

my inspection a copy of the Loci Communes, by P. Melanchthon, printed in 1548. It is a copy of peculiar interest,

having belonged to Christopher A. TeufFenbach, who, in the first place, has enriched it with an autograph and

signed inscription by Martin Luther (written on a piece of paper pasted on the inside of the cover), the signa-

ture being an illustration of the preceding observations, it having the " D" at the end. Beneath the inscription,

Justus Jonas, the great friend of Luther and Melanchthon, has attested its authenticity ; C. A. Teiiffenbach

adding his signature, bearing date 1548. The copy of the work was evidently bound up with the view of its

forming an Album. Amicorum, so customary at that period, the blank pages, which are inserted at the com-

mencement, bearing long inscriptions in the autographs of Philip Melanchthon, John Bugenhagius Pomeranus,

George Major, Vitus Winshemius : all dated September 1548. Then follow numerous other signatures, dated

1551 and 1553. Having so extensive a collection of books with Autograph Notes and Inscriptions by the great

Reformers, Luther, Melanchthon, and others, I cannot but regret that my friend Mr. Stewart did not give me
the refusal of the purchase of the volume described, before he sold it. S. Leigh S.

* The copy in the Imperial Library at Vienna has the colophon with the names, similar to that which we
have described.

t Heinecken here writes of "another printer;" but he does not state any particulars.
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depuis le No. 21 jusqu'au No. 38 y ruanquent, et apres la priere cm jarclin suit

d'abord la beatitude, et le couronnement des elus."

Heineckeri further states that in the same library is another edition, which has

no signatures, and is worked off in five gatherings of four sheets each. He thus

alludes to the copy :
" Cette traduction Allemande a ete reimprime'e avec des figures

disposees de la meme maniere, mais composees par un autre artiste, avec plusieurs

changemens dans le dessin. Les planches, gravees en bois au nombre de quarante

en folio, conrmencent avec Vannonciation et finissent avec le couronnement des elus,

dans le meme ordre que nous avons rapporte. Ces planches sont sans chiffres et sans

signatures ; elles forment cinq cahiers, chacun de quatre feuilles, imprime'es d'un

serd cote, le revers e'tant toujours en blanc. La derniere planche est marque'e k la

fin,

I*A*
et l'artiste est aussi inconnu que le precedent."

The last engraved page does not in this edition, as in the one preceding, give us

the names of the artist or publisher of the work; it simply closes as represented

in the preceding woodcut from Heinecken, p. 327.

To attempt to discover the names of the artist by the interpretation of the above

shields, woidd, we fear, be futile. The date, also, is by no means satisfactory ; for it

may be considered by some as intended for 1477 ; indeed, Ebert quotes the edition

as bearing the date 1477. We, however, are inclined to the opinion of its being

intended for 1471.

Another Edition of the Biblia Pauperum, in the German language, occurs in

the Library at the British Museum. It is a very close copy of the first* of those

enumerated by us, though no doubt, on comparing the pages, many differences might

be found, independent of the omission of the signatures at the foot of each page. On
comparing the facsimiles of the two pages we have given from the Wilks copy with

the similar pages in the Museum copy, the reader will find many slight variations,

but which we have not thought it necessaiy here to particularise. The edition consists

of the same number of engraved pages, but which form one gathering of twenty

sheets of two leaves each. The impressions are taken off by friction in a brownish

ink, some darker than others.

This copy, though unfortunately wanting the first foiu* pages, is unbound; and,

from the circumstance of the sheets not having been divided, we discover an alphabet

* The Wilks copy.
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by way of signatures inserted at the fold of each sheet, thus at once proving the

order of the working of the pages and probably the number of the blocks, as the

letter may have been cut in the centre of the division between them.

As a bibliographical curiosity, the circumstance of the signatures being in this

particular position is worthy of notice; and we therefore give, in the annexed

enumeration of the pages, the alphabet in facsimile, which at the same time serves

to shew the collation of the pages as one gathering of forty leaves or twenty single

sheets.

LEAF. SIGNATURES. LEAF. LEAF. SIGNATURES. LEAF.

1 Wanting. 40 11 t 30

2 Wanting. 39 12 m 29

3 Wanting. 38 13 n 28

4 Wanting. 37 14 27

5 << 36 15 f 26

6 f 35 16

1
25

7 tf 34 17 t 24

8 Wanting. 33 18

f
23

9 1 32 19 fc 22

10 k 31 20 V 21

At the foot of the second column in the last plate in this edition, a similar date

occurs, as in the annexed facsimile; but the first of the two shields, as in the edition

quoted from Heinecken, is omitted. If the facsimile of that date is correctly drawn,

that from the copy in the British Museum is evidently not from the same block.

IM4



DE GENERATIONE CHRIST I.

PLATES LXXII AND LXXIII. THE FIRST AND LAST PAGES.

{From a Coloured Copy in the British Museum*.)

DE MARINE VIRGINIS INTEMERATA GENEEATIONE CHRISTI.

Block-Book of Sixteen Leaves or Engraved Pages.—Small Folio.

This is a work of a very singular character. It comprises, by pictorial represent-

ation, a collection of natural and historical facts, gathered from the writings of the

Fathers, Schoolmen, and Mythological Authors, in order to shew to the poor (for whose

instruction these xylographic productions were no doubt more particularly intended)

the Omnipotence of the Deity in the Conception of our Saviour, born of a pure Virgin

by the miraculous Agency of the Holy Spirit.

The work opens with the figures of St. Ambrose, St. Augustine, St. Jerome, and

St. Gregory, each seated at a desk or table. These, with extracts from their works,

beneath the figures, occupy the first two pages : St. Ambrose and St. Augustine being

on the first page, as in our facsimile, plate lxxii. Then follow the various emblema-

tical designs, every page (with the exception of the seventh, which has only three,)

containing four subjects, to each of which is appended a brief description, with a note,

generally from the work from which the description is taken, as in our facsimile,

plate lxxiii.

Farther than illustrating by analogy the Miraculous Birth of our Saviour, the

book does not relate to the " Histoiy of the Virgin Maryf," a title which appears to

have been as erroneously applied to this work as to the Cantica Canticorum.

The impressions have been taken off by friction, in a dark brown ink, on one side

only. The sixteen pages form eight single sheets, each sheet bearing a signature,

placed in the fold of it, just at the top, see plate lxxiii; where, at the upper part of the

* The copy was obtained by the trustees from Mr. Lilly, bookseller, who purchased it, in 1848, at the sale

of the library of M. Delessert, for £40.

t " Historia Beata? Virginis Maria; ex Evangelistis et Patribus excerpta et per figuras demonstrata," is the

title given by Heinecken, Brunet, Ebert, and other bibliographers. That given by Dr. Dibdin in his Biblio-

graphical Tour, vol. iii. p. 286, is " Defensio Immaculate Conceptions B. 31. V." The probability is, that Dr.

Dibdin never took the trouble to look at the book. Had he done so with the view of ascertaining the nature of

its contents, he would have seen that it did not in any way illustrate the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin

Mary, or any acts of her life, further than simply the Conception and Birth of Christ.
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left border, is a portion of the letter A., the other part of it being on the next engraved

page. They comprise the letters (capital) A. to H. inclusive; but, owing to the copy

of the work in the British Museum being so closely bound, it became impossible to

obtain a perfect facsimile of the letters. "We have, however, given them in facsimile

below as accurately as we can, and though imperfect, they serve to shew their

position, and the mode in which the pages have been worked. The circumstance

of the letters being reversed almost makes us believe that they were inserted

between the two blocks at the period of printing, as, had the two engraved

pages on one sheet formed one block, and had the letters been cut in the solid part

between the pages, one would naturally suppose that the person employed would

have cut them reversed on the block.

I.

A.

III.

B.

v.
C.

VII.
D.

IX.
E.

SIGNATURE.

\ 2)

c

c )

4 n,

PAGE. PAGE.

II.

IV.
XI.
F.

VI.

XIII.
G.

VIII.

X.

XV.
H.

XII.

XIV.

XVI.

With the exception of the second letter, b, the letters are ornamental capitals.

Subjoined is an enumeration of the designs, in the order of the pages, together

with a brief explanation of each subject, translated from the few lines of text

beneath it.
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Subject xAGE 1.

1.

—

St. Ambrose, seated at a desk, writing.

In Hexameron, lib. ii. cap. xli., St. Ambrose assigns reasons for the Immaculate

Conception of Christ, by reference to a bird without a mate.

2.

—

St. Augustine, seated at a table, reading.

In his work, Be Mirabilibus, lib. iii. cap. xu., St. Augustine asserts the Imma-

culate Conception, because many animals are produced without coition.

Page II.

3.

—

St. Jerome, seated at a desk, expounding.

In his observations on Luke, cap. ii., S. Jerome asserts the Immaculate Conception.

4.

—

St. Gregory, seated near a desk, expounding.

St. Gregory asserts the ImmaculateConception, and instances bees without fathers.

Page III.

5.

—

A Rustic carried away by the wind.

If the wind have power to carry far away the rustic, why should not the Virgin

generate the Son of the Highest Father? Albertus,iv.Metheor., Tract n.cap. viii.

6.

—

A Grape Vine.

If the grape vine draw its origin from a vile tree (Ilex hyberna), why should not

the Virgin generate " the true Vine 1" Albertus, lib. v. Tract i. cap. vi.

7.

—

A Parrot.

If the parrot can say "hail!" why should not the Virgin generate by "hail?"

8.

—

TTte Angel's Annunciation to the Virgin.

With a recommendation not to omit to say "Ave" and "Ave Maria."

Page IV.

9.

—

Arion playing the Harp to two persons in a boat.

If Arion, by a dolphin carried to land, be renowned, why shoidd not, by the Holy

Spirit, the Virgin generate ? Boethius in Musica.

10.

—

Two Men looking at Asbestos burning on an Altar.

If the Asbestos can burn for ever, wherefore may not the Virgin, without venery,

generate ? Augustinus de Civitate Bei, xii. 6.

11.

—

A Boat, with Sheep and a Man listening to the Song of Circe.

If Circe, by her songs, could entice, and change men into beasts, why should the

Virgin not generate Jesus by herself? Augustinus de Civitate Bei, xxi. 3.

12.

—

Cyrus suckled by a Bitch.

If Cyrus could be suckled by a dog, why could not the Immaculate Virgin

generate Christ? Petrus Comestor in Historic/, Scholasticn.

VOL. II. K
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Subject Page V.

13.

—

The Deity in the Burning Bush, and Moses.

See third chapter of book of Exodus.

14.

—

A Warrior praying to a Saint in the Clouds (Gideon and Angels).

The Psalmist. " He shall descend as the snow in rain," etc.

15.

—

A Mare led by one man to another.

If a woman, by the art of magicians, should appear a mare, why, by divine pro-

digies, should not the Virgin generate ? In Vitas Patrum.

16.

—

A Man praying at the Porch.

The door shall be closed, and shall not be opened, and man shall not enter.

Ezechiel xliii.

Page VI.

17.

—

Claudia drawing a Ship with two men to the shore.

If Claudia could draw a ship to the shore, why, impregnate by the Holy Ghost,

should not the Virgin generate ?

Augustinus de Civitate Dei, cap. x., xvii.; Titus Livius de Origine.

18.

—

A sick Person lying in led, with a bird in front.

If Caladrius could cure by looking at the face of a sick man, why should not the

Virgin generate Christ the Saviour ? De Proprietatibus Rerum, cap. xii.

19.

—

A Male and Female gazing at iron suspended by the magnet.

If iron can be suspended by the power of the magnet, why, as predicted by the

Prophets, should not the Virgin generate ?

20.

—

A Woman looking at a Pelican feeding its young.

If the pelican, by its own blood, can animate its young, why, by pure blood, should

the Virgin not generate Christ ? Isidor. xii. Ethicorum.

Page VII.

21.—The Holy Family.

Ask the beasts, and they will teach thee ; and the birds will shew thee. Job xii.

The design here runs right across the page.

22.

—

A Man and Woman with lighted torches.

If, in the Epyrian Gulph, the extinguished torch can be lit again, why should not

the Virgin generate from the Flame of the Divine Breath ?

23.

—

A Calf in the Clouds, and two Women on Earth.

If a calf in the clouds, by Heaven's power, is seen, why, without man's puberty,

should not the Virgin generate ? Albertus in Meth., Tract iii. cap. xx.

Page VIII.

24.

—

Danae asleep, with the Sun in the corner.

If Diana (Danae) could be pregnant by a Shower of Gold, why, impregnate by

the Holy Ghost, should not the Virgin generate ?

Augustinus de Civitate Dei, ii. 7.
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Subject

25.

—

King HezeMah lying in bed.

If the life of the King, by the going back of the sun, be manifest, why, by another

operation of nature, should the Virgin not generate ? 4 Kings, ch. xx.

26.

—

A Man standing near an Altar.

" The rod of her whom I shall elect shall germinate."

27.

—

Three Snails, with Dew falling from Heaven.

If the pearl (concha) can be rendered fruitful by the falling dew, why should not

the Virgin generate by Dewy Breath ? Isidori lib. xvii. cap. xxxiv.

Page IX.

28.

—

Two Men, one dipping a stick.

If wood, dipped in the fountains of Gothland, appear stone, why should not the

Virgin generate the Rock Christ ? Albertus, i. Mineral. Tract i. cap. ii.

29.

—

A Monk presenting a box to a child in its mother's lap.

If the touch of a new-born child could open locks, why should not the Mother of

God as a virgin generate? Albertus de Motibus, lib. i. Tract, iii. cap. iii.

30.

—

Three Birds dying or dead.

If the ice-bird (isida or ispida), when dead, can renew its plumage, why, without

copulation, should not the Virgin generate ?

De Naturis Animalium; et Albertus, lib. xxxiii.

31.

—

A Man gazing at a Turret surrounded by flames.

If a laurel turret is not burnt by fire, why should not the fire of the Flesh a

Virgin generate ? Isidorus, Eth. xviii.

Page X.

32.

—

A Man and Woman looking at a bird in its nest.

If a branch with a nest of birds could become stone, why should not the Virgin

generate the Health of Man ? Albertus, i. 7.

33.

—

A Bearforming Cubs.

If a bear with its mouth can form its rude foetus, why should not the Virgin from

Gabriel's mouth generate ? Isidorus in xii. Ethymologiarum.

34.

—

Danae standing on a door-step catching the Golden Shower.

If Diana (Danae) was pregnant by a golden shower from Jove, why should not

the Virgin, impregnate by the Holy Ghost, generate ?

Terence in Eunuch., et Ovidii Metamorphoses.

35.

—

Three Birds, one in the act of being metamorphosed.

If the companions of Diomed could appear as birds, why should not the Virgin

generate the Redeemer ? Augustinus de Civitate, xvi., de Ovidio.

k2
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Subject PAGE Al.

36.— Ulysses in a boat, stopping his ears. A Syren in the right corner.

If by songs Circe (? a Syren) could change men, why should not the Virgin from

herself generate Jesus Christ? Augustinus de Civitate, iii.

37.

—

A Man gazing at stones falling from the Clouds.

If a mass of steel can be made from the clouds, why should not the Virgin gene-

rate a strong Deity? Albertus, Meth. iv. Tract iii. cap. 2.

38.

—

A Man gazing at a dead bird.

If a dead Inspida (Ispida) can replenish its plumage, why, without connexion with

man, should not the Virgin generate ? Albertus in Naturalibus.

39.

—

A Ship with Four Men attracted by the Magnet.

If the magnet can attract men, why, predicted by the prophets, should not the

Virgin generate ? Alberti Mons Magnetum.

Page XII.

40.

—

A Bull speaking to a Man.

If a bull could speak human words, why should not the Virgin generate the "Word

of the Father ? Valerius i. 4, et Titus Livius.

41.

—

An Ostrich with three Eggs.

If the sun can hatch the eggs of the ostrich, by the help of the true Sun why

should not the Virgin generate ? Isidorus de Proprietatibus Rerum,, lib. xii.

42.

—

Two Females, one picking flowers.

If the flower Tyle always remains in bloom, why should not the Virgin generate

with the flower of Modesty? Augustinus de Civ., xxi. 3.

43.

—

Two Females catching the Corn falling from the Clouds.

If corn could fall in rain to those in want, why should not the Virgin generate

the grain of corn ? Sigisbert et Gilbert, Chron.

Page XIII.

44.

—

A Man gazing at a bird surrounded by flames.

If the Carista is not burnt either in flesh or wings, why, without the fire of venery,

should not the Virgin generate ? Albertus de Avibus, lib. iii.

45.

—

A Man looking at Thustia carrying water in a sieve.

If the virgin Thustia could carry water in a sieve, why should not the chiefest of

Virgins generate ? Titi Livii Decad. i.

46.

—

Lioness with a litter of three.

If the lioness with her roar can raise her young, why should not the Virgin gene-

rate life from the Spirit ? Isidori et Alani Ethym., xii.

47.

—

A Mare sniffing the Horn of the Wind of Cappadocia.

If a mare could become pregnant by a Cappadocian wind, why, by the Divine

Flame, should not the Virgin generate ? Aug. de Civ. Dei, lib. xxi. cap. iii.
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Subject Page XIV.

48.

—

A King and Queen seated at table.

If wine could turn to blood, why should not the Virgin generate Christ true man ?

Justinus, i. 4, et Valerius Maximus.

49.

—

Two Birds billing.

If the Bonafa is impregnated by the bill, why should not the Virgin generate by

the word from the Angel's mouth ? Isid. xii. Ethymol., et Gregorius, lib. xxxi.

50.

—

A Man and Woman gazing from a Castle into the Stream..

If at Toulouse the stream appeared changed to blood, why should not the Virgin

generate the flower of Jesse ?

51.

—

A Unicorn leaping on a Virgin.

If a rhinoceros (unicorn) can incline to a virgin, why should not the Virgin gene-

rate the Word of the Heavenly Father ? Isidores et Alanus.

Page XV.
52.

—

A Man looking at a Phoenix surrounded by flames.

If the Phoenix can restore itself by fire, why should not the Mother of God, the

Virgin, worthily generate ?

Alanus de Planctu Naturae, et Isid. xii. Ethym. cap. xv.

53.

—

Emilia holding her garment in the flame.

If the garment of Emilia did kindle flames, why, by strength from above, should

not the Virgin generate ?

54.

—

The Goose-tree.

If the Carbas (Solan goose) is born from a tree, why, by help of the Holy Ghost,

should not the Virgin generate? Alberti, lib. xxiii. de Animalibus.

55.— Vulture with two eggs.

If the vulture brings forth without the male, why, by mystic breath, should not

the Virgin generate? De Proprietatibus lib. xii., et de Animalibus.

Page XVI. (See Facsimile, Plate lxxiii.)

56.

—

Temple of Venus, with a man gazing at the lamp.

If the light at the Temple of Venus cannot be extinguished, why should not the

Virgin generate without the seed of Venus ? August, de Civ. Dei, xxi. 7.

57.

—

A Man gazing at a stone in the water reflecting the moon.

If a stone can reflect the light of the moon, why should not the Virgin, pregnant

with a beautiful star, generate ?

58.

—

Two Human Figures and a statue.

If a human being can be changed into stone, why, by Divine Power, should not

the Virgin generate ? Albertus de Mineralibus, i. in fine.
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59.

—

Tivo Men sawing a stone, on which appear two human heads.

If man can be painted on stone by the power of Heaven, why should not the

Virgin generate by the assistance of the Beautiful Spirit ?

Alberti de Mineralibus i.
;
Tract ii. cap. 1.

The initial letters, F. W., preceding the date, 1470, at the close of the text (under

the left design) in the first page, are no doubt intended for those of the artist, by

whom the work was, perhaps, not only engraved, but also designed. Panzer* gives

the name as "F. Walter." They may, however, be intended for Frederick Walthern,

the first of the two persons by whom the German edition of the Biblia Pauperum
was issued (see p. 60), though on comparing the text of the two works a considerable

difference appears in their execution.

The copy in the Public Library at Munich, mentioned by Dibdin in the Biblio-

graphical Tour, vol. iii. p. 286, and that in the Imperial Library at Paris, are, no

doubt, similar to the one we have described.

Brunetf, however, mentions an edition of an oblong size, consisting only of eight

leaves, "impr. des deux cotes avec des planches de bois." We think his statement, how-

ever, that the impressions are on both sides of the paper, must be erroneous, because

he adds that "chaque planche, a Texception de la premiere, presente huit figures,

avec leur explication." The copy described by him, no doubt, agrees with that

described by Ebert, which was at that time in the possession of M. Nagler, at Berlin.

As that copy bears, on the first design, the same initials and date as the one in

the British Museum, we come to the conclusion that it is an impression of the same

edition, its oblong form simply arising from the eight sheets not having been folded,

but bound together lengthways.

The copyj described by Heinecken (pp. 378-83) is of an edition altogether different

from that in the British Museum, not only in the style of the designs, but in the

character of the descriptive text; the text of the one being Roman §, and of the

other, cursive. Heinecken states that the impressions in the copy he saw had been

worked off in black ink, on one side only, by the ordinary press. As we have not

met with a copy of that edition, and as we believe that no copy of it exists in this

country, we have annexed a facsimile of the upper portion of the page engraved

in the work of Heinecken, plate xiv., it being of the same page as that given by us

(plate lxxiii.).

* Deutsch Ann., Suppl., p. 31, No. 3. f Brunet, Manuel du Libraire, vol. ii. p. 589.

+ The copy had belonged to M. de Gaignat, at whose sale it produced 352 francs, and was, at the period

of the publication of the work of Baron Heinecken, in the possession of M. Giradot de PreYond.

§ I am rather inclined to think that the text of that edition is printed in moveable type, forming a very simi-

larly illustrated printed work to that of the later edition of the Endkrist and Quindecim Signa in the library of

Earl Spencer ; an edition particularly noticed at p. 46 in the present volume.
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Out readers will at once see how very different in character are the two editions.

Independently of the designs being reversed in the edition described by Heinecken,

it differs in its arrangement. He states that, in the first page, there are the figures

of St. Gregory and St. Jerome; and in the second page, those of St. Augustine and

St. Ambrose. Now, in the British Museum copy, the figure of St. Ambrose is the

first in the first page, instead of being the last in the second page, in that respect

agreeing with the copy in the Imperial Library at Paris, cursorily mentioned by

Dibdin in his Bibliographical Tour, vol. ii. p. 266, where he places it among the

" Early Printed Books," considering that it may have been printed at Ulm about

1480.
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PLATES LXXIV., LXXV., AND LXXVI. THE FIRST, SECOND, AND
EIGHTEENTH PAGES.

{From an uncoloured Copy* in the British Museum.)

DE MARINE VIEGINIS INTEMERATA GENERATIONE CHRISTI.

Block-Book of Twenty-Eight Leaves or Engraved Pages.—Small Folio.

Here we have another work of a similar character to the preceding. In that

there are fifty-five designs, exclusive of the four by way of introduction, representing

the Saints Ambrose, Augustine, Jerome, and Gregory; while in the one under con-

sideration there are only forty-five. Each page has two designs, except the

eighteenth, which has only one, as in our facsimile. In the subjoined enumeration

of these designs it will be seen that the subjects are the same, the numbers within

the parentheses referring to the corresponding subjects in the previous work; the

ten subjects omitted include several of those which had been repeated in that edition.

At the foot of each page is a letter, by way of signature, though in several of the

pages they have been entirely or partially cut away, as in the case of leaves vu. and

xvi. In consequence, probably, of this circumstance, the pages in the copy in the

British Museumf have not been bound up in their correct order. It is, however, in

the same state as it was received from the Continent; and as it will probably not

be rebound, we have, in the subjoined enumeration of the pages, numbered them in

the order in which they stand, and have subjoined the signatures in facsimile, some

of which, it will be seen, are reversed :

AA2P E DFB T HI K L
I. II. HI. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X. XL XII.

a i* ci b rr q iklMNOC QK2RG STVX
XIII. XIV. XV. XVI. XVII. XVIII. XIX. XX. XXI. XXII. XXIII. XXIV.UNO ApK£e>SlVSS

y z % 3 .

XXV. XXVI. XXVII. XXVIII.

J/ z
* According to the collation given by Jacob and Ukert of the copy in the Public Library at Gotha, the one

in the British Museum wants the two final leaves, xxvn. and xxviii., containing two pages of test (see

"Beitrage"%c Leipzig, 1835, vol. i., pp. 98-114. The enumeration of the engraved pages is somewhat

mystified in that work, as it commences by stating the volume to comprise " 16 Blatter in folio" which corre-

sponds with the preceding edition just described by us.

t This copy has been only lately added to the Xylographical Treasures in our National Library. The leaves

have been cut close to the borders ; and, in some instances, the outer border has been cut away. They have

been inlaid on paper as near as possible to match that on which the work is printed.
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Leaf

I. A. Thirty lines of introductory text, see facsimile

of the page.

II. A 2. Subject 1 (51). The Unicorn leaping on a Virgin.

Ehinoceron si virgin! se inclinare valet. Cur Ver-

bum patris cehci vrrgo no generaret. Ysi. simul

et Alanus.

Sub. 2. A Mother with Twins opening locks.

Si tactus mox nati seras appenre valet. Cur mater

verbi nati virgo non generaret. Alb' de motib5

alalium pte scd'a trac. 1°

III. P. Sub. 3 (49). Two Birds billing.

Bonafa si ore feta a mare claret. Cur angeli ex.

ore. virgo non generaret. ysi. xii° ethy. ca.

xvii et gregorius. xxxi? mora. ca. xxviii?

Sub. 4 (12). Cyrus suckled by a Bitch.

Si cyrus a camcula nutntus claret Cnstum cur

iuuencula. v. n. g. petrus commestor in sco-

lastica historia.

IV. E. Sub. 5 (20). A Pelican feeding its young.

Pellicanus si sagwine aniniare fetus claret. Cur

Xpm puro exsagwine virgo no. g. ysi xii° ethy-

moloyax.

Sub. 6 (31). Two Men attempting to burn a Turret.

Turns si lauricea ardore ignis caret Cur ig'nis

carnis nestia virgo non generaret. Vitauius de

architects libro 2° circa finem.

V. D. Sub.7(58). TwoMen and a naked human Figure.

Si homo vi nature in saxum verti valet. Cur vi

divine cure virgo non generaret. Albertus

.1? mineralium in fine.

Sub. 8 (59). Two Men smcing a block of stone.

Homo si in lapide vi ccch pingi valet. Cur al"mi

spus ope virgo non generaret. Albertus. 1? mine-

ralium. trac. v? ca. 1?

VI. F. Sub. 9 (23). Two Men with a calf in the Clouds.

Si ntulus in nube vi cceh factus claret. Cur absq3

viri pube- virgo n -

g- Alber. iii? Methaufc trac.

iii? ca. xx?

Sub. 10 (57). Two Men holding a stone, in which the

Moon is reflected.

Selencus si in perside lumen lune habet. Cur feta

alnio sidere. v. n. g. Aug3 , xx? de ciui. dei -

ca.

vi?

VII. B. Sub. 11 (39). A Ship with five men attracted

by Mountain of Magnet.

Si magnes carnem bominis ad se trahere valet.

Cur vi diuine numinis. v. n. g. Alber. loco ubi

sup.

Sub. 12 (28). TJiree Men with a stone swimming in

a fountain.

Si mersum fonti gocie lapis mox claret. Cur pe.tram

Xpm celicem. v. n. g. Alber. 1? mineralium

trac. i? ca. ii?

VOL. II.

Leap

VIII. T. Sub. 13(34). AFemale, through Bars, gazing at

the Sun (or Danae receiving the golden Shower)

.

Si dona auri pluuia pregnans a love claret. Cur

spu sancto gravida, v. n. g. Aug5 xx? de Ciui.

dei. ca. vii. & Teren.

Sub.li (35). A Castle withfiveBirdsfluttering over it.

Si socios diomedis aues factos claret. Cur redep-

torem hominum virgo non generaret. AugJ

xviii? de ciui. dl. ca. xvi?

IX. H. Sub.l5(l8).A Man in bed,xcith aBird on a table.

Calandrius si facie egrum sanare valet. Cur xpih

saluatorem. v. n. g. In de pprie. re. Ii. xii? et.

Alber. xxiii? de animalibus

Sub. 16 (55). Vulture in a nest with two eggs.

Si uultur pant corpe et ad boc mare caret. Cur

mistico spiramine v. n. g. basilius in exameron

libro viii? et in 4. pprie. re. libro. xii?

X. I. Sub. 17 (48). Four Persons seated at a Table.

Si vinum in sagwinem euersum fore claret. Cur

xpm verum hominem. v. n. g. Justinus. libro

i? ca. iiii? et Valerius.

Sub. 18 (50). A Fortress with a River.

Si flumen incruorem fholose versum claret. Cur

yesse florem v. n. g. Unde et Sigwertus in cro-

nicis.

XL K. Sub. 19(6). A Man cutting off a Bunch of Grapes.

Vitis si de dice ibernia ortum habe}. Cur vitem

veram. v. n. g. Alber. de uegetalibu
5 & plantis

libro. v to
- trac. i? ca. vi?

Sub. 20 (27). Deto falling on Shells.

Si concha cceli rore plis fecunda claret. Cur ro-

rante pneumate. v. n. g. ysi. xvi? de animalibus

ca. xxxiiii?

XII. L. Sub. 21(45). Thustia carrying water in a sieve.

Si cnbro virgo thustia aquarn portare valet. Cur

pcreantem omnia, v. n. g. Aug5 de ciui. dei.

loco ubi supra.

Sub. 22 (15). A Mare in full gallop.

Si equa capadocie vento feta claret. Cur divino

flamine. v. n. g. Aug5
xxi? de ciui dei ca. iii?

XIII. M. Sub. 23 (52) . A Phoenix surrounded byfames.

Fenix si in igne se renouare valet. Cur inr dei

digne. v. n. g. Alan, in de planctu nature et

ysi xii ethymoloyas ca. xv?

Sub. 24. A Man, and a bough with three birds.

Bamus cum nido auium lapis factus si claret.

Quare salutem hoiin. v. n. g. Alber. i? methau-

roa trac. i? ca. vii?

XIV. N. 25 (38). A Woman seated in a Chair, with

a Bird in her hands.

Jjisida si mortua se replumare valet. Cur absqs

viri copula, v. n. g. Alber. de naturis aninia-

liu libro xxiii?
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Leap

Sub. 26 (44). Four Birds surrounded ~byflam.es.

Carista si in igne nee alls nee carne ardet. Cur

veneris abs igne. v. n. g. Alber. xxiii? 5 alalib3

tractatu de auibus.

XV. O. Sub. 9,1 (19). Three Human Figures praying

,

with an iron shrine suspended by a magnet.

Magnetis vi si ferrum aer tenere valet. Cur pre-

dictum a pphetis. v. n. g. Vnde & Aug9 de ciui.

Si. ca. ubi supra.

Sub. 28 (54). Trees with the fruit dropping into the

water, and three Birds swimming.

Carbas si de arbore yberna nasti claret. Cur. spu s

sancti ope. v. n. g. Alber. xxiii? de anima=bbus.

et de naturis rerum. li. v?

XVI. C. Sub. 29(10). Two Men, with column between,

on which is fire.

Albeston si arcbadie setup ardere valet, quare in-

Aug9
deusta venere Virgo non generaret.

ciui Si. ca? vi?

Sub. 30 (40). A Bull speaking, with Buildings.

Si bos bumanis verbis psonuisse claret. Cur ver-

bum patns in terns virgo non generaret. Vale-

rius, bbro. i? ca. iiii?

XVII. Q. Sub. 31 (5). A Rustic carried up into the

Air, xoith six Animals in the foreground.

Si ventus unum rusticum longe deterre valet. Cur

summi patns filium virgo. non g. Alber. iii?

methaurorum trac. ii? ca. viii?

Sub. 32. A Monk (St. Nacharius), a Mare, and a

Man.

Si maiorum prestigiis mulier equa apparet. Divi-

nis cur prodigns. v. n. g. In vitas patrum.

XVIII. K 2. Sub. 33 (21). The Holy Family, with

Cattle, Angels and Shepherds in the lack-

ground.

O beata infancia p. quam nostn generis repara,&c.

As in facsimile, plate lxxvi.

XIX. E. Sub. 34 (43). Two Men filling sacks with

corn descendingfrom the Clouds.

Si genti carenti blada pluisse claret. Quare granu

frumenti virgo non generaret. Sigwertus in

cromcis.

Sub. 35 (37) . A Man with a Wheelbarrow, into which

another is putting, the steel masses which are

fallingfrom the clouds.

Massa si de calibe in nube nasti valet. Cur fortem

deum valide virgo non generaret. Albertus

iii? rnethauro*. trac. iii. c. xxiii?

XX. G. Sub. 36 (17). A Female and a Ship.

Si classem virgo claudia ad littus trahere vabj Cur

spu sancto grauida virgo no generaret. Aug9

de ciuitate dei. ca. xii?

Leaf

Sub. 37 (53). A Male and Female attempting to

kindle afire with a garment.

Emiliam si carboso ignem accendere claret Cur

virtute ex alto virgo non generaret. Valerius,

libro i? ca. i?

XXI. S. Sub. 38 (36). Circe seated, with a Vessel con-

taining Ulysses and various animals.

Carminibus si circe homines vertisse claret. Cur

lhesum Xpm ex se v. n. g. Aug5
x? de ciui-

ta.te dei. ca. xii?

Sub. 39 (33). A Bear licking three Cubs into shape.

Ursa si vetus ore rudes formare valet. Cur vgo

gabrielis ore. virgo non gene. Alan9 in 4 plac

nature prosa. I. et ysi. xi? ethya.

XXII. T. Twenty-nine lines of text (of the same size as

the first page), commencing " Ysayas contem-

plans misterium redempcionis humane," etc.

Last line of page,

—

"tur et q zmes
5
e capitf mente aia d'o et carne."

XXIII. V. Sub. 40 (41). Ostrich and Eggs (one partly

hatched), with the Sun in left corner at top.

Si ova strutionis sol excubare valet. Cur ven sobs

ope. v. n. g. Alber. in de proprie. re. libro

vii? et ysi xii? ethyx ca. lviii?

Sub. 41 (46). Lioness with three young.

Leo si rugitu proles sustitare valet. Cur vitam a

spu. v. n. g. ysi xii? ethy. ca. xv? et Alanus in

de plane, na'e. prosa prima.

XXIV. X. »&<5.42(56). Two Men, onepointing to thefire

oner the Porch of the Temple in the background.

Si lumen phani veneris nullo extingwere valet.

Aug deQuare absq} veneris igne. v n g
ciui del ca. vii?

Sub. 43 (7). A Parrot, saying, "Ave, ave, ave."

Psidicus a natura ave si dicere valet. Quare p. aure

virgo pura non generaret. Expientia.

XXV. Y. Sub. 44. Europa fondled by the Bull.

Jupiter genoriden falsi sub ymagine thaun. Si

luserat cur henlem. v. n. g. Ouidius in. metha-

morphosius.

Sub. 45 (42). Flowers and Trees.

Si tile in virore semp manere valet. Cur denov

pudoris flore. v. n. g. Aug? xxi? & ciui del. ca-

pitulo iii?

XXVI. Z. Thirty lines of text, commencing,

"Eximius doctor Aug9 in de mirabtlib
5
sacre scrip-

ture capihdo ii? libri tercio," etc.

Last line of page,

—

" rit pudores ejus attenddt questionem."

XXVII. Page of text.

XXVIII. Page of text.

These two leaves are wanting in the Museum copy.
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In the preceding note of contents we have given the few lines of text to each

design, as in the original, with all the contractions of the words, as far as our

modern type could supply the symbols.

We have before us a copy* of an editionf of a similar work. It is in small 4to.,

without any indication of the name of the printer, place, or date. It appears to have

been printed very late in the fifteenth century, upon very coarse porous paper,

only one sheet bearing a water-mark (letter^?). It contains thirty leaves, including

a blank one at the commencement. The work opens, on the recto of the second leaf,

with a woodcut of the Salutation of the Virgin, having a text beneath it ; another,

but larger woodcut, occupying the reverse of the leaf. A series of fifty woodcuts

follow, each design, with its descriptive text above and below, occupying a page,

except in a few instances, where the text is continued on the next page. The designs

are very rudely executed, and the subjects correspond in general with those in the

Block-Books. A full-length woodcut of the Virgin and Child occupies the recto of

the last leaf.

In the British Museum is a copy of another edition, of similar size, evidently

issued by the same printer, the same woodcuts having been used. This is proved by

the thirty -sixth woodcut, where, in both impressions, the block presents the same

injury in the face of the left figure. In other of the woodcuts also, corresponding

breakages occur. It comprises twenty-nine leaves. The woodcut which is at the

end of the other editions, here occupies the blank leaf at the commencement.

The same library contains another edition, also in 4to., but rather larger. It is

printed in a bolder and a gothic type. The woodcuts are equally coarse. The edition

is described by Panzer in his Annalen der alten Deutschen Litteratur, p. 21, under the

title of " Defensoriu inviolate® virginitatis castissime dei genetricis Marine!' The copy

in the British Museum wants title, leaf a. i. The work closes on the 30th leaf with

a woodcut of the Virgin and Child.

* Mr. Lilly, the bookseller, kindly favoured us with the loan of this copy, July 1855.

t It is doubtless the same edition as that mentioned by Brunet, vol. ii. p. 289. One of the pages (full test)

has thirty-one lines. Panzer, vol. i. p. 391, describes it under the following title, "Metrics Dei Genitricis

Virginitatis inviolatce Defensorium, in quo adducuntur Exempla quibus apertissime demonstratur ipsam sacra-

tissimam Virginem concipere et parere potuisse unigenilum Deifilium Jesum Christum absque lesione integerrimce

sues virginitatis." Laire, vol. i. p. 209, notices it as " Vita B. M. Virginis allegorice scripta et cum 53 fig. alle-

goricis ad festum Conceptionis." The copy cited by Panzer wanted, no doubt, the woodcut at the end, making

fifty-three in all. We have heard it stated that the final woodcut forms the frontispiece to another work, intitled

" Rosarium intemeratce Maries Virginis." It may have been subsequently or previously so used ; but in the

copy quoted by us, the leaf has evidently been printed with the work.

l2
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PLATE LXXVII. FOUR PAGES.

{From a Copy in the Library of Earl Spencer*

MIRABILIA ROM.E. GERMANICE.

Block-Book of Ninety-two Leaves or One Hundred and Eighty-four Pages.—Small Mo.

This very curious volume appears to have been unknown to Heinecken. The

Spencer copy is so closely bound that it is impossible to ascertain whether the pages

have been worked off in gatherings or in single sheets. It is certain, however, that

the whole ninety-two leaves are the work of the wood-cutter; but whether each

page formed a separate block is a point which, for the cause assigned, we cannot

ascertain.

The volume opens, on the reverse of the first leaf, with the design of the " Suda-

rium," having the Papal arms beneath, as given in No. I. of our facsimiles. There

is then a page of introductory matter, on the recto of the next leaf, as in No. II.,

which has on the reverse a design representing a building, evidently intended for

Rome, there being in the foreground a wolf, with Romulus and Remus beneath.

After this introdnction the work commences, of which a facsimile of the first page of

text is given in the Bibliotheca Spenceriana, vol. vi. p. 189, the Papal arms being at

the top of the page, as in the following cut.

* This copy was obtained from Munich, and is a duplicate of the one in the Public Library. The copy is

described, in the Bibliotheca Spenceriana, vol. vi. p. 188, to be much cropt, when compared with that retained

at Munich. Dr. Dibdin states that it was " unknown to Heinecken and all other Bibliographers." Bernard de

Rossi, however, published in 1811 a small brochure upon it, entitled " Dell' origine della stampa in tavole incise

e di una antica e sconosciuta edizione zilografica del Dottore G. Bernardo di Rossi." 8vo., Parma, 1811. It

was also known to Panzer.
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In the preceding woodcut the cross keys* occupy the shield under the Papal

crown, whereas in the arms on the reverse of the first leaf they occupy the first

shield, here containing the Imperial eagle. The Pope is frequently represented as

seated in the Papal chair of state, holding in one hand two keys upright. It is not

our intention to enter into the heraldic significance of the two keys crossed; we

will simply observe, that, in many instances where they so appear, they are intended

to represent the arms of Pope Nicolas V., who assumed the Pontificate in 1447.

We have alluded to these Papal arms in consequence of the following passage

occurring in the description given of the work by M. Guichard in the Bulletin de

Bibliophile for 1840, p. 121

:

" Les Mirabilia Romce ne contiennent pas moins de 180 pages de texte, chiflre

enorme qui pourroit faire douter de l'existence d'une impression xylographique aussi

e'tendue, si les te'moignages de Panzer, de Bernardo de Rossi, de MM. Dibdin, Heller,

Jacobs, et Ukert, ne s'accordoient tous sur ce point: cette edition est sans date;

mais les armes du Pape Sixte IV., qui se trouvent sur le dernier feuillet, indiquent

que le livre ne put etre imprime que sous le regne de ce pontife, c'est-a-dire de 1471

a 1484."

It will be seen that the above description given by M. Guichard agrees with

ours, with the exception that the woodcut preceding the last portion of the work in

the Spencer copy is placed at the commencement of the work; while that on the

reverse of the first leaf in the Spencer closes the one described by M. Guichard.

Proceeding with the collation of the Spencer copy, the text continues as far as

the twenty-sixth leaf, thus closing on the reverse of that leaf,

" Com
stantmopel bno lief Bom de pabst."

Next comes a coarsely-executed design, representing, in the upper part, a priest

in a pulpit preaching, and a man on either side holding a lighted taper ; while in

the lower part is a multitude of persons, or group of followers, with lighted tapers,

looking at the Sudarium. After this, the text of another portion of the work

commences, as in our plate No. III., which, including the woodcut, occupies sixty-

six leaves, of which the last page is given, No. IV., in our plate.

Many are the editions of the Mirabilia Romce that were printed during the

latter part of the fifteenth and the early part of the sixteenth centuries. In one

edition, in the German language, the arms of Pope Innocent VIII. (1484-1492) occur;

and in another, the arms of Pope Alexander VI. (1492-1503f.)

* The cross keys were used at a very early period as a water-mark. We have, in our collection, a tracing

of one as early as 1358.

t Bulletin de Bibliophile, p. 1523. Paris, Techier, 1840.



SPECULUM HUMANE SALVATIONIS.

A SEEIES OF TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY-SEVEN ENGRAVINGS ON WOOD,

WITHOUT ANY EXPLANATORY TEXT.

Block-Book of Thirty-Four Leaves.—Large Folio.

The only copy known of this volume is in the library of Mr. Perkins. We much

regret we have not again* had the opportunity of inspecting it, as, at the time we

did so, our memoranda respecting it were not made with any view to publication.

We believe the copy to be the same as that in the possession of the Marquis of

Blandfordf at the period (1816) when Mr. Singer published his valuable work on

Playing Cards, etc. Under these circumstances, we must content ourselves with

giving the description of it from the work of that gentleman (pp. 141-4):

"In the library of the Marquis of Blandford there is a curious series of prints,

apparently intended for an edition of the Speculum Humance Salvationis. They

are arranged four on a page, and are printed with black ink, by means of the press,

and on both sides of the paper. The number of printed leaves is thirty-threeJ, the

last of which has but one subject impressed upon it. The number of subjects is two

hundred and fifty-seven: they are not accompanied by any printed text or explana-

tion of the subjects represented, but have brief written descriptions, sometimes in

Latin and sometimes in German, over each print.

" If rudeness of execution could be received as any testimony of antiquity, these

prints might readily be conceived to take precedence of those in the Dutch Specu-

lum; and they somewhat resemble in style the cuts of the Apocalypsis S. Johanms§.

The first print is the fall of Lucifer. Another edition of the Speculum, supposed to

be printed by G. Zainer, in which the text is executed with moveable types, in

* I addressed two letters to Mr. Perkins, begging to be allowed to examine the volume ; but I regret to

add that I have not received any reply to them.

t The volume was evidently not sold, or rather not enumerated in the sale catalogue of " the White Knight's

Library," prepared by Messrs. Payne and Foss in 1819. It may have been reserved, and afterwards disposed of.

$ The thirty-three leaves, with one blank leaf preceding, form three gatherings, the first of twelve, the

second of ten, and the third of twelve leaves. The MS. descriptions of the cuts comprise twenty-two sheets.

§ I cannot at all agree with Mr. Singer on this point. I see not the smallest similarity of style.

S. Leigh S.
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forty-five chapters, with one hundred and ninety-two vignettes, is described by

Heinecken* and a more ample account of it given by Mr. Dibdinf

.

"We are happy to have it in our power to exhibit the subjoined facsimile of one

of the prints of this extraordinary volume,—the subject of the marriage of the

Virgin Mary. It is rather a favourable specimen of the style in which they are

executed.

" The volume which contains these singularly curious cuts was formerly in the

collection of the Cardinal de Brienne, and has been described by the Abbe Laire^:.

It contains also, as he has noticed, a MS. decorated with rude drawings, intitled,

' Compilatio Librorum totius Biblice ab Adam usque ad Christum, a fratre Johanne

deUtino ordinis minorum diocesisAquiliensis;' who terminates his dedicatory epistle

to the Patriarch of Aquileia, thus, ' hanc cartham manu propria in civitate XJtini

Aquiliensis diocesis, anno Domino mille - ccc°- xliiij - de mense Januarii, cum eis figuris

conscripsi.' Laire asserts that this is the original manuscript, and says it is deco-

rated with illuminations, which are not bad considering the time when they were

executed. Now it is remarkable that the water-marks throughout the volume, both

* Heinecken, p. 565. t Bibliotheca Spenceriana, vol. iv., p. 9.

J Index Librorum ab Inventa Typog. ad annum 1500 ; torn, i., p. 4.
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in the manuscript above cited, and in the leaves upon which the cuts are impressed,

are the same: that which most frequently occurs is the following, marked No. 1.

No. 2.

" Indeed, there is but one other, and that is found only on two or three of the

latter leaves of the manuscript part of the volume, where the paper is evidently of

a different texture. We have, however, thought it best to have it also copied; and

it is here subjoined, and marked No. 2.

" Now, supposing the assertion of Laire could be depended on, and the manu-

script in question could be considered of the date assigned to it (1344), we should

here have one of the earliest attested specimens of xylographic art. It is evident

that Laire had not observed the water-marks, for he says the woodcuts very much

resemble those in the Miroir de Vhumain lignaige, thrice printed at Lyons from the

year 1479 to 1483, but that they are much ruder. According to Santander, the

water-mark most prevalent in this volume is found on the paper of books printed

by Lucas Brandis de Schass, at Lubec, in 1475, and by Rodt and Wenzer at Basle.

It is most probable, therefore, that this curious work was the production of one of

those artists*; and we rather incline to the supposition that it may have been

executed by Lucas de Brandis, for in the Rudimentum Noviciorum, printed by him

in 1475, a great number of woodcuts are introduced, many of which resemble, in point

* Mr. Singer here implies that the Printers were the Artists who designed and engraved the cuts. We
believe that Veldener is the only printer known who at that early period combined the title of artist with that of

typographer ; and that the wood-engravings which issued from his press were really the work of his own graver.

They do not exhibit his skill as a wood-cutter to much advantage. In making this observation we do not include

the woodcuts illustrating the edition of the Speculum printed by him. It is a matter of question whether, in the

very early state of the Art of Printing by moveable type, the letters were not all engraved by the hand, and

not cast. Or even if the letters were cast, whether they did not afterwards come under the hand of the

engraver. In the earliest specimens of typography very few letters will be found to correspond exactly in

face. Hence arises this observation upon a subject I shall have occasion to discuss more fully at the close

of my labours. S. Leigh S.
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of style, those in the work we are describing. The motive for introducing a descrip-

tion of this singular xylographic production in this place, was to afford the reader

an opportunity of comparing it with the specimens from the Dutch Speculum, which

are given by Mr. Dibdin and Mr. Ottley. Had the advocates for Harlem stumbled

upon anything half so conclusive as the date of the manuscript in this case, they

would have urged it as a strong and irrefragable argument in favour of their cause*.

It is possible that copies of this curious work, with a printed text or description sub-

joined, exist; but no copy of it appears to have been known to Heinecken, unless we

suppose the German Speculum, which he describes as printed by Bernard Bichel at

Basle, to have been decorated with these cuts. He describes them, however, of the

size of playing cards; and it is obvious that those we are describing are larger; but

as every day shews us that we are not at the end of our typographical discoveries,

we may reasonably hope that some future bibliographer will be enabled to set this

matter at rest by finding a copy with the printed text, the date, and name of the

printer.

"A work exclusively on these Block-Books, brought forward in an unostenta-

tious form, and facsimiles of the principal ones, is still a desideratum; for as Hein-

ecken's work is devoted to other subjects, it could scarcely be expected that he

should enter more largely into this curious department of bibliography-]-."

In no other instance has Mr. Singer entered into a description of any Block-

Book ; and as we believe his views upon the origin of printing are somewhat dif-

ferent from those he publicly professed at the period of the publication of his work

on Playing Cards, we refrain from making any observations upon the account he

has given of the volume in question, further than in stating that, if he had not

depended upon what Heineckenf had written respecting the dimensions of the

designs, and had he examined a copy of the German edition of the Speculum printed

at Basle, in 1476, by Michel, he would have found that the two hundred and fifty-

seven woodcuts which form the volume under consideration, were from the same

* However much Meerman and others of the advocates of the "Costerian" claims might have allowed their

patriotism to have Minded their judgment, we feel sure that Mr. Ottley would never, for one moment, have

considered the artists employed on this series of wood-engravings worthy to he compared with those who

executed the wood-engravings in the Block-Books attributed to Holland or the Low Countries, more particu-

larly in those of the Speculum Humance Sahationis.

f When I made an investigation of the various editions of the Block-Books as an addition to my literary

pursuits, I had not read the valuable work of Mr. Singer ; and little did I expect that I should, out of the very

few pages of memoranda left by my father, have extended my labours to three volumes. In prosecuting this

most agreeable and seductive task, the above passage, from the writings of a gentleman so eminent in the literary

world, has much encouraged me ; and I must leave others to judge how far I have succeeded in carrying out his

desired object. S. Leigh S.

X Here is an instance of how essentially requisite it is for persons to see the originals, and not, unless they

have before them accurate facsimiles, to depend upon the descriptions of others.

VOL. II. M
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wood-blocks as those used in that work*. Also, had he looked at the water-mark

in the paper used by Richel, he would have found that marked No. 1 to be similar

to that on some of the paper used by that printer; and that the same mark occurred

in the paper upon which the designs had been worked off, though of a much smaller

size. The paper used for the manuscript portion of the volume contains, for the

most part, the same mark as No. 1 ; the mark of the grapes, No. 2, occurring only

in three instances on the paper of that portion of the volume, but not at all on the

paper used for the cuts. This fact requires no argument to shew that the paper of

the two portions is from the same source, and that the manuscript was written

subsequently to the working of the woodcuts in their present form.

Now it is evident from the fact of the wood-engravings (worked off as they have

been by the ordinary press) presenting a broader face than in the edition, with text,

printed by Richel in 1476, that those printed off separately are of a laterf period.

In order to support this opinion we do not think it necessary to add to what we

have already said upon this subject, at page 158 of the first part of our labours. In

respect to the water-marks, we must refer our readers to our observations upon

them generally in vol. hi. We must, however, observe that the MS. bearing the

date 1345 has evidently been copied from the original of that date.

On comparing, some years ago, the two hundred and fifty-seven designs

in the form of a Block-Book, with those in the printed edition, we found that two

of them, " The Return of the Prodigal Son" and " The Man who fell among Thieves"

were different; and of the designs of the two Thieves, in the Crucifixion of our

Saviour, in the printed edition (the one representing an Angel, and the other a

Devil, respectively receiving the spirit of the dying malefactor), the latter only has

been used in its perfect state for the Block-Book; the angel in the former not

appearing, having probably been covered over by a piece of paper after the block

had been inked, and before the impression was taken off.

We much regret that, owing to our not having had the opportunity of again

inspecting the volume (now in the possession of Mr. Perkins), we are only able to

give copies of our own tracings, made many years since, of the two designs first

above alluded to; which, though not accurate facsimiles, will nevertheless, on com-

parison, shew the difference in the designs of the same subjects in the MS., and in

the edition printed by Richel in 1476.

* That edition contains impressions of two hundred and seventy-eight cuts, the additional twenty-one

arising from some of the wood-blocks having been used over again.

t In illustration of this I find the following description, written by my father many years since, respecting

the edition of 1476 :
" On the 100th page of the test is a cut of the Crucifixion, attended by Mary and St. John.

The nimbus around the head of St. John, in the first instance, is perfect ; whereas, in the cut that is repeated at

the end of the volume (one of the additional twenty-one plates), the radius is broken and imperfect; consequently

the edition mentioned by Mr. Singer at page 141 is a subsequent edition to the present, as we there find the

radius in the broken state, as in the latter part of the present edition. I would observe also, that the lines of all

the cuts in this first printed impression are thinner than those of Mr. Singer's edition (as the wood spreads), are

broader, by the pressure of the Jlat press: the contrary is the case by the operation of manipulation."
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We close our account of this pseudo Block-Book with the remark, that, had the

woodcuts been taken off by friction, in the light coloured material commonly used

for the more early Block-Books, even upon paper bearing the same water-marks,

persons might have presumed that they had preceded the impressions in the

printed work of 1476 by many years.

PLATE LXXVIII. THE FIEST PAGE.

(From a Wood-engraving in our Possession.)

Among our collections illustrating the various editions of the Block-Books, we

have an impression of a wood-engraving of the first page of an edition in German of

the Speculum, of which the present plate is an accurate facsimile.

The engraving appears to be a facsimile of an edition with which we are totally

unacquainted ; nor can we find any account of a corresponding edition mentioned

by any bibliographer. It is evidently coarsely copied from one of the four earliest

editions; but of the original from which the text in German under the design

has been taken, we are unable to obtain any information.

It appears to have been executed by the same hand as copied plate lxviii. from

the Biblia Pauperum, and is evidently intended for the illustration of the same work.

m2



DIE KUNST CIROMANTIA.

PLATES* LXXIX. AND LXXX. PAGES III. AND XXVII.

{From a Copy in the Library of Earl Spencer.)

Block-Book of Twenty-Six Leayes.—Small Folio.

The Spencer copy of this extraordinary and singular production having recently

obtained peculiar notoriety (as we shall shortly have occasion to state), we are in

some measure induced to regret our determination of not visiting any Public

Library on the Continent until after the completion of the task we have imposed

upon ourselves—of presenting to our readers minute collations and descriptions,

accompanied with facsimiles, of those Block-Books only that we have personally had

the opportunity of examining and comparing.

This remark arises from feeling a conviction that, on a further examination,

there will be found to exist two, or even three, distinct editions of the Block-Book

in question ; and that one is executed in a superior manner to the others. We are

induced to believe that the result of a minute comparison of the Spencer copy with

the one in the Imperial Library at Paris, would shew that the impressions of each

are from a different series of wood-blocks. It certainly appears rather absurd that,

when we might in a few hours satisfy ourselves upon the point at issue in our own
minds, we do not do so. We must, therefore, plead guilty of obstinacy in maintain-

ing our resolution, though we hope the result of it will be, that those who are

sufficiently interested in the more early Xylographic Productions (the very root of

typography) to read these pages, will have the opportunity of possessing a small

supplemental volume, wherein many of the deficiencies (and many there are) that

occur in the volumes before them will be supplied.

We will now enter into a brief bibliographical description of the Spencer copy of

the Block-Book under notice. It comprises twenty-six leaves, forming a volume of

fifty-two pages, printed on both sides, with the exception of the reverse of the first,

* Owing to the tracing-paper having heen slightly moved from its original position during the operation of

making the facsimiles, we find that the plates are an eighth of an inch longer than the originals. See observa-

tions, vol. i., pp. 143-4.
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the recto of the second, the reverse of the twenty-fifth, and the recto of the last,

leaves, making altogether forty-eight engraved pages, consisting of the engraved

ornamental pages at the beginning and end, the introductory page, the page of text

as given by us (plate lxxix.), and forty-four* pages, each containing the design of a

hand. The first and last leaves are worked off so as to form a cover to the volume,

the outer coverings being occupied by the ornamental design, the one as the title,

and the other as the end of the work. The other twenty-four leaves comprise three

gatherings of eight leaves each, of which the first four of each gathering (except the

first) bear the signatures respectively [a. I.] a. it. a. lit. a. tttt.—b. i. b. ii. b. ttt.

b. tut.— t. C t. ii. c. Hi. c. Hit—b. i. b. ii. b. ttt. b. tut.

The paper on which the impressions in this copy have been worked off, is of a

peculiarly soft and porous nature, and is remarkable from there being no water-

markf. It has the appearance of having been made partly of straw, to which its

colour closely approximates.

In the subjoined enumeration of the engraved pages we have endeavoured to

convey to our readers some idea of the nature of the work, without in the smallest

degree attempting to explain the mysteries of the designs, wherein are contained all

the secrets of the Art of Chiromancy.

Leaf

I. recto. An ornamental design, occupying the whole page, of which we subjoin a

copy of the upper part, containing above it the title of the work. Our woodcut

is taken from a plate in the work of Heinecken, p. 479; but which, on re-

examining the Spencer copy, we find to be less coarse than the original. It,

however, answers sufficiently to convey the character of the design.

Mknfrgftotttatttia

" reverse. Blank.

* M. Guichard, Bulletin de Bibliophile, p. 193, collates them as forty-two only, and states that there are

three pages of text :
" Le volume contient done 2 feuillcts de couverture, 2 figures, 3 paragraphes de texte, et 42

mains; le tout a e'te grave sur 48 planches de bois." We make from this, his collation, forty-nine engraved

pages in lieu of forty-eight, the right number ; the error arises from his stating that there are three pages of text

instead of two.

t This is also the case with one of the copies (that wanting the first leaf) in the Imperial Library at Paris,

a copy agreeing in all respects with that in the Library of Earl Spencer.
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Leaf

II. rec. [a. t.] Blank, no signature.

rev. An introductory page, thus commencing,

1

9L& nari) gescbrtben burb bcm oer bannb batt ?u

tetiterb gemarfjt doctor ijartltcb Durrf) bett tmb bat

sung tier burcbletcbttgen bocbgeburaen futstm from

9nna geboren bon praunscbtoetgg pemabel tern tuggiit*

retcbeu botbgelopten fursten bertjog Slbterb brct?og ?u batre

bn& graft" ?u Foburg, : bas tst gescbeben am frttag nacb

9oncepctont£i marta btrgnu's glartosts 1448.

The literal translation of the above is: "The after [following] written

Book of the Hand has [was] made German [by] Doctor Hartlieb, through

the prayer and bidding of the serene, highborn Princess Dame Anna nee

Brunswick, wife of the virtuous, blessed Prince, Duke Albert, Duke of

Bavaria and Count of Voburg : that [this] has come to pass on the Friday

after the Conception of Mary the most glorious Virgin. 1448."

After this follow seven other lines, commencing, " Item 60 UriSS? UaS 5u

totrst finben," etc., wherein the author explains that he foretells the destiny

of man by the right hand, and that of the woman by the left. Beneath

these lines is a wood-engraving, representing Hartlieb presenting a copy

of his book to his patroness, the Princess Anne, the word "Hartlieb" being

engraved over the male figure, and "Anna" over the female.

Had the impression in the Spencer copy been worked off in a clearer

manner, we would have given a facsimile of the whole of this page; but as

it is so blurred in the printing, we deemed it unsatisfactory to do so. This

leaf forms a. J., but it is not so marked.

III. rec. a. u. This is the opening page of the work; and as we have given the

whole of it in facsimile (plate lxxix), no description of it is necessary. It has

been taken with the greatest possible care, and though, as before stated, in

note, p. 84, the page is longer than the original by the eighth of an inch,

we hope it will convey to our readers a very correct idea of the style in

which this singular production is executed.

After this follow forty-four pages, each having on it a design of an open

hand, on which are engraved inscriptions and cabalistic signs. They

commence on the reverse of a. })., and end on the recto of leaf xxv., the

reverse being blank.

* M. Guichard has it " tuget." The word is much obliterated in the Spencer copy ; but it shews, we think,

a double g. At the close of the first line, M. Guichard has the word "halt" in lieu of "hatt." Again, he uses

many capitals which are not in the original.
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Leaf

XXVI. rec. Blank.

rev. An ornamental page, of a similar character to that on the recto of the first

leaf. The same observations which we have made respecting our facsimile,

pi. lxxix., are here equally applicable.

This is the earliest published work on the Art of Chiromancy. Hartlieb is

considered by many learned authors* to have been only the translator of it. They

attribute to his pen the German versions of Eusebius and Ovid, the one printed at

Augsburg in 1472, and the other, in 1482, at the same place. It is not our intention

to enumerate the various other curious books that have been written on this

mysterious subject. As, however, M. Guichardf has taken some little interest in

referring to those productions, we avail ourselves of his remarks, by subjoining the

substance of them.

" Some passages of Job and of Solomon seem to indicate that Chiromancy was

not unknown to the Hebrews. In Greece, Aristotle fixed the duration of the life

of man according to the length of certain lines on the hand. In Rome, Juvenal says

that the women consulted the fortune-tellers in reference to the lines on their fore-

heads and their hands: a superstition, however, which prevailed still more in the

sixteenth century."

" Alexander de Medicis, Duke of Tuscany, having shewn his hand to a Greek,

the latter predicted that he woidd be assassinated. Alexander was killed at an

assignation, by his cousin Laurent. Codes, a celebrated chiromancer, foretold that,

on the 24th of September 1504, Barthelmi della Rocca would fall by the sword of a

Constable of Hermes Bentivoglio, son of John II., the tyrant of Bologna. It is said

that Codes foresaw the tragic end of Barthelemy, and that he, having told the

Constable some days before, that he (the Constable) was on the eve of committing a

murder, at the same time warned Barthelemy to arm himself with sword and

helmet on leaving his house. The same Codes foretold to Lac Gauric, the astro-

loger, his cruel and unjust death. He died under the torment of the rack. Adrien

* Bulletin de Bibliophile, p. 195. t Mpp. 187—189.
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Sicler, another not less renowned chiromancer, relates that he met at Nlmes a man
having a certain mark on his thumb, which indicated that he would perish by the

wheel, and accordingly ' cet homme ne peut echapper a la marque fatale, il est roue

en 1659.' Jacquin Caumont, a sailor, had a mark of a similar character, and he was

hanged. These facts, more or less authentic, related by the chiromancers, have not

lessened the number of their followers.

" If the Professors of Chiromancy are now rare, those of former days have left

us many works on the subject. Physicians, mathematicians, and philosophers have

looked upon it as an art. From the musings of diseased, credulous, and mistaken

minds, they have established certain precepts, which however had been read with

avidity, so much does human nature desire to look into futurity.

" The great work* of Adrien Sicler on this subject is one of the most singular.

Strange to say, the author dedicated it to Camille de Neuf-Ville, Archbishop of

Lyons and Primate of Prance. Sicler separated the art of Chiromancy into two

parts, appropriating the one to Men and the other to Women ; a distinction of

which he felt the necessity, by judiciously observing that sometimes the same mark

in the hand of a man indicated in a woman a totally different meaning ; for

instance, that which ' promettra la crosse a un homme /era connoitre Vadresse d'une

femme a filer.' It may, therefore, be easily imagined, how much at variance the

discoveries of Sicler are with those of his predecessors.

" The author of Liber compoti cum commento, Lyon, 1492, is one of the first who

drew horoscopes from the palm of the hand. The work of Indagine, printed at

Strasbourg in 1534, is also very complete, and has numerous and richly engraved

cabalistic figures. The celebrated Taesnierius has followed Codes. Another

remarkable work is that of Trichassio da Cerasari, which has been translated into

French. From that work and the precepts of Sicler, Salgues and Collin de Plancy

have obtained their information.

" The learned Doctor Mart-Ant. Del Rio divides Chiromancy into two kinds,

astrological and physiological. Under the latter comes the work of John Hartlieb,

from which source numerous other productions have emanated, the chiromancers of

latter days borrowing largely from his work, without quoting their authority."

* " Bartolomei Coclitis Physionomise ac Chiromantis Anastasis, sive compendium ex pluribus et pene

infinitis autoribus, cum approbatione Alexandra d'Achillinis."

—

Folio.
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Those who are desirous to become acquainted with the various editions of the

works on Chiromancy, will find them enumerated in the bibliographical labours of

Panzer, Maittaire, Santander, and others. In the " Third Day" of the " Biblio-

graphical Decameron," by Dr. Dibdin, the author introduces the work of Hartlieb

in his usually amusing style, as follows:

" Approach now, ' on the tiptoe of expectation,' and let every eye be strained, and

every heart palpitate, while turning over the leaves of 'The Chiromancy of Dr.

Hartlieb.'

' The Doctor he was a cunning man,

And prophet eke was he,

For in the palm of either hand

He coming events could see.'

"A sorry quatrain ! which I remember to have heard, or something like it, pro-

nounced upon an itinerant quack and astrologer, habited like an old magician.

" Lisardo. O rare Doctor Hartlieb ! I shall desire of you more acquaintance,

good master Hartlieb.

"Philemon. You shall know him to your heart's content. And mark well, ere

you look, that the copy of the ' Doctor's labours now before us is the first and only

one which ever came into this country. Heinecken, if I remember rightly, mentions

but one perfect and three imperfect copies
;
yet a fifth, perfect, is in the Royal

Libraiy at Paris. What a title-page have we here ! followed by a portrait of the

Doctor himself kneeling before his patroness, the Princess Anne of Brunswick, who

is about to receive very courteously the present thus tendered her.

" Opposite, you observe, is a very whimsical woodcut, of the whole of which

Heinecken has given a facsimile, but by no means faithful, or indicative of the

peculiar style of art which prevails in it. Look particularly how extremely defective

is the impression of the right hand corner of this oblong woodcut. By examining

the right hand corner of the bottom of the last leaf, we observe that the printer's

name is Scapff, a name 'wholly unknown/ as Heinecken has justly remarked.

What sprawling, gigantic hands are there, upon the text describing the mysteries

of the Hartliebean chiromancy, impressed. Here is a thumb from the last hand

in the volume, and the fate which awaits marks like those represented upon it."

With a woodcut of the aforesaid thumb, and a facsimile of the inscription

occurring at the foot of the last engraved hand, Dr. Dibdin closes his observations

upon the work; though in a note he gives a brief collation of it, at the same time

stating that Lord Spencer " obtained the volume for one hundred guineas, it having

been bought in at a public auction for £120;" adding that, "in the fly-leaf of it, a

manuscript observation informs us that ' the present copy is supposed to have been

surreptitiously obtained from the Imperial Library at Vienna, when the French

army was in possession of that capital. It was purchased of a general officer, who

VOL. II. N
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employed an agent for the purpose of vending it, in order to conceal his own name.

On collating it with the one in the Royal Library at Paris, the present is found to

be perfect: only the third leaf, which, in the present copy, is properly placed

opposite to that representing the author and the Princess Anne of Brunswick, is, in

the Parisian copy, improperly introduced at nearly the end of the work."

In some copies of the Block-Book under consideration, the name at the foot of

the design of the last hand is as follows,

f0?0f!i)apffntmt0fpuift

On reference to our facsimile, plate lxxx., it will be seen that the name in. the

colophonic inscription is there spelt "trog Scapff." It is very evident, from the

measurement of the two inscriptions (see facsimiles), that the difference between the

two is not confined merely to the variation in the spelling of the first two words.

It has hitherto been considered that the whole of the existing copies of Hart-

lieb's Chiromancy have been worked off from the same series of wood-blocks, the

name at the close presenting the only variation in them. We are, however, very

much inclined to believe, as we have before stated, that if the copies were examined

carefully, page by page, they would turn out to have been worked from different

wood-blocks. We availed ourselves, while writing our observations upon the work

of Hartlieb, of the opportune visit of a friend to Paris* to enable us to obtain

certain notes respecting the two copies of the work in the Imperial Library in that

city. From him we learn that the copy, wanting one leaf, corresponds with that in

the library of Earl Spencer ; and that the paper on which it is printed is of a thin

texture, brown in colour, and without any water-mark. Also, that in the other

copy, which has the name "iorg schapff" the impressions are all "of a uniform

colour, a good black; and that the paper is much better, crackling like writing

paper (some of the leaves bearing water-marks), and, doubtless, a different tirage,

except the first and last leaves, which are in both copies of a deep straw tint. The

impressions are also much sharper and better."

With the assistance of the information given by M. Guichardf we are enabled

to enumerate the various copies of the work that are known to exist

:

I. The Library or Earl Spencer. A complete copy. It is said to have been,

as before stated, surreptitiously obtained from the Imperial Library at Vienna,

when the French army was in possession of that capital. It is singular, however,

that Heinecken, who has noticed other Block-Books in that library, should have

made no mention of this copy.

* Mr. Boone of Bond-street, who was proceeding to Paris at the time.

t Bulletin de Bibliophile. Paris, 1840, pp. 195-6.
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II. The Imperial Library at Paris. A complete copy, obtained about fifty

years since, together with the Boccaccio of 1471, for three thousand francs. It bears

the name " torg Srijapff ?U augspuug" at the foot of the design of the last hand. The

paper on which the copy is printed, is of a very superior quality to that used in the

Spencer copy, as we have had occasion to notice.

III. In the sajte Library there is a copy, (wanting the first leaf) similar to

that in the Spencer collection. It is also printed upon a coarse paper without any

water-mark. M. Guichard believes it to have been obtained from the Public Library

at Munich.

IV. & V. The Public Library at Wolfenbuttel contains two imperfect copies.

VI. The Public Library at Winhag. Heinecken, p. 482, states that the

copy wants two leaves, and that the designs of the hands are coloured.

VII. The Public Library at Memmingen. Heinecken, p. 482, observes that

this copy differs from the others, inasmuch as on the reverse of the last occurs the

design of a hand; and that the name of Schapff does not appear on it, nor have any

of the leaves signatures or titles ("ni titres"). We presume, by this expression, that

the copy does not contain at the commencement or end either of the two ornamental

designs with the simple title of the work, "Die Kunst Ciromantia," at the top.

Furthermore, he adds, that the copy altogether is printed with a greater degree of

care, having the appearance of another impression, though worked from the same

wood-blocks ("me paroit etre une nouvelle impression, avec les anciennes planches").

M. Guichard states, that, in the year 1785, a copy was in the Public Library of

Ratisbon; that Heller mentions a copy as being formerly in the Convent of Tegern-

see; and that Panzer also possessed an imperfect copy of the work.

M. Gancia of Brighton informs us, that, in 1848, he had a copy, which he sold to

Lord Vernon. "We only obtained this information while this sheet was in the course

of printing. Had we been aware of it earlier, we would have sought the loan of the

volume, in order to have compared it with the Spencer copy, as it is one of those

with the name of the engraver or publisher spelt as stated in the preceding page.

Without further information it is impossible to state which of the above copies

bears the name "irog scapff" and which "iorg schapff" the latter being, we presume,

the right spelling of it. If all the copies had been worked from the same blocks, a

careful examination of the various breakages in the borders and other portions of

the engraved pages, would decide at once as to their priority, whereby we shoidd

leam whether the name wrongly spelt was an error of the engraver in the first

instance, and corrected in the latter copies. At all events we may come to the

conclusion, that, if the copies with the name "irog scapff" were worked off first, he

was not the engraver of the Avood-blocks, as the variation in the name does not

appear to arise from the not uncommon practice of a person spelling his name occa-

sionally in a different manner.

n2
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We think it will ultimately be found, that those copies with the name of George

Schapff spelt correctly, are of the original edition, and that the others are a series of

blocks copied from them; and that the errors in the name have arisen from the

ignorance of the artist employed. If such turns out to be the case, and that the

copy in the Public Library differs from all others seen by Heinecken, we shall then

have three distinct editions of the work.

In commencing our notes upon the Chiromancy of Hartlieb, we stated that a

notoriety has been lately given to the copy in the library of Earl Spencer. It thus

arises : The Rev. Dr. J. Richardson, a gentleman who has been connected with the

"Times" newspaper for nearly forty years, has lately published his " Recollections,

Political, Literary, Dramatic, and Miscellaneous, of the last Half Century; contain-

ing Anecdotes and Notices of persons of various ranks, prominent in their vocations,

with whom the writer was personally acquainted." As may be supposed, it is one

of the most extraordinary publications of its kind that has appeared for many years.

The particular position held by Dr. Richardson on all public occasions brought him

into frequent and friendly intercourse with most of the leading men of the day

—

rich and poor, high and low. Whether the numerous anecdotes related by him have

been drawn up from memoranda made at the time, or whether he has recently

written them from his most wonderfully retentive memory, we know not. Certain,

however, it is, that those who derive pleasure from the perusal of the "great deeds"

and "misdeeds" of the "notorious" will find a fund of entertainment in the " Recol-

lections" of the Reverend Author.

Many of the characters illustrated lived long before our time, though rendered

familiar to us by hearsay : a kind of traditional information that sometimes leads to

grave mistakes. Such appears to have been the case with Dr. Richardson when,

alluding to the imposture of W. H. Ireland in deceiving Dr. Parr, he wrote :
" This

Ireland is said to have made no less a fool of Lord Spencer, the great book collector,

who purchased, as a genuine 'Block-Book,' an ingenious imitation in India ink, or sepia,

or some such preparation, of a work called ' Chiromancy/ or the art of telling fortunes

by the fines of the hand; for which piece of rubbish his Lordship, I believe, paid a

hundred and odd guineas ; and it is now, or was some time ago, to be seen in the

collection at Althorp, carefully preserved from contact with the profane atmosphere

beneath a glass case on the library table."

A circumstantial and well-told anecdote is this ! a story calculated, even with

those most unlearned in bibliography, to reflect on the knowledge and judgment of

one of the most astute philobibfists that ever lived. The Right Honourable George

John Earl Spencer not only founded and formed one of the most wonderful libraries

in the world, but he loved his Books, and he lived amongst them. Most truly

might he exclaim, while enjoying his "Incunabula"

"The life we like, with those we love."
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To the liberality of the present Lord Spencer we are indebted much. Not once,

nor twice, but thrice, has his Lordship permitted the whole of the Block-Blooks in

that noble library at Althorp to be brought up to London to aid us in our investi-

gations. We thus had the opportunity of carefully examining the book in question

;

and great, therefore,was our astonishment at reading the statement made respecting

it. Having the pleasure of being personally acquainted with Dr. Richardson, we did

not hesitate at once to address him in the following terms

:

The "Woodlands, Norwood, Surrey, June 19, 1855.

Dear Sir,

After reading the statement made by you in the second volume of your

"Reminiscences," p. 164, respecting the Block-Book of Hartlieb's Chiromancy in the

library of Earl Spencer, I immediately, through Mr. Appleyard* made application

to that nobleman, that the book in question should again be brought to London for

my re-examination, because, at the time (a few months since) I had some facsimiles

made from it for my forthcoming work, I saw nothing in that volume that could

lead me for a moment to suppose it to be a forgery, or rather an imitation of the

work of Hartlieb by the hand of the unprofitably ingenious William Henry Ireland,

of Shakesperian notoriety.

Consequently, on Thursday last, I most carefully re-examined the whole of the

volume ; the result of which is, that, in my humble opinion, there must be altogether

some mistake in the information upon which you have founded the statement related

by you.

The volume in question is one which has been executed by the press, in the usual

printing ink of that time, and upon paper which will not bear the application of any
" preparation of India ink or sepia" without its running, as on blotting-paper. It is,

in fact, as genuine a printed production as is the "Times" newspaper. I will not

occupy your time by entering into the various typographical points connected with

the book, with the view of proving its genuineness. I feel sure that you are the last

person who would willingly allow any statement to be circulated, that can in any

way be calculated to disparage the contents of so important a library as that formed

by the late Earl Spencer.

All men are liable to be deceived ; and in the present day, when the forgery of

Historical Documents, Autograph Letters, and Antiquities, is made a professional

occupation, it becomes absolutely necessary to examine such objects with a suspi-

cious eye ; though, at the same time, it behoves one not to allow the mind to be led

away by prejudice, or by the dictatorial opinions of others.

* While revising this sheet, it is with much regret I record the death of this most amiable man ; such

having been announced to have taken place suddenly, during the last few days, at Walmer, where Mr. Appleyard

had gone to enjoy his annual relaxation from official duties. September 12, 1855.
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It may have happened that W. H. Ireland was in some way or other connected

with the party who obtained the book from the officer who stole it from the Imperial

Library at Vienna, whence the volume is stated to have been purloined. I will

endeavour, before I write the few observations I may have to make upon the work

of Hartlieb, to obtain some information respecting the copy in question ; and, should

you be able to give me the details upon which your statement was founded, I shall

feel very greatly obliged.

Believe me, dear Sir, most faithfully,

S. Leigh Sotheby.
The Rev. Dr. Richardson.

In answer to the above, we received the following

:

" Times Office, July 6th, 1855.

" Dear Sir,

" I woidd have answered your letter before, but I have been absent from

London.
" I much regret that anything in my book should have given you any annoyance

or trouble. I believe your book will be read by a class of readers who will never

see mine, and vice versa, and consequently that my notice of Lord Spencer's Block-

Book will in no way affect its merits. I heard the assertion as to its fabrication

from the late Gordon Urquhart, Esq., of the Navy Pay-Office, a book collector, and

a particular friend of Ireland, with whom he was concerned in several book trans-

actions. Of course I tell the story as it was told to me. What you have done, I

admit, will establish its genuineness.

" With my best wishes for you, I am very faithfully your's,

"John Rtchardson."

We feel it to be quite unnecessary to bring forward various points in order to

prove the genuineness of the book in question. We only mention the fact, that one

of the copies in the Imperial Library at Paris is printed upon paper of a similar

texture; but, what is more remarkable, it has not, as is the case with the paper used

for the impressions in the Spencer copy, any water-mark.

Dr. Dibdin has informed us that the volume was obtained by Lord Spencer for

one hundred and twenty guineas, it having been bought in at some sale; and

further, that a manuscript note therein records its having been purloined from the

Imperial Library at Vienna. Now, on inquiry, we find that the volume was sold,

May 20, 1815, by Mr. Christie, with a " Collection of Rare Books formed by a Gentle-

man on the Continent." On referring to the sale catalogue preserved by Messrs.

Christie and Manson, we see that it was, when offered, bought in for one hundred

and nineteen guineas; and further, that immediately after the sale (as the entry

proves), the name of Lord Spencer was inserted in the sale catalogue as the pur-

chaser of the book for one hundred guineas.
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Here is at once a clear proof that the said W. H. Ireland, of Shakesperian

notoriety, had nothing whatever to do with the sale of the book to Lord Spencer;

and the account books of Messrs. Christie shew that the volume belonged to a

Mr. Coxe, with whose collection it was sold. We will not enter into the question of

the book having been stolen from the Imperial Library at Vienna, further than that

we have our doubts of its ever having been in that collection. Dr. Richardson

informs us, that he obtained his information respecting it from Mr. Gordon Urquhart,

a man equally notorious* in his way as Mr. W. H. Ireland; and his refinement of

taste was not such as to lead us to suppose that he knew much about Block-Books,

or books at all, though styled a " Book Collector." The anecdotes related of him

by Dr. Richardson are not very creditable to his taste. The probability is, that

on some joyous occasion the said W. H. Ireland and the said Gordon Urquhart

concocted the story, and imposed upon the credulity of their companion

!

We have never heard that Mr. Urquhart extended his eccentric pursuits to the

enjoyment of literature and books; nor was his collection of "halters" enriched and

illustrated with the reports of the trials, dying speeches, confessions, and such like,

of the malefactors, in the same way as that of a late distinguished Baronet, whose

collection of such documents, if report be true, is the most extensive that has ever

been formed.

* " He was a man well known some thirty or forty years ago, as one of the principal supporters of the

' prize-ring,' being the contemporary and companion of Captain Barclay, Berkeley Craven, Sir Henry Smyth,

Tom Griffiths, Jackson, and others of sporting celebrity. He was also remarkable for a similarity of tastes

with the celebrated George Selwyn. That gentleman, it is known, never missed attending the execution of a

criminal ; and was, on one occasion, at an execution at Paris, treated with singular marks of respect by the

Functionary who presided on the scaffold. Mr. Urquhart did not attain to such distinction ; but at Newgate

and Horsemonger-lane he was understood to have the entrie, and considered to be a privileged person. He
carried his eccentric penchant for everything connected with the last moments of the unfortunate culprits so far,

that he invariably procured from Jack Ketch the halters by which they were strangled, which he carefully

preserved as mementos of the instability of human existence, and the reward of crime. He possessed a curious

collection of those dreary documents, and obtained a notoriety by this pursuit of which he was not a little

proud."

—

Recollections, vol. ii., p. 40.
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ANTIQUARIAN AND LITERARY FORGERIES.

Every man has his hobby ! We have had many, some of which we have

nearly ridden to the death, but our present will, we hoj)e, carry us safely through

the Low Countries and Germany, without our provoking the laughter which attended

the far-famed Edmonton equestrian, Johnny Gilpin, or being considered an illustra-

tion of the old saying, that " every man is mad upon one subject or another."

To shew, however, that our hobby is not unmanageable, we will for a short time

rein him up, and rest from our xylographic labours, while we record our humble

opinion upon a few points in connection with Dr. Richardson's letter, in our reply to

which (p. 93) we have made particular reference to a system of forgery that has

been carried on for many years for the purpose of imposing upon the credulity

of the collectors of what some are pleased to call the " Rubbish" of olden times.

Our remarks upon the subject referred to will be classed under the four heads of

Forgeries, Copies, Impositions, and Errors of Judgment.

Coins and Medals furnish us with some of the earliest instances of Forgeries.

Many early Greek and Roman coins are those which are termed "plated." These,

however, can scarcely come under the denomination of forgeries, because they are

believed by many learned Numismatists to have been struck, at the period, from the

original dies, and probably for the purpose of exchange with foreign countries. They

may however have been circulated as forgeries are at the present time.

Very different are the Roman gold coins known as the " Bekker Forgeries."

These are struck from dies engraved in a style of art rivalling the work of the

ancients. Many of the types are of ideal composition, and many are taken from

known types. The object of these was to deceive the numismatist, and for a time

they did so very successfully. We believe, that, in the first instance of their issue,

the most experienced eye was deceived, and the coins were received into the cabinets

of the most distinguished connoisseurs without exciting the smallest suspicion as to

their genuineness. The dies from which these beautiful works of art were struck,

are, we believe, still in existence, and a descriptive list of them has been printed*.

Numerous also are the dies that have been engraved of Greek, Roman, Saxon,

English, and other coins. Some of the large Roman medallions in brass are remark-

able for their good work.

Two of the most successful engravers of those dies representing the early coinage

of this country were Mr. White and Mr. Emery. Among others of the forgeries by the

* Sestini was the first publicly, in 1823, to denounce some of these forgeries. Mr. Curt, the enthusiastic

numismatist, informs vis that impressions of them can always be obtained, and that the dies have been for sale

for many years ; also that Bekker published a list of the coins he had manufactured, amounting at that time to

nearly three hundred, but since proved to be, by M. Pinder, keeper of the coins at Berlin, to be above three

hundred and thirty

!
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latter, was the gold Rial of Mary ; and so well is it executed, that it deceived the

late eminent collector Mr. Cuff, and others equally acute in their judgment. We do

not profess to much knowledge in these matters, but the tout ensemble of the coin,

its sharpness and its peculiar colour, led us at once to question its authenticity,

though at the same time we acknowledge that we were then aware of its existence

as a forgery. Not so with Mr. Cuff and others, to whom it was brought for sale as a

recent "find," with the view of aiding the deception.

After what we call Forgeries of Coins, follow Casts, which come under the denomi-

nation of copies. These have been, and are, manufactured to a great extent, with the

view of deceiving the traveller. The dealers in these all over the Continent soon dis-

cover the extent of the numismatic knowledge of their customers, and how far they

may impose upon their ignorance. The trash that is, we believe, manufactured even

in this country, and exported to Turkey, Greece, Rome, and elsewhere, to supply the

demand of the English travellers, is almost beyond belief. Persons going to the

East are often desirous to exhibit their antiquarian knowledge in the purchase of all

kinds of works of art, bringing back with them what they term a " very valuable

and choice collection." They are perfectly astonished at being told that the greater

portion of then- numismatic treasures are forgeries and casts ; and when they learn

that many of them are of English manufacture, exported from this country for the

purpose of imposition, the travelling community reluctantly allow that they have

been cheated.

All these circumstances have produced a general want of confidence, which has

been increased by the fact that, occasionally, the most eminent men, men who have

been publicly distinguished for their profound knowledge and judgment, have been

unable to decide whether a coin is false or not. We have seen, and do see, remark-

able instances of this fact. We will only record three cases. At the sale, in 1842, of

the collection of coins formed by the late Dr. Nott, was a gold coin of Campania.

Doubts were thrown out as to the genuineness of that coin; upon which the late

Mr. Thomas, whose eye and judgment at that time were not impaired by age,

determined to purchase it at any cost. He bought it, sub rosu, for <£42 15s. On the

subsequent dispersion, in 1844, of his collection, that identical coin was described as

"false" by our friend Mr. Burgon,whose knowledge and judgment in the early coinage

of Greece has always been considered, and is, unrivalled. His decision, however, on

that occasion did not meet with the unanimous consent of others, whose practical

experience and increasing knowledge justified them in questioning the infaUibility of

then senior in the study. Accordingly the coin, which as a forgery was not worth

more than its weight in gold, produced the sum of £41 10.9., having been purchased

by Mr. Curt for the private cabinet of the late M. Rollin. The coin had originally

been sold by Signor Campranesi, of Rome, to Dr. Nott, and is now in the cabinet

of one of the most distinguished numismatists in Eiu'ope

!

vol. ir. o
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Another instance of the difference of opinion among the learned, which we
notice from among many that we could enumerate, occurred some few years since.

In the collection of Mr. Steuart, a distinguished antiquarian and numismatist, were

three Persian Medallions, in silver. Various were the opinions as to the authenticity

of these coins; and on placing them side by side, for the opinions of three persons

whose authority on such matters was looked upon as good, we found that not one of

them agreed with the other ; thus leaving us in the position of

—

" Who shall decide when Doctors disagree ?"

Aye, there's the rub ! H., B., D.*!—Not we three ?

Again, we believe it to be the opinion of many eminent numismatists, that all

the known gold Didrachms or Staters of Athens are forgeries, even in the face of

their having been all struck from different dies, and being as nearly as possible of

the same weight ! There were two of those Staters in the collection of the late

Mr. Thomas, the one producing £30 10s., and the other £22. Both these coins are

looked upon by some as false, while Mr. Burgon writes :
" These two coins may be

safely regarded as of undoubted authenticity. So much doubt and mistrust as to

the existence of genuine gold coins of Athens have been caused by the statements

of Eckhel and others, in print, as well as by the works of modern falsifiers, that this

remark may perhaps be useful to distant collectors!" Such is the confident opinion

of one of the most learned numismatists in Europe.

Campania false, but Athens right

!

Judgment reversed,—revolving sight

!

Though we may not be considered as qualified to give an opinion upon such matters,

yet we have always looked upon those coins of Athens as genuine.

Antiquities. The warehouses of the dealers on the Continent, and even in this

country, abound with forgeries of every kind of antiquity: no matter whether

Etruscan, Egyptian, Greek, or Roman, all are produced with wonderful accuracy by

the skilful hand of the cunning sculptor and mechanic. One of the most remarkable

forgeries that has taken place during the present century, was a collection of

Etruscan Ornaments in gold, which was sent (as has been stated) from Genoaij:, in

separate specimens, to this country a few years since, duplicates being contemporane-

ously dispatched to Berlin, Paris, and St. Petersburg. The agent selected in England

to impose upon the credulity of the antiquarians was one Giovanni D'Athanasi§, a

* Three learned numismatists.

t Note on the two gold Staters, see Catalogue, by Mr. Burgon, of the Thomas Collection of Coins, p. 302.

J "We have reason to believe that the collection was made in London.

§ Giovanni D'Athanasi, now no longer groaning under disappointment and misery in this stage of human
transition, was a remarkable man. Whether as an employe of Consul Salt under Bclzoni (who was no more or

less, ere he was patronised by Mr. Salt, than a common juggler, among whose feats was to " cut a man's head off

and put it on again !" see Willis's Current Notes for 1851, p. 83, where one of the bills of his performances in

Cork, in 1812, is reprinted), or as the successor to Belzoni in the superintendence of the numerous excavations
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Greek, more generally known to all who, during the consulship of Mr. Salt, and for

some years after, visited the shores of Egypt, "under the more peculiar servitudinal

made at the expense of Mr. Salt, Giovanni D'Athanasi was the greatest " Purveyor" of Egyptian Antiquities

of his day. Almost the first collection of the ancient relics of Egypt of any consequence, that was brought to this

country, was formed by him in partnership with Consul Barker. The collection was sold in Wellington-street in

1833 ; and with it was sold an extraordinary manuscript, which was purchased in Egypt by Giovanni D'Athanasi

for a few shillings, and which sold for nearly £300. The manuscript comprised a series of eighty-six miniature

paintings, representing scenes from Biblical History, supposed to have been executed about the time of the

Crusades of Bichard I. and Henry III. of England. The volume is now in the Bodleian Library, in the cele-

brated Douce Collection. The collection also contained no less than fifteen perfect Papyri, Manuscripts

detailing the sacred rituals of the Ancient Egyptians, and ornamented with designs of funeral and other religious

ceremonies of the Egyptian Priesthood. These Papyri were, on their arrival in this country, in an unopened

state, and consequently their contents not known. It so happened that my brother, Captain Sotheby (of the

Honourable East India Company's Service) was at this time on his furlough from the East, and being a man of

some little ingenuity, he succeeded in unrolling and laying down on linen the whole of these manuscripts, the

result of which added much to their interest, historically and pecuniarily. Beverting, however, to Giovanni

D'Athanasi, in 1835 he accompanied the celebrated Salt Collection of Egyptian Antiquities to this country

for sale : a collection, however, entirely formed by D'Athanasi, in partnership with Mr. Salt, during the years

1825, 1826, and 1827 ; Mr. Salt's previous collection, formed under the superintendence of Belzoni, having

been sold in 1824 to the French Government for £10,000.

It may be considered somewhat irrelevant to the subject of this work to record any particulars of so totally

different a character. The Antiquary, however, is allowed a wide field for his researches. Bibliographical and

Archasological pursuits go hand iu hand ; and few are there of those who take the smallest interest in the

wonderful relics of the Pharaohs who have not heard of poor " Yanni." It is a melancholy fact that this man
died from the want of the common necessaries of life. The coadjutor of Belzoni,—the much beloved

employe of Mr. Salt,—the man under whose hands a very great portion of the Egyptian Antiquities that adorn

the Museums of England, Prance, Berlin, and other places, have been discovered,—the man familiarly known
as the "Rogue Yanni" to those who, during his sway on the Nile and amidst the Pyramids and Tombs of the

Pharaohs, visited that patriarchal land, was a source of vital assistance and domestic comfort,—the man whose

essential aid to such travellers ought never to have been forgotten, and could never be repaid. Yet this man
died as a pauper, and was so buried ! I record this fact, not with the view of casting the slightest blame upon
those who had during their travels in Egypt derived much assistance in their pursuits, and were oftentimes aided in

the very means of their existence in a foreign, distant land ; but rather as a mark of the pity and regard I enter-

tain for the memory of this unfortunate man. Though a sufferer to a very large amount by the failure of his

speculations in the purchase and sale of antiquities, yet I could not but feel an interest in his melancholy position.

During the preparatory works in the Egyptian Court of the Crystal Palace at Norwood, I applied to Mr. Owen
Jones with the view of getting him some employment, that gentleman having known him during his sojourn in Egypt.

Mr. Owen Jones at once, as a means of saving D'Athanasi from starvation, offered him, through me, a temporary

situation of a guinea a week. But, alas ! the evanescent hope of regaining his position ; the unfortunate feeling

that his plans for the removal of one of the Obelisks of Luxor to this country would be adopted, and his national

pride (for he was a Greek) induced him to refuse the very means of prolonging his earthly career. I was

dangerously ill at the time of his decease, and it was not until some months after, that I found a letter from him
on the occasion of his having received some trifling assistance a short time previous. Sad is the following

memorial of one who, in the time of need, has oftentimes rendered, to the great in title, to the artist, and to the

sick and weary traveller, such assistance as at the time no money could repay.

" Carissimo Amico, « 18 Settembre, 1854.

" Sono dieci giorni che mi trovo al letto : ho perduto tutto il mio sangue ; non ho un amico che

venghi a vedere se sono vivo o morto ! mi manca tutto !

" Caro Signore, non credo che ci vedremo piu su questa terra : addio per sempre, mio Signor Sotheby,

addio al Signor Wilkinson, e pure al loro commesso il Signor Hodge.

"Al Sign. Sotheby." "Gio. D'Athanasi."

o2
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name of " Yanni." From all the circumstances connected with that transaction at

the time, and to the final sale by auction* in May 1843, of the objectsf at Messrs.

* These were sold by " order of the Sheriff of Middlesex ;" and stated on the title of the catalogue to have

been " broughtfrom Italy by Signor D'Athanasi."

t We subjoin a note of the various objects, as enumerated in the sale catalogue, and the prices they produced

:

Lot

1 A necklace, with pendants representing heads of Medusa set with garnets

2 A ditto, with lozenge-shaped links, with pendants set with garnets

8 A ditto,with barrel-shaped links and pendants representing heads of Medusa

4 A ditto, oval links with pendants, heads .....
5 A ditto, with pendants representing the heads of Minerva

6 A ditto, fillagree work, with ear-rings to match

7 A ditto, with pendants representing heads of Medusa

8 A chased ring with masks....
9 A pair of fillagree ear-rings, serpent heads with ruby eyes

10 A pair of ditto ditto ditto ^^^
11 A pair of ditto ditto ditto, double-bodied birds

with garnet pendants

12 An Egyptian brooch ....
13 A pair of beautifully wrought armlets, in morocco case

14 A pair of armlets, and a fibula in shape of a bird .

15 A necklace, with three bullas, in morocco case

16 A stand for a lachrymatory, in morocco case

17 A ditto ditto ditto

18 A circular box (cista mistica) with embossed figures of Bacchus and Ari-

adne, in morocco case with glass shade

19 A patera, with four chariots, in morocco case

20 A tripod, with ram's heads

21 A patera, with embossed animals in the interior

22 A conical shaped vase with embossed figures, warriors

23 A tazza, with embossed figures in the interior

24 A cinereria, with embossed animals

25 A riton (griffin's head) ....
26 A patera, with chariots in the interior

27 A one-handled cup, with two chariots

28 A two-handled amphora, with embossed figures

29 A patera, with sacrifice inside

30 A waistband, with embossed figures, mythological subjects

31 A diadem, with embossed figures, human sacrifice

32 A ditto, Apollo with his car

33 A ditto, two figures before an altar

34 A tripod, with circular box and cover, with two embossed figures sacrificing

before an altar .......
35 A circular box, with embossed figures, gymnastic exercises

36 A circular box and cover, with embossed figures of Bacchus and his nurse

37 A ditto, Achilles receiving his armour .....
38 A circular vase, with embossed figures, Bacchanalian subjects

39 A circular two-handled vase, Cupid and Psyche in the interior

40 A sarcophagus, with embossed figures, and cover, with a crouching figure

on the top ........
41 A pair of greaves, embossed in scrolls .....

Oz. dwts. grs. £ s. d.

2 10

4 10

6 6

5 5

4 5

4 10

12 5

5 6 3 15

8 12 2 5

15 18 4

12 2 10

1 13 12 6 10

2 8 6 13

2 8 5 7 10

3 9 15 19 10

14 13 4 6

15 4 10

1 9 11 20

1 6 14 11

1 12 16 8 8

2 6 6 11 11

2 19 13

3 10 8 13

4 7 11 29 8

2 18 16

4 3 10 13 13

3 4 4 16 16

4 1 14 31 10

3 8 12

4 8 15 18 18

4 17 25

4 3 7 16

3 10 15 12

7 13 12 34

3 13 6 15 10

3 15 8 19

5 12 26 5

7 16 6 28 15

8 4 34

9 19 4 50

12 14 16 50
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Forster's, we feel convinced that G. D'Athanasi was ignorant of the fraud that was

being practised upon the antiquarians of this country. He was himself deceived.

This cannot be wondered at ; for, however much knowledge and experience he may

have acquired in the antiquities of Egypt by his excavations, those of ancient Etruria

were almost unknown to him. Speculating, among other of his unlucky ventures, in

those exquisitely formed and elegant accompaniments of the funeral appointments of

the Etruscans, the Vases, G. D'Athanasi had been ruined. The consequence of this

was, that an Italian, named Castellari, finding how easily he was imposed upon in

respect to such works of early art, adopted the bold scheme of manufacturing a

collection of objects in gold, in imitation of the ornaments found in the tombs of

ancient Etruria. This Castellari (now dead*) was a most ingenious man : he had

been employed by Signor Campanari and his brother (now in England) to repair and

to restore Etruscan vases, and was frequently engaged by Mr. Samuel Rogers in

mending objects of antiquity. He was also constantly in the studio of the late great

medallist, Signor Pistrucci. These circumstances, and other opportunities of a similar

kind, much assisted him in the execution of his forgeries. We believe, however, that

he was not alone in the transaction, but that he was aided by others well skilled in

antiquities.

Having succeeded wonderfully well with these forgeries, Castellari took two or

three of them to Giov. D'Athanasi, stating that they had been consigned to a friend

of his, having been discovered in a tomb just opened in Italy; but injoining the

greatest secresy, as it was necessary, he said, that they should be smuggled away

one by one, because, should they be discovered, they would be seized, as being too

important to be allowed to leave the country. Giov. D'Athanasi related to us this

fact, and brought to us one of the articles, at which we were perfectly amazed, and

did not for one moment doubt its authenticity. We believe that he took or sent that

same piece to the British Museum, when, after undergoing the most minute scrutiny,

its purchase was declined; though, at the same time, we are not aware, that, in

doing so, the authorities informed Giovanni D'Athanasi that it was a forgery!

We now learn that one of the gold Paterae, and a small casket, were made up

from two objects formerly in the collection of Signor Campanari, Castellari having

obtained casts from the moulds of them made by Signor Pistrucci. The original of

the Patera is in the British Museum. It is in bronze, the upper part ornamented

with figures in relief. One of these was manufactured in gold, and sold to the late

M. Rollin, the eminent antiquarian at Paris. On being shewn to the Due de Liiynes

he immediately recognised the figures as corresponding with the bronze Patera from

the Campanari collection. Whether this fact led to the discovery of the whole being

forgeries, we know not. We, however, are not surprised at our friend Mr. Hertz

* He died in Egypt, whither he had been sent by Giov. D'Athanasi to look after some property he had left

at Thebes.
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having been equally deceived with M. Rollin ; indeed, it may be fairly stated, that,

though the purchase of one of the pieces had been declined by the antiquarians at

the British Museum, these forgeries no doubt deceived everybody else, and, among
others, the most distinguished and adventurous Lady Antiquarian in the world,

Mrs. Hamilton Gray. We quote her opinion of them, as given in her " Tour to the

Sepulchres of Etruria," published in 1841 (App. p. 537): "I cannot think that I have

done justice to Vulci, or to the remains of Etruria, without mentioning that the

most beautiful objects in gold, of Etruscan art, which I had ever seen, are at present

in the possession of Mr. Hertz, 11, Great Marlborough-street, London, and that the

greater part of them came from the sepulchres of Vulci. Some persons doubt their

genuineness; but I think that no one intimately acquainted with Etruscan mythology

and Etruscan style of representation, can have a suspicion upon the subject."

Engravings. Many are the lovers of Paintings, who, having the means but not

the space to indulge their taste, by adorning their walls with the original works of

the Great Masters of early times, are content with Engravings, a large collection of

which may be comprised in a small compass. In those they are enabled not only to

study the design of the Painter, but also to admire the skill of the Engraver. In this

pursuit, however, the Amateur, after devoting a number of years to the formation of

a collection of Engravings of the Parmigiano, Raffaelle, Rubens, Albert Purer, Rem-
brandt, and other Painters of the various schools, frequently finds, to his mortifica-

tion, that his portfolios contain some of those well-executed copies of the more rare

and beautiful engravings from the works of these Masters: engravings which he

had previously looked upon as brilliant impressions of the originals. Marvellously

exact copies of the works of the Earliest Engravers have from time to time been

made: some with a view of deceiving the uninitiated; others executed, as a matter of

study, by the hand of the Amateur, and many published extensively as copies. They

are not confined to any particular school. Numerous are the almost facsimile copies

of the engravings by Marc Antonio Raimondi, Israel van Meek, Lucas van Leyclen,

Albert Durer, Rembrandt, Hollar, and others. It is only by continual study, and a

practical experience in this particidar branch of art, that the Amateur may hope

ultimately to be enabled to detect a copy from an original. He may become inti-

mately acquainted with the design of the Painter, and with the touch of the

Engraver, and yet he will occasionally find himself deceived. It is not for any man,

however experienced he may be, to consider his judgment infallible. In our first

volume (p. 33) we have stated how our copy of the early wood-engraving of the

"Annunciation" (see plate xlvii.), when first executed, completely deceived our

friend Mr. Ottley, and, subsequently, others skilled in the art. Among the numerous

other instances we might mention, in which even the most learned have erred in

their judgment, we will merely relate one, and in doing so, we have the full consent
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of the parties to whom we refer. In the Collection of our friend William Monck

Mason, Esq. (a collection sold some years ago inWellington-street)was a most brilliant

impression of the St. Cecilia, by Marc Antonio Rahnondi. It was described in the

catalogue made by Mr. Francis Graves as a copy. Now that gentleman has devoted,

professionally, his whole life to the -study of Engravings, and yet he candidly con-

fesses that he was completely deceived in respect to that print; so much so, that at

the time of the sale (some time after he had described it as a copy) he felt so satisfied

that his judgment was correct, that he allowed the print to be purchased by Mr.

Tiffin for a few shillings, it having undergone the usual ordeal, during the period of

sale, of a careful examination by many distinguished Amateurs and Printsellers.

Mr. Tiffin, the printseller, entertained a different opinion : he recognized in the appa-

rently too brilliant an impression of that rare print, the finest original he had ever

met with; and his judgment was rewarded by the amount he afterwards obtained

for it.

We now pass to the subject of Literary Forgeries. Two of the most remark-

able in this country occurred towards the close of the last century, the one by

Thomas Chatterton, and the other by William Henry Ireland. These forgeries

have now become matters of literary history. The perpetrator of the one, the

Rowley and other Forgeries, was a youth whose extraordinary and early genius

shot as a meteor across the horizon, its phosphoric pathway leaving nothing but

impenetrable darkness !

As regards the Shakespeare Forgeries, the author of them wrote his " Confes-

sions" after having successfully imposed upon many of the most distinguished literary

men in this country. He caused such a division among the commentators on the

works of Shakespeare, that many who had been on the most intimate terms of

friendship became bitter enemies. They lampooned and pamphleteered each other,

while the author of the forgeries laughed at their credulity; and such was the

tenacity of the opinions of some of those who were deceived, that they still main-

tained the "genuineness" of the "Shakespeare Papers" even, we have heard, when
they saw them multiplied ad libitum by the manufacturer Ireland. W. H. Ireland

was, however, a very clever fellow; and, as is usually the case, his cleverness

exposed the fraud. The only merit of the "Ireland Confessions" was that of

endeavouring to relieve the Father, Samuel Ireland, from any participation in the

guilt of his son.

During the present century, and more particularly during the last few years,

there appears to have been and to be, in some enlightened cities on the Continent*

" No small sensation has been caused in Paris by the discovery of the extraordinary forgeries of the

Shelley letters
; and the articles on the subject, by this or other journals, have been copied into all the Paris

newspapers. The fact is, that the system of forging letters and manuscripts of distinguished personages is carried
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establishments for the manufacture, not only of Works of Art, but of Historical

Documents and Autograph Letters. We will not inquire into their locality, nor into

the character of the persons concerned in so dishonest a trade; but we must

remark that the documents which have been forged are, in many instances, of so

interesting and of so valuable a character, that, without the consent of those to whom
they belonged, or under whose especial charge they were deposited, facsimile copies,

such as only could be used to perpetrate the imposture, could not have been executed.

We must not, however, judge too harshly, because facsimile copies may have been

obtained for a very different object: nay, indeed, the originals may even have been

lent for the purpose of aiding the researches of an author, in the same way that, at

one period during the progress of our work, we had in our library no less than

ten Block-Books, which, through the liberality of their owners, were confided to our

charge. These observations lead us to the consideration of one of the most remark-

able forgeries that has taken place during the last few years. We allude to the

forgery of the Letters of Byron, Shelley, and Keats.

This has also now become a matter of history; but as, professionally, our name

occurred in the transaction, we may be excused for here recording what we know

of it.

During the month of August 1850, I* received, at my residence at Norwood, from

Mr. White, the bookseller, two parcels, containing, as I was told, various books with

notes in the autograph of Lord Byron, some letters of the Poet Keats, and many

from Percy Bysshe Shelley, with an intimation that the latter, as written between

the years 1810 and 1821, would fill up the hiatus in his correspondence which Mrs.

Shelley so much lamented when she edited the then last edition of the poetical

works of her son, observing therein, " the loss of nearly all the letters and papers

which refer to his early life, renders the execution more imperfect than it would other-

wise have been."

My partner, Mr. Wilkinson, having cursorily examined the collection at the

residence of Mr. White, previous to its being confided to my care for the purpose of

on to a large extent in that city : indeed, it is as much a regular branch of business as the manufacture of pictures

by the great Masters is in Italy. There is, we are assured, not a sale of manuscripts in the French capital—and

nowhere are such sales more numerous—in which forgeries are not audaciously palmed off on the public by

wholesale ; and there is reason to suspect that gentlemen of position, or who have gained celebrity as manuscript

collectors, do not hesitate, for a consideration, to allow false documents to be slipped amongst real ones, and to

be offered, in their names, by public auction. In Germany, similar frauds are practised with great success.

Only a little while ago a gentleman purchased several letters purporting to be written by Luther, every one of

which, it now appears, is a forgery. In Italy, too, the same nefarious system is carried on. We are assured, for

example, that a great many of the papers said to have belonged to Torquato Tasso (and for selling which a Count

Alberti was tried a short time back at Rome), were undoubted forgeries, though some of the most experienced

men in such matters declared them authentic. The skill of the forgers, whether French, Italian, or German,

and, we may now add, English, in concocting papers, inks, seals, and writing, after the manner of Mr. George

Gordon Byron, is truly remarkable."

—

Literary Gazette, March 20, 1852.

* I find it more convenient to narrate these circumstances in the first person.
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being fully described prepai^atory for the sale, did not have the opportunity of

examining the Byron Books again until they were publicly exhibited. Had he done

so, he would no doubt have fully estabbshed their falsity, an opinion afterwards so

strongly entertained by him, though in opposition to that of others. The season being

then too far advanced, and the time too short to give them sufficient publicity, I

recommended a postponement of the sale until the following spring. Being in ill

health at that time, the parcels remained unopened in my library until the following

January, when I devoted my evenings to their arrangement. Having then written

the notices ofthe thirty-six various works, many of which contained manuscript notes

in the autograph (as supposed) of Lord Byron, and nearly all bearing his signature,

dated from 1806 to 1823, the books comprising, as I believed, a portion of his "travel-

ling library/' I tied them up, and in that state they remained until they were on view

for sale in Wellington-street, in the following May. I next turned my attention to

the Autograph Letters, and having read them through, it occurred to me that I had

perused extracts of a similar character, taken from letters of Shelley sold in the

collection* of the late Charles Hodges, Esq., for some years resident at Frankfort.

Astonished at this, I immediately communicated my impression to Mr. White, who sent

me a verbal message to the effect that those letters were only copies, but that the letters

placed in my hands were the originals. Thus I was taken completely off my guard;

and, not doubting the information I received, I never thought of entering into any

investigation as to their genuineness, though it occurred to me several times that the

writing of the Shelley Letters presented a great sameness in respect to the colour of

the ink, and that all the letters were remarkably and unusually clean. These cir-

cumstances, I thought, might arise from their having been probably wetted, and then

pressed ; an opinion somewhat induced by the unfavourable time I devoted to their

examination, it being always of an evening, by candle-light. When, therefore, my
task was finished, I despatched the volumes and letters to my house of business, my
manuscript catalogue to the printer, and thought no more about them beyond that

of hoping they would sell well, and, as a matter of business, reward me for the extra

trouble I had taken with them. They were accordingly sold in the May following,

and were eagerly bought at large prices, as Memorials of the Great Poet ; the

Shelley and Keats letters being principally purchased by Mr. Moxon, the book-

seller, with a view to publication.

Early in the following year, 1852, Mr. Moxon issued "to the trade" his publica-

tion of the "Shelley Letters." They were reviewed in the Athenaeum for the week

February 21, and in the following quotation from that review it is seen that the

writer did not question the genuineness of the letters, though at the same time he

found their substance far from satisfactory :

* The collection was sold by public auction, December 18th, 1848, by Messrs. Puttick and Simpson.

VOL. II. P
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" There is not much in these new Letters of Shelley ; there is too much in the

prefatory pages by Mr. Browning. With him, thought is apt to engender thought,

and illustration illustration, so rapidly, in his prose no less than in his verse, that

his ideas and emblems jostle each other, thereby producing an effect of confusion

and obscurity In the Letters here collected, as has been said, there is not much

that will bear extracting. They are twenty-five in number : some relating to the

poet's first marriage, and to the Lord Chancellor's decree with regard to the children

of the author of 'Queen Mab'; the later ones on more genial topics On the whole*

the contents of this book are valuable chiefly for incorporation in some future

edition of the complete essays and letters of Shelley."

Mr. Peter Cunningham, one of the keenest and most powerful writers of the

present period on all literary subjects, must, however, have had some very shrewd

suspicion that all was not right, and, no doubt, was fully satisfying himself ere he pub-

licly stated his own private opinion. However strong, therefore, may have been Mr.

Cunningham's subsequent impression that the Byron, Shelley, and Keats Manuscripts

were not genuine, it was not until an accidental circumstance occurred that the

Literary Fraud Avas fully discovered. Accordingly, in a following number, published

a fortnight after the review of the book, the Athenceum announced the startling

intelligence, that with two or three exceptions, the letters from which the volume

was printed were Forgeries ! The discovery was singularly made. It was thus, as

stated in the A thenceum : " Mr. Moxon sent a copy of the book to Mr. Tennyson.

Dining a visit which Mr. Palgrave was paying to Mr. Tennyson, he dipped into the

Shelley volume, and lighted upon a letter written from Florence to Godwin, the

better half of which he at once recognised as part of an article on Florence, written

for the Quarterly Review so far back as 1840, by his father, Sir Francis Palgrave.

It is good to find a son so well versed in the writings of his father as young Mr. Pal-

grave proved himself on this occasion. He lost no time, as we may suppose, in com-

municating his curious discovery to his father ; and Sir Francis, after comparing

the printed letter with the printed article, wrote at once to Mr. Moxon, informing

him that the letter, by whomsoever written, was a ' crib ' from an article which he

had written for the Quarterly Review."

Those who are desirous of informing themselves further upon the particular

events that followed the discovery thus made, may do so by referring to the numbers

of the Athenceum, March 6th and 20th, 1852. It is now proved that all* the

* I was until lately rather induced to think that the signatures and notes in a few of these volumes

were genuine. Those, however, who have ever examined the signatures and notes in the works stated

by Ireland to be in the autograph of Shakespeare, must have noticed that the paper whereon they occur

is uniformly stained; the effect, probably, of having been exposed to a strong heat, or produced by the

application of an acid. Now it is a singular fact, that in nearly all the volumes wherein the Byron signatures

and notes occur, the pages are slightly stained, a circumstance to which my partner Mr. Wilkinson afterwards

drew my attention, but which I thought might arise from the quality of the ink used, or from the nature of the

climate of the Continent, in precisely the same manner as may be noticed in writing occurring in books which
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manuscript notes in the various works, the letters of Shelley, of Keats, and the

batch of forty-seven Byron letters sold by Mr. White to Mr. Murray, are forgeries,

the whole having been purchased by Mr. White from a female, who, it turns out, was

employed by one George Gordon Byron, as his wife, to dispose of them. The parti-

culars of the various transactions are fully related by Mr. White in his printed letter

to Mr. Murray, after the expose of the forgeries in the Athenceum. The Mr. Byron

mentioned, represented himself as the illegitimate son of Lord Byron by a Spanish

lady (Theresa). According to the statement made in that letter it appears that, owing

to some suspicious circumstances, and "false representations" made to Mr. White by

the female respecting her sister, for whom she all along said she sold the manu-

scripts and letters, he determined on satisfying himself as to the truth of her story.

Mr. White relates*: " I had repeatedly asked her where her sister lived in St. John's

Wood, but she begged I would not press the question, as her sister woidd much

rather not have it known, from motives of delicacy. I was now, however, determined

to know her residence, and sent a person with her in a cab, which she took to Judd

Place, New B,oad, with a view of bringing her husband to me. He was, however,

from home ; and she promised to call with him the next day. And they did call

;

when he gave various excuses and reasons why he had preserved an incognito in

the disposal of his manuscripts and books. That he was writing the lifef of his

have been many years in India. Since penning the above, I have (Sept. 21, 1855) carefully examined, for the

first time, the forty-seven forged letters of Byron, which, with twenty-three of the forged letters of Shelley,

were presented by Mr. White to the British Museum. All these letters are more or less stained in the same

manner as the paper whereon, in the books, the notes and the signatures are written. They have been all

systematically stained for the purpose of simulating an appearance of genuineness, as if in their transit (chiefly

from Pisa and other places abroad), they had been, as is frequently the case, purified by the process pf smoking, or

otherwise, to prevent contagion. It so happens that the last letter written by Lord Byron to the late Mr. Murray

is completely discoloured by the use of vinegar, or acid ; not so, however, the mass of letters from Lord Byron

to Mr. Murray, though occasionally a few exhibit slight indications of purification.

In the " Confessions" of William Henry Ireland respecting the fabrication of the Shakespeare Papers, I find

that, in his account of how he made the " mixture for the Shakesperian ink," he at once explains the circumstance

particularly alluded to in the above note. " It was with the same ink I afterwards wrote the Shakesperian

Manuscripts. Their scorched appearance originated in my being compelled to hold them to the fire, as before

stated ; and as I was constantly fearful of interruption, I sometimes placed them so near the bars as to injure the

paper, which was done in order to complete and conceal them as speedily as possible from any unexpected

person who might come suddenly into the chambers." I have four forged letters of Oliver Cromwell, probably

from the manufacture of W. H. Ireland. These are all more or less injured with fire. I purchased them at the

sale of the collection of Autograph Letters formed by the late John Wilis, Esq. S. Leigh S.

* " Mr. White's Letter to Mr. Murray on the subject of the Byron, Shelley, and Keats MS." 1852 : p. 12.

t In respect to the publication of the intended Life of Byron, the following, from the Athenceum, March 25

and April 1, 1848, will serve to throw some little light

:

" An advertisement has appeared in this paper announcing the publication, ' in about four volumes,' by
W. S. Orr & Co., of the ' inedited works of Lord Byron, now first published from his letters, journals, and

other manuscripts, in the possession of his son, George Gordon Byron, Esq.' This, it must be confessed, is a

taking title ; but the prefatory notice is yet more tempting :
—

' The valuable unpublished materials which the

editor has been enabled to amass in tracking the footsteps of Lord Byron through all his pilgrimages, consist of

p2
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father, a portion of which he shewed me in print; that he travelled all over England,

France, Italy, and Switzerland, to collect autographs and relics of his father from

about one thousand letters; the Ravenna Journal of the year 1821-2, enriched with copious notes by the late

Sir Walter Scott; numerous unpublished poems, including the suppressed portions of his printed works; and a

mass of anecdotes and reminiscences of Lord Byron by the Countess Guiccioli, Mrs. Percy Bysshe Shelley, and

Miss Bristowe ; by Archdeacon Spenser, Sir Humphrey Davy, Messrs Horace Smith, John Taylor, Trelawney,

Gordon, Capt. Boldero, and others. To these he is kindly permitted to add numerous letters addressed to Lord

Byron by his most familiar friends, and the free use of all the Poet's own manuscripts in the possession of his

sister, the Honourable Mrs. Leigh.'

" Now we have full authority for stating that the Hon. Mrs. Leigh has never permitted this ' George Gordon

Byron, Esq.,' who calls himself the son of her illustrious brother, even to see, much less to make ' free use of, all

the Poet's own manuscripts ' in her possession ; and that her solicitor has written to him stating rather disagree-

able views of theirs on the subject. Sir John Cam Hobhouse, the friend and executor of Lord Byron, has also

taken the subject up ; and, we are told, denies, in common with all Lord Byron's friends, the right of this

Mr. Byron to call himself the son of the great Poet. The history of Mr. Byron and of his book we believe to

be shortly this. The editor is a good deal like Lord Byron in face ; and, therefore, rejecting his own proper

parentage, he assumes to be the son of the person whom he resembles,—a new kind of genealogy, setting parish

registers, Herald's College, and family facts, altogether at defiance. Such is the man. The book, we are

informed, is nothing more than some rough materials for a work called ' Byroniana,' which the late Mr. Wright,

the sub-editor of the seventeen-volume edition of Lord Byron's works, was engaged to compile for the late

Mr. Murray ; but dying insolvent before the work was well begun, some of his papers passed (how we know

not) into the hands of this so-called Mr. Byron, who intends to give them to the public, as we see, in full. The

Ravenna Journal, enriched with copious notes by the late Sir Walter Scott, is, we are assured, nothing more than

the transcript of the journal (already printed) made for Mr. Moore, and transmitted by that gentleman to Sir

Walter Scott, who scribbled a few unimportant (not copious) notes upon the sides.

" The following letter on the subject of the ' Inedited Works of Lord Byron,' reached us too late for publi-

cation last week ; and the information which it contains has been anticipated by what we then said on the

matter. But as it is a further confirmation of the assurances which we then gave our readers, we think it well to

print it now at length, in spite of repetition, by way of additional warning :

"
' We hope that, as well with the view of protecting the public against the misrepresentations we are about

to expose, as 'of guarding the property of the late Lord Byron's family in the literary works of the Poet, you

will please to afford space in your columns for the following statement. Many of the periodicals of the day

announce, under the title of the ' Inedited Works of Lord Byron,' the intended publication of a ' Work contain-

ing his Lordship's Letters, Journals, and other MSS., in the possession of his son, George Gordon Byron, Esq.'

The editor states, in his advertisement, that ' he has been permitted to have the free use of all the Poet's own

MSS. in the possession of his sister, the Hon. Mrs. Leigh,' and that ' the most valuable of all his documents have

been confided to him by members of the Poet's own family.' For the purpose, it is presumed, of promoting a

more extensive circulation of the work, and, as it were, of giving some colour to the supposition that it may be

a continued series of the standard edition of his Lordship's works, he advertises that it is to be printed ' uniform

with Mr. Murray's edition of Lord Byron's Works.' In reference to these statements, we have authority to say,

and have evidence to prove, that Lord Byron's family never heard of his Lordship having any such son ; that

the editor is much better known by that excellent institution called ' The Society of Guardians for Protection

of Trade,' than by the family ; that he never had any access whatever to any MS. in the possession of the Poet's

sister, the Hon. Mrs. Leigh ; and that no documents have been confided to him by any of the family. Mr.

Murray has, moreover, given us his assurance that he has no connexion whatever with the publication in

question. We are, etc.,

"
' Jenkyns and Phelps.

" ' 14, Red Lion Square, March 24, 1848.' "

As may be supposed, after such an expose as the above, the " Inedited Works of Lord Byron" never

appeared. The publication was nipped in the bud.
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persons whom he knew to possess them; that he had purchased a great many of

the letters of Mr. Hodges, of Frankfort, and of Mr. Wright, a gentleman connected

with the Quarterly Review; that most of the books had belonged to Fletcher, his

father's valet, to whom they had been given at Byron's death ; that the Shelley

Letters had been collected in various ways : some, he thought, from the Marlow box,

and from various quarters which I cannot now remember."

Now this is a very plausible story of Mr. Byron's; and, had not all the parties

referred to been at that period dead, there woidd have been no difficulty in ascer-

taining how far it could have been depended on. Calculating upon the old proverb,

" dead men tell no tales," Mr. Byron thought himself secure. Very shortly, however,

. after Mr. White had become possessed of all the Manuscripts and Letters, the sale

of the collection of Autograph Letters formed by the late Mr. Hodges took place

;

and among them occurred four letters from Lord Byron, and seven letters from

Shelley. Respecting the latter, Mr. White observes*: "I examined and found the

principal document to contain nearly the same as one of my most interesting private

letters, excepting that portions were omitted; and having no post-mark, which mine

had, I concluded that Mr. Hodges' must be a forgery, and my own the original." It

is a matter of question, however, whether (provided those Byron and Shelley letters

were genuine) Mr. Hodges was not among those from whom Mr. Byron had obtained

permission to take copies of the original letters of Lord Byron. If so, hence one of

the means of concocting some of the now well-known forgeries, inasmuch as the

contents of three of the Shelley letters in the Hodges collection (Nos. 728, 729, and

731) agreed, in many instances, word for word, with three of those sold in Wellington-

street, May 1851, Nos. 1179, 1198, and 1199. The fact, however, of one of those

belonging to Mr. Hodges being addressed to "Dear Hezekiah," a refutation of whose

existence occurs in the Athenceumf, proves at once that letter to have been a forgery.

Under these circumstances it becomes a doubt whether all those letters:): are not

forgeries, and whether Mr. Byron did not succeed in also deceiving Mr. Hodges; for

as the letters appeared in the catalogue of his collection, and were sold under his

* His letter to Mr. Murray, p. 13.

t " John Hezekiah Graham, an imaginary friend of Shelley, confounded with Shelley's friend, Mr. Edward

Graham, to whose lodgings some of the Hezekiah letters are addressed. Mr. Edward Graham is still alive, and

repudiated all knowledge of the spiritual Hezekiah, and of the letters." Athenceum, March 20, 1852.

X Since penning these conjectures, I have obtained from my friend Mr. John Young, a great lover of

original letters, the loan of one (No. 117) of the Byron Letters that was sold in the Hodges Collection, having

been bought by him for £2:2:0. I have it now (Nov. 9) before me. It is, as I suspected, one of the

forgeries. In that collection was another letter (No. 119), stated to have been written "probably to Shelley"

from Pisa, April 24, 1822, immediately after the poet had received the intelligence of the death of "Allegra,"

his natural daughter. That letter was bought (in?) by a Mr. Holt, the purchaser also of one of the Shelley

forgeries, sold in Piccadilly July 9, 1849. The fact of the Byron Letter relating to "Allegra" being among
those presented by Mr. White to the British Museum, pretty clearly proves that neither the Byron nor Shelley

Letters sold in the collection of my former friend and schoolfellow, Mr. Charles Hodges, ever belonged to him

!
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name, I can hardly suppose that they would have been inserted in the catalogue,

had they not formed a portion of his property.

In respect to Mr. Wright, " the sub-editor of the seventeen volume edition of the

works of Byron," he had been entrusted by the late Mr. Murray with the arrange-

ment of his Byron Correspondence, as materials for the Life of Byron by the Poet

Thomas Moore; and it appears that, among the numerous letters to Mr. Murray,

some of quite a private nature were rejected by Mr. Wright, and not returned by

him to Mr. Murray. Now it so happened that Mr. George Gordon Byron lodged in

the same house with Mr. Wright. Whether that circumstance was accidental, or

arose from an introduction of the one, as an aspirant to Byron fame, to the other

having the means in his possession of assisting him on the road, I cannot learn; or

even whether his assumption of the name of Byron was before or after his residence

in the same house with Mr. Wright; his extraordinarily striking likeness to Lord

Byron inducing him to avail himself of the opportunities afforded him to become

thoroughly acquainted with every transaction connected with the life of Lord Byron,

and thus to assume the position he did*. The position of Mr. Byron was shortly

after considerably favoured by the decease of Mr. Wright, whose little property (his

estate being insolvent) fell into the hands of his landlady, to whom he was indebted;

when probably Mr. Byron obtained from her, either by purchase or gift, all Mr.

Wright's transcripts of the Byron correspondence, as also the parcel of the original

letters of Byron rejected by Mr. Wright, unless the latter had sold them to Mr.

Byron previous to his decease. With these materials, and collecting from all

printed works every anecdote, or whatever illustrated the life of the Great Poet,

Mr. Byron announced the work referred to in the note, p. 107.

Very like the Antiquarian who purchased, piece by piece, the various forged

Etruscan gold ornaments that were sold by Giovanni d'Athanasi, Mr.White thought

it would prove a very profitable purchase, and, accordingly, preserved a certain

degree of secresy, and probably engaged that none of the letters should be offered

to any body else. Now had either the Antiquarian or the Bookseller not been

content with his own judgment, but taken, in confidence, the opinions of those most

qualified to give them, as to their genuineness, there is very little doubt but that,

in both cases, the manufacturers would have been obliged to close their nefarious

occupations, and to relinquish the hope of selling their forgeries where they had

been offered. Mr. White, however, was the more easily deceived, inasmuch as, unlike

very many of the booksellers, he does not profess to know anything about auto-

graphy, his business not embracing the sale of Autograph Letters, as was the case

with the late Mr. Rodd, the late Mr. Pickering, and many other of the booksellers

at the present time.

* These observations were made with the impression that he was not a natural son of Lord Byron. I am

now rather inclined to believe otherwise, and that in that respect he was no impostor.
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As regards the Shelley Letters, it was their internal evidence that at first

exposed them as forgeries. No less than twenty or more of them had stood the

test of a public ordeal two or three years before the bulk appeared; and even then

there was not the slightest suspicion (publicly) of their not being perfectly genuine.

Taken off my guard by what I was told respecting the letters in the Hodges Collec-

tion, I was deceived. I ought, however, not to have forgotten a hint that I received

a few days after the Books and Letters were placed in my hands. Calling on

Messrs. Payne & Foss, I mentioned to those gentlemen the fact of my having the

collection in my possession, when Mr. John Payne immediately remarked to the

effect, that 'I ought to be careful about them; the more so, if a person calling him-

self the son of Lord Byron had anything to do with them.' At that time I had

never heard of such a person as George Gordon Byron ; but I have since learnt

that he had previously offered for sale to Messrs. Payne & Foss some of those

identical Books and Letters, which were at once most shrewdly declined by those

gentlemen.

The circumstance of Mr. White having sent ten of the Shelley Letters to be sold

in Piccadilly with the collection of George Morgan Smith, July 9, 1849, was probably

with the view of testing their marketable value. He had sold others at large prices,

and did not doubt their genuineness. It is not, therefore, a matter of surprise; that

Mr. White, who professedly knows nothing upon the subject of autograph letters,

should have been incredulous of his purchases turning out to be forgeries; and, had

he been a little more temperate on then discovery as such by the expose in the

A thenceum, there is no doubt but that he would have received, not only the utmost

courtesy at the hands of the Editor of that journal, but of Mr. Murray, of Mr. Moxon,

and of all those who with himself had been equally taken in by the nefarious handi-

craft of that most ingenious and cunning person George Gordon Byron.

It has been conjectured by many, that Mi*. Byron, the person suspected of

having actually forged the Byron, Keats, and Shelley Letters, possessed neither the

talent to have composed them, nor sufficient skill in penmanship to have executed

them. The manuscript collections he had formed, with the view of aiding his

projected work, were veiy extensive : every book he could meet with containing

matter that could be turned to account was carefully read by him ; all the various

periodicals of the time were ransacked ; no source of information he coidd in any

way obtain was neglected ; and in extracting from the works of those who were

known to Lord Byron, or related particulars respecting his life, Mr. Byron, as it

were, occasionally individualized himself.

Thus, with the addition of the private letters rejected by Mr. Wright, and the

transcripts of others, he had become possessed of such a mass of materials, that

there is very little doubt, under the hands of a skilful editor, that the publication of

his projected work would have proved a profitable speculation, not only to himself, but
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also to the printer and publisher. After, however, a few sheets of the life had been

set up in type, it became known to the printer that the greater portion of the letters

and papers had been surreptitiously obtained, and were the property of Mr. Murray.

They were accordingly at once returned to that gentleman by the printer, who had

no reason for a moment previously to suspect the integrity of Mr. Byron ; nor was

there at that period the remotest idea of the existence of the forgeries that were

probably then being circulated among the collectors of autograph letters.

Shortly after that discovery Mr. Byron proceeded to America, where in August

1849, as seen by the advertisement* he announced in glowing terms the publication

of what had in this country been so suddenly brought to a close. Possessed of the

proof sheets of the small portion that had been printed, he succeeded in imposing

upon the American public by the issue of the first two numbers of the work ; but

not being enabled to procure from this country the materials he had left behind,

he was obliged to discontinue it.

* THE INEDITED WORKS
OF

ILorti 33gron,

NOW FIRST PUBLISHED,

FROM HIS LETTERS, JOURNALS, AND OTHER
MANUSCRIPTS,

IN THE POSSESSION OP HIS SON,

MAJOR GEORGE GORDON BYRON.

What Lord Byron said of Pope, may with more

justice be said of himself: " He is the Poet of all times,

of all feelings, and of all stages of existence : A thou-

sand years will roll away before such another can be

hoped for in our Literature—he himself is a Litera-

ture." Throwing aside the trammels of conventional

life, in his hatred and disgust at the cant and hypocrisy

which sought to annihilate him on account of his

youthful irregularities and indiscretions, and relying

solely on the vast power of his own mighty genius, he

contemned and defied both the world's censure and

praise.

The valuable unpublished materials which the editor

has been enabled to amass, in tracking the footsteps of

Lord Byron through all his pilgrimages, consists of

about one thousand Letters ; the Ravenna Journal of

tire year 1822, enriched with copious notes by the late

Sir Walter Scott ; numerous unpublished poems, in-

cluding the suppressed portions of his printed works

;

and a mass of Anecdotes and Reminiscences of Lord

Byron, by the Countess Guiccioli, Mrs. Percy Bysshe

Shelley, and Miss Bristowe ; by Archdeacon Spencer,

Sir Humphrey Davy, Messrs. Horace Smith, John

Taylor, Trelawney, Gordon, Captain Boldero, and

others. To these he is kindly permitted to add numer-

ous Letters addressed to Lord Byron by his most

familiar friends.

The publication of these works of the Poet in Eng-

land having been prevented by an injunction of the

Lord Chancellor, obtained through a combination of

influences of which it is unnecessary to speak, the

editor has determined to give them to the public of the

United States, and thus place the world in possession

of the materials for doing complete justice to the greatest

of modern Poets.

The work will be published in Monthly Parts, at 25

cents each. At the commencement of each volume an

engraved title-page and frontispiece will be given ;

and amongst other subjects already in the engraver's

hands, are three hitherto unpublished portraits,

the first a curious mathematical sketch taken about the

age of eighteen, the second a copy of the picture by

West, the well-known American painter, and the third

a sketch from the celebrated statue by Thorwaldsen, at

Cambridge.

The publication will commence on the 1st of October,

and be continued on the 1st of every succeeding month,

till the whole is completed. It is imagined that it will

not exceed four volumes.

A liberal discount to the trade, and no order attended

to unless accompanied by cash.

G. G. BYRON, Publisher,

257 Broadway, New York.

August 21st, 1840.

%* Postmasters and others transmitting orders with

money from the interior, will be entitled to retain 15

per cent. If sent by mail the money must be paid in

advance.
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By a singular coincidence, I have had, during the last few days (Oct. 1, 1855),

some of these manuscript collections placed in my hands. They at once prove that

the whole of the Byron Letters, and the notes in the books, are in the Autograph

of George Gordon Byron. The Editor of the Athenceum, in his expose of these

forgeries, March 5, 1852, observes, "that they are executed with a skill to which the

forgeries of Chatterton and Ireland can lay no claim; that they have been sold at

public auctions, and by the hands of booksellers, to collectors of experience and

rank; and that the imposition has extended to a large collection of books bearing

not only the signature of Lord Byron, but notes by him in many of their pages; the

matter of the letters being selected with a thorough knowledge of Byron's life and

feelings, and the whole of the books chosen with the minutest knowledge of his

tastes and peculiarities." Singularly capable, by his enthusiastic love of literature

and autography, was the Editor thus to write, rendering all further observations on

the merit, or rather demerit, of the compositions unnecessary.

In respect, however, to handwriting, many persons must have remarked how

frequently it happens that the same style of writing descends from father to son,

more particularly when their pursuits are at all similar, or when they are brought

much together; an observation, however, not at all applicable to the present case.

I well recollect, as one of many instances I could adduce in the handwriting of

different persons, that, on the night the son of the great tragedian, Edmund Kean,

made his debut at Drury Lane, I called on Mr. Byrne, the proprietor and editor of

the Morning Post newspaper. The conversation turning to the event of the evening,

Mr. Byrne seemed impressed with the idea, that, whatever talent the young Kean
might possess, it was the result of studied imitation of his father. After urging the

point for some time, in favour of the natural talent of the son, I argued as to the

reality of that talent being intuitively derived from the father, and, in support

of my position, asked Mr. Byrne to write on a piece of paper a few lines, and

sign his name to it. This done, I gave it to his son, desiring him to do the same.

I must here observe that I had beforehand accidentally noticed a similarity in their

autograph ; and accordingly, wThen Mr. Byrne, senior, saw the two together, he could

with difficulty distinguish the one from the other.

It is not my intention or desire to enter into the question of the paternity of

George Gordon Byron; but it is a remarkable fact that his ordinary handwriting,

whether natural, or acquired by imitation and practice, bore as great a resemblance

to that of the noble Poet, as did his features.

I have in my possession a copy* of the " Pleasures of Memory," the fly-leaves of

which are occupied by a poem to the memory of the author, the distinguished poet

Samuel Rogers. On seeing the usual handwriting of Mr. Byron, I at once recognised

* The volume formed one of the collection sold by Mr. Byron to Mr. White, by whom, on the discovery

of the forgeries, it was presented to me, it having been omitted at the time of the sale of the other books.

VOL. II. q
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this pretended autograph, and all the other Byron forgeries, to be in the same hand,

making allowance for the slight variations consequent on the closer imitation of the

more straggling autograph of Lord Byron. In order, however, that my readers

may form their own opinion as to the correctness of these assertions, I have given

in the accompanying plate, lxxxi, the following facsimiles by way of illustration

:

I. Specimen of the autograph in which much of the materials collected by

G. G. Byron are written. It forms the first paragraph of memoranda

placed in the hands of the Editor for the Introduction to the intended Life

of Lord Byron.

II. The closing paragraph of the same.

III. Commencement of a letter from G. G. Byron in his usual epistolary hand-

writing. It was addressed to the Editor under peculiar circumstances.

IV. The subscription to the same letter.

V. Facsimile of his autograph signature from the fly-leaf of a pamphlet. It was

probably written before the Forgeries were executed, or even contemplated,

and yet how like is the "Byron" to the smaller sized autograph of the Poet.

VI. The inscription to the poem on the fly-leaves of the copy of the "Pleasures of

Memory."

VII. Close of the letter, written to the same person, on Mr. Byron's disappointment

at not being able to continue his edition of the Works of Byron, of which

three numbers had been published in New York.

VIII. Close of one of the forged letters of Lord Byron, now in the British Museum.

IX. Commencement of the closing paragraph of an original letter from Lord

Byron to the late Mr. Murray, to whose son I am indebted for the facsimile.

X. Signature to the same.*&*

The first specimen shews the usual cursive handwriting of Mr. George Gordon

Byron. In the second specimen the same hand is clearly seen, exhibiting that

peculiar rotundity in the lower parts of letters, so distinguishable in all the forgeries,

of which the facsimile, No. VIII., is a very good example, though the writing is

occasionally a little larger, but not of the same size as that in Mr. Byron's letter

from New York, a long letter, written under great excitement and disappointment.

The autograph of Lord Byron in the many hundred letters in the possession of

Mr. Murray, presents, at different points of his life (dependent also on the occasion

of the letter), much variety of penmanship. They are frequently very unevenly

written, and generally, as if the noble Poet had used a steel or very hard pen,

and hard paper*. His autograph was peculiarly straggling and angular; seldom

in so large a hand as in the facsimile given. Had I been enabled to have made a

* Such is just the contrary with the forged letters.
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selection from the many letters referred to, I have no doubt I could have found one

in a smaller hand. The present, however, I think answers the purpose, particularly

the signature, the more so as very few of the letters of Lord Byron to Mr. Murray

bear his signature.

The Shelley Letters. The general handwriting of Percy Bysshe Shelley was

of a thin, deep, and angular character, the lines occasionally bearing upwards. In

some few of the forged letters these peculiarities have been preserved, but for the

most part the autograph more closely resembles that used in the Byron forgeries. In

some of the letters Mr. Byron appears to have forgotten himself, and allowed his

jpen to depart from the rules he may have laid down, while employed in the one

or the other' occupation. Thus it is with the letter, unaddressed, from " University

Coll., Oxford, March 8, 1811;" as also one to"Dear Graham, Venice,August 25, 1818."

There is in these letters very little difference in the writing from that of the Byron

Letters, the same character pervading the whole of them.

In conclusion, it is but justice to Mr. White to state, that, as soon as he became

convinced that he had been deceived, he made the amende honorable to Mr. Murray

and to Mr. Moxon, refunding, I believe, the money he had received from them for

the letters, which, on their repossession, he presented to the British Museum, where,

as " Curiosities or Literature," they record the misapplied talent of their author.

It is my intention to present to that National Repository the copy of the

"Pleasures of Memory," referred to p. 114, in order that it may accompany the

Forgeries; and I take the liberty of suggesting to the very learned and Right Honor-

able Trustees, that they should endeavour to purchase on the earliest opportunity an

original letter or two of Lord Byron and Percy Bysshe Shelley, in order that they

may also be placed with them by way of illustration; for it will scarcely be believed

that the British Museum does not contain one genuine autograph letter of the

Poet Byron ! I presume that incorporated body is waiting patiently for the presen-

tation of some such collection as that possessed by Mr. John Young and other lovers

of autography ! It would be a great boon to the public if the Trustees of the British

Museum, in their earnest desire to assist the researches of the antiquarian, were to

separate the Autograph Letters from the other Manuscripts, and appoint a person

specially to attend to them. They would of themselves form one of the most inter-

esting departments in the establishment. It is also to be hoped, that when the noble

building now being erected for the daily increasing visitors to the Reading Room, is

completed, considerable alterations will be made, among which, though not the least

important, is the arrangement, in one becoming apartment, of the whole of the

Statues and Antiquities from Nineveh, etc.; instead of allowing such objects to

be so inappropriately placed as they now are, playing at hide and seek above and

below.

Q2
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Few are there who are guilty of committing greater Errors in Judgment than

ourselves. The rapidity with which our occupation in business is necessarily

conducted, prevents us from exercising that mature reflection which ought to be

given in the investigation of, and decision upon, literary productions, and all matters

relating to works of art. Accordingly I purpose simply to relate three of the many

similar circumstances that have come under my particular notice, and then to close

my observations upon the subjects that occupy the few foregoing pages with an

attempt to free myself from the charge of having been one of the most flagrant

impostors of the present time. I allude to my discovery of the Melanchthon and

Luther autograph, in the form of scholia, on the margins of books.

At the sale of the library of Mr. George Hibbert, in 1829, was a copy of the first

edition of the Bible, in German, after its final revision by Martin Luther, published at

Wittemberg in 1541. It had on the insides of the covers, and on the fly-leaves, various

short passages in the autograph of Luther, Melanchthon, Bugenhagius, and Major.

Accordingly, after one of those very admirable, eloquent, and well-timed eulogiums

passed on the sacred volumes by Mr. Evans at the time of their sale, they were

purchased by the Reverend Mr. Baber, for the British Museum, for £267 15s. In

my observations upon the Marginal Notes and Memoranda, in the autograph of

Luther and Melanchthon, published in 1840, I have particularly noticed these

volumes; and I here reiterate the opinion I then entertained as to the correctness

of my assertion, that they had never belonged to any one of the Great Reformers

whose handwriting they contain.

The very great interest attached to that copy of the Holy Scriptures is owing

to the prevalent belief that it was the particular property, first, of Martin Luther,

and subsequently, of the several Reformers mentioned; an opinion for which we

can conceive no other authority than the presence of their several signatures.

Upon these grounds alone Mr. Edwards appears to have been induced to conclude

that it was "his [Luther's] own copy, which he used till his decease;" that

Luther "bequeathed it to Bugenhagen;" that "the illustrious Melanchthon was

its next possessor;" and that " the same year it passed into the hands of George

Major;" an explanation which we humbly consider the premises by no means

calculated to sustain. Had Luther bequeathed it to Bugenhagen, is it likely the

latter would have deferred affixing his signature to so precious a memorial of his

departed friend till 1556, a period often years after the event by which he obtained

it ? If it had ever been the property of Luther, is it likely that Bugenhagen (who

did not die till 1558) would have parted with it even to Melanchthon himself? or

that Melanchthon, if he had so acquired it, would in the same year have transferred

it to another ? Above all, had the volumes ever belonged to Melanchthon, is it not

more than probable that they would have presented much more internal evidence

of the indefatigable annotator, than the mere extract as above given ? The proba-
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bility is (and, indeed, it appears to admit of very little doubt), that the copy never

was the property of any one of the Reformers in question, but of some other person,

by whom, at the several periods stated, these autographic memorials were obtained.

That this custom of procuring the signatures and sentiments of eminent charac-

ters was one which prevailed to a considerable extent at that period, we have indeed

ample testimony in the many copies of printed works ; as well as in the numerous

"Alba Amicorum" devoted to that particular object, which are preserved to the

present day. It is to this circumstance that Camerarius alludes* when, in detailing

the incessant occupations of Melanchthon, he laments the great labour and sacrifice

of valuable time, which his constant habit of gratifying the curiosity of his friends,

by writing in their albums, must necessarily have occasioned: "Cseperant enim

plerique ipsius et aliorum celebritate moti expetere, ut manu eorum aliquid in suis

libellis perscriberetur, quod ostentare possent. Atque aliqui ad tales scripturas

chartas conglutinatas et libellos peculiares (Alba, vulgo Stammbiicher) cncumferre,

cui rei incredibile est, quantum temporis operseque tribuerit, cum, qualis res esset,

animadverteret, et negando tamen neminem vellet offendere."

The same observations which we have here made upon that copy of the Holy

Scriptures, will equally apply to another copy of the same edition, sold in Wellington-

street in 1830; and there is a probability that others might be found equally

honoiired in the same way with the signatures of these great Reformers, and equally

entitled to the distinction of having been their property.

In respect, however, to the sale of the latter copy, now deposited in the Bodleian

Library, there is a remarkable difference. The two extracts from the Scriptures it

contains, in the autograph of Luther and Melanchthon, were discovered by Mr. John

Payne, and not made known until after he had become possessed of the volume at

the period of its sale ; whereas the copy in the library of Mr. Hibbert had always

been considered as one of the gems of his collection. The evidently erroneous

opinion respecting the previous ownerships of the latter copy was only a reiteration

of the opinion held of it when it was, some years before, sold in the library of

Mr. James Edwards, by Mr. Evans, in 1815. It did not, in the smallest degree,

affect the genuineness of the autograph inscriptions contained in the volumes : it

merely gave them a fictitious value!

Very different, however, was the case of a Manuscript of the Gerusallemme

Liberata ed Aminta, which had been handed down for probably above two centuries

as being in the Autograph of Torquato Tasso, and was offered for sale in Wellington-

street, June 1855, among the Manuscripts collected by the late Lord Stuart de

Rothesay. That volume was accompanied with various legal documents attesting

the authenticity of its being the Holograph of the author. The chief instrument

in verification of its authenticity was one signed by " Jo. Girolamo Banffaldi,

* Camerarii Vita llelanclithonis. Hulce, 1777, p. 62.
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Professor oVElocf net Unioersita di Ferrara." Independently of that document, the

volume had been oftentimes particularly quoted, and the various readings used in

the edition of the Works of Tasso, published at Florence in 1724. It was also

accompanied by an Autograph Letter of the Poet Tasso to Sig. Hercole Rondinelli,

imploring him to request the intercession of the Duchess de Nemours for his release

from prison, dated, "Ferrara, il 2 di Gennaio, del 1581." There is not the smallest

doubt of the authenticity of that letter; and the additional circumstance of its

being written on a single piece of unusually small sized paper, renders it the more

interesting, as tending to shew the peculiarly distressed position of the Poet.

"When my partner, Mr. Wilkinson, shewed me this volume, not having then

heard of the smallest doubt thrown upon its genuineness, I was, for the moment,

inclined to believe in it, considering that the general appearance of the writing^

being somewhat different from that in the autograph letter, arose from its being

executed on the very thin paper frequently used at that period. With these views

I proceeded to the Manuscript Department of the British Museum, where, on com-

paring the two manuscripts, always considered as being in the Autograph of Tasso,

I quite satisfied myself that the " Baruffaldi" (Stuart de Pothesay) volume was not

the autograph of the poet. The writing in the two manuscripts in the British

Museum, though much larger, is of precisely the same character, exhibiting a

peculiarly angular and cursive form, agreeing exactly with that in the smaller auto-

graph of the letter ; corresponding also with many pages of the author's original

manuscript of his " Discorso delta Virtu femminile," a relic lately placed in my
hands. In autography there will always be found, after a careful study, some

peculiar characteristic in the handwriting of every person (though occasionally

they may write very much alike, even without intending it), so that little difficulty

arises in distinguishing the one from the other. Furthermore, it often happens that

a person uses a very different style in the writing of his letters to what he does

when employed in literary pursuits or in his daily usual writing. We will not,

however, here enter into a discussion upon that subject, but simply remark, that,

independent of the general character of the writing of the " Baruffaldi" volume

being different, there will be found in the formation of several letters a very

remarkable difference ; it will suffice to mention one. In no instance will the small,

most frequently used, jo in the autograph letter, in the tAvo manuscripts in the British

Museum, or in the fragment alluded to, be found to agree with that in the

Baruffaldi volume ; the one turns to the left abruptly terminating with a slight

dash, while in the other it is turned round to the right. If a person is writing in a

round Italian or Roman hand, we can quite understand his continuing a work of

very many pages without ever varying the form of his letters ; but not so, when he

uses his usual cursive hand. However different the latter may be at the various
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periods of his life, and under peculiar circumstances, there Mill still be the same

general character* whether he uses a fine or a coarse pen.

As, however, others might form a very different opinion from what we ventured

to entertain respecting the supposed autograph of Tasso, we thought it most prudent

to leave the Literary Public to form their own views on the subject ; and therefore,

in the account- given of the volume, we simply referred to the various documents

accompanying it. Accordingly, on its being offered for sale, none were found bold

enough to put faith in the opinion of Baruffaldi or of the other persons attesting its

authenticity. So the volume retains its status quo.

There is, however, one remarkable fact connected with this volume, which woidd

almost make one think, that it had been copied by some friend of the author from

the original manuscript for some particular purpose. It is this: The paper on

* A most remarkable instance of this lately came under my particular notice, in respect to the celebrated

letter written by Prince Eupert to King Charles I, when about to leave England, in 1645, by his command,

thus closing: "Sir, give me leave to tell you I hate not deserted soe unkind a salutefrom you at my departure;

the meanest subject you hate could not be soe unhinde and unnaturally treated with, however, it shall never

lessen my respects to your Ma'", though I am note afflicted, you should be persuaded to doe soe unhansome a thing

with the ill usage of your Ma}'" most obedient nephew andfaithful sertant, Eupert."

The generally known character of the handwriting of Prince Eupert is large and straggling, usually

exhibiting much blurring of the pen. The original draft of the letter referred to, is in that known hand, of which

numerous specimens occurred on the dispersion of the "Fairfax Papers" in 1852. Very differently written

is the letter that was sent to the King by the Prince. It presents not only one of the most beautiful specimens

of caligraphy of the period, but is more remarkable in shewing the calmness of the unfortunate and ill-used

Eupert. He commences the letter evidently with a new pen, using the larger capital letters, writing the body

in a small, round hand, and ending it in the larger characters ; signing his name in his usually bold and well

known style. The letter, in the opinion of some persons, appeared too beautifully written to be the autograph of

the Prince ; and it was with difficulty I could persuade them to believe it to be so. It was sold during the present

year, 1855, among the collection of Mr. James Baker ; when also was sold the memorable letter of King

Charles I. to the Marquis of Ormond. The former was purchased by Mr. Holloway, the printseller, for £13 13s.

;

and the latter for £71, by mv old friend and schoolfellow, Mr. John Young, whose letter on the subject referred

to is somewhat confirmatory of the opinion I had entertained of the former.

" Blackheath, 8th Sept., 1855.

" My dear Sotheby,

" You are quite right with regard to the very interesting letter from Prince Eupert to the King,

which belonged to the late Mr. Baker, and formed one of the most curious and valuable letters in his sale. At

first sight I was disposed to think that the signature only was in Eupert's handwriting ; the body of the letter

differing so much from the large and bold character of his ordinary writing. But a minute and careful examina-

tion and comparison, assisted by a good glass, quite satisfied me that it was a holograph letter ; the difference

to which I have adverted, arising, I have no doubt, from the fact of his having taken unusual pains with the

writing, and having probably used a fine, instead of a broad pen. As regards the formation of the letters, the

character was identical with his ordinary and well known hand.

" I was confirmed in this opinion by our friend Henry Foss, whose sagacity and judgment are so well

known.

" Always, my dear Sotheby, yours very faithfully,

" John Young."

" P.S. I may add that Eupert's time was the period of good caligraphy !"
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which it is written is of the same peculiar texture, and bears the same watermark

as one of the autograph manuscripts referred to as being in the British Museum.

Another remarkable instance occurred in the Upcott collection of manuscripts.

It was a manuscript copy of La Pucelle d'Orleans, which had been purchased

many years ago at Paris by Mr. Markham Sherwill, a collector of autograph letters,

who wrote on the fly-leaf of the volume, " I bought it as an undoubted corrected

copy by the author Voltaire. The bookseller from whom I had it, told me, that it

came from the Royal Library at Versailles. I believe it to be an original." "With

the firm belief of the genuineness of the volume, Mr. Upcott, a man highly distin-

guished in the annals of Autography, purchased it at the sale in 1827 of the

collection of Mr. Markham Sherwill, and accordingly when Mr. Upcott printed in

1836 a list of all the treasures in his possession, he entered it as " a manuscript copy

with marginal and interlineary notes by the author." At the dispersion in 1846 of

the Upcott collection, the volume was sold, and coming, some months afterwards,

under the immediate scrutinizing hands of Mr. John Payne, he incontestably

proved to me, from internal evidence of the nature of the notes, that the copy could

not have been written by the author, unless it were supposed that he himself

could, for any particular object, have denounced the author of La Pucelle as

one of the most infamous men in the world. Such was the tenor of one of the

marginal notes. The character of the writing of the poem itself bore a most

remarkable similarity to that usually adopted by Voltaire in his letters, the notes

and corrections being in a smaller hand.

We are now about to enter into our own den ! There are very few positions in

Avhich any one who is enthusiastically " mad" (as the generality of the world will

have it) upon any particular subject, is placed, that he does not by " hook or by

crook" manage to obtain a hearing. Thus it is, without any attempt at conceal-

ment, with the author of the present work.

About four years ago I accidentally heard that in the "Serapeum" for December

1841, a literary periodical published in Leipsic, I should find myself accused of

having attempted to impose upon the credulity of the public by the statements I

had put forth in respect to certain writings of the Great Reformer and learned

Philip Melanchthon.

Presuming that my labours on the Block-Books may, perhaps, be either read or

looked at on the Continent, more particularly in Germany, I hope I may be excused

for adopting the present medium (perhaps the only one I may ever have) of endea-

vouring to refute so unmerited an attack, not only on my conduct in my profes-

sional occupation, as an agent in the disposal of literary property, but as an honour-

able man. I therefore will briefly relate the facts connected with the case.
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In the year 1835, the library of Dr. Kloss of Frankfort was consigned to this

country for sale by public auction, the preparation of the catalogue being intrusted

to my care.

When I had nearly completed the catalogue, and had almost prepared it for the

press, I met with the volume on the title of which appears the following manuscript

note, a fac-simile of which is here appended.

--. y ph. melanchthon.^

Struck with this circumstance, I immediately referred to Dr. Kloss's manuscript

catalogue of his collection, and great was my surprise at finding no mention made

of it. That the passage was in the autograph of the illustrious Melanchthon

required very little consideration; its authenticity was at once evident. I then

recollected that, while cataloguing the collection of printed books, I had met with a

considerable number illustrated with marginal notes in manuscript; and as, previous

to the discovery of this volume, I had devoted some little time to the examination

of Melanchthon's "Common Place-Book" among Dr. Kloss's collection of manuscripts,

I commenced an inspection of the manuscripts in general. Finding among them the

volume containing the Philosophical Collections stated by Dr. Kloss to be in the

autograph of Melanchthon, and several volumes of grammatical collections and

transcripts from classical authors, apparently in the handwriting of a youth, it

occurred to me, that many of the marginal notes in the volumes above alluded to were

also in the autograph of the great Reformer at different periods of his life.

Naturally very much pleased with the discovery, and under the influence, no

doubt, of the feelings it was calculated to excite, I came to the conclusion that in

the collection was embraced the mass of what might be termed Melanchthon's own

library. Under this impression I recommenced the examination of the whole of the

collection, noting by the way, all those volumes of which I thought the scholia on the

margins to have been from his pen.

Being however urged to complete the catalogue with as little delay as possible,

and consequently obliged to carry on the greater part of my investigations at night,

it is not to be wondered at, should the conclusions to which I was then led occa-

sionally prove erroneous. Thus, it was not until the catalogue was printed, and

nearly ready for publication, that I discovered the singularly abridged autograph of

Melanchthon affixed to the edition of Cicero, which is here subjoined in fac-simile.

P& *lJ lau
(l

*

Indeed so limited was the period I had to devote to these investigations, and con-

sequently, so cursory the attention I was enabled to bestow upon them, that it was

VOL. II. R
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not until it had accidentally come into my possession subsequently, at a time when

I had more leisure to observe it, that 1 discovered in like manner the signature of

Melanchthon appended to a marginal illustration of the Iliad of Homer, in a copy

of that work which was purchased at the sale by Messrs. Payne and Foss, and

passed through their hands without their being conscious of the literary treasure it

contained, as more particularly noticed in the observations upon the fac-simile

from the volume in Plate xxxiii. of my work* upon the subject of the autographs

discovered.

A further and more minute examination, however, between the publication of the

catalogue and the period of the sale, having served to give me a clearer insight into

the character of the several styles of handwriting they contained, I gradually became

aware, that, although correct in my general estimate of the volumes in question,

very many errors had crept into my conclusions, some of which I was thus enabled

to rectify even previous to the sale.

The same imperfect opportunities of investigation which were the cause of the

errors into which I had fallen, operated no doubt with other persons, whose oppor-

tunity for investigation was even yet more limited ; and the consequence was, that,

notwithstanding all the internal evidence they contained, a general disbelief of their

authenticity began to prevail. To remove this impression, and justify the views I

had taken, I executed a series of plates intended to illustrate the connection

between the several handwritings. Finding, however, that a prejudice still existed,

which all my efforts at the time were insufficient to subdue, and unwilling to incur

the imputation of having endeavoured, by undue representation, to enhance the value

of property committed to my charge, I determined on purchasing the greater part of

the volumes myself, with the view of entering more largely into the subject, at some

future time, when I should have more leisure to devote to it.

Since that period I have been enabled, through the kindness of many friends, to

collect much additional information : to add many very interesting volumes to those

I then procured ; and to devote some little attention to the perusal of such works as

were illustrative of the life and labours of the renowned Reformer.

What the intrinsic value of the materials which I have thus brought together

may eventually prove in a literary point of view, I will not presume to take upon

myself to determine. As calculated to illustrate the character and habits of a man
whose opinions exercised so great an influence over the Christian world both then

and since, their importance will, I think, at once be admitted ; and when we con-

sider the great vigour and originality of his mind, together with the constant habit

of committing his thoughts to paper (a habit in which he at all times of his busy

* Unpublished Documents, Marginal Notes, and Memoranda, in the Autograph of Philip Melanchthon

and Martin Luther, with numerous Facsimiles ; accompanied with Observations upon the varieties of Style in

the Handwriting of these illustrious Eeformers. By S. Leigh Sotheby. Folio, 1840.
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life appears extensively to have indulged), there can be no doubt that amongst such

a mass of matter coming from his pen, there must be a great deal which would

amply repay the critical researches of the learned.

With so many instances before us, it would almost appear superfluous to detain

the reader by adducing evidences of the great extent to which Melanchthon was

wont to carry this habit (a habit contracted from his very earliest days), of inserting

in writing, sometimes on separate paper, but most generally on the margins and

blank spaces of such books as he happened at the time to be engaged in reading, the

opinions he entertained concerning them, or apposite illustrations from ancient

classical authors which the nature of the passages themselves was calculated to

suggest. This is, indeed, a point to which Camerarius, his biographer and friend,

expressly alludes, at the same time giving us to understand the importance which

those, even of his own day, were accustomed to attach to these spontaneous and

hasty effusions of his pen. After mentioning the practice of Melanchthon in always

taking with him to public meetings a copy of the Holy Scriptures, he adds : "And
as he was in the custom of inscribing in his boohs the useful and remarkable passages

from the works of the ancients, which principally caught his attention in their

perusal, occasionally illustrating them with his own observations, those who happened

to see these books became particularly eager to obtain possession of them. Philip,

therefore, being naturally very liberal, and inclined to please every body as far as it

was in his power, frequently supplied, by purchasing others, the place of those which

had either been stolen from him or bestowed upon his friends"*.

But it is to the works themselves that we need only look for the confirmation of

this circumstance; and here indeed we shall find ample evidence of the extra-

ordinary perseverance and industry which characterized this distinguished indi-

vidual. Others, no doubt, might be adduced among the most learned scholars

and men eminent for their literary attainments, who were likewise in the habit of

illustrating their books with marginal annotations (a practice of which indeed we
are not without examples even at the present day) ; and it is not improbable, but

that, from the public and private libraries in this country alone, above a thousand

volumes might be enumerated, which owe their principal value to the autograph

illustrations of the great characters through whose hands they have passed. I

believe, however, I am fully justified in asserting, that by no person of equal renown

in the literary world has this practice been carried to a greater extent than by the

subject of the present observations.

The multiplicity of the styles in which the notes and illustrations of many of the

' " Cumque ascriberentur ab eo in chartis passim utiles et praclarae sentential veterum, quae ei illoruni

scripta legenti potissimum arrisissent, et nonnullis in locis explicationes quaedam, quibus contigerat libros istos

videre, ab his copia ipsorum maxima cupiditate expetebatur. Itaque cum esset Philippus natura liberalissimus

et ad gratificandum cunetis, quibus posset rebus, proclivis saspe ablatos ipsos suos et donatos aliquibus libros

comparatis aliis mutavit."

—

Camerarii Vita Philippi Melanchthonis, recensuit Slrobclius, Hales, 1767, p. 16.

e2
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works appear to have been written is, I must allow, such as at first sight might well

justify a suspicion prejudicial to that unity of authorship which it is our particular

object to establish. Throughout, however, all the varieties of writing assigned to

the pen of Melanchthon, the same peculiarities, the same general character, may be

more or less obviously traced. Suffice it to say, that the difference in appearance is

by no means in reality such as to interpose any obstacle to the conclusion that the

writing, whatever its general character, may be all by one hand. Executed at dif-

ferent periods and after long intervals of time, on paper of such different qualities

and texture, and with pens of such different degrees of fineness, from the quill to

the reed, and above all, fluctuating between such extremes of size, modified of

course by the limited nature of the spaces in the books, upon the blank leaves and

margins of which he was accustomed to write, sufficient reasons appear to account

for a greater diversity in appearance than is characteristic even of the writing we

have been induced to ascribe to Melanchthon.

Admitting, however, a certain diversity in the character of the writing, it still

remains to be shewn, that such a diversity, under the special circumstances of the

case, is by no means qualified to disprove our conclusion that the whole may be the

production of one and the same hand. The ordinary writing of all Germans in their

vernacular tongue is, as we all know, exceedingly different from that which they

adopt in any other language ; while another variety not less striking is displayed in

cases where, as is not uncommon, both the German and Roman characters are

simultaneously employed. In all the early specimens of Melanchthon's cursive

Latin hand, is to be found a mixture of the German, which neither appears in his

Latin round hand, nor in that used by him in his epistolary correspondence.

Again, however little the ordinary writing of men may alter after the character

of their hand has been once formed, we have too frequent proofs of how variously

men may write who addict themselves to rapid composition, to allow us to be guided

in our opinion of the genuineness of any particular autograph, from its presenting

an aspect different from what we have been accustomed to attribute to it. The

very difference of the circumstances under which a phrase is written, in many in-

stances, suggests a difference in the character of the hand euq:)loyed. Thus, in a

note or letter upon a full sheet of paper, where the matter is not expected to exceed

the limits assigned to it, the writing may be presumed to present a very different

appearance from that which the writer would have adopted, had he had to embody

his sentiments within the confined limits of the margin of a printed book ; while,

at the same time, the familiar nature of the one, and the more serious character of

the other, would at once occasion a very different degree of care in their execution.

Fallacious, therefore, would indeed be any conclusion which we might be inclined

to come to regarding the autograph of Melanchthon in the illustration of a favourite

author, upon the consideration alone of the hand he was accustomed to adopt
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in his epistolary correspondence, or his general writing upon a more extensive

scale.

I have much to regret that my over-zeal in the discovery I made, should have

tended, at that period, as I have great reason to believe it did, rather to decrease

than raise the value of the general collection of books formed by Dr. Kloss.

It is sufficient, however, for me to observe, that " The Common-Place Booh of

Melanchthon," a volume then totally discredited as the autograph of Melanchthon,

now constitutes one of the most important volumes in the collection of Manuscripts

formed by the late Rev. Dr. Butler, Bishop of Lichfield, the collection having been

purchased by the Trustees of the British Museum. Indeed, the late lamented

possessor acknowledged, in a letter to Messrs. Longman, " that the more he examined

it, the more he was astonished and satisfied with the character I had given it, though

at first sight he was inclined to doubt it"

Thus, again, it was with the copy of the Holy Scriptures, which I withdrew from

the library of the late Alexander Chalmers, Esq., inserting it in the collection of

Dr. Kloss. Some of the fac-similes I gave from that volume in the catalogue were

taken from two loose fly-leaves. These had been, previous to the sale, unfortunately

mislaid by the artist employed, and on my finding them, some time after, I foi'-

warded them to the Rev. Dr. Hawtrey, for whom the volume had been purchased

by Messrs. Payne and Foss. In their acknowledgment to me the Rev. Dr. Hawtrey

observed :
" Mr. Foss had indeed given me some hope that they might be found, but I

had so long given up that, that I cannot but consider their recovery as pure gain,

and the more so as your remarks on the writing, and the comparisons which you have

made of various specimens of Melanchthon's penmanship, satisfactorily prove the

genuineness of the whole!' The volume was sold at the dispersion in 1854 of the

library of the Rev. Dr. Hawtrey, when it produced nearly £30. It now forms one

of the treasures of the most eminent philobiblist of the United States.

Beyond the thin and peculiarly straggling hand used by Martin Luther in a few

original letters, preserved in the British Museum, in the Royal Library at Munich,

and elsewhere (from which facsimiles are given in plates xxx. and xxxi. of my
work), little, comparatively, has hitherto been known of his autograph; though the

large Monastic German Text used by him for the inscription in the copy of his

edition of the Holy Scriptures, in the German language, printed at Wittemberg in

1541 (see fac-simile,No.29, in the annexed plate, lxxxii.) is sufficient to show that his

hand-writing was not confined to one particular style;—clearly demonstrating, as

before stated, that the writing used by many persons in their letters differs very

much from that they would employ for other purposes.

It is now fifteen years ago, when, in making a list of the books in my
possession, I particularly observed the peculiar character of the writing of the

notes occurring in copies of the works of Aulus Gellius and Quintillian; and in
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forwarding that list to a distinguished member of the Literary World, I observed,

" the more I examine the character of the writing in those volumes, the more I

consider them to be by the hand of Luther, more particularly in the work of Quin-

tillian. The writing of the coarse and quickly written notes in the larger hand on

the margins of that work very much resemble the peculiar and angular character of

the usual letter-writing of Luther."

During the summer of 1847, a gentleman, a native of Germany, did me the

kindness to forward for my inspection a volume which had been preserved for many
generations in his family; I offered to purchase it, but he valued it so highly that

I was obliged to decline it. It was a small octavo edition of a Latin Bible, the

margins of which were nearly filled with annotations in the autograph of Martin

Luther. I was perfectly astonished at the minuteness of the writing contained in

the volume, and on careful examination I discovered that very many of them were

signed " M. L."

From these notes I selected two, as given in fac-similes Nos. 1 and 2, in the

annexed plate, lxxxii.; Nos. 3 and 4 being taken from the insides of the cover. The

reader will here perceive that the first note is as minute as any of the writing of

Melanchthon, and executed with a degree of freedom, not very easy on the margin

of a small bound volume.

Having, during the re-examination of the books, preparatory to the printing of

the list alluded to, observed several books containing notes in a hand somewhat

similar to the inscriptions occurring on the inside covers of the Bible mentioned, I

therefore went over those books, which I considered as not containing notes in the

autograph of Melanchthon, including even several which, on the publication of my
work, in 1840, I had thought emanated from his pen. The result of this careful

examination has been, that I have found several books, containing, incontestably,

manuscript notes in the autograph of Martin Luther, the notes in several instances

being signed by him, thus proving that Luther was in the habit of writing on the

margin of his books, also, as indeed were many of the Scholars and Theologians of

that day, of which numerous instances are to be seen in the present collection of

books.

The fact of these books being now discovered is not at all extraordinary; for the

probability is, that, at the death of Luther, Melanchthon obtained many of his

books; and, consequently, they formed part of Melanchthon's library.

I now proceed to give extracts from the previously mentioned article that

appeared in the " Serapeum." It was written by Dr. George Kloss, whose library

had been purchased and brought to this country for sale by Messrs. Longman and

Co. The article is intitled " On the pretended handwritings of Melanchthon specified

in the catalogue of the library of Dr. Kloss" and is chiefly in the form of a letter

of remonstrance to those gentlemen. After some preliminary observations, Dr.
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Kloss states, that, on the receipt of the catalogue, " I found numerous fac-similes

attributed to Philip Melanchthon and the numerous entries of books from his pre-

tended library (exactly, errors excepted, 601), enriched by him with marginal notes.

I was still more surprised at the silly treatise concerning Melanchthon's hand-

writing, si°-ned S. L. S., Feb. 26, 1835. This is not the place to anatomize the ridicu-

lous assertions therein; but since many copies of the catalogue of my former library

are dispersed on the continent, any one may read Sotheby's amusing untruths."

In the letter to Messrs. Longman after the sale had taken place, March 28,

1836, Dr. Kloss, on hearing from those gentlemen that I intended to publish a work

with, the view of confirming, as far as I was able, the assertions I had made, writes,

" The highest pitch of the ridiculous lies in the pains taken by Mr. Sotheby to

manufacture a Bibliotheca Melanchthoniana out of the books I collected from the

entire South aud "West of Germany, from Milan, Basle, Paris, London, Leipsic,

Prague, Vienna, and Breslau. I purposely make this geographical congregation, in

order that I may defend myself personally, as well as my library, against the

imputation of a magical attractive power over all those books bearing MS. notes

which that gentleman chose to ascribe to Melanchthon." After endeavouring to

shew that the writing in various books obtained from different places could not

have been in the autograph of Melanchthon, Dr. Kloss adds, " When last year I

received the printed catalogue before the sale I did not think proper to interrupt it

by a protest. But I declared to all connoisseurs and amateurs at Frankfort, that I

would have a formal declaration of my non-participation in Mr. Sotheby's impos-

tures inserted in several scientific periodicals; for as the catalogue bore my name,

an ignoramus might some day take it into his head to publish an extract as a

Bibliotheca Melanchthoniana, with an appeal to my literary reputation. Especially

as the treatise relative to Melanchthon's hand-writing is only signed with initials,

some day or other this record of folly and false conjectures might be attributed to

me,—to me—who, although not an author by profession, have the reputation of

being a competent judge." Dr. Kloss concludes his letter with the hope of being

able to regain the MS. catalogue which accompanied his library, as also other MS.

catalogues, comprising five folio volumes, not seen by me. These catalogues were

returned by agreement on the part of Messrs. Longman to a Mr. Amerbach, the

agent employed by Dr. Kloss in the sale of the library to those gentlemen. Dr.

Kloss in regretting his not having been able to obtain these documents from M.

Amerbach, whose estate had passed into the hands of his creditors, thus closes his

letter of remonstrance :

—

" My wish is to present them to the town library here, as a memento of the

bibliographical treasure which was once collected within the walls of Frankfort.

The preceding documents declare clearly and positively that I have no part in the

phantasies of Mr. Sotheby in the catalogue of the library of Dr. Kloss, and also
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that I never entertained them. In the hope of once more becoming possessed of

the missing catalogues, I left all these misrepresentations to their own fate for

a while, but made use of convenient opportunities to let judges of autographs read

the letters already quoted, and especially to have my last letter of the 28th of

March, 1836, attested by their signatures, in order to meet any suspicion of later

interpolation. As soon as the copies of this declaration are completed, I shall

deliver to the town library here the whole correspondence relative to it, in order

that now and in future, every one may convince himself by ocular demonstration

of the certainty of my timely warning against the Bibliotheca Melanchthoniana

manufactured out of my former library. It is to be hoped that no true lover of

literature will allow himself to be misled by these pretended discoveries. It speaks

of itself that this my protest can only extend to that part of his new work which

will base itself upon the catalogue of the library of Dr. Kloss.

" George Kloss,

" Frankfort-on-the-Main. " Med. Br. & Professor."

It is very evident that the learned Doctor was sadly distressed at my having

discovered that there existed an interest in many of the volumes in his library

unknown to him. Had he been equally so at learning that by the false representa-

tions of his agent M. Amerbach to Mr. Reader, the negotiating assistant of Messrs.

Longman, those gentlemen lost a considerable sum by the purchase of his library,

it might have been some little satisfaction to them to have received the assurance

of Dr. Kloss that he himself was in no way to blame for the conduct of his agent.

I am free to confess that in very many instances I was wrong in my judgment;

and had I selected those volumes only that could with little fear of contradiction

have been stated as bearing internal evidence of having belonged to the illustrious

Reformer Melanchthon, I should have saved the learned Dr. Kloss much distress of

mind,—my employers much annoyance at so unsatisfactory and unprofitable a cor-

respondence with him,—myself much labour, as also the imputation of having been

an impostor and the manufacturer of a Bibliotheca Melanchthoniana, in lieu of

receiving from the learned Dr. Kloss " the handsomest snuff-box the toivn of Frank-

fort could produce," a memorial anticipated by the author of the Bibliotheca

Spenceriana*

!

I committed many mistakes; but not, I think, such as justify so severe a remon-

strance from Dr. Kloss. I deem it unnecessary to refer to the various books which

he states, owing to the locality whence he obtained them, could never have been

seen even by Melanchthon. To those observations I will only note, that the very

interesting copy of the Holy Scriptures (referred to in p. 125)1 discovered in the library

of Alexander Chalmers, the eminent biographer, was bought by him, half a century

* Eeminiscences. By the Rev. Dr. Dibdin. Vol. i. p. 412.
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ago, for a shilling, at a stall in the streets in London! So, likewise, in respect to

that most interesting copy of the Aldine Virgil, which was evidently used by

Melanchthon at his lectures, and had his autograph initials attached to many of the

notes : I purchased that volume from Messrs. Payne & Foss, who had had it on their

shelves for very many years without having discovered the nature of its contents.

In referring to some of the books, Dr. Kloss remarks: " I acknowledge that Nos. 4635,

4636, and 4637, contain Melanchthon's handwriting, and have recognised them as

such in my manuscript catalogue, which Mr. Sotheby had before his eyes. With

respect to 4632, I doubt its genuineness, notwithstanding the appendage of Melan-

chthon's name."* Now I can positively affirm that 4635 was the only volume to which

Dr. Kloss made reference as having any writing in the autograph of Melanchthon.

There was not the slightest indication, in his description of the " Common Place-

Book of Melanchthon," of its being autograph; nor did he so write on my application

to him for information. He merely noticed that that volume, as also 4635, " came

from one and the same collection."

"Whatever errors I may have committed in my desire to call attention to the

discoveries I had made, I believe it is now generally allowed that I was right on the

main point, namely, that the library did contain very many volumes with marginal

notes in the autograph of the illustrious Reformers Melanchthon and Luther.

In the Loci Communes of Manliusf, a work compiled, for the most part, from the

discourses of Philip Melanchthon, occurs the following article, confirmatory of many

points then advanced and entertained by me upon the subject. My attention was

called to it, a few months since, by my kind friend Mr. Singer, a gentleman well

known for his erudition in early literature, and one who not only loves the posses-

sion of curious and rare books, but delights in the study of their contents. To his

research, therefore, the reader as well as the " Concoctor of the Bibliotheca Melan-

chthoniana" is indebted for a passage which bears very gratifying and most welcome

testimony in corroboration of the statement I had made.

* I do not for a moment doubt that the inscription and signature on the title page of that volume are the

autograph of Melanchthon. It may be a question whether the whole of the manuscript collection and marginal

notes are not in the autograph of John Oecolampadius, a most distinguished Greek scholar, and an intimate

friend of Melanchthon, the latter having written the memorable line on the title page at the request of his friend.

The more the works of that period containing marginal notes are examined, the more they throw a light upon

the custom of learned men writing on the margins of books. And as far as concerns the writing itself, Cali-

graphy appears not to have been unworthy of the attention and practice of the most eminent scholars and

public characters of the period. The above opinion respecting the collections of Oecolampadius is strengthened

by my having obtained, within a few days, from Mr. Stewart the bookseller, a volume containing various

treatises by Oecolampadius, on one of which occurs his autograph inscription, it being the dedication copy to

his Patron, Bernhard de Adelmansfeld. There is a remarkable resemblance in the writing of the inscription to

that of the MS. collection of Oecolampadius.

t
" Locorum Communium Collectanea a Joanne Manlio, per multos annos, turn ex lectionibus D. Philippi

Melanchthonis, etc., etc., recognita." Basilece, 1565, pp. 543-4. The work is not in the British Museum. I

have a copy of it, which I lately purchased from Mr. Stewart.

VOL. II. s
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MELANCHTHON ON WKITING.
" Scripsi* bis mea manu Epistolam ad Roinanos Gra3ce, tunc cum melius adhuc pingere, et

manus essent faciliores, ac plus otii haberem. Unum vero exemplar dedi Doctori Hesso Vratisla-

viensi. • *• M.

"An juvenilis sit ad lonas literas pingendas assuefacienda.

" Turpe est pingere malas literas. Quidam asini de industria male pingunt literas. Omnis qui

de industria male pingit literas, est mulusf grammaticus. Pulchrum est ita scribere, ut literse sine

ofFensione legi possint. Omnes veteres principes scripserunt grandiores literas : sicut etiam habe-

bant magnanimitatem animorum et reliquarum virtutum. Dux Fredericus et Dux Georgius pulchras

literas pingebant. Erasmus, Budseus, Lutherus, optime literas pinxerunt ; et omnes illos antecel-

lebat Capnio (i.e. Reuchlin), qui pulchre pingebat, et grandiusculas amabat literas. Habens medio-

crem manum pingendi literas, is earn retineat ; neque illud nisi de affectatione intelligi volo.

" Chrysoloras, qui docuit Florentise literas Grsecas primus, cum parentes ssepe intrassent

scbolam, visuri quid filii proficerent, et inspicerent eorum scripturas, dixit: Inspicite tantum

cultros eorum. Qui habet optimum cultrum, ille etiam optime pingit ; id est, qui venit paratus.

Doctor Casparus Crucigerus poterat quorumcunque pennis optime pingere. Qui hoc possunt, aut

sunt omnino excellentes, aiit Schlingellini, hoc est, ignavi."

Literal Translation.

Twice I have written, with my own hand, the Epistle to the Romans in Greek, then, when I

could paint better, and my hand was more free, and I had more leisure. One of the copies, how-,

ever, I gave to Doctor Hess of Breslau. P. M.

It is disgraceful to paint bad letters. Certain asses, from wilfulness, paint their letters badly.

Every one who wilfully paints letters badly is a grammatical mule. It is beautiful so to write that

the letters can be read without offence. All the old princes wrote the larger letters, as they also

possessed magnanimity of soul and the other virtues. Duke Frederick and Duke George painted

beautiful letters. Erasmus, Budreus, Luther, painted letters in the best style; and Capnio

(Reuchlin%) who wrote beautifully, and loved the larger letters, excelled all of them. He who has

a mediocre hand for painting letters, let him retain it ; nor would I have it understood that he did

it from affectation.

Chrysoloras, who first taught the Greek letters at Florence, when parents often came into the

school to see how their sons were progressing, and inspected their writing, said : Inspect only their

knives : he who has the best knife, he also paints the best ; that is, he who comes prepared.

Doctor Caspar Cruciger was able to paint capitally with any pen whatsoever. Those who can do

this, are indeed either excellent, or Schlingel, that is, idle scamps.

In the preceding passage, Melanchthon mentions with marked emphasis the fact

of the great Martin Luther being well skilled in caligraphy. He does not merely

record that he "wrote a good hand;" but states that Luther, as also Erasmus and

Budaeus, painted letters in the best style
—

" optime literas pinxerunt." This is not

the language of an ordinary remark. He meant it as an example of the pains great

and learned men were accustomed, in his day, to bestow on their writing, beyond

* In the edition of 1565 the word is " Descripsi ,•" but in that of 1594, printed at Fr'anckfort, whence the

quotation is taken, it is as given. t I 11 edition 1565, the word is printed " nuzlus."

J It is well known that Eeuchlin for some years gained his living at Paris by the copying of Greek Manu-

scripts. I have in my possession his celebrated autograph letter to Melanchthon, urging him to accept the

appointment at Witternberg.
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what the more ordinary duties of life required of them. As regards his own hand-

writing, he speaks very modestly ; but what he says sufficiently proves that, at periods

of his life, when he had " more leisure," he paid great attention to caligraphy.

In my own collections for a Bibliographical Record of the Works of the English

Poets (commenced by me when at school), I have several thousand folio pages written

at different periods of my life. Very many are in a round (type) hand, totally different

from the style ordinarily used by me in my daily occupation ; and were I to attempt

to "paint letters" equally well now, I should find the necessity of humbly using the

same remark as the illustrious Melanchthon did,
—

" then I could paint better, and

my hand was more free."

In respect to the autograph of Martin Luther, the observations of Melanchthon

are remarkable, because the writing adopted by Luther in his letters (that chiefly

hitherto known) is of a particularly straggling, and oftentimes almost illegible

character. A reference to the fac-similes given in plates xxx. and xxxt. of my
former work* will forcibly exemplify this fact ; while the Autograph Prayer at the

close of a copy of his Catechism shews his caligraphic skill, it being written in the

same Gothic letter as that of the type in which the work is printed. The whole of

the prayer is given in the first specimen, plate xxxt. mentioned as a remarkable

illustration of how Luther could "paint letters."

By a most fortuitous circumstance I am enabled to corroborate the state-

ments I have made respecting the writing occurring in some volumes which

I have attributed to the pen of Luther. Early in the present month, September

1855, I purchased from Mr. Leslie the bookseller, a copy of one of the earliest

Protestant editions of the Bible, printed at Nuremberg in 1527. The mai'gins of

this volume are covered with manuscript notes. It was shewn to me by Mr. Leslie,

who had received it from the Rev. Thomas Lathburyf, of Bristol, he believing the

notes to be in the autograph of Melanchthon, in consequence of an opinion given by

me many years since. After a careful examination, I immediately ventured to

pronounce otherwise, the volume affording one of the most remarkable instances in

confirmation of the opinion I have expressed concerning the handwriting of Martin

Luther, the whole of the notes being in His Autograph. The opportunity is too

tempting, and the expense too trifling, for me to refrain from presenting to my
readers, in plate lxxxiii. fac-similes of some of the notes in the volume mentioned

in order that they may be compared^ with those taken from the margins of other

books, in plate lxxxii.

* Unpublished Documents in the Autograph of Luther and Melanchthon, etc. Folio, mdcccxl.

t On an application by Mr. Leslie, at my request, to the Rev. Mr. Lathbury, to inquire whence he

obtained the volume, I learn that he purchased it, very many years ago, at the shop of a bookseller, as he thinks

in Prince's-street, Leicester-square. Another remarkable instance is here shown, of how a book of the greatest

interest may travel from place to place, and its valuable contents remain unheeded for centuries.

t To some of the fac-similes in plate lxxxii. we have had occasion to allude in pages 125, 126, preceding.

s 2
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PLATES LXXXII. and LXXXIII.

VARIOUS SPECIMENS OF THE AUTOGRAPH OF MARTIN LUTHER.

In the preceding pages, 125-6, I have particularly related the occasion of my
having had the fac-sinriles in plates lxxxii. executed, and, subsequently, those in

plate lxxxiii.

In the former, the specimens 1, 2, 3, and 4, are from the small edition of the

Bible brought over from Germany for my special examination; and I now regret

that I did not purchase the copy from the gentleman in whose family it had been

handed down for above three centuries. Had I been in Germany, I might have

been able, economically, to have acceded to his terms; viz. a sum that would buy
" a carriage and a pair of horses :" no bad idea, by way of barter, on the part of the

owner! It was, however, a most interesting volume, the greater portion of the

lower margins of the pages being covered with notes in a small hand, similar to the

fac-similes 1 and 2, and very many others bore the initials M. L. As with another

copy of the Bible in my possession, the Great Reformer had written on the insides

of the covers a comment on a verse from the Scriptures, adding his name in full, as

seen in fac-similes 3 and 4. The writing in these is the peculiarly angular cursive

style, more frequently used by Luther in his letter-writing.

No. 5 is taken from the copy of the Bible (now in the Bodleian Library) referred

to at p. 117, as having been bought by Mr. John Payne.

Nos. 6 to 27 inclusive are taken from the margins of various volumes, the notes

presenting a great variety of the cursive hand; some very straggling and carelessly

written, several having the initial M. to them. The writing in specimen 6 is more

of a round hand, and agrees with Luther's notes in a copy of "Die sieben Busspsalm,"

printed 1520, preserved in the Royal Library at Munich, fac-similes of which were,

some years since, most kindly sent to me by M. Lichtenthaler, the Director of that

Library. The signature of Luther, as in specimen 28, is from another edition of the

Bible in my possession. That in specimen 30 is from the celebrated folio edition

in the British Museum, the autograph and the three words before it evidently shew-

ing that Martin Luther adapted his style of writing to the occasion, and did not

confine it to the thin angular hand usually known as his.

The specimens in plate lxxxiii. present an infinite variety of the use of the

cursive hand, from writing so minute as to require a magnifying glass, to the larger

and more coarse character, as in specimens 29 and 30 in the preceding plate.
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Why the Great Reformer should have, in the one Bible, attached his initials

to so many of the notes, and omitted to do so in the other, is a point to be explained

only by the circumstances under which he was influenced when so occupied.

In closing these observations we are induced to remark, that the autograph of

a person frequently varies according to his state of health, the goodness of his pen,

the quality of his paper, and the cause of its use.

Reverting again to the subject of Literary Forgeries; a subtle Greek, with much

learning and barefaced effrontery, has employed himself for several years in manu-

facturing very many Greek Manuscripts, and palming them off, whenever an oppor-

tunity offered, as the genuine works of centuries past. That this man, by name,

Simonides, succeeded in deceiving a few of the most learned philologists on the

Continent,—men who are in the habit of daily inspecting and studying such works,

—

is most certain. In fact, his productions ran the gauntlet scathless through one of

the most distinguished literary societies in Europe.

In this country, however, Simonides was not quite so successful. He totally

failed in his endeavours to impose upon the experience of Sir Frederic Madden,

the Head of the Manuscript Department in the British Museum; as also on the

Rev. H. 0. Coxe, at the Bodleian Library, Oxford.

Long before the public in this country had the smallest intimation of the iniqui-

tous proceedings of Simonides, Sir F. Madden had informed me of his forgeries;

but as they were not publicly known, I hesitated, when writing on the subject con-

tained in the few preceding sheets* to enter upon such ground without the possession

of more substantiated facts to enable me to maintain it.

The publication, however, in the Athenceum^ of much interesting information

respecting these forgeries, led me to request Sir F. Madden to favour me with a

reiteration, in writing, of the conversation we had previously had on the subject;

and he has accordingly done so. I therefore now proceed to lay before my readers

extracts from the Athenceum respecting this literary impostor, closing them with

the communication alluded to, without venturing an opinion upon a subject quite

out of the sphere of my abilities.

Athenceum, Feb. 16, 1856.

" The following facts concerning Simonides are taken from a literary Hue-and-Cry published

in 1853. They rest on the authority of Dr. Mordtmann, Charge-d'Affaires of the Hanseatic Towns

at Constantinople

:

" Simonides comes from the island of Syme, opposite to Caria, and may be at present (1S53)

* This sheet was printed several months after those which follow,

t Numbers for Feb. 16, Feb. 23, and March 1, 1856.
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about thirty-five. He has paid great attention to palasographical studies, and has himself attained

an almost incredible mastership in this subject. Several years ago he suddenly appeared at Athens,

and offered a mass of the rarest MSS. of lost works, and some very important MSS. of the Classics,

all very ancient. He said his uncle had discovered them in a monastery on Mount Athos : he had

carried them away secretly, and there were still more left behind. He was very mysterious, and

spoke always of his enemies and spies. The Greek Government appointed a Commission to examine

his MSS. He produced a very ancient Homer, with the complete Commentary of Eustathius.

The Commission reported favourably : there was only one dissentient voice. A new inquiry was

made, and the MS. turned out to be a most accurate copy of Wolf's edition of Homer, with all its

errata. Simonides was unmasked ; but he had in the mean time published his ' Simais,' a history

of the School of Syme, a forgery from beginning to end.

"In the year 1851, Simonides made his appearance at Constantinople. He was received by

Baron Tecco, the Sardinian Minister. His promises were grand. He was going to publish a

Sanchoniathon, which he said he possessed complete. Now Sanchoniathon was rather an ominous

name ; and Wagenfeld's successful forgery had not yet been forgotten. Therefore Simonides soon

dropped Sanchoniathon, and came out instead with a Greek work on Hieroglyphics. He main-

tained that his work gave, among the rest, a translation of an inscription on an Egyptian figure,

which belonged to a M. Cayol at Constantinople. A meeting was held, at which Baron Tecco and

Dr. Mordtmann assisted. Simonides read his translation ; and it was found that it did not square

with the original at all. This having failed, Simonides promised to produce a MS. containing

Cuneiform Inscriptions, with a transcript in Phoenician letters. As Dr. Mordtmann, however, was

well acquainted with both of these alphabets, Simonides never produced this treasure at Constanti-

nople. It is a curious fact, that an old parchment, pretending to come from the Library of

Seleucus, was some years ago communicated to the Royal Asiatic Society in London. It contained

Cuneiform Babylonian Inscriptions, with a transcript in Phoenician letters ; and it is stated by one

of the most competent scholars, who took a copy of some lines of the MS., that the transcript into

Phoenician was correct; and that, at the time, Col. (now Sir Henry) Rawlinson had not yet deci-

phered, or at least not yet published, any of his readings of the Babylonian Inscriptions.

" Simonides, having the scrutinizing eye of Dr. Mordtmann upon him, abandoned Sanchonia-

thon, the Hieroglyphics, and Cuneiform Inscriptions ; but produced instead a Greek work giving

a complete history of Armenia. The Armenians at Constantinople, being men of literary taste,

offered to buy his MS., and to publish it with an Armenian translation. He gave them some

specimens of his work ; but the proper names which occurred in it were not Armenian at all.

Pressed to produce the rest, he hesitated, and at last demanded one million of piastres before he

would part with his treasure. This put an end to the history of Armenia.

"But Simonides was not yet discouraged. He soon came before the public with a more

startling discovery than any he had yet made. He said he possessed a MS. of the time of the

Franco-Venetian rule of Constantinople. In this MS. a monk, he said, gave an account of many

valuable MSS. buried by the Comneni, in order to hide them from the Latins. The places where

they were buried were accurately defined along the Bosphorus ; and he was ready to disinter a MS.

in a Monastery of the Prince Islands, containing the Acts of the first Apostolic Council of Antioch.

Simonides asked leave to dig from the Turkish Government, and from the Patriarch, Anthimos

;

and when this was refused, he spread a story that, like the Chalif Omar, the Patriarch had said to

him :
' The Acts of the Council of Antioch are superfluous ; they either confirm or contradict the

Canons of the Greek Church, and in either case it will be useless to dig.'

" Soon after, Simonides paid a visit to Ismail Pasha, the Turkish Minister of Public Works
and Commerce, by birth a Greek. He lived at his villa in Bebek, on the Bosphorus ; and as he
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had not yet left his harem when his guest arrived, Simonides walked alone in the garden. He

afterwards declared, that, in the garden, he had discovered one of the places marked in his work as

a place where MSS. had been buried ; and that, if he was allowed to dig, he would produce a poem

of Aristotle in Greek, written in Carian characters. Excavations were made ; a box was disco-

vered, and it contained the MS. in a tolerable state of preservation. M. Cayol was present, and

published an account of what he had seen in the Journal of Constantinople ; but the name of

Simonides was sufficient to damp the enthusiasm of the literary world.

" A last appeal was made. Ibrahim Pasha, one of the most learned men at Constantinople,

was building a new house near the Hippodrome (Atmeidan). Excavations were going on ; and

Simonides, on being asked by M. Cayol, declared that an Arabian MS., written in Syriac characters,

would be found on a certain spot. The workmen dug for two hours, Ibrahim Pasha and M. Cayol

being present, and Simonides not being allowed to descend. At last a pause was made, and the

gentlemen partook of a luncheon. After luncheon the digging was resumed, and almost immedi-

ately Simonides was heard to exclaim, ' There it is ! bring it up.' A box was brought ; but the

soil which adhered to it was of a different kind from that of the ground. The workmen were

grinning : and when interrogated, confessed that, during luncheon, the Greek came out for a short

time, jumped into the pit, and began to burrow.

" This put an end to Simonides' career in the East. He left Constantinople, and came to

England ; and, in spite of the repeated warnings addressed to all Public Libraries, he succeeded in

disposing of many of his MSS. Among the most curious MSS. which he left in England, one is a

copy of Hesiod, written PovarTpo<f>r)8ov ; another, the identical copy of some books of Homer, sent

from Chios to Hipparchus, the son of Pisistratus. It is almost incredible that such impudent frauds

could have been successful ; but there is little doubt that many more will now be brought to light.

The British Museum* is said to possess thirty MSS. of Simonides. These may possibly be genuine

;

yet they would require a new and careful examination.

" At Leipzig, Simonides sold a copy of Hennas the Shepherd, a Christian work of the first

century, hitherto known only in a Latin translation. It was published by Prof. Dindorf and Prof.

Anger ; and is no doubt a forgery. So far we are following the statement of the Hue-and Cry.

" The last achievement was Uranius. The MS., a palimpsest, was sent from Leipzig, where

Simonides was staying, through Prof. Dindorf, to Berlin. With their eyes open, the members of

the Academy declared that the MS. was genuine ; and the Minister of Public Instruction had been

ordered by the King to buy it for 5,000 thalers, about £700. Considering that the MS. consisted

only of seventy-one leaves, this shows what value was attached to this work. We do not yet

possess the full account of how the forgery was detected. It is said that Prof. Lepsius was startled

by the extraordinary confirmation which Uranius gave throughout to his own system of Egyptian

chronology ; but we must say that the very first page ought to have been sufficient to open the

eyes of Greek scholars. We there read /car i^v ISeav, ' according to my idea.' This is an expres-

sion never used, except in modern philosophical parlance. It may be found in Descartes and

Locke ; but we doubt whether Prof. Dindorf will find this expression in any Greek author. When

* I venture to express an opinion that it would have been but courteous to the Head Keeper of the Manu-

scripts in the British Museum, had the writer of this article proceeded to that Library, or communicated

with Sir Frederic Madden, ere he made an observation which is liable to unpleasant interpretation. Public

journals, however, have full right to form their own views ; and well it is so, as oftentimes such remarks end in

the elucidation of the truth. As stated in a preceding page, fifteen years since, I was denounced in the

Serapeum, a literary journal widely circulated all over Germany, as an impostor and" manufacturer of a Biblio-

theca MelanclithonianaP It gave me no annoyance, more than the payment of 41. lis. Gd. for a translation of the

article, the chief points of which I have given.
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the MS. was again examined by Prof. Ehrenberg, he discovered, by means of his powerful micro-

scope, that, wherever the writing of the so-called palimpsest was crossed by the modern writing,

the ink of the old letters overlaid the ink of the more recent works. This settled the controversy.

Athenceum, February 23, 1856.

" The learned men of Berlin have been overreached. Excess of ingenuity has made them

credulous ; and some of the first persons in German literature have been made the dupes of an

imposture as marvellous as any which the history of literary forgery has to show. These gentlemen

seem to have exclaimed with Wordsworth

:

' O ye who patiently explore

The wreck of Herculanean lore,

What rapture, could you seize

Some Theban fragment, or unroll

One precious, tender-hearted scroll

Of pure Simonides !

'

And Simonides came, opened his scroll, and cheated the Pundits. He professed to be able to solve

all mysteries, and remove all historical doubts. The long controversy on Egyptian chronology was

at last to end. He produced a work, lately discovered in the East, containing the whole history of

Egypt, written by a man who had access, not only to the whole work of Manetho, but to the sacred

records in the temples of Memphis and Heliopolis. The first classical scholars of Germany adopted

the story ; and Prof. Dindorf has published part of the scroll of ' pure Simonides,' under the title

of ' Uranii Alexandrini de Regibus iEgyptiorum Libri Tres ; Operis ex Codice Palimpsesto edendi

Specimina proposuit Gulielmus Dindorfus, 1856.' The palimpsest consists of seventy-one leaves,

each page containing two columns ; so that the whole work would comprise 284 columns. It is

written, we learn from Prof. Dindorf, in uncial letters. After the original writing had been

effaced, the parchment appeared to have been used again, by a writer of about the twelfth century,

for copying four works of greater interest than the History of Uranius. Specimens of these works

are given by Prof. Dindorf in the Preface. The first is Aw^o-i? 'Iwo-r/cpov ek to inap-rvpiov r&v ar/lwv

MaKKaftaiaiv, a work of Flavius Josephus, commonly known as Et? tow? Ma.Kica/3aiov<; Xoyos. The second

gives a history of the Virgin Mary, and the discovery of her sacred gown. The third is a work of

the Emperor Constantine, collected from various histories, giving an account of the picture of our

Lord, which was sent from Edessa to Constantinople. This was published before, by Franciscus

Combefisius, in ' Originum Rerumque Constantinopolitanarum Manipulo' (Paris, 1664). The

fourth gives a history of St. John the Baptist, and the discovery of his head.

" These four works, as Prof. Dindorf says, are easy to read on the scroll of Simonides, while

the effaced text of Uranius offers great difficulty, and requires the application of the strongest

chemical means to make it legible.

" The most important point was, of course, who is Uranius ? On this Prof. Dindorf gives us

the fullest information. Stephanus Byzantinus quotes Uranius, and calls him d^ou-to-i-os avrjp, and

the author of a work on the history of Arabia. But the forger was not content with so vague a

reference. Another discovery was made : a manuscript giving an account of homonymous writers

and poets, and, among the rest, a complete life of Uranius, the author of the History of Arabia and

of the History of Egyjrt. Prof. Dindorf gives several extracts from this second scroll. First of

all there was a life of Nonnus, the poet of the Dionysiacs. His age had been unknown hitherto ;

but he is here called a contemporary of Constantine the Great ; and his death is placed in the

fourteenth year of Theodosius, 392 a.d. Several works of Nonnus are mentioned, equally unknown,

from previous authorities. Nonnus is called the son of Pleonippus ; and Prof. Dindorf remarks :
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" Nomen suspectum, quum nulla alia nomina cum irXlov composita reperiantur. Simile est Leonippi

nomen, Mithridatis legati, quod tamen ipsum quoque unius testis fide nititur, Memnonis apud

Photium Bibl. p. 237.' After this Nonnus, two other writers of the same name are mentioned.

Now this work, liepl by.mvv)ia>v ttoitit&v koI crvyypa<f>ecov, contains also the life of our Uranius. He was

an Alexandrian. His father was called Anaximenes, his mother Kallikratis. His date is not

accurately known ; but it is said that he was a pupil of Chrysippus of Alexandria. The following

titles of his works are mentioned : Three hooks on the Kings of Egypt ; three books on the Priests

of Egypt ; two books of the Egyptian priests on Laws ; six books on the Habitations of the

Egyptians ; two books on Ethiopian Archaeology ; five books on the History of Arabia ; two books

on the Kings of Ethiopia ; three books on the History of the Rulers of Libya ; four books on the

Archaeology of Lycia ; two books on the Kings of Caria; four books called Periodus Egypti.

Other writers of the name of Uranius are afterwards mentioned ; but their works are of less interest.

The ingenuity which could forge such a series is marvellous.

" The pretended work of Uranius is the History of the Kings of Egypt, in three books, and is

dedicated to Deimachus. This latter, as we learn for the first time, was a writer of great celebrity.

His father was Xenocles, who wrote ten books on Roman history ; and Deimachus himself, besides

being a great patron of literature, is mentioned as the author of a work on Egypt.

" After all this preliminary information, the wise men of Berlin approached the text of Uranius

with high expectations, and almost a feeling of awe. Here, then, all the doubts which had occu-

pied the thoughts of Champollion, of Rosellini, of Lepsius, and of Bunsen, were to be solved ; the

authenticity of the hieroglyphical records was to be tested, and the knowledge of the most ancient

history of Egypt to be recovered ! Manetho had risen from the grave ; or, if not Manetho himself,

at least one who knew his work, and who is able to give a much more complete account of the

kings of Egypt than any of the chronographers on whom we had hitherto to rely.

" The scroll began with the first king, who is called Mesrachamis, the son of Nuachmis. He
reigned 128, that is, about 43 years, because, as Uranius informs us, the Egyptian year consisted

only of four months. Prof. Dindorf adds a learned note on Mesrachamis :
' Mestraimus, Chami

filius, Noachi nepos, appellatur apud Eusebium, Chron. Can. 1, 20, p. 94, ed. Mediol. in excerptis

ex Manethone (Mesraim apud LXX. Genes. 10, 8) ; generis J2gyptiaci auctor, a quo prima

iEgyptiorum dynastia manere credenda est.' He is succeeded by his son Balchumis, who built a

temple to his father's memory, and reigned 40 years. After him we read of King Memphathanchis,

who reigned 30 years ; of Achmanthos, who reigned 30 years ; Phaathes, 38 years ; Chnemacho-

this, 23 years ; iEgypthoris, 78 years, who gave his name to the country of Egypt and to the river
;

Amthachotis, 30 years,—he built the Temple of Ammon at Memphis, and was poisoned by

his wife.

" This is all Prof. Dindorf gives us of the first book of his wonderful scroll. The second

book begins with Menes. He had been brought up in Libya, and delivers Egypt from the rule of

the Arabs. He erected temples to his predecessors, and appointed priests and sacrifices to their

memory. Here, then, the Berlin sages had the explanation of the so-called dynasties of the gods

previous to Menes. They were real kings, whose history Uranius gives in great detail in the first

book, and they were deified by Menes. Menes reigned 189 years, and was killed by a hippopota-

mus. This we knew already from the Syncellus. He is succeeded by his son Atothis, who reigned

172 years, and was killed by his brother, Atothis the Second. This Atothis the Second succeeds

to the throne, and reigns 66 years. He is the author of a work on Medicine. Then follow

Kenchenes, 93 years ; Uannephethis, 126 years; Usaphaenephis, 60 years ; Niebaches; Semempsis,

54 years ; Ubiennethis, 108 years ; Phemphosochochir, 54 years. He is killed by Buchonophis,

who reigns 30 years, and is succeeded by his son Boethos. Under him there was a great rebellion,

s*
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but the earth opened near Bubastus, and swallowed up the rebels. This brings us to the begin-

ning of what is called by the Syncellus, the second dynasty. Boethos reigns 106 years ; his

successor, Choos, only 30, being killed by his brother Kaeochos. It was known from Africanus

that under Kaeochus, or Kaeochos, the worship of the bull Apis had been introduced into

Memphis. Of this occurrence Uranius gives the most interesting account. Kaeochos, he writes,

led an army against the town of the Thalamuzaei, in Arabia. He divided his army into thirty-six

regiments, appointed a general for each, and gave to each general a kind of standard, con-

sisting of the picture of an animal fixed on a javelin. This javelin was carried by the general.

When the town was taken three generals had been killed : Apis of Heliopolis, Mnephis of

Memphis, and Mendes. Their signs had been the bull, the young bull, and the goat ; and when

the king returned victorious, these three animals were worshipped as gods and received henceforth

the names of the generals, Apis, Mnephis, and Mendes, who had been killed in battle when

fighting for their colours. Uranius adds, that the Egyptians considered these signs or standards as

the givers of victory, and that afterwards they changed the ideas of their gods into the nature of

animals.

" We need not show any further the great importance of this new scroll—had it only been

genuine. But we are sorry to add, for Uranius, for Prof. Dindorf, and for all Egyptologists, that

the manuscript is a forgery,—one of the most successful ever known among the Amoenitates

Literarim. The name of Simonides is known to many collectors of manuscripts in England. He was

in England last year, and, though notices had been published in foreign papers to warn the public

against his forgeries, it is said that he was successful in disposing of several Greek manuscripts in

this country, which he pretended to have discovered in a monastery of Mount Athos. If some of

these manuscripts should turn out to be forgeries, those who bought them may now console

themselves ! Simonides went back to Germany. He presented the palimpsest of Uranius to the

Academy of Berlin. The Members of the Academy appointed a commission to report on the

genuineness of this manuscript ; and with the assistance of some of the first chemists of the day, the

Academy, comprising men like Bekker, Boekh, Lepsius, Meineke, Haupt, and Pertz, declared that

the manuscript was genuine, and petitioned the King of Prussia to buy it at a very high price.

Prof. Lepsius advanced 2,000 thalers to Simonides, in order to secure the manuscript for the

Academy, and Prof. Dindorf, who has perhaps seen more Greek manuscripts than any scholar

living, was so eager to bring this wonderful discovery before the world, that he had a specimen of

it printed without delay. His pamphlet will become a scarce book, for it was hardly published

when Prof. Lepsius arrived at Leipzig with a policeman to arrest Simonides on the 1st of

February. Prof. Lepsius, delighted at first by the complete confirmation which Uranius gave to

his system of Egyptian chronology, found at last that the coincidences between Uranius and the

writings of Bunsen and himself were of too startling a nature. The Berlin Academy had to

reconsider its verdict. Simonides awaits his trial ; Prof. Dindorf recalls his pamphlet ; and the

Berlin Academy will go into mourning during Lent."

Athenceum, March 1, 1856.

" The excitement among scholars and explorers caused by the tricks of Constantine Simonides

is not likely to die away. Collectors are turning over their treasures, and librarians are looking

back wistfully to their recent acquisitions. Oxford, we hear, has escaped without a scroll ; but

we have reason to fear that other cities have been less cautious or less fortunate. The British

Museum bought some of the Simonides scrolls. Sir Thomas Phillipps was also a purchaser.

Simonides presented himself at the Bodleian, with some genuine MSS. : his plan being to produce
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genuine articles first, and afterwards, as he found opportunity, to bring out his other wares.

Laying down some real Greek MSS. he asked the librarian to what era they belonged 1 ' The

tenth or eleventh centuries,' said the scholar. Simonides took heart, and produced what he said

was a very ancient MS. ' And what century,' he asked, ' do you think it belongs to V Our

librarian looked quietly in the forger's face, and answered, ' M. Simonides, I should say it belongs

to the latter half of the nineteenth century.' Simonides gathered up his scrolls—and quitted

Oxford by an early train. Prof. Dindorf, we believe, wished the University of Oxford to buy the

Palimpsest of Uranius, offering to edit the work in case they made the purchase. But Oxford

declined the ' Pure Simonides ;' and now that other learned pundits are grieving over their losses

and their credulity, the Oxonians have some little right to be proud of their scholarship and

sagacity."

The remarks in the Athenceum of March 1, drew forth from Sir Frederic Madden

a letter, which appeared in that Journal in the following week, its purport being-

very much the same as in the subjoined communication from that gentleman :

S. Leigh Sotheby, Esq.

British Museum, 23 Apr., 1856.

Dear Sir,

You probably remember my speaking to you on the subject of the presumed forgeries

of the Greek named Simonides, several months previous to his recent attempt to impose on the

Members of the Academy at Berlin. You then expressed great interest in the subject ; and, in

compliance with your wish, I now willingly furnish you with an account of my own dealings with

this personage, who has lately obtained so much notoriety.

As long ago as November 1853, there appeared in the Allgemeine Zeitung a long and curious

letter from Dr. Mordtmann (Consul from the Hanse Towns at Constantinople), giving a narrative

of the extraordinary proceedings of Simonides at Athens and Constantinople, previous to his

arrival in England, and the repeated detection and exposure of his fraudulent attempts to imitate

ancient Greek manuscripts, and produce them as genuine relics of antiquity. An abstract of this

narrative appeared in the Athenceum of February last, which excited much attention, not only from

the interest always taken in literary forgeries (particularly if successful), but also from the assertion

made, that when Simonides was in England, in spite of the repeated warnings addressed to all

" public libraries," he had succeeded in disposing of " many of his manuscripts." The writer

thinks it almost incredible that " such impudent frauds could have been successful ;" yet, after this

opinion, he proceeds to say, " The British Museum is said to possess thirty manuscripts of Simonides.

These may possibly be genuine, yet they would require a new and careful examination." Of

course, this hint was sufficient for many "good-natured" persons to assert, at once, that upwards

of thirty forged Greek MSS. had been purchased from Simonides for the Museum ; and this

rumour acquired additional strength from a paragraph in the Athenceum of the 1st March last

(copied into the Guardian and elsewhere), the writer of which positively (but falsely) asserts that

" the British Museum bought some of the Simonides scrolls ;" and then, after shewing that the

librarian of the Bodleian had not been deceived, he concludes that " the Oxonians have some

little right to be proud of their scholarship and sagacity " on the occasion.

In reply to this partial and (as I think) injurious statement, I have only to give a plain

unvarnished narrative of facts, and leave the unprejudiced scholar to draw his own conclusion.
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In February 1853 (nine months before the publication of Dr. Mordtmann's letter), I first saw

Simonides, who was introduced to me by the late Mr. William Burckhard Barker (Oriental

Interpreter at the Foreign Office), for the purpose of disposing of some " ancient Greek manu-

scripts" in his possession. These MSS. were placed before me ; and, from a memorandum written

shortly afterwards, I am able to state their contents, as follows :

—

1. The Poems of Hesiod, written on very narrow thin scrolls of vellum, in capital letters, and

in the boustrophedon manner, i.e., alternately from left to right and from right to left.

2. Portions of Homer, on a similar scroll, written in characters so small as not to be read

except through a magnifying glass.

3. A treatise of Aristeas, on several small thin vellum scrolls, written also in extremely minute

characters, and dated a.m. 6404 = a.c. 896. On my expressing my doubts that any person would

be able to decipher this work, Simonides instantly produced a fair transcript of it, on paper, made

by himself; and I at once became convinced that the transcriber was also the writer of the

pretended original.

4. Some vellum leaves, of a quarto size, containing a work in the Persepolitan arrow-headed

character, accompanied by an interlineary interpretation in Phoenician ! At the end was an

inscription in Greek capital letters, stating the contents to consist of the Chronicles of the

Babylonians, copied from the library at Alexandria.

5. A small scroll, on vellum, on which were written several lines of Egyptian hieroglyphics,

with an interpretation in Greek.

6. Three rolls, of larger size and stouter vellum, in a larger character, purporting to be

Imperial Rescripts of the Emperors Romanus and Theodorus (sic), signed with cinnabar and gold,

and with a miniature at the head of each.

The whole of the above, after a brief but very careful (and, to myself, quite conclusive)

examination, I unhesitatingly rejected as modern forgeries. Indeed, the palpable fraud displayed

on some of them did not require any extraordinary exertion of " scholarship" or " sagacity" to be

at once detected. As Simonides spoke no language but the Romaic, and in a very quick and

voluble manner, Mr. Barker acted throughout as the interpreter ; and on his informing the Greek

that I did not think the manuscripts were genuine, his features exhibited no change whatever, nor

did he attempt any sort of explanation. This impassive or astute character of the man was put to

a stronger trial ; for, before he left me, he applied for a ticket of admission to the Reading Room,

and on my asking Mr. Barker if he would give the usual recommendation required on such an

occasion, he at once refused,—adding, in plain English, that he believed Simonides " to be a great

scoundrel." This was uttered to his face, without causing the slightest emotion on the part of

the Greek ;
yet I had subsequently reason to believe that Simonides knew sufficient English to

understand what was said ! Having returned the " scrolls" to him, I then inquired if he had any

other Greek manuscripts in volumes, similar to a fine Greek Psalter of the eleventh century, which

chanced to he on my table. He replied in the affirmative ; and on the following day he again

(accompanied by Mr. Barker) called on me, with several genuine Greek biblical and other manu-

scripts, on vellum, but mostly imperfect. They consisted of

—

1. The Four Gospels, wanting the commencement of Matthew, of the xmth century; 4to.

2. The Epistles of Paul, James and Peter, imperfect, xmth century ; 4to.

3. The Gospel of John, very neatly written, xmth century ; 12mo.

4. A Homily of Johannes Damascenus, with the Chronographia of Nicephorus, Patriarch of

Constantinople, together in a volume, xith century ; 4to.

5. A Geographical Treatise, compiled from Strabo, Arrian, Ptolemy, and others, with three

rude Maps, of the xvth century; large 4to.
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6. Four leaves, fragments of the Epistle of James, with a Commentary, and of a Lectionary,

xinth century ; 4to.

7. The Commentary of Theophylact, Archbishop of Bulgaria,on the Gospels, xivth century; fol.

The sum agreed to be given for the above was £16 ; and they were purchased accordingly, on

my recommendation, on the 12th of March, 1853.

These MSS. are now numbered from 19,386 to 19,392 inclusive, among the Additional

Manuscripts, and can be seen by all who feel any curiosity respecting them, or are capable of

giving an opinion as to their genuineness.

Some months after this transaction Simonides left London, and subsequently proceeded to

Oxford, and called at the Bodleian Library ; when, in consequence of his doing so, one of the

librarians (both of whom, I am happy to say, I regard as personal friends of many years standing),

wrote to me, to make inquiries about the Greek, as he had promised " to repeat his visit." At that

• time, I have every reason to believe, Simonides had not offered any of his " scrolls" to the Bodleian

Library ; and in my reply I gave so undisguised an opinion of their character, that, on the next

visit of Simonides to Oxford, the librarian was quite prepared to receive him, and fore-warned

of the suspicious nature of the manuscripts he might produce. It is needless to add, he did not

succeed in selling his forgeries to the University. Two months after this (in December) I received

a note from Mr. Macray (of Sir Robert Taylor's Institution at Oxford), calling my attention to Dr.

Mordtmann's letter, and expressing a hope that his statement, as to some of Simonides' forgeries

having been purchased for the Museum, was incorrect. I replied, of course, denying the assertion

;

and shortly afterwards a brief notice was inserted by Mr. Macray in the Oxford Journal, alluding

to the fraudulent practises of Simonides, but adding that he had been unsuccessful in his attempts,

both at the British Museum and at the Bodleian library. Here ended my dealings with this

crafty Greek, and I never saw him but ouce subsequently, and then ouly for a few minutes, when,

in 1854, he called on me to offer for sale a paper MS. of the sixteenth century, containing Greek

Homilies, but which I declined to purchase.

I remain, dear Sir, yours very truly,

F. MADDEN.

I have very great pleasure in being permitted to print this very interesting and

highly satisfactory letter from the accomplished Keeper of the MSS. in the British

Museum. His thorough knowledge of the early Greek Language enabled him at

once to detect the forgeries of the impostor Simonides.

The subject I have thus opened, of Antiquarian and Literary Forgeries, might

have been very appropriately followed up by a few pages on the Forgeries of Pic-

tures, and other Examples of the Fine Arts. Spurious Raphaels and so-called

Titians are common enough even in London. If Vandyck, instead of dying at the

age of forty-one, had lived to the age of Titian, the duration of his life would have

been insufficient to have enabled him to have completed one half of the Portraits

attributed to his pencil. A dealer in a large way is said to have advertised as

receiving from the Continent " Vandycks once a week, and Titians once a fort-

night I" There was once a manufactory at Lambeth for pictures, sent forth as the

genuine productions of the peculiarly characteristic pencil of Morland

!
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The wholesale manufacture not only of copies of the old Masters, palmed off upon

the unwary as genuine, but also of the productions of modern artists, dead and

living, is a matter well known, and too much encouraged. It is all very well for

those who come forward, with the pretension of deciding, " aye" or " no" as to the

genuineness of an oil or water-colour picture, to boast of their knowledge, and to

talk of their infallibility of judgment. To become acquainted with the conflicting

opinions of the Learned in Art in such matters, the inquirer has only to peruse the

numerous brochures that have been published during the last few years with respect

to the contents of otje, National Gallery. Can we therefore wonder at the Ama-

teur or Patron of Art being deceived, when the most distinguished Artists are too

often unable to detect a fraud ?

I cannot conclude these observations without regretting my inability to enter

upon a subject which justly claims the right of being thoroughly investigated.

Since the above was in type, I have received the subjoined letter from Sir Thomas

Phillipps on the subject of the Simonides MSS.

:

Dear Sir,

It is not pleasant to acknowledge ourselves deceived ; but if I thought I had been, I

would say so. I still think the Homer and the Hesiod genuine, notwithstanding the powerful

opinion of Sir Frederick Madden to the contrary. I bought some of the evidently forged MSS. to

shew the extraordinary difference between them and the Hesiod and Homer. The rawness, if I

mav so express myself, the self-evident modern writing of the forged MSS., as compared with these

two, ought, I think, to convince any one, that both were not written by the same person ; and the

other evidences of age and long use in the rolls of Homer and Hesiod clearly exempt them, in my

opinion, from the imputation of forgery. When we know from Cedrenus, in the eleventh century,

that the Iliad, written on the gut-skin of a serpent, was then preserved in the library at Constanti-

nople, we cannot object to the form of this MS. of mine. The gut of a boa constrictor cut longi-

tudinally would, I believe, form such a skin as that upon which my Homer and Hesiod are written.

When we know that MSS. were most anciently written in rolls, we have no right to doubt the

antiquity of the Homer and Hesiod on that ground. When we know that Boustrophedon was

used on Etruscan vases, we have no right to presume that it was never written on parchment,

merely because we have never before seen either volume or roll so written.

I should have preferred not making any remarks on these rolls until Simonides had confessed

the truth respecting their discovery, because now, on seeing my arguments, he may probably adopt

them, and persist in their genuineness. His late imprisonment gave me a hope of obtaining that

confession ; but since he has been liberated without making it, I must take the chance of his doing

so. I wish the Prussian Literati would bring over their MSS. of Herman and Uranius, in order to

compare them with my Homer and Hesiod. If the writing and other circumstances of all are

alike, then I will confess I have been deceived.

I am, dear Sir, your obedient servant,

T. PHILLIPPS.

Athcnjeum, June 1856.
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EXERCITIUM SUPER PATER NOSTER.

Block-Book of Ten Leaves or Engraved Pages.—Small Folio.

The only copy known of the above-mentioned work is in the Imperial Library

at Paris, and was obtained from the collection of M. Joseph Ermens. It had escaped

the researches of Baron Heinecken and others, being described, for the first time, by

Santander* whose account of it reappeared, word for word, in the Neuer Literarischer

Anzeiger for 1807. For this information we are indebted to M. Guichard, whose

detailed description! of the work enables us to state that it consists of ten leaves

printed on one side: each leaf has a wood-engraving, accompanied with a brief

descriptive text, the whole being taken off (most probably by friction) in brown ink

or distemper.

As an Exercise or Paraphrase upon the Lord's Prayer, the mode adopted by the

author was one well calculated for instruction; and is another example of the

numerous publications that were at that period issued, not only for children, but for

the uneducated classes in general.

It is in the form of an Interlude or Dialogue, an instructive style of writing

very popidar during the fifteenth century, not only on the Continent, but in this

country ; many works of that character having issued from the presses of TTynkyn

de Worde and other of our earliest Printers.

In the Exercitium we have a monk, under the name of
i:
Prater," desirous to be

taught of an angel, " Oratio" the daily use of the Lord's Prayer. In each of the

pages these two figures appear, the portion of the prayer referred to being on the

top, followed by its explanatory text; each exercise comprising four long lines.

Page

I. "Pxerciciu super Pater noster."

This design is by way of prologue. It represents, on the left, a Convent, and

on the right a Forest. The Monk is seated at the foot of a tree, saying, as

represented in scroll above, "Dme doce orare," to the Angel standing before

him, who answers, " Veni docebo te pater noster."

II. "Pater noster qui es."

Christ, the Monk, and the Angel kneeling before the throne of the Almighty.

* Dictionnaire Bibliographique, torn, ii., p. 402, n. 58. f Bulletin de Bibliophile, 1840, p. 197.

VOL. II. 1
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Page

III. "In cells sanctificetur nomen tuum."

The Almighty surrounded by glorifying Angels. The Monk, the Angel,

Christ, and the Church, under the symbol of a woman, kneeling. On the

right are the Holy Child and Mary, the latter holding a crown.

IV. "Adveniat regnum tuum."

Purgatory is here represented. In the upper part are the wicked, surrounded

by flames; below, are Jews, Pagans, etc., in the lake. On the left, the

Monk and the Angel are kneeling before God. In the foreground is a lake,

in which are many persons.

V. "Fiat voluntas tua sicut in celo et in terra."

In the upper part is God; below are the Monk and the Angel kneeling. On
the left, the good Christian and an Angel. In the centre are two wicked

men, with scroll, "Ducam? in bonis dies nostris." In the foreground are

Jews and Pagans.

VI. "Panem nostrum cotidianu da nobis hodie."

In the centre are three loaves of bread on a table, around which is repre-

sented Charity and three other figures, the former robed as a Queen. In

the foreground, to the left, the Monk and the Angel kneeling; and on

the right, a Cavalier in full armour.

VII. "Et dimitte nobis et debita nostra sicut et nos" etc.

Christ standing upon an altar, the blood gushing from his side into a basin,

from which various persons fill their cups. On the right are Charity and

Piety; and in the foreground the Monk and the Angel.

VIII. "Et ne nos inducas in temptacione."

The Disobedient, Proud, Gluttonous, and Avaricious surround a table in the

centre. Death is carrying away the foremost. Above is the Almighty;

below, the Monk and the Angel kneeling.

IX. "Sed libera nos a ma.lo."

Here we have Hell represented. At the left is the Almighty, before whom
are the Monk and the Angel; at the right, the supplications of the

damned. In the foreground is the Disobedient Man in the power of the

Devil.

X. "Amen."

We now behold Paradise, wherein Christ, surrounded by Angels, receives the

blessed. Above is God the Father; "Frater" the Monk, and " Oratio" the

Angel, below.
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Subsequently to the printing of the pages of this sheet, we have been favoured

(through the liberality of the Proprietors of the "Illustrated London News*") with

the subjoined fac-simile of the design on the fifth leaf of the "Exercitium super

Pater Nosier" described in the two preceding pages.

* My attention was accidentally drawn to the fac-simile on meeting with a work, in folio, intitled " Gems

of Wood-Engraving , from the Illustrated London News, with the History of the Art, Ancient and Modern: By

William Chatto. London : W. Little, 198, Strand." It comprises a repuhlication, in 1849, of the " History of

the Origin and Progress of Wood-Engraving" which appeared in that marvellous weekly production from the

20th of April to the 6th of July 184-1. It is preceded by a selection of ninety-three of the principal and most

interesting wood-engravings that have been executed for that Pictorial Publication from the period of its esta-

blishment until that time.

The work also presents a remarkable instance of the little injury wood-blocks of the present period receive
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Our notice of the Block-Book is taken from tliat given by M. Guichard from a

copy in the Imperial Library at Paris, believed by hint to be the only one known.

Now the copy mentioned by Mr. Chatto as "unique," is stated by him to have

"formerly belonged to the Cathedral Church at Tuscany, but now in the public

library at Mons." It is much to be regretted that Santander, who has given (vol. ii.

pp. 402 et seq.) a far more detailed description of the designs than either M. Guichard

or ourselves, should not have stated from what copy he wrote his notice. Mr. Chatto

states that Santander "has omitted to mention—for what reason we shall not

venture to suppose—that, besides the explanation in Latin, at the top of each cut,

there is also an explanation in Flemish at the bottom." Now M. Guichard states

that the other series of wood-engravings, representing eight similar designs (from

whence he considers those in the edition described by him were copied),were accom-

panied with manuscript illustrations of the text in Flemish as well as in Latin; the

inscriptions on the scrolls in the designs being also in manuscript, in both languages.

Consequently, there must be some confusion in the notice of the work, either on the

part of Mr. Chatto, or of M. Guichard; a point which we cannot decide without

personally examining the copies of each edition in the Imperial Library at Paris.

In the mean time, however, we observe, that we cannot agree with Santander, that

the work (at least this edition) " bears the marks of the highest antiquity." "We are

very much inclined to consider it to be of the same class of engraving (though much

more carefully executed) as the editions of the Apocalypse, Biblia Pauperum, and

Speculum, of which we have given fac-similes, plates lxv*. lxviii. and lxxviii.

from the working off of many thousand impressions required for that 'weekly journal. The impressions are

generally most wonderfully clear and distinct, and are only surpassed by the proofs taken before the cuts

are worked in the Paper. That some should occasionally be blurred, and not display the merit of the wood-

engravings, is not to be wondered at, when we consider the great rapidity with which the copies are printed

to supply the demand of its immense circulation.

For Mr. Chatto's work, the blocks, after having had several thousand impressions taken from them, have

been cleared, and are forcible illustrations of our observations (p. 21) respecting the British Museum copy of the

Ars Moriendi.

I take this opportunity of recording my thanks to Mr. Little, who, on an introduction through my friend,

Mr. Peter Cunningham, immediately favoured me with the loan of the wood-block for the purpose employed.

S. Leigh S.
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The copy in the Imperial Library at Paris is enriched with a further Paraphrase,

in manuscript, occupying eleven pages, apparently contemporary. It thus closes on

the last page, "Explicit expositio figuralis super orationem dorninicam."

M. Koning* appears to have been somewhat incredulous as to the existence of

the Block-Book here described. Not regarding, very properly, the Ars Memorandi,

the Endkrist, or the Chiromantia, as the productions of Holland, he observes, " (Test

pourquoi nous n'en ferons aucune mention, et moins encore de L Exercitium super

Pater Foster, dont on n'a conserve ni particularites, ni preuves siufisantes."

It so happens, that in the Imperial Library there is an imperfect copy of another

edition of the work, from which SI. Guichard considers the one so fully described by

him to have been copied. Moreover, the descriptive texts are partially in the Dutch

lanouao-e; and he therefore considers the designs to have been executed in Holland.

We give, however, his observations, little doubting that the volume itself will, on

examination (not merely of the paper on which the impressions are taken off, but

also of the designs), form an addition to those Block-Books we assign to Holland or

the Low Countries. M. Guichard states, " La meme bibliotheque possede aussi mi

Exercitium super Pater Noster en 8 pages ou 8 feuillets, petit en folio; les figures,

grave'es sur bois, sont accompagne'es d'une paraphrase manuscrite en langue Hollan-

daise; le volume est imparfait de la planche i re qui contient le prologue, et de la

planche 9 e qui represente Tenfer; les figures sont colore'es; la paraphrase, plus

etendue que celle qui est imprime'e dans ledition Latine, se trouve au bas de chaque

page, au nombre de 10, 11, ou 12 lignes; les textes des roideaux sont Latines ou

Hollandois, egalement manuscrits; les figures sont du meme style que celles de

ledition Latine, niais plus grossieres et moins ornees. Koning n'a pas compte ledition

Latine au nombre des livres xylographiques dbrigine Holland oise; cependant, s'il

etoit permis de faire une conjecture, se seroit en faveur de la Hollande, car les figures

de l'e'dition Latine ont ete evidemment copiees sur celles de ledition Hollandoise."

M. Guichardf, while thus giving his opinion so impartially, observes also that the

copy was obtained from M. Ermens.

* Dissertation sur l'origine de l'lmprimerie, 8to., Amst., 1819, p. 59.

t I was not aware, until this sheet was at press, that the literary world has to lament the decease of

M. Marie Guichard, whose numerous and learned articles in the Bulletin de Bibliophile so justly merit the

attention of the bibliographer.

T 2
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HOROLOGIUM, seu PASSIO CHRISTI. GERMANICE.

Block-Book of Sixteen Leaves or Thirty-Two Engraved Pages.— Octavo.

Here we have a little volume* containing a series of twenty-eight wood engrav-

ings, which have been worked by the ordinary printing press on both sides of the

leaves—opisthographic. The designs differ much from those in the other Block-

Books we have hitherto enumerated. Here they more particularly illustrate the

Life and Passion of Our Saviour, as will at once be seen in the following enumera-

tion of the pages, on each of which is a woodcut, with brief descriptions beneath it.

Page

i. recto. A Priest kneeling before an Altar, celebrating the Mass, the fore part

of the body of Christ appearing above the Tabernacle ; beneath which

are six lines of text, commencing " Die rrxtu. SttttiTj BeS tenfcS."

ii. reverse. The Infant Christ holding a hammer to strike the hours upon a clock

hanging by him. Upon a scroll appears " Mj Sttt unnti lilopffe."

Below are denoted the hours of the night.

in. rec. Christ seated at a table with seven of his Disciples. Four lines of text

beneath.

iv. rev. Christ washing the feet of his Disciples. Three lines.

v. rec. The Last Supper. Two lines.

vi. rev. Christ in the Garden of Olives. Four lines.

vii. rec. The Jews about to take Christ. Three lines.

viii. rev. Christ before the High Priest Annas. Two lines.

ix. rec. St. Peter denying Christ. Four lines.

x. rev. Christ before Caiphas. Three lines.

xt. rec. Christ despised and insulted. Three lines.

xii. rev. Christ before Pilate. Four lines.

xin. rec. Christ before Herod. Three lines.

xiv. rev. Christ saluted as King of the Jews. Three lines.

xv. rec. The Infant Christ striking a clock ; beneath which is an inscription

" Iti) Stee im leut ;" the hours of the day indicated below.

* A copy of it is in the Public Library at Bamberg.
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Page

XVI. rev.

xvn. rec.

XVTII. rev.

XIX. rec.

XX- rev.

XXI. rec.

xxn. rev.

XXTTI. rec.

XXIV. rev.

XXV. rec.

XXVT. rev.

xxvri. rec.

xxvm. rev.

XXTX. rec.

XXX. rev.

XXXT rec.

XXXTI. rev.

The scourging of Christ. Three lines.

Christ crowned with Thoms. Three lines.

" Ecce Homo." Three lines.

Pilate washing his hands. Four lines.

Christ bearins; the Cross. Three lines.

Chiist crucified. Two lines.

Christ reviled by the Jews. Four lines.

St. John and the Virgin Mary at the foot of the Cross. Three lines.

Christ pierced in the side with a spear. Four fines.

The descent of the Cross. Three lines.

The holy women weeping for the death of Christ. Two fines.

The Entombment of Christ. Two fines.

The Vision of St. Francis. Eight lines.

Eighteen lines of text.

Eighteen lines of text.

Eighteen lines of text.

Eighteen lines of text ; ending

" enittom tmti rrteutte tin altar aussertoelten sepent jtotsrfte mtr uit all?

n

metnen brintie stthbatliri) raft unstchbarltcl) petjimt uift m tin* sttuft

unsrrs toties."

M. Guichard observes that this volume, designated by M. Heller as an Horolo-

giura (Zeitglocklein), was unknown to Panzer, though he mentions a work under

that title as published at Ulm in 1493, from the press of Conrad Dmckmut; adding,

however, that the edition of Dinckmut contains three separate treatises, of which he

thinks the last is an edition of that comprising the Block-Book at Bamberg. M.

Heller (Geschichte der HolzscTmeidekunst, Bamberg, 1823, p. 379) has given an

engraving of the first design, of which, could we have believed it to be an accurate

"facsimile" we would have had a copy taken. "We reserve this pleasure until we

have the opportunity of personally examining the work.
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VITA CHRISTI, se0 MEDITATIONES DE NOVO TESTAMENTO. GERMANICE.

Block-Book of Thirty-Two Leaves or Engraved Pages.—Small Octavo.

This work consists of a series of sixteen designs, each occupying a page, and

sixteen pages of text, the whole forming a small volume of two gatherings of sixteen

leaves. The impressions have been worked off on one side only, so that the text of

each design is opposite to it; the design being on the reverse, and the text on the

recto.

Annexed is an enumeration of the designs, together with the first line of each

page of text, which generally consists of either ten or eleven lines :

Leaf
i. reverse. The Annunciation.

II. recto. Gegriiset pis tu kuni.

III. rev. The Visitation.

iv. rec. O kunigen der hy.

v. rev. The Nativity.

vi. rec. Durch dein gepurt.

VII. rev. The Adoration of the Kings.

viii. rec. Heir Ihesu xpe ich.

IX. rev. The Presentation in the Temple.

x. rec. Als du herr nach.

XI. rev. The Circumcision.

XII. rec. Als du herr nach.

xiii. rev. The Entry into Jerusalem.

xiv. rec. Almechtiger herr.

xv. rev. The Last Supper,

xvi. rec. Ewiger gots als.

Leap
xvii. rev. The Entombment.

xviii. rec. Zu der complet zeit.

xix. rev. The Descent into Hell.

xx. rec. du kunig der ern.

xxi. rev. The Resurrection,

xxil. rec. Als du herr krefft.

xxni. rev. Christ appearing to Mary.

xxiv. rec. O herr Jhesu als Ma.

xxv. rev. Christ appearing to Thomas.

xxvi. rec. Als du herr Jhesu.

xxvii. rev. The Ascension.

XXViii. rec. lieber herr ihesu.

xxix. rev. The Pentecost.

xxx. rec. Lieber herr du hest.

xxxi. rev. The Last Judgment.

xxxii. rec. O herr Ih'u criste du.

Our notice of this little Block-Book is taken from the description given of it by

M. Marie Guichard in the Bulletin de Bibliophile for 1840, p. 128, wherein be states*

it to be entirely unknown, undescribed by any bibliographer, and not mentioned by

any author ; adding to his introductory observations, " Chaque feuillet est entoure

d'un filet d'encadrement : chaque page de texte commence par une lettre capitale;

les figures, dessinees au simple trait et sans hachures, sont d'un style purement

gothique; moins delicates et moins ornees que celles de la Biblia Pauperum, elles

* " Voici un livre que je regarde comme entierement inconnu ; je lie l'ai trouve decrit par aucune biblio-

graphe, aucun auteur ne l'a cite."
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ont cependant avec ces dernieres beaucoup d'analogie dans la disposition et les

attitudes des personnages."

The following woodcuts* will serve as specimens of the rude manner in which

the designs and texts are executed. The one is the design of the Nativity, leaf v.,

and the other the text to the Entombment, leaf xvii.

M. Guichard closes his description of it by stating that the only two copies

known are in the Imperial Library at Paris; that one is complete, and that the

other consists of only sixteen leaves of the text; that the former has the appearance

of having been re-engraved, the impressions being in a perfect state, while the latter

bears evident traces of the blocks having been much injured by usef.

* These woodcuts are from facsimiles made by Mr. Foss in 1817, at the Bibliotheque Koyale; Mr. Foss

rioting thereon :
—" Copied from one of the figures in a book containing two leaves, in which there are sixteen

woodcuts in this rude style, with explanations in German like the above. They form a series in illustration of

the life of Christ, and are in very good preservation. M. V. Praet does not know of another copy, and

considers it as very early. Paris. Feb. 10, 1817. H. F." The omission of the border round the text of the page,

indicates that they have not been executed with a view to publication as facsimiles in every detail.

t
" La qualite des epreuves est fort differente ; lors de l'impression de 1'exemplafre en 82 feuillets, les

planches etoient fraiches, nouvellement gravees et encore intactes ; tandis que les epreuves de l'exemplaire de

16 feuillets laissent voir des traces non douteuses de fatigue, les filets d'encadrement sont casses et baveux,

beaucoup d'accens et de traits delies ont disparu; cette deterioration, qui requite du frequent usage des planches,

indique que ce petit livre fut tire a un grand nombre d'exemplaires." It is seen that nearly forty years have

elapsed since the two facsimiles from this work were made by Mr. Foss, and that they were taken from the " two

leaves on which are sixteen woodcuts ;" each leaf, we presume, contains eight. It is therefore very evident,

that, as one of the copies in the Imperial Library is perfect, forming a small volume, and the other has only

sixteen woodcuts " sans les figures]' the " two leaves" mentioned by Mr. Foss have not been noticed by

M. Guichard as being in the Library.
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PLATE LXXXI.

CONFESSIONALE. GERMANICE.—oder EIN BEICHTSPIEGEL NACH
DEN ZEHN GEBDE3NT.

Block-Book of Eight Leaves or Sixteen Pages.—Small Quarto.

The only copy of this exceedingly curious volume believed to be extant, of which

Heinecken appears to be ignorant, occurred for sale at the disposal, in 1835, of the

library of Dr. Kloss at Frankfort, who, as stated in the sale catalogue, No. 4025,

obtained it on the dispersion of the library of Stephen von Stengel, at Bamberg, in

1823. From the library of Dr. Kloss it passed into that of the Right Reverend

Samuel Butler, D.D., Bishop of Lichfield, at whose sale it was purchased, together

with the rarer portion of his collection of Books and Manuscripts, by Messrs.

Payne and Foss, who in 1841 published a detailed catalogue of the same for sale*;

observing in the title, that the " Manuscripts and Autographs had been purchased

by the nation for the British Museum."

The volume, as before stated, consists of sixteen leaves, and was probably executed

about 1480 or 1490. Not having personally! examined it, we must content ourselves

with giving the description of it (as stated in our note,) by Dr. Dibdin in his

Reminiscences, together with facsimiles of his facsimiles.

The Reverend Bibliographer, in giving a graphical account of the treasures in

the library he is describing, writes :
" I hasten only to this further mention of a

production of about the same period, and with all the air of wood-block printing
;

but in fact not so. It is a thin quarto volume, intitled Confessionale, and printed

throughout in the German language. The very first page of it presents the follow-

ing figure of Christ, of which the drapery in the background, running upon a brass

pole with rings, is precisely in many instances in the modern fashion.

* The Confessionale was then purchased hy the late Baron von Westrenen van Tiellandt, and is now in the

library of the King of Holland at the Hague.

t My father appears to have taken no note of this volume, and as I am unable to ohtain an inspection of

it, I can only draw my account of it from the description given by Dr. Dibdin in the second volume of his

" Reminiscences" pp. 962-5. S. Leigh S.
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" The reverse (of the engraving, No. I., in the preceding page, plate lxxxiv.) is

blank. On the recto of the second leaf the text begins thus : 'Ich armer lundiger,'

etc. A full page has twenty lines. At the sixth line we read thus: 'Sehe Horen

Reichert Smacke vnd Taste, vnd durch hose neigug der Hoffer tickeit Gyntikeit Hasz

Zorns Vnmessigkeit,' etc. On the reverse of the second leaf there is another whole

length, with the Dove to the left, and the Almighty to the right, holding the com-

mandments to Moses, who is kneeling to the right. At the bottom of the opposite

page, 'Das ander gebote.' Every page has the word '

gebote' at bottom. On the

reverse of folio v., being the ' vij gebote' is the text,"—as in No. II. in the preceding

plate.

"The figure of Christ is repeated. Five pages follow. This little volume is

doubtless a great curiosity of its kind."

Taking it for granted that the fac-simile of the text, which occurs in the volume

in question, is faithful, it of itself proves that the text of the work could not have

been obtained in any other way than from a solid block. Let our readers draw a

rule between each line of the texts, and they will find that it will pass through

the ascending and descending letters of the two lines, which shews that it could not

have been composed of moveable type, unless those letters had been what is techni-

cally termed " kerned," an invention of comparatively modern date. In the same

page in which the learned author gives his account of the Confessionale, he com-

mences it with his opinion that a copy of an edition of a Donatus, considered by

the Right Reverend Proprietor to be a xylographical production, was not so, but

"decidedly metal." Now we are at a loss to conjecture, by the very off-hand

manner of his so stating his opinion, whether the learned Bibliographer meant to

convey to his readers that the Donatus and the Confessionale were metallograpliical

and not xylographical productions; or whether he considered them to be works

printed with moveable type. If the latter was his opinion, we do not hesitate to

pronounce Dr. Dibdin to have been in error : if the former, we are free to confess,

that, without having seen the volume, we are rather inclined to the opinion hitherto

entertained, that the work was printed from wooden blocks. Whether, however,

metallograpliical or xylographical, we think it justly deserves notice among the

Block-Books.

It may be considered rather presumptuous in us even to differ, and much more

so to dispute the opinion of one who for so many years has been considered the

most learned Bibliographer of his day. The numerous works emanating from the

pen of Dr. Dibdin received not only the patronage, but the pecuniary aid, of almost

every lover of books in this country. At one time, Dr. Dibdin had only to talk

about writing a new work on Bibliography, and its announcement secured sub-

scribers ad libitum. The amusingly garrulous yet almost flippant style of his

writing was something new to the bibliographical world; and the very beautiful
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engravings with which his various works are illustrated, charmed everybody. Their

associations raised the price of rare books, and their publicity rendered service to

the booksellers. Had the learned Bibliographer, in our humble opinion, devoted

more time and more attention to his pursuit, and been content to have had his

name recorded as the author of fewer works, he would have fully merited the title

of The Chief of English Bibliographers during the nineteenth century.

As reminiscences of those whom many of the present period can only know
by hearsay, the bibliographical works of Dr. Dibdin are most entertaining, and

biographically instructive. Beyond occasional references to the Bibliotheca Spen-

ceriana, and to his edition of Ames' and Herbert's Typographical Antiquities of

Great Britain, we have not made ourselves intimately acquainted with their general

contents. When we first commenced our pursuit on the Block-Books, we resolved

to follow the plan adopted by Heinecken, describing consecutively each edition of

the several works; then to obtain, where we could, an examination of the books, and

to depend upon the ipse dixit of no bibliographer. We determined on pursuing

this plan, because, in numerous instances, we found that one bibliographer had

copied from another, and apparently wished it to be assumed by his readers that

the works themselves were then under his immediate inspection; while, in fact, some
of these writers, we believe, had never even seen a Block-Book.

In respect to the labours of Dr. Dibdin; not having had the opportunity of

examining the various editions of the Block-Books in the Public Libraries on the

Continent, we unhesitatingly had recourse to his works to supply the information we
required, fully expecting to find an accurate account of such works as he described

;

but we soon discovered that his engraved illustrations were more to be depended

upon than his text; for we regret to be obliged to add, that in scarcely any

instance have we been able to depend upon his descriptions of the Block-Books.

As, however, the learned Bibliographer has devoted only a few pages* to those

precursors of the Art of Printing, he may have considered them of minor importance

when compared with the more perfect and wonderful productions of typography

issued during the fifteenth century, works to which the attention of Dr. Dibdin was

more particularly directed in his voluminous description of the wondei'ful contents

of the Bibliotheca Spenceriana.

Though we hope to be able to visit the Public Libraries on the Continent, for the

purpose of obtaining materials for an additional volume to the present work, therein

giving a description, accompanied by fac-similes, of the various copies of the Block-

Books we may meet with, which have hitherto been unnoticed, or only partially

described by us and other Bibliographers
;
yet, as circumstances may occur to prevent

* Bibliotheca Spenceriana, vol. i., pp. l. to mi., and occasionally elsewhere in some of his other works.

u2
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our so doing, we think we ought not to omit availing ourselves of whatever informa-

tion we can obtain respecting them from the works of others, which we think may
be depended on in point of accuracy.

Of all the depositories on the Continent, we believe the Library of the Convent at

Wolfenbuttel to be the most rich in examples of the earliest efforts of the xylo-

graphic art. The Block-Books therein are numerous, and the collection of single

sheets of devotional and other subjects is the most extensive known. It seems to

us a most extraordinary circumstance, that Dr. Dibdin, though he must have known,

from the frequent mention of the Library at Wolfenbuttel in the work of Baron

Heinecken, of the treasures it contained, should not have visited that place, it being

one of the most important for the illustration of his Bibliographical Tour through

Germany. Had the Reverend Author done so, he might not have left us in the

same state of ignorance as he has done with respect to the Block-Books in the

Public Library of Landshut, of which he merely writes* " There were at least ten

copies of the early Block-Books, of which the Ars Memorandi and the Anti- Christ

(with extracts inserted in the latter from the B. S.), appeared to be the more ancient

and interesting."

Next to the Public Library at Wolfenbuttel, that at Munich takes rank in

importance, in respect to the xylographic treasures it contains. In the absence of

personal examination, we must content ourselves with the following brief notices of

two Block-Books, unique copies of which occur in that library. The first work is

thus described in vol. iii., p. 284, etc., of the Bibliographical Tour.

" The Apostles' Creed. In German. Only seven leaves, but pasted together, so

that the work is an opistographicalf production. This is a very rare, and, indeed,

unique volume, and utterly unknown to bibliographers. I have obtained a fac-simile

of one of the cuts representing the Resurrection, which will give you a pretty correct

notion of the style of art. Each cut is about the same size, and there are twelve in

the whole. There is no text but the barbarous letters introduced at the bottom of

the cut; and the only Latin line which I observe, is over the first cut—the Almighty

in the act of creating the world, 'Ego sum alpha et o! On the fly-leaf of this

extraordinary performance is the following manuscript memorandum, ' Da gloriam

cleo. V. W. 1471;' but this seems to be beneath .a list of tracts, supposed to have

been originally in the volume, of which none but the Apostles' Creed remains. It

may be even doubted whether this fist had any reference to the present work."

The wood-engraving on the opposite page is a fac-simile of that given by Dr.

Dibdin, as alluded to in the description of the work, forming in this volume, plate

LXXXV.

* Bibliographical Tour, vol. iii, p. 335.

t The circumstance of the leaves being pasted together, as customary with the Block-Books, gave the work

the appearance of being opistographic. To be so in reality it should have a design printed on both sides, a

circumstance of great rarity in the earlier stage of the art of wood-engraving.
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"The Life of St. Meinrat. In German*. In a series of woodcut representations.

This Saint was murdered by two men, whose Christian names were Peter and

Richard, and who were always afterwards haunted by a couple of crows. There is

a German introduction of two pages, preceding the cuts. These cuts are forty-eight

in number. At the thirtieth cut the Saint is murdered, the earlier series represent-

ing the leading events of his life. The thirty-first cut represents the murderers

running away, an angel being above them. In the thirty-second cut, the flight

continues to be pursued. The thirty-third cutf (as annexed) thus exhibits them,

the German being as follows: 'Hie furl man die mord vo danne un wil schleisse vn

redern die rappen volget alle zit hin nach un stechet sy! Here they bring the

murderers, in order to drag them upon the hurdle to execution, and to break them

upon the wheel. The crows follow and peck them.

jjintttt O^tetlRirircctcra toew
pettnoljet aftejirIjmtiadjmt

* This is the second work alluded to at p. 148, ante.

f The engraving is a fac-simile of that given by Dr. Dibdin in his BiUiograpliical Tour, vol. iii. p. 285.
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" In the thirty-fourth cut, Peter and Richard are tied and dragged at the heels

of a horse. In the thirty-fifth they are broken upon the wheel.

" It is not necessary to pursue this horrible story, only that the two following

cuts represent these murderers burnt upon the wheel, and their ashes thrown into

the river. The text then goes on with the history of the Saint after his resurrection,

to the forty-eighth and last cut. Then thirteen pages, on the twelfth of which the

Saint reappears with a club in his hand, and a crow on each side of the glory round

his head. Here are also the Virgin and Infant. This latter part is very coarsely

executed. Such is the account of this very singular performance, from which I leave

you to derive what amusement you may. It may at least serve to shew that the

Block-Book subject is not yet exhausted."

The preceding may be considered a very fair description of the book, though

Dr. Dibdin leaves us in perfect ignorance as to the size of the engraved pages ! We
take it for granted the designs are of the same dimensions as the one engraved; so

that unless more than one design occupied a page, the whole forms a volume of fifty

pages, of forty-eight designs, and two of text, of an octavo form, as stated by Dr.

Falkenstein, whose fac-simile, at p. 46 of his work*, appears to us to be more

carefully executed than that from which ours is copied.

Dr. Falkenstein closes his account of the Life of St. Meinrat with the following

interesting observations

:

" Intimately connected with this Memorial of the Press is one of the oldest and

most celebrated engravings, on copper, by the unknown Master with the monogram

E. S., and date of 1466. It is the ' ©ngcltoetfte ttt CtltStefceln' (Bartsch, No. 35), with

the inscription,

' £>is tst bit €ngelttncht.'

This is the Angel- Consecration.

" The plate in question was probably engraved by a Swiss Artist, in remembrance

of a Pilgrimage to the Monastery of Einsiedeln, in the Canton of Schwytz, after

Rome, and St. James of Compostella, the most famous of the Resorts for Pilgrims,

whose festival, 'die Engelweihe,' was solemnized in the year 1466, as is invariably

the case when 'the Elevation of the Cross' falls on a Sunday. Before the Holy

Virgin kneel a man and a woman in the dress of Pilgrims, probably the Artist and

his Wife. A second representation, in a smaller size, wherein the two Pilgrims

and other accessory figures are omitted, leads to the conjecture that the Monastic

Dignitaries bespoke this second plate in order to present impressions therefrom to

pious pilgrims; as, for the same purpose, they also had cut in wood the above-

mentioned Legend of Saint Meinrad, the Founder of their Church."

* Geschichte der Buchruckerkunst, etc., von Dr. Carl Frankenstein. 4to. Leipzic, 1840.
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Having gleaned from the labours of Dr. Dibdin all information previously

unknown to us, we, with much pleasure, turn to the work of Dr. Falkenstein, from

which we not only extract the descriptions of several unique copies of Block-

Books hitherto undescribed in any bibliographical work, but we avail ourselves of

the opportunity of making copies of some of the fac-similes from those volumes,

feeling satisfied, that, with the exception of the fac-similes* in his work from the

Apocalypse, Biblia Pauperum, and the Chiromantia, they are to be depended upon

as accurate.

Dr. Dibdin commences his notices of the various Block-Books in the Public

Library at Munichf with a description of a small, unique volume, which is undoubt-

edly of the greatest interest, as it contains a series of wood-engravings illustrating

the Life and Passion of Christ, executed in that peculiar " dotted" style exhibited

in the early wood-engravings which are found pasted inside the covers of the

Mazarine Bible formerly in the possession of Mr. Nicol, Librarian and Bookseller to

King George III. These wood-engravings will be noticed by us when alluding to

the numerous single sheets of similar prints which were circulated to a great extent

all over Germany before and after the Invention of Printing. The descriptions,

however, which accompanied the series of Prints alluded to, are, for the most part,

on the reverses of the engravings, and printed with moveable type ; consequently the

volume should not have been enumerated among the Block-Books. The same

observation equally applies to the well-known tract of the " Exhortation against

the Turks," etc., which is in the type of Pfister, and bears, at the close of the first

page, the date mcccclv.; a date which M. Bernhard satisfactorily proved, by chrono-

logical facts, should have been 1472.

The " Horologium Beat^e Marine," being only alluded to by the same author at

p. 133 in the Bulletin for the same year, as having been in the possession of Vero-

nique Ludroni, the mother of Jules Cesar Scaliger, it must remain a matter of doubt

whether such a work ever existed. We do not desire, however, to enter into a

discussion as to the veracity of authors, and we therefore simply record the state-

ment of the case as given by M. Guichard :

"Voici ce que rapporte Joseph Scaliger sur cet ouvrage: Veronique Ludroni,

mere de Jules Cesar Scaliger, possedoit un Horologium Beatw Maria), appele vul-

gairement Horai Matutince, de format oblong, iniprime' sur velin, non pas avec des

caracteres mobiles joints ensemble, comme cela se pratique aujourd'hui, mais avec

des planches de bois gravees (pagellis ligneis incisis impressum): les caracteres

e'taient semblables a l'e'criture cursive des Allemands et des Hollandois, de sorte que

celui qui n'auroit pas examine les pages de ce livre avec attention n'aurait pu

* Those fac-similes are really unworthy of a place in a work so laboriously, but, we fear, too hastily, got up,

as the learned Bibliographer states that his whole labours were completed in a twelvemonth

!

t Bibliographical and Antiquarian Tour, vol. iii. p. 879.
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distinguer si l'ouvrage avoit ete imprime ou ecrit a la main. Ce volume etoit dans

une relieure en bois garnie de soie et ornee de coins et de fermoirs en argent dore;

dans l'interieur de la relieure, on avoit creiise, dans l'epaisseur du bois, un comparte-

ment rond, couvert d'un verre transparent et oil Ton voyoit trois figurines en

argent : le Christ, la Vierge Marie et Saint Jean l'Evangeliste : plus bas, non loin des

pieds du Christ, une main de femme avoit ecrit les mots, Veronica di Ludrone delta

Scala. Ce livre, que conservoit encore Jules Cesar Scaliger 36 ans apres la mort de

Veronique Ludroni, fut de'chire par une chienne de chasse; evenement, dit Joseph,

qui affecta fort mon pere, car il tenoit beaucoup a cet Horologium, qu'il regardoit

comme une des premieres productions de l'art de l'imprimerie.

"On sait que J. C. Scaliger, fils de Benoit Bardoni, peintre en miniature et geo-

graphe, a Padoue, pretendait avoir des droits sur la principaute de Verone, en

qualite de descendant de la noble maison de la Scala: cette folie ridicule fut aussi

celle de Joseph : on pourrait alors soupcpnner que VHorologium Beatce Maria} de

Veronique Ludroni de la Scala est une des nombreuses fables inventees par Jules

Ce'sar et son fils pour legitimer leur pretensions premieres.

"L/existence de VHorologium, que personne n'a jamais vu, est tres-problematique,

et je serais fort tente de dire, avec Gabriel Naude, 'Que ces Heures ayant este

deschirees par une levrette auparavant que personne les ait peu voir, il y a bien de

l'apparence de croire qu'elles n'ont jamais este que dans Timagination de Jules Cesar

Scaliger, qui ne nous donne assez souvent que sa seule relation pour preuves de

beaucoup d'histoires et rencontres, et de celles la principalement qui regardeht luy,

ses ancestres ou sa principaute."

More remarkable facts than that related by Jules Cesar Scaliger have occurred

in respect to the loss of a valued relic by the canine species ! "We are not so much

inclined to ridicule the account of the destruction of the "Horologium" as M. Gui-

chard. To the sceptical man all such relation of accidents generally appears

fabulous

!

M. Guichard* makes mention of Conrad de Uffenbach having in his possession a

block, on which are cut thirteen lines of test (in German) from the first chapter of

the Book of Genesis. It is in small 4to., and probably formed one of the pages of a

Block-Book. The character is cursive, and thus commences,

and ends,

" Cftterra unnD nut ©enbcjel, tias auff €r"

" ftmffte Cajj ftniUi <Sott sptach tsiz:
1

* Bulletin de Bibliophile. Paris, 1840, p. 247.

VOL. II.
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Block Book of Eight Leaves.—Small Octavo.

In availing ourselves of the labours of Dr. Falkenstein, to supply the deficiencies

that must have otherwise occurred, consequent on our not visiting the Public and

Private Libraries on the Continent, we take this opportunity of recording the

following remarkable fact. The learned bibliographer states, in his preface, that his

work was commenced, printed, and published, within the space of one year! its

object being "to help glorify the printers' jubilee* by a festal gift analogous to the

Art that came into operation!' The first of the works wholly unknown to us is the

following

:

"The 'arfjt gdjalfeijetten' (Eight Rogueries). This small xylographic Work,

unknown to all Bibliographers and Connoisseurs, consists of eight leaves, five and a

half inches high and four inches wide, each of which contains a pictorial representa-

tion, as well as a description, respecting the figures, of several lines, in continuous

High-German rhymes. The contents are akin to that, in the later middle ages, so

much liked allegorical satire, the 'Narrenschiff' (Ship of Fools), both in thought and

expression. The series of representations contains : 1, the Go-between; 2, the Liar;

3, the Cheat; 4, the Counterfeit Goldsmith; 5, the Cheating Merchant; 6, the

Church-robber; 7, the Cheating Ropemaker; 8, the Blacksmith selling iron for steel.

The continuous text, in rhyme on each leaf above the picture, fills four lines in

plates 1 to 4, 6 and 7; and five lines in 5 and 8. The woodcuts, not without artistic

skill in mere outline without any shading, are printed with the rubber in a light

brown colour, similar to sepia; but are not pasted together at the back, like so

many works of the same sort.

" The only copy hitherto known, drawn from the dust of a South German monastic

library, is in the possession of the intelligent bookseller, T. 0. Weigel, in Leipzig,

who, upon his scarcely-made acquisition, with noble disinterestedness sent me the

present communication, with the words :
' Not a single xylographic work, with text

in the High-German dialect, is known to me; and as this small work, as well in

cut, paper, brown ink, as in age of language, and its whole type, shows its great

antiquity, it appears to me the more interesting as confirming the claims of Germany

to the earliest execution of the Art of Wood-cutting, and as drawing our views from

the Lower Rhine for the cradle of the Art, towards Suabia, Bavaria and Franconia/

" The annexed fac-simile is taken from the first leaf of the series."

* The celebration of the Fourth Jubilee of the Invention of Printing.
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*}<§ fern fciettofWJ$ft*tteii»\>ti&u0>

With all due deference to the opinion of so intelligent a man as M. Weigel, we

hope to be able to personally examine this relic, ere we venture to join issue with

him as to its being one of the earliest specimens of wood-engraving issued in

Germany. It is to be regretted that Dr. Falkenstein did not favour us with the

nature of the water-mark on the paper used for it.

PASSIO CHRIST!

Dr. Falkenstein (p. 57) briefly notices, that, in the University Library at Heidel-

berg (bound up as pp. 141-151, of " German MSS. ccccxxxviii") is a copy of " sDaS

HeiDett ChriStt," consisting of seventeen xylographic leaves, Avhich contain Holy

Scenes, chiefly from the Passion of Christ, with textual eingedrucMen (imprinted)

descriptions. From this it is not clear whether the text is intermixed, as is the case

with the Apocalypse, or distinct. The account is very unsatisfactory.

x2



THE DANCE OF DEATH.

PLATE LXXXVI. No. I.

Block-Book of Twenty-Seven Leaves or Engraved Pages.—Small Folio.

"The ' Doten £>ant? nut figuren, clage uirt anttoort scftcm lion alien statm Set toerlt'

—Dance of Death, with Figures, Complaint and Answer indeed of all Classes in the

World.
" This, in the middle ages, and especially in Germany, so favourite representation

of Death in varied shapes, under which the skeleton is always concealed, dancing

with human beings of all degrees and ages, and leading them to the grave, rests

upon the fundamental idea of Church doctrine, that Death with its terrors is as

unavoidable as Hell and its Devil, unless the Cross interpose as Mediator. Thence

the dazzling difference from that serene view of the ancient Greeks, to typify the

end of earthly things by a Psyche (butterfly) bursting from a chrysalis, or by a Genius

sinking a torch.

" The delight was to represent Death with grinning skull, hourglass, and scythe,

in the most rugged contrariety to all the bloom of Life, Dominion and Heroism,

Riches and Youth, Female Beauty and Courtesy.

" This highly remarkable xylographic memorial, of which the Heidelberg Library

possesses the most complete copy, entirely wood-cut, and the Munich Court Library

a copy, with text in manuscript, contains twenty-seven leaves in small folio. The

'Todtentanz' (Dance of Death) in the Royal Library at Munich {Xylogr. 39) contains

twenty-six illuminated woodcuts. The first and last, representing the Preacher, are

in size somewhat larger than the other twenty-four pictures, which primarily have

continuous numbers, thereby to determine the order in which they are fitted to the

verses. For that these woodcuts were made for the text, and not the text for the

pictures, is apparent partly from both figures of the Preacher at beginning and end,

which, in a simple figured Dance of Death, would be superfluous, and without

purpose; and partly from the circumstance that the transcriber has left one side of

each leaf blank, for figures to be added; of which not a trace is found, neither in

the second Munich, nor in the manuscript pointed out by Fr. Adelung in the 'Fort-

gesetzten Nachricht von den Heidelbergischen Manuscripten in der Vaticanischen

Bibliothek,' p. 317. (Continued Account of the Heidelberg Manuscripts in the Vatican

Library, p. 317.)

"As the text, given entire by B. J. Docen, in the 'Neuen Literarischen Anzeiger,'

{New Literary Announcer,) 1806, No. 22, pp. 348 and 599, was principally caused by

the weU-known Basle Dance of Death (according to tradition, painted about the

year 1439, to commemorate the plague which then raged) : so may also these wood-

cuts, if not immediately from the originals, have been finished from a dim remem-
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brance of them. The drawing is extremely rude, and shews, as well as the technical

execution, a slightly-practised artist. The printing ink is more gray than black, as

in most of the xylographic memorials. In the Munich copy, on the first plate, is

delineated the Pope, seated, with a book in his left, and a staff in his right hand.

Death sitting by his side blowing a bagpipe. Design 23 presents a child in the

cradle, stretching out both arms as Death approaches. In the Heidelberg copy, on

the contrary, Death, wrapped in a mantle, with hood drawn over his skull, seizes a

child in full bloom by the right hand, and leads it away, as the accompanying fac-

simile shews." No. I. in our plate lxxxvi. is a copy of it.

" In the Munich copy Death says:

' foratd) her, Bu mustt je tan?en lern

euatn oBer lari), trij hor Bid) gern,

fattest Bu Ben Butten in Bern munB

<£s ftult* Bid; nit an Bteser stunB.'

The child:

' © toe liebe mutter tnetn,

€tn stoarjer man *euri)t nttcf) Baljtn,

2Bte toilt Bu mid) also berlan

JI3un mus? id) tanjen, unB kann nirtjt gait.'

"In the Munich copy the addresses and answers are cut off from the single

leaves of the far ruder Dance of Death ; but the designs, each of which is bordered,

are pasted every two and two, close under each other, on a folio leaf; and, indeed,

always on the reverse of the leaves of which the front page contains a manuscript

description : this text being identical with that found in four other Munich manu-

scripts, the interesting memorial of xylographic printing, and a manuscript at

Heidelberg, the two Basle Dances of Death, etc.

"The series of persons led forth to the Dance is the following, in which the

orthography of the Munich original is preserved :
' 33aI)St (Pope), CljaiSer (Emperor),

kapsetin (Empress), Cijunigfc (King), CarBinal, Patriarch, ©rnpisrijoff (Archbishop),

£erc$og (Duke), pisrijotf (Bishop), ©raff (Count), Sbbt (Abbot), IRttter (Knight), jurist

(Lawyer), feorher (Master of the Choir), 3rc?te (Physician), CBelman (Nobleman),

€Beltoeib (Lady), Cljlosterfrato (Nun), Kaufman (Merchant), Chori) (Cook), jpetlar (Beg-

gar), Patoer (Peasant), BaS CIjinB (the Child), iflueter (Mother).'

" As a specimen of the text, the first explanatory strophe may find a place here.

Death, in the first cut, addresses the Pope

:

' t^er bobtst merfet uff meper patoken Bon.

I-r sultet Bornoci) springen srijon.

Ir Borftt kejms Bpspe;siren.

£>er toB toil euri) Ben tan? ftofgren.'
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" In intimate connexion with the work of the Dance of Death, are the woodcuts

found at Munich in the inside of the covers of a German Manuscript of the Dance of

Death (of the middle of the fifteenth century), which, every two and two on one

leaf, represent Death as he preaches to Pope, Emperor, King, Duke, etc. Friend

Death, indeed, is represented with flesh and muscles, but with a skull, and

always encircled by a snake, which is hissing at the victim. In the first picture he

is blowing the bagpipes before the Pope, and preaching to Emperors, Kings, and

Princes; in the second he seizes a child in the cradle, and carries off a nun. The

last plate exhibits a figure on a cathedra, bending forward; under him, two and

twenty skulls, having on the several insignia of papal, imperial, ducal, and episcopal

dignities.

"A fac-simile of those two leaves on which are represented Death, encircled by

the snake, bending to the child lying in the cradle and carrying off a nun, Dibdin

has given in his Bibliogr., Antiq., and Pict. Tour, iii. 279. Another will be found in

Catalogue de la Bibliotheque de M. Leber, Paris, 1839, t. i. p. 209. But, in how far

the representation in the Munich copy differs from the Heidelberg, is shewn in the

fac-simile ; for the communication of which we have to thank the kindness of Privy-

Chief-Finance-Councillor Sotzman, in Berlin. At top is to be read the speech of

Death, and underneath that of the Child.

" The idea of the Dance of Death is very ancient, and loses itself in the earliest

century of the German middle age. Already in ' Vridanh,' verse 252, occurs an

allusion thereto, where is said :
' God has done well when he forbade man to know

his death beforehand; for if this were the case, the Dance would win only a small

troop/ The original text, according to William Grimm's edition, p. 175, runs thus:

« <Sot tet tool oa? zx brrtot

oas nieman toet? sm selbes tot

:

toistm tn die Uute gar

o?r tan? getounne Itleim srfjar.'

" This old German ' Spruchgedicht' (jDoein of proverbial sentences), it is known,

was written prior to the year 1250."

Dr. Dibdin appears to have been ignorant of the existence of the edition with

block-text in the Heidelberg Library. Previous to noticing the Block-Books at

Munich, he states: "I must make you acquainted with a set of very old and

barbarous prints, or wood-cuts, which I found thrust into a German MS. of the

Dance of Death; and which are meant to be an illustration of that subject. The

present impression on my mind is, that these cuts are indisputably the oldest of

their kind extant. The MS. may be as old as the middle of the fifteenth century."
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THE FABLE OF THE SICK LION.

PLATE LXXXVI. No. II.

Block-Book of Twelve Leaves.-—Small Folio.

" The ' JTabel bom fcranken Loluen'—Fable of the Sick Lion.

" This hitherto almost unknown work consists of twelve leaves in folio, written or

printed* on both sides, with nine woodcuts of the whole size of the leaf, without

title-page. These nine xylographic pictures are representations taken from the

Fable-circle of Reynard the Fox. The text itself is partly written on the blank

sides of the cuts, and partly on inserted leaves, and is likewise divided into nine

sections or subjects. It is printed in Jacob Grimm's 'Ifteuvbavt JTurijS' (Reynard the

Fox), Berlin, Reimer, 1834, 8vo., pp. 332-342. Only the third woodcut, smaller than

the rest, has on the right, close to it, sixteen lines of xylographic text, filled with

the Wolf's Complaint. The sentence-labels, in the pictures, have German inscrip-

tions. The only hitherto known copy of these woodcut impressions is in the posses-

sion of the Heidelberg Library, bound up in the Miscellaneous Codex on vellum,

ccccxxxviii. (of the fifteenth century), from leaf 151 to 163. The text of this Manu-

script, in the High-German dialect, varies, as respects orthography, considerably

from that .of Grimm, of which the language approaches nearer the Low-German. In

the Heidelberg Codex, ccxci., leaf 100a reads thus:

' ©in leto m etner seuri;en lag

Sinn bat gelegen manigen tag

iDcs ruefft er fttt siri) palo

Die tper aus oem analb/

" As of this scarce memorial of printing no representation as 3
ret is to be found

in any bibliographical work, the accompanying fac-simile (see our copy of the fac-

simile, plate lxxxvi., No. it.) may not prove unwelcome, in order to afford, at least,

an idea of the character of the whole. The King of Beasts, lying in bed, says

:

* it seckt id) br>n c?u mole strij (sieri))

Dontme bete id) eurij flepgntliri)

aimtmole c?u bestr stilt

auj> id) mage meroe gesunt.'

The "Wolf answers

:

' <KHir mu^en geljen in epe rot

§>olle uric eucb belftn auis oer not.'

"

* Dr. Falkenstein does not give a very clear account of this volume, as to its illustrative text. He states

that the work comprises twelve leaves, "icritten ox printed" on both sides, containing nine designs, the ninth having
sixteen lines of xylographic text ; but he does not state what the other three leaves contain.



THE TEN COMMANDMENTS.

Block-Book of Ten Leaves.— Octavo.

"The 'Zeijn 33ott fur Die ungelmite leut'—Ten Commandments for Unlearned

Folks.

" Ten leaves printed only on one side, to paste together, every two and two, on

the opposite blanks, so that a complete copy counts four double leaves, having in

front and back single ones. The Commandments are emblematically represented

in figures, e. g. Laziness by an Ass; next Longears sits a Monk giving absolution to

a peasant. To each of them one side of a leaf is devoted ; so that a complete work

has also ten woodcuts. It is remarkable that the Commandment, 'thou shalt not

commit adultery,' does not occupy the sixth but the seventh jilace. No other text

than that emanating from the figures is extant.

" The only copy of this edition hitherto known is preserved in the University

Library at Heidelberg. The size of this xylographic product, within double-chase

Hues, of which the. outer is thicker than the inner, is seven inches ten fines in height,

and five inches eight lines in breadth.

" Another edition, which Von Aretin discovered in the monastery of Tegernsee,

and very slightly described in his 'Beitrage' (Contributions), 1, ii. 69, consists of six

leaves printed on both sides, marked with numbers I. to X., and the text printed in,

with representations how the Devil seeks to mislead men into transgression of the

Commandments.
" The first leaf contains the following legends

:

' jSon babebis tjeos alios ©rtitii rr.'

' 3Du salt anbrtra einra got al? ber

*Dtr gebotm bat.'

The Devil says:

' (KHas bostu gaman t?u srijaffm

los betm moiube unb pfaffen.'

" This edition seems totally different from that at Heidelberg, and to have been

united in one tract with the ' iFtutf g>irat' (Five Senses) and the ' §>iebm SEoBStmbm'

(Seven Deadly Sins), mentioned also by Von Aretin elsewhere. To the greatest

regret of the learned world, this jewel has totally vanished; and at Munich, where

all the other xylographic books discovered in the Bavarian cloisters are carefully

preserved, no trace of it can now be found.
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PLATE LXXXVI*.

The publication in 1855, by M. Weigel, at Leipsic, of a work by M. John

Geffcken* on the early pictorial illustration of the Decalogue, enables us to add this

additional leaf of text, and a plate representing in fac-simile the first and tenth

designs of the Block-Book described in the preceding page from the work of

Dr. Falkenstein. It is of small quarto, not octavo form as there stated.

M. Geffcken appears to have left no source of information unfathomed for the

illustration of the subject of his research. We lament that our almost entire

ignorance of the German language obliged us to have recourse to an interpreter, as

frequently on such occasions some important observations of the author get misun-

derstood.

Of the Block-Book, " Die zehn Gebote," the very learned author states, p. 50

:

" The copy of which fac-similes are given exists in the Heidelberg Library, and is

supposed to be unique. It consists of ten leaves, printed only on one side, for

pasting together every two on the opposite blank sides; so that the whole forms

four double and two single leaves, of which one is at the beginning and the other at

the end. The cuts are coloured. Costume and drawing are considerably ancient.

The former (costume) is Burgundian, (see) the murderer in No. 5, and the thief in

No. 6. The wood-cutter had probably a Lower Rhenish original. As to the time

in which these woodcuts fall, as well as of the country or place where cut, I dare

not pronounce a certain judgment. Almost one might make a guess at the Lower

Rhine. The crossing of the t occurs often in printing of the Low Countries. These

woodcuts might be reckoned among those which preceded the invention of printing

;

but on the other side it is certain that letter-printers and letter-painters continued

their trade after the discovery. The Table of 1481, by the Munich letter-printer,

Hans Schawr, is an example."

We are not inclined to believe that the series of wood-engravings here described

were executed at so early a period as Geffcken seems to consider, though his

opinion is certainly qualified by observing that the wood-cutters of such productions

continued their labours long after the invention of printing. The "Table of 1481/'

* " Der Bildercatechismus des funfzehnten Jahrhunderts und die catechistischen Haupstiicke in dieser Zeit

bis auf Luther, mitgefheilt und erlautert von Johannes Geffcken, Doctor der Theologie und Philosophie und

Prediger zu St. Michael in Hamburg. I. Die zehn Gebote, with 12 Bildtafeln nach Cod. Heidelb. 488."

(The Pictorial Catechism of the Fifteenth Century, and the Chief Articles of that Time, until Luther.

Communicated and expounded by John Geffcken, &c, &c.) Leipzig, T. 0. Weigel, 1855, 4to.

At the close of the work are well-executed fac-similes of the ten designs forming the Block-Book, together

with two others from the series of drawings, which, with manuscript descriptions, are bound up in the same

volume.

VOL. II. X*
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that he mentions, is the " Confessionale," a broadside in the possession of M. Weigel.

It bears on it the name of the engraver or the printer, "Hans Schawr, 1481."

M. Geffcken considers the design of the engravings of the " Der Zehn Gehote" to

be Flemish, and the costume Burgundian, noticing also that the final letter t in the

text has that peculiar upright mark to the cross usually found in Dutch type. We
notice that the armour of the soldiers in the tenth (the final) design, bears a

remarkable resemblance to that constantly occurring in several editions of the

Apocalypse. To illustrate this fact, the reader is referred to plates viti. and rx. in

our first volume. Here we have a most gratifying instance of the applicability of

our fac-similes, as without those, in the plates referred to, our observations

respecting the similarity of the armour could not have been ocularly demonstrated

to our readers without their having reference to a copy of the Apocalypse Block-

Book, a work not at all times of easy access.

At p. 162 we have noticed, on the authority of Dr. Falkenstein, a broadside of

the Ten Commandments, considering it to be of early date. We now learn from

the work of M. Geffcken that it is not so, as it bears the name of "Hans Weygel

Formschneider in Nurnberg;" who, according to the information given by M. Sotz-

man, was a printer and wood-engraver. He published a large work on Costume,

and died in 1590!

M. Geffcken notices in his Appendix, p. 1, that, " in the Heidelberg Codex, folios

142S to 146a contain eight ancient woodcuts to the Apostles' Creed, belonging to a

series which probably contained twelve, and different from the xylographic set at

Munich (dm. 61c, Xylogr. 40), as well as from the woodcuts in 'ZwUf Artickel des

Christlichen Glaubens,' " printed at Ulm bei Cunrad Dinkmut, 1485, folio.

He also describes, pp. 112-3, another series of small wood-engravings, repre-

senting, on four leaves, The Twelve Apostles, with the Credo, noticing that there

is a copy of it in the National Library at Paris. One of the wood-cuts is given in

fac-simile in the elaborate article, by M. Paul Lacroix, on the Origin of Printing, in

the fifth volume of "Le Afoyen Age et let Renaissance," published at Paris, 1851.



XYLOGRAPHICAL BROADSIDES,

SINGLE WOOD-ENGRAVINGS.

In describing the celebrated and oft discussed wood-engraving of St. Chris-

topher, dated 1423, Dr. Falkenstein, page 16, notices, as follows, a wood-engraving

of a far more interesting nature

:

" Probably a much older wood-engraving, although unconfirmed by a date, is that

now in the possession of the bookseller, J. A. G. Weigel, at Leipzig. It represents

the Saviour with head inclined between two burning tapers on an altar ; before him

kneels a Pope, over whose head a Cardinal is holding the triple crown. The whole

is surrounded by the symbols of the life of Christ. The description beneath, in the

old Dutch or Flemish language, tells us, in eight lines, ' that every one who gazes on

the torments of the Redeemer, and then, with repentance for his (or her) sins, shall

say three Pater Nosters and three Ave Marias, shall receive pardon for ^ (1700)

years, as grants Pope Gregory, and likewise two other Popes/ This indulgence is

thus expressed:

* Boz tote ans here toapenen am stet Daer ftt m? bogrbe sim

bbrtet ©n tamntlpc toaert getonnent banben tobe ambefeet

©fi ban sprat ob' sine knten £>rte p? fir en in abe marten

©fi rmttoe fteeft ban sinen sonben IDii toaer toillte Bat

orcanben Oat Die. S™ jaer aflaets Ijaeft £>ie ftein Die paus

gregorius geeft ©fi nori). tj. pause bats toaerbebe £>te baer

gauen aflaet mebe ©fi jcL btsscopen bes gelike iDit marij

berbienen arm efi rike 3b berbtent al ortmoebelike/

" By Pope Gregory, none other than the Xllth can be meant, as he is the only

one of the name who had two Anti-Popes ; and in the inscription, two other Popes

are mentioned in connexion with him. As, therefore, Gregory XII. occupied the

Papal Chair from 1406 to 1415, it is most probable this remarkable cut was executed

between these dates.

"If we pass over two other dated pictures of Saints, 'The Martyrdom of St.

Sebastian/ which, as well on the picture itself, as on the prayer beneath, bears the

date of 1437, and, as late as in the year 1779, still remained in the princely Abbey

of St. Blaise; and 'the St. Dorothy, St. Alexius, and the Bearing of the Cross,' with

the written date of 1443, of which the accounts are not sufficiently to be relied on:

we come to St. Bernardia, with the date of 1454," etc.

VOL. II. Y
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In the original Flemish, as given in the preceding page, we have no proof that

the Pope Gregory mentioned was the Xllth of his name, as the two other Popes

alluded to may have been his predecessors. Could it be shewn that the Pope

mentioned was, as Dr. Falkenstein asserts, Gregory XII., we should have at once

a proof of block-printing in the Low Countries (for the language is Flemish or Dutch)

as early as 1415, Pope Gregory having died in that year.

Dr. Falkenstein* particularly notices a broadside intitled the " Zeftn ©etlOte tn

Iftetmfll" (the Ten Commandments in Rhyme). It is in large folio, representing, as

he states, " Moses behind the Tables of the Law, as he points with the forefinger of

his right hand to the first commandment, whilst with the left he holds the second

Table. The figure of the Lawgiver is almost entirely concealed by the latter. On a

cross-beam, under the radiated horns of his head, in nearly inch Missal-letters, are

the words ' l^alt . tiie . gepot . ©eprent otr gat/

" This extremely rare xylographic leaf/' observes Dr. Falkenstein, " painted in

the usual water-colours of the period, is to be found in the Royal Saxon Gallery of

Engravings and Drawings at Dresden."

* Geschichte der Buchclruckerkunst, p. 58.
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CALENDAR OF JOHN DE GAMUNDIA.

A Julian Calendar, by the Mathematician, John of Gmimden, on the Ensis in

Traunsea. Born between 1375 and 1385, he became Master of Arts in 1406, and

Professor of Astronomy in 1423. Later, he was Dean of the Faculty, and at last

Chancellor of the University of Vienna, where he died; and, in 1442, was buried in

the church of St. Stephen. By the gift of his mathematical apparatus and books, he

laid the foundation of the University Library in Vienna. This Calendar, written in

1439, in the Latin language, and subsequently printed with wood-blocks, is the

earliest Ephemeris known. The original manuscript is in Count Windhag's library.

The original block, cut on both sides, is an inch and a half in thickness, ten and

three-quarter inches in height, and fifteen and one-quarter inches in breadth. It is

now in the possession of the heirs of R. Z. Becker {Beckerische Buchhundlung),

Gotha, by whose courtesy a reimpression is given by Dr. Falkenstem (plate xxiii).

In connexion with the above, we give the following notice of the Calendar of

John of Kunsperk (Johannes Regiomontanus), abridged from the work of Dr.

Falkenstein, though it comes more under the denomination of a Block-Book. He
has given (plate xxiv.) a fac-simile of the page for January, and states that

" This extremely rare work, of which the first edition, in small 4to., hitherto

known to few bibliographers, was printed at Nurenberg circa 1473* and consists of

thirty-one tables, entirely cut on wood, and printed on both sides, the text being in

thirty-five, thirty-six, or thirty-seven fines. The Royal Library at Dresden possesses

a copy; and that at Munich two, in one of which is an additional leaf, not in either

of the others, intitled

' Det lasjman mit Den jtortff jatcfie

?u toelejc pecltri) Dtnt tm megcftcV

" Another edition of this Calendar, differing in form as well as contents, consists

of thirteen leaves, or rather twenty-six, each two and two, being pasted together at

the backs left blank. This edition is known as ' Folge der sieben Planeten' (Series

of Seven Planets). The cuts are mere outlines, with few shadings, these, however,

deep and sharp. The colour is a pale brown, changing to sepia black. The wood-
cuts often seem to be impressed deeply, without any colour at all. In the copy
described by the Freyherr H. von der Hagen (in Grater's Iduna and Hermode, Year
ii. p. 118), bound up with several other xylographic works, the front side of leaf 1

appears to have contained a proof impression of the History of Antichrist inserted

in the same volume. In the column of the Golden Number is mcccclxviti."

A small but very early Calendar, from wood-blocks, is in the Library of Earl
Spencer.

* Probably 1475, as one table is " of Eclipses from 1475 to 1513."
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PLATE LXXXVII.

PROPUGNACULA; seu TURRIS SAPIENTLE.

Folio Broadside, 15 inches 5-lOths hj 9 inches 5-\0ths.

The folio broadside of the Temptationes Dcemonum, described at p. 120 in our

preceding volume, much resembles in purpose the present most interesting xylo-

graphic relic, though the former is certainly of a much earlier period. As we have

here given the whole of the "
'Propugnacula" most accurately* in fac-simile, even to

the observance of worm-holes and injuries it has sustained, we think it quite

unnecessary to enter into a description of it. It is at once seen somewhat to resemble,

though upon a larger scale, the " Horn Book" known to have been used at an early

period in the schools of this country. It also serves as a specimen of the numerous

sheets of a similar character which were doubtless used in monasteries and schools,

to a great extent, soon after the appearance of the Donatuses.

The impression from which our fac-simile is coloured, was brought to this country

by M. Libri, one of the most learned and distinguished literary men that France has

produced during the present century. The impression was sold at the sale of a

portion of his library in 1849, whence it was obtained by the Trustees of the British

Museum.

An uncoloured and most perfect impression, from the same wood-block, was

discovered by Mr. Lilly, the bookseller, pasted in the inside end cover of an early

printed book, purchased by him at the sale of the collection of books formed by

Messrs. Payne & Foss, on their retiring from business a few years since. Can

we wonder at xylographic and typographic relics of a similar nature being destroyed,

and escaping the observation of persons on the Continent, when we find that

such men as Messrs. Payne & Foss, always remarkable for their astuteness

in all matters relating to their professional occupation, and who had been the

possessors of the volume wherein this extraordinary sheet had, no doubt, been

preserved for several centuries, should not have seen it. We think, that, if we

had the opportunity of carefully inspecting the collection of the early printed

books preserved in the Public and Private Libraries! in Germany, we might be

enabled to add to the now comparatively numerous specimens of the Donatuses,

and works of a similar character, of which we at present have notices. We must

* When meeting with another impression of this sheet, as hereafter noticed, we found that our fac-simile

corresponded in height and width within an eighth of an inch. This fact shews the force of Mr. Madeley's

letter, p. 54 in this volume, respecting the working of the impressions on dry paper. It also proves the great

accuracy of the artist.

f In the Public Library at Munich is a large collection of single wood-engravings taken from the inside

covers of books from the various monasteries of Bavaria, the result of the researches of Aretin.
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bear in mind that very many of those typographic relics now brought to light, had

formed either a portion of the binding of early printed books, or had been preserved

by being pasted on their inner covers. That such was the case also with many of

the earliest known engravings in wood and copper, is most certain ; and it may be

interesting to our readers to note the following instances of their having occurred

for public sale during the last few years. The notices, slightly abridged, are taken

from the sale catalogues, in which they are to be found fully described.

"A most curious, fine, and ancient print, engraved on copper, fifteen inches by ten

and a half, representing the Crucifixion and The Two Martes."

This very ancient print is unquestionably one of the greatest chalcographical

curiosities which has ever been brought into this country. It is undoubtedly one of

the earliest productions of the Art of Engraving on Copper in Germany. It was

taken from the inside cover of a copy of the Mazarine Bible.

Sale ofMessrs. JYicols' books, Jidy 1 8, 1825, and purchased byMr. Britton for£2 1

.

A very ancient print, representing The Agony of our Saviour. Nine inches and

seven-eighths by six inches and seven-eighths.

This very ancient and curious print was also taken from one of the covers of a

copy of the Mazarine Bible.

Same Sale, and purchased by Mr. Ottley for £4. 14s. 6d.

The Crucifixion of Christ, with an unknown monogram, and the date 1441. Pasted

on the inside cover of an early manuscript.

Sale of Rare Books consignedfrom Germany, Feb. 6, 1832.

The Delivery of the Souls from Purgatory. On the side of the cover of a MS.

dated 1435.

From the same Sale, where also many other wood-engravings occurred.

St. Anne, with Mary and St. John. One of the earliest wood-engravings, folio

size, pasted on the outside cover of an ancient manuscript.

St. Mary washing our Saviour's Feet. A wood-engraving of similar size and

antiquity, also pasted in the cover of a manuscript.

The above, with many others of a similar character, occurred in a Sale of

Rare Books consignedfrom Germany, 1833.

Numerous other instances might be quoted. In addition to the above, it may
here be observed that the celebrated wood-engraving of St. Christopher, dated 1423,

in the library of Earl Spencer, was discovered by Baron Heinecken pasted within

the cover of an early manuscript in the convent of Buxheim, near Memmingen, in

Suabia. So, likewise, were the wood-engravings of St. Bridget and the Annunci-

ation, of which fac-similes are given in Mr. Ottley's History of Engraving.



ALPHABET OF INITIAL LETTERS.

We have, in our first volume, pp. 123—127, given a description of a small Block-

Book consisting only of designs forming an alphabet. There are, in the Imperial

Library at Paris, four leaves, forming evidently a portion of a small block-book of

a very similar kind to that described by us. We here give one of the designs,

intended for the letter P.

The above is taken from one of some fac-similes made by Mr. Henry Foss,

when in Paris in 1817. Respecting it, Mr. Foss has written at the side, "From a

Block-Book of four leaves, with labels, in German, to each figure, and a letter of the

alphabet, by which it appears to have been for the use of children. Royal Library,

Paris, Feb. 11, 1817. H. F."



DONATUSES.

PLATE LXXXVIII.

DONATUS DE OCTO PARTIBUS ORATIONIS.

Block-Book .... Pages.—Small Mo.

In our preceding volume, p. 132, we have stated that there existed no fragment

of any xylographic edition of the Donatus, or other elementary works, the production

of which we could assign to Holland or the Low Countries. If we could, however,

persuade ourselves that the Donatus, of which, in this plate, No. 1, we have given a

fac-simile of a fragment taken from that given by M. Koning, emanated from

Holland, then we should acknowledge our statements to be incorrect.

M. Koning introduces this relic to the consideration of his readers with the view

of supporting his own, as also the opinion of Heinecken and others, that the twenty

pages of block-printing in the second Latin edition of the Speculum were engraved

before any part of the work had been printed with moveable type. He considers

that such block-printing was preceded by many "autres plus petits ouvrages, comme

autant d'essais," of which he includes the edition of the aforesaid Donatus, giving

the following account* of the original fragment whence his fac-simile was taken.

" Nous croyons avoir decouvert un fragment de ce Donatus dans la Bibliotheque de

S. M. le Hoi des Pays Bas. Ce fragment, appartenant autrefois a M. Jacques Visser,

a la Haye, etoit attache a la relieure d'un exemplaire du Sermonum Roherti de Licio

de Laudibus Sanctorum, imprime a Anvers, chez Gerard Leetj, en 1490. II ne

consiste qu'en une simple bande de parchemin, qui cependant montre que l'ouvrage

meme etoit imprime en format in-quarto, et qu'il avoit 28 lignes sur chaque page.

La lettre est non seulement du Hollandois du 15™ e
siecle, mais encore, elle est

conforme a celle des ceuvres d'estampes d'Harlem et en particulier a celle de VArs

Moriendi, autant qu'il le paroit par les dessins dont nous avons parle."

Now the fact of the above fragment having been discovered in the binding of a

book printed at Antwerp, is not a proof of the Donatus having been executed in

that locality. We must confess our inability to discover its similarity (unless as far

as its irregularity of design is concerned) of text to that illustrating the designs of

the Ars Moriendi block-book, as stated by M. Koning. See, and compare it with,

plate xv. vol. i. from that work.

* Dissertation sur l'Origine, etc., de lTrnprimerie, p. 55.
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We believe the edition of the Donatus, of which the fac-simile is a specimen, to

be xylographic. In the six lines here given, there are no less th&n. fifteen instances

of the letter g occurring; and yet not two of them agree in every minute particular.

There is, furthermore, in the appearance of the latter, a want of that peculiarly

national character which is to be found in the earlier Block-Books, the Donatuses

and like works, as also the Speculum, and even works printed in Holland at a later

period.

We now come to another relic, of a somewhat similar nature, respecting which,

however, no argument is necessary to prove that it is xylographic, the impression of

it given by M. Koning being worked off from one of the original wood-blocks; a

fac-simile of which we have given, No. II.

Before proceeding to make any observations upon this relic from the work* of

M. Koning, we give the following history of the original block, as related by him:

" Dans le nombre de ces precurseurs, ou petits ouvrages anterieurs, nous croyons

pouvoir compter un Horarium, ou petit livre des prieres en langue latine, d'un tres

petit format, contenant la plus grande partie du cantique de Simeon : 'Nunc dimittis

servum tuum,' ainsi la priere, 'Ave, salus mundi,' dont la forme d'une page, taillee

en bois, est chez moi : cette forme s'est conservee depuis pres de 200 ans dans les

families connues a"Harlem, comme une reste precieux du travail de Koster."

"Adrien Roman, imprimeur de la ville d'Harlem, au commencement du dix-

septieme siecle, etoit autrefois possesseur de cette forme: il Tavoit acquise dun

vieillard des descendants de Koster. Le Docteur Jean Vlakveld a Harlem recut

ce morceau de Roman. A la mort de Vlakveld, en 1684, cette forme passa dans

les mains de ses enfants, et fut vendue au Prinsen-hof a Harlem le 15 Juin 1754, ou

elle fut achetee par Jacques Maas commis de Ryn-land a Harlem. Adrien Mandt

predicant a Gomichem, marie en premieres noces avec la fille de Jacques Maas,

devint apres la mort de son beau-pere possesseur de ce morceau; il est enfin par-

venu en ma possession, apres la mort du predicant Mandt, a la succession du quel

je l'ai achete."

We are, personally, great advocates for the preservation of all documents con-

firmatory of the transmission of objects of antiquity, and all works of art, from their

different possessors; and though M. Koning does not bring forward any proof, by

way of autograph inscription, or such like, of Adrien Roman, a printer at Harlem,

having received the xylographic relic in question from one of the descendants of his

client, Lawrence Coster, we see no reason for a moment to question its authenticity,

or to throw doubt on the veracity of so eminent a man as M. Koning.

Though, however, we do not question the so far authenticity of the original wood-

block, we are inclined to doubt its antiquity; that is, its being coevcd with the early

* Dissertation sur POrigine, etc. de l'lmprimerie. Amst., 1819, 8vo., pp. 55-57.
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editions of the Donatuses, and much less with any of the Block-Books we assign to

Holland. The peculiar formation of the letters gives the whole an appearance of

being a later production, executed at a time when the cutting of type in wood had

become more generally practised. We believe, that, notwithstanding few relics have

been preserved, the custom of using wood-blocks for some of the more common

elementary works in the education of children, was much more prevalent for many

years after the invention of moveable type than is generally supposed.

It may be considered a great omission on our part, that we did not make any

note of these two relics when writing on the Donatuses in our preceding volume.

The truth is, that it was not until after the completion of that volume that our

attention* was drawn to them.

We now proceed to the consideration of a xylographic edition of a Donatus of a

totally different character.

On the dispersion of the magnificent library of the Duke de la Vallieref, the

Royal Library at Paris came into the possession of fragments of the original wood-

blocks of two of the pages of the edition of the Donatus believed generally by biblio-

graphers to have been issued by Gutenberg previous to the publication, probably

between 1450 and 1455, of his celebrated edition of the Holy Scriptures, an edition

known by the name of the Mazarine Bible.

An impression of the first five lines of one of these pages has been given by

Heinecken (plate 2, p. 257), the wood-blocks being, at the period of the publication

of his work, in the possession of Mr. Morand. Heinecken states :
" J'ai trouve chez

M. Morand, de TAcademie des Sciences et des Arts, a Paris, deux planches de

bois fort anciennes d'un Donat. J'e'tois informe' deja de leur existence; elles sont

de la grandeur en 4to.; la premiere contient vingt lignes, dont j'ai fait copier exacte-

ment les cinq premieres, qu'on trouve cy-joint sous le No. 2. L'autre planche n'a

que seize lignes. M. Faucault, Conseiller d'Etat, qui etoit tres-curieux d'antiquite's,

en avoit fait l'acquisition en Allemagne."

In addition to a facsimile (No. III.) of the five lines alluded to, we are enabled,

through the kindness of the late Baron van Westrenen, to place before our readers a

fac-simile (No. IV.) of an impression from the fragment of one of the original

blocks used for the same edition, the block having been formerly in the possession

of Meerman, who obtained it at the sale of the collection of M. Huber of Basle.

* In 1843, on the decease of my father, I sold all his collection of hooks relating to the Invention and

History of the Art of Printing, not, at that time, intending to give more than a few fac-sirniles from the Block-

Books, when publishing those from the works of the early printers. It was not until the last few months that I

possessed a copy of the work of M. Koning. At the sale of the last portion of the books of the late Mr. Pickering,

I purchased several volumes, among which were two copies of that work. The one turned out to be that

formerly belonging to my father ; and the other, to my late friend, Mr. Ottley ; each copy having a few notes in

their respective autograph.

t The two blocks produced at the sale 230 livres.

VOL. II. Z
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In the absence of the worm-holes, which are visible in some of the letters, and

without knowing that the impressions from which the fac-similes are made were

obtained from the original wood-blocks, there is nothing indicative of the type being

xylographic, except the intermingling of the descending portions of the letters in one

line with the ascending portions of the letters in the line beneath, in such a manner

that a straight line could not be drawn between them without cutting through

those portions. On referring to the fac-similes of the text in the Apocalypse, the

Ars Moriendi, and other of the Block-Books, this fact is at once exemplified.

The type of the edition of the Donatus we are now considering has a very

different appearance from that of those works which are the subject of our first

volume. It much resembles the type used in the Mazarine Bible, though the latter

is of smaller dimensions, as may be at once seen on reference to fac-similes from

that book, Nos. V. and VI., beneath those of the Donatuses.

The fac-similes from the Mazarine Bible are further interesting in a typogra-

phical point of view. They shew the two sized types which were used at the

commencement of the work, causing ultimately an appearance of there having been

two editions. As that celebrated edition of the Holy Scriptures forms the most

marvellous monument of the perfection to which the Art of Printing had arrived

in so short a time after its discovery, it may be here interesting to note, that,

contrary to the opinion of Laire and other bibliographers, it is now clearly shewn

that the differences, causing the appearance of two distinct editions, arose only from

the cancelling and reprinting of the first ten pages.

Some copies have only forty lines in each column, in the first nine pages; in the

tenth page, forty-one lines; and in the remainder of the work, forty-two lines. Such

copies have the first two headings to the Books printed.

Other copies have forty-two lines in each column throughout the work; and the

headings to the Books are all written, either in black or red ink.

On a most minute examination of the pages wherein these variations occur, it

is found that the printer, at the commencement of his work, used two sorts of type,

each shewing the same face, but differing in body or dimensions, which yet, to use

a printer's term, would work together if not set up in the same hue. When the printer

commenced his work, he used the large-bodied type for the first nine pages, each page

having forty fines ; then, in the tenth page, for some cause or other, he used the two

sized types together, and was enabled, Avithin the same gauge, to get in forty-one

lines. This compression, we may presume, was not sufficient for his purpose. After

that page, he discarded the larger type altogether, using only the smaller to the

end of the work; by which means he was able to get forty-two lines into each page.

Our fac-similes give ten lines of the first page with forty lines, and ten lines of the

same page with forty-two lines. They also serve to shew the recomposition of the

text. On examination, it will be seen that the ten lines of the foi'mer occupy nearly
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one-eighth of an inch more than the other. As we have entered elsewhere* into

minute particulars respecting the printing of those celebrated volumes, we do not

purpose here to add more on the subject.

Traditionally, we hear through Trithemius, by the viva voce evidence of Peter

Schoeffer, the coadjutor of Gutenberg and Fust in the perfecting of the " Art of

Printing Books/' that, at " first they printed, with characters traced in order upon

blocks of wood in the form of pages, a vocabulary called Catholicon; but with these

small pages, or forms, they were unable to print anything else, because, as we have

said, the characters were engraved on these blocks of wood, and were not moveable.

After this, more subtle inventions followed, and they found out the method of

casting the forms (or moulds) of all the letters of the Latin alphabet, which they

called matrices, out of which they cast back again characters of brass or pewter,

capable of bearing the force of the press; whereas, before, they had cut them by

hand."

It is a remarkable fact, that, though the above-mentioned fragments of the series

of wood-blocks executed for the aforesaid Donatus have been preserved for several

centuries, not one printed copy, nor even a portion of the work, has been hitherto

discovered. Although well acquainted with the various arguments of the most

distinguished Bibliographers who have entered the arena of the Mentz and Harlem

controversies, we purposely avoid those intricate details, feeling sure, that, unless

we can obtain more evidence on certain minutiae, either by the discovery of some

satisfactory documents, or, forsooth, by the agency of the marvellous "spirit rapper"

or "table talker," all oiu' humble attempts to unravel the entangled subject will be

useless, and be only embroiling us in endless controversy. Our departed friend,

Mr. Ottleyf, may, perhaps, have been able to throw a new light on the question,

when carefully examining, without prejudice, though a "
Costerite," every inch of the

ground that had previously been beaten by the many bibliographical labourers in

the field. We purpose, however, entering on comparatively new ground in connexion

with the Water-Marks on the paper used for the Block-Books; and if by taking an

extended range, we can throw any light that will assist our successors, our labours

will not have been quite useless.

The hearsay evidence of Trithemius is somewhat interesting on the present occa-

* The Typography of the Fifteenth Century. Folio, 1845, pp. 52-58.

t His intended publication, entering into all the controversial arguments for and against the claims of

Harlem, was unfortunately not completed at the time of his decease. Furthermore, I regret to find, that, in its

incomplete state, the whole of the work, as far as printed, has been disposed of by the printers to Mr. Lilly, the

bookseller. "We hope, however, it will yet be brought before the public.

Being on most intimate terms with the late Mr. Ottley, he used often, when writing his work (then

printing) to read to me some of his arguments in favour of his client, Lawrence Coster. I amused him, on
several occasions, by reading some of his proof sheets backwards, at the same time observing (with " waggish
impudence," as he said) that he had so clearly proved his case, that neither " Hans Genzefleish van genant

Gutenberg," nor any flesh or burg, could controvert his arguments.

z2
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sion. He wrote of a Catholicon as having been printed from wood-blocks. Now,

there is an edition in folio (probably the first) of the Catholicon of Balbt, of many-

hundred pages, printed at Mentz in the year 1460, and supposed to have issued from

the press of Gutenberg. As, however, Trithemius spoke of'" small pages," we cannot

for a moment suppose that this could have been the book* he alluded to. The Catho-

licon being an elementary work containing a Grammar and Lexicon, Trithemius may
have confused it with the grammar of Donatus; consequently the xylographic relics

that have caused the preceding observations, may have formed a portion of that

very work, the earliest xylo-typogbaphic effort of Gutenberg, as related by Tri-

themius. Baron Heinecken entertained a very similar opinion, as far as the mistaking

the work. He writes, p. 258, when alluding to the two wood-blocks in the Imperial

Library :
" Je crois, que ces tables sont du livre que le Chroniqueur de Cologne

appelle un Donat et que Trithem nomme un Catholicon (livre universe!) ce qu'on a

confondu ensuite avec le grand ouvrage intitule 'Catholicon Januensis.'" With such

confusion, by way of evidence, as the chronicled statement of Trithemius presents,

can it be wondered at how completely all the Bibliographers who have as yet gone

into this endless Costerian, Gutenbergian, Fustian, and Schoefferian controversy,

have failed in discovering any conclusive facts ?

We have now given fac-similes (Nos. III. and IV.) of the only hitherto known

block edition of the Donatus approaching the character of the type used in the

Mazarine Bible ; a work supposed to have been printed by Gutenberg at Mentz, and

also remarkable as the first production from his press. No book, however, has

been yet discovered bearing the name of Gutenberg as the Printer; consequently

we have no positive proof that this might not have been issued by either Fust or

Schoeffer, as the same type was afterwards used in an edition of the Donatus with

the name of the latter as the Printer.

In the library of Dr. Kloss were two leavesf, on parchment, of a Donatus, in

small folio, with thirty-five lines in a page. These were considered by Dr. Kloss to

have been printed from wood-blocks. The character of the letters with which they

were executed bore a strong resemblance to that of the type used by Pfister in the

* Furthermore, by the following extract from the colophon at the close of the volume, it is seen that the

volume inque'stion was issued as one of these works executed with moveable type, then lately discovered ; similar

observations being found in many of the colophons of the earliest printers :

"flit liber cjjsgtuij.catijnluTon. Unite intarnationis anntS JJHCCCGD&t £Uma in urbc tnaejuntina narioms indite trtvma-

nitc. ©nam ttti tltnirntia tarn alto incjenit lumint . Sono q. cr tuito . tetedsf Im-a^- natirmibus prrferre. Mufitrartq. tligiiatuS

at non talami . s'tili . aut pennt Suffragto . S5 mira patronar4 fonnar^ q. contor&ia pportionr tt moSulo imprcssus atq.

tontrttusi cit."

There is no positive proof that the above edition is the first of the work. It is certainly the first bearing a

date, and the fourth book that bears that distinction in the Annals of Typography. An accurate fac-simile of

the colophon will be found in our illustrations, No. 84, of the "Typography of the Fifteenth Century."

t They afterwards passed into the library of the late Bishop of Lichfield, and are now in the Bodleian

Library.
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various works known to have issued from his press. On a careful examination, we

find that these two leaves formed a portion of a manuscript copy of a Donatus

which we shall have occasion to notice with the fac-similes in the ensuing plate.

In the same library were two leaves, or three pages, of a later folio edition of the

Donatus, printed on paper on both sides, one forming the last of the work, of which

the following fac-simile gives the three final lines and colophon.

4

txmad*si3ctOhm&Mm?

Here we have the name of Cunrad Dinckmut, of Ulm, a printer hitherto, we

believe, unknown in the Annals of Typography. This relic also passed into the

library of the late Bishop of Lichfield, and is now in the Bodleian Library. When
describing some of the more rare treasures in the library of the late Bishop of

Lichfield, Dr. Dibdin observes*:

" Here comes a great rarity, in the shape of a Printer, of whose type there is not

a single specimen in the Spencer Library. This also is a Donatus in folio ; but I

differ, toto cculo, from its learned Owner, who considers it to be a Xylographical

production, or a book printed with wood-blocks. On the contrary, I consider it to

be decidedly metal, and of a date not anterior to 1480."

Dinckmut, in his colophon, distinctly states that the book was printed. Under-

standing, therefore, the word " impressus" in the sense generally used by the early

printers, we ought to consider the book as having been printed from moveable type.

On a careful examination, however, of the three printed pages, we find that there is

not a line wherein the ascending and descending letters are not intermixed; so that,

unless the invention of "kerning" the type existed at that period, we must come to

the conclusion that the whole of the pages must have been worked from a solid block.

* Reminiscences of a Literary Life, mdcccxxxvi. Vol. ii. pp. 961-2.
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Our fac-simile clearly illustrates the point alluded to. It only remains a question

whether the letters were cut in wood or metal. Dr. Dibdin does not use the word

"metal" in the same sense as we are inclined to do, viz. that the letters had been

engraved on a solid block of pewter, lead, or brass. We see no reason to disagree

with the opinion of the late Bishop of Lichfield, in considering that the Donatus

may have been printed from wood-blocks; nor does the term "impressus" being

vised by Dinckmut prove it to have been executed with moveable type.



OOKS PRINTED

DONATUSES.

PLATE LXXXIX.

I. DONATUS DE OCTO PARTIBUS ORATIONIS.

Printed ou Vellum— Quarto.—Pages ; Height ; Width 5g inches; 33 lines in a full page.

Fragments of two or more editions of the Donatus, printed in the same type as

the Mazarine Bible, have been discovered from time to time during the last century.

They have been, for the most part, found as forming materials in the composition of

the covers of books printed during the fifteenth century. They are all in the smaller

bodied type, i. e. of the type used for the issue of the edition having throughout

forty-two lines in each column; so that we may fairly conclude that the larger

bodied type, when found to be unsuited for the printing of that celebrated edition of

the Holy Scriptures, was consigned to the melting pot.

In the library of Dr. Kloss, of Frankfort, were two leaves of the edition of the

Donatus alluded to. After passing into the library of the late Bishop of Lichfield,

they are now deposited among the typographical treasures in the Bodleian Library.

I. Our first specimen in this plate gives seven lines from one of the pages.

Considering that the impression of the type has suffered a little from wear, the

letters clearly identify themselves with those in the Mazarine Bible.

II. Five fines from the same.

III. Five lines from the fragment discovered and essayed on by Fischer. We
give it for the purpose of proving that there were two editions of the Donatus issued

in the same type, the text being the same. It is seen that the page is broader, and

that the text is differently composed.

IV. The closing, or colophon, of the Donatus, printed in the same type, as given

by Lambinet (vol. i. p. 106), from a fragment. In this colophon we learn that Peter

Schoeffer was the Printer, and that his book was executed in the new art of

impressing letters; and that he made his own capital letters, without resorting to

the rubricator, or rather the designer of the letters hitherto, or formerly, employed

in perfecting the labours of the Printer; and also, that the work was issued in the

city of Mentz. The literal translation of the colophon being : Donatus accomplished.
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By a new art of impressing, or representing [letters']. By Peter of Gernsheim. In

the city of Mentz, with his own capitals, with the drawing of the pen fashioned

[or formed'].

The fact of these editions of the Donatus being in the same or similar type to

that used in the Mazarine Bible, always considered by Bibliographers to be the

first grand effort of Gutenberg on his perfecting the Art of Printing, naturally

obliges us to notice the following circumstances

:

First. The Mazarine Bible has hitherto been considered to have been printed

between the years 1450 and 1455, and to have been issued by Gutenberg previous

to his partnership with Fust and Schoeffer.

Secondly. The earliest book known as bearing a date is the celebrated Mentz

Psalter of 1457. It has, at the close, the following colophon:

"Pns spalmor% codex . venustate capitaliu decoraf Rubricationibusq' sujficienter

distinctus. Ad invetione artificiosa impmendi ac caracterizandi . absq' calami vlla

exaracone sic effigiatus. Et ad eusebiam dei industrie est osummatus. Per Johem

fust Give magutinu. Et Petru . Schoffer de Gernszheim. Anno dni Millesio . cccc . Ivii.

In vigilia Assumptois."

Thirdly. The next edition of the Psalter published by Fust and Schoeffer (being

the second book printed with a date), in 1459, bears a colophon of precisely the

same import.

Fourthly. According to the colophon in the various works published by Fust

and Schoeffer, it is supposed they continued in partnership, issuing books with their

joint names as the Printers, until, or during, the year 1466, when John Fust died;

the second edition of the Offices of Cicero, published "quarta die mensis Februarii,"

1466, bearing their joint names.

Fifthly. Peter Schoeffer may have issued books with his own name as early as

1466. No. 87 of our fac-similes in the Typography of the Fifteenth Gentury gives

the colophon of a book printed by him in 1467. It thus closes:

"Artificiosa quadd ad invencone imprimendi sen caracterizandi absq' idld calami

exaratione sic effigiatu . et ad eusebid dei . industrie est osummatu per Petrum Scho-

iffher de gemssheim. Anno dni m . cccc . lxvii . die sexta mensis marcii."

Sixthly. In the above colophon, and also in that to the Donatus under consider-

ation, we find Peter Schoeffer using the same kind of language in respect to the

mode in which the labours of his press were conducted, as he did ten years pre-

viously, when in conjunction with John Fust. So likewise he continued to do as

late, or perhaps later, than 1472. His edition of the Holy Scriptures, issued in

that year, has, as nearly as possible, a similar colophon.
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The preceding sis points contain facts that are incontrovertible. To what other

conclusion can we come, but that the Donatus in question, bearing the name of

Peter Schoeffer, was either published before his partnership with John Fust, or after

the death of the latter.

The Mazarine Bible bears no printed colophon indicating the name of the

printer, or the place from whence, or the date when, it was issued. All is a matter

of conjecture on those points. The only reliable evidence respecting the date of the

Mazarine Bible is that handed down to us in the following often quoted and

remarkable passage in the "Cologne Chronicle," printed by Koelhoff in 1499; and

that, on the assertion of the venerable printer, Ulric Zell.

" Ite dese hoichwyrdige kust vursz is vonden aller eyrst in Duytschlant tzo Mentz

am Rijne. Ind dat is d' duytschscher nacion eyn groisse eirlicheit, dat sidche

synrijche mynschen syn dae tzo vvnde. Ind dat is geschiet by den iairen vns heren,

anno dni MCCCCxl. ind va der zijt an bis men schreue. 1. wart vndersoicht die

kunst ind wat dair zo gehoirt. Ind in den iaire vns heren do men schreyff. MCCCC.l.

do was eyn gulden iair, do began men tzo drucken ind was dat eyrste boich dat

men druckde die Bybel zo latijn, ind wart gedruckt mit eynre grouer schrifft, as is

die schrifft dae men nu Mysseboicher mit druckt."

There does not appear to be any other meaning to be learned from the preceding

passage than the following,—that, although the art of printing was discovered in

1440, it was not brought to perfection until the year 1450,

—

"then they began to

print, and the first book ivhich was printed was the Bible, in Latin, and was printed

in a coarser letter, like that in which Missals are now printed!'

From the above, it is evident Ulric Zell considered the edition of the Bible alluded

to, to be the First Printed Book after the invention of the Art had undergone a

scrutiny* of ten years. He does not state when the Bible was completed.

Now it is a most remarkable circumstance, that, with the exception of two lines,

and the commencement of three others, in the two or three copies of the Letters of

Indulgence bearing the date 1455, and in the Donatus by Schoeffer, not a single

instance has hitherto been discovered of the use of similar type elsewhere than in

the Mazarine Bible.

From these facts, as also from the omission, in the Mazarine Bible, of the

colophon (one having been adopted with great display by Fust and Schoeffer as

early as 1457, and others of the same kind continued in frequent use by many of

the early printers), we are induced to think that Schoeffer must have had some

connection with the printing of that celebrated Bible; and that he became possessed

of the type previous to his partnership with Fust, as no work in that type appears

with their joint names as printers. If such was the case, the Donatus with the

name of Schoeffer must have been printed before or in the year 1457.

* In the original the word means examined, or inquired into.
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The omission of a colophon tends to confirm the opinion entertained by many,

that those volumes were first issued and sold as manuscripts; and hence the

great secresy that was maintained respecting them. There are in existence many

manuscript copies of the Scriptures, written in a similar bold text ; and we believe

that the edition referred to was printed from such a copy, the type being made in

imitation of it. Had there been a colophon of similar import to that in the Psalter

of 1457, in the earliest editions of the Bible, the more perfect productions of the

newly-invented art could not have been passed off as manuscripts.

In all these arguments it must be borne in mind, that, at the early period of the

art, the Printers are not supposed to have been possessed, as now-a-days, of a large

stock of type. Indeed, it is known to those who have taken the trouble to examine

copies of the earliest efforts of the press, that the text was composed and worked

offpage by page. In our detailed observations on the Mazarine Bible, in our "Typo-

graphy of the Fifteenth Century" pp. 52 et seq., we had occasion to notice this fact,

from which work we make the following extract

:

" We cannot dismiss the consideration of these volumes without observing, what

they are particularly calculated to confirm ; namely, that the earliest printers were

in the habit of working off their composed type by single pages only. Otherwise,

almost all the large and splendid productions of the primitive press, collating either

ten or twelve leaves in a gathering, the 1st and 20th pages in the former case, and

the 1st and 24th in the latter case, must have been composed at the same time.

This could not have been accomplished without composing and setting up the whole

twenty or twenty-four pages, or an entire gathering, which would indeed have

required the ' cart-loads of type' to which the opponents of Coster have so triumph-

antly referred."

If the Donatus with the name of Schoeffer was not printed until after the death

of Fust, when Schoeffer stood alone in his labours, then, taking it for granted that

the Mazarine Bible was the edition referred to in the Cologne Chronicle as having

been commenced in 1450, the same or similar type must have existed for above

sixteen years ! a circumstance very unlikely in those days.

Schoeffer, however, makes use of an expression in the colophon of his Donatus,

which is omitted in all the other colophons, whether in conjunction with his partner

Fust, or afterwards. He states that his book was fashioned "effigiatus," or formed,

" cum suis capitalibus/" an observation which is very remarkable, claiming to him-

self, as it were, the credit of using his own capital letters. Consequently, we are

justified in believing the edition of the Donatus to have preceded the celebrated

Psalter of 1457.

Having ventured to make the preceding observations in respect to a point which

has caused the chroniclers of typographical monuments much contention, we enter-

tain a hope that, at some future period, further discoveries will unravel the still

remaining mystery respecting the Printer of the Mazarine Bible.
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V. DONATUS DE OCTO PARTIBUS ORATIONIS.

Printed upon Paper.—Leaves ; 25 lines full page.—Folio.

Here we have seven lines from one of two pages of a folio Donatus, stated* to be

" printed with the first metal types of Fust and Schoeffer, circa mcccclviii." The

relic (one leaf) is now in the Bodleian Library, having been purchased on the disper-

sion of the Library of the late Bishop of Lichfield. We are unable to trace the

same type in any of the productions that have issued from the presses of Fust and

Schoeffer, or of any other Printers.

It differs very much from the type of the Mazarine Bible, not only in size, but

in the form of many of the letters, particularly of the letter i, the dot being angular,

instead of the crescent form there generally used. If, as is supposed, it is printed

with the first metal types used by Fust and Schoeffer, we are inclined to think that

the letters were not cast from a matrix, but that they were cut separately by the

hand, a point which we shall shortly have occasion to notice. "We will merely here

observe, in support of the letters being cut, that, in the fac-simile of the seven fines,

there are scarcely two letters alike; and that such a dissimilarity could not have

existed had they been cast from a matrix. From the great variety in the form of

the letters, one would almost feel inclined to believe that the pages were printed

from a wood-block. It unfortunately happens, that the paper, which is of a very

coarse quality, bears no water-mark.

* Catalogue of the Library of Dr. Butler, Bishop of Lichfield. No. 136. Payne 8f Foss, 1841.
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PLATE XC.

I, DONATUS DE OCTO PARTIBUS ORATIONIS.

Manuscript upon Vellum.—Leaves ; 35 lines full page.—Folio.

That the type used in printing the Mazarine Bible was cut in imitation of the

letters in some manuscript copy of the Holy Scriptures, or after those in a Missal,

is, we think, most probable*. We are also induced to believe that Albert Pfister

adopted the same plan in the formation of his type; because otherwise we should

be at a loss to account for the existence of a manuscript copy of the Donatus, written

in a character so closely resembling that of the unmistakable type used by Pfister

in the various works that have issued from his prolific press.

Our first fac-simile here is taken from the two previously mentioned (p. 172)

leaves of the Donatus which Dr. Kloss considered to have been xylographic; but

which, on a careful examination, turn out to be manuscript. We can understand

the fact of a person minutely copying the character of a manuscript, but not that of

a printed work, as no object or saving could be effected by the copying in fac-

simile a printed school book. That Dr. Kloss should not have discovered the

leaves in question to have been written instead of printed, is not a matter of

surprise, particularly when we find that, in the sale catalogue of the library of the

late Bishop of Lichfield, they are described! as being printed with moveable type.

Some parts of the pages are injured by age, but others shew the letters as well

defined as in our fac-simile. Taking the letters as a whole, they are as well executed

in their proportions as those printed from the moveable type of Pfister.

It may be fairly presumed that the copy of the manuscript Donatus, of which

the two leaves form only a very small portion, was written previously to those issued

by Pfister, or, at least, which are supposed to have been printed by him ; the type

in which they are set up being precisely the same as that used in many works

bearing his name as the Printer.

There is, however, one very remarkable difference in the cutting of the capital P

;

a similarly formed capital P occurring, we believe, in no work printed by Pfister,

though it is not improbable, that, on a minute examination of all the books which

have issued from his press, the same formed P might be found. At the close of our

second fac-simile are the various capital letters taken from the printed pages of the

Donatus, agreeing with those in the Bible and other works printed by him.

* "We are informed that the celebrated Porsonian Greek type was cut from a Manuscript of Euripides in the

Library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

t " No. lob'. Two leaves on vellum. [Bambergce, typis A. Pfister, circa mccclx.)"
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II., III. DONATUS DE OCTO PARTIBTJS ORATIONIS. (Editions of Various Sizes.)

Printed with Moveable Type, as used by Albert Pfister at Bamberg.

These fac-similes are from fragments of the Donatus printed with moveable

type, in character similar to the writing of the preceding manuscript Donatus. They

shew two distinct editions, the text being the same, but recomposed. In the British

Museum and in the Bodleian Library are numerous fragments of other editions in

the same type. In the former library are the specimens obtained from the collec-

tion of Dr. Kloss, among which are pages sufficiently perfect to shew that the full

pages of one edition contained twenty-five lines, and of the other twenty-seven. In

a portfolio containing early typographical fragments, in the British Museum, is a

portion of a leaf of another edition in the same type; its lines of text are, however,

much longer, and give the page the appearance of a large quarto form. The many
fragments of the Donatuses in the type of Pfister prove that numerous editions

must have been published.

IV. BIBLIA SACRA LATINA.—2 Vols.

Without the name of printer, place, or date, but printed with type, the same

or similar to that used by Pfister of Bamberg in a booh dated 1461, and in another

bearing his name, dated 1462.

The only object in giving this fac-simile is to shew, that, in the above celebrated

and oft discussed edition of the Bible, a type similar to that in the Donatuses was

there used. The specimen is taken from the close of the second volume; and though

the type appears somewhat thinner, that circumstance merely arises from the coarser

mode of working off the pages ; though, perhaps, a new fount may have been used.

This marvellous production* though printed in the infancy of the art, shews that

the invention had attained, almost as soon as promulgated, a state of perfection

which was scarcely surpassed in the edition of the Bible printed by Gutenberg.

The sharpness and clearness of the type, together with the firm quality of the paper,

have never been excelled. Four hundred years have now elapsed since the period

when those volumes were printed, and yet not a sheet of the paper throughout

the copy preseiwed in the Royal Library in the British Museum is injiu-ed by

stainf or mildew. Such, no doubt, is also the case with all the copies that have

had any care bestowed upon them.

There is no proof whatever that Pfister, or the Printer using this type, did not issue the Bible earlier than

is generally supposed.

\ Where, among the books printed during the last three hundred years, can be found a work so perfect

and free from blemish ?
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The fact that no colophon occurs in these volumes bearing the name of the

printer, the date, or place of its issue, is another almost convincing proof that these,

the earliest editions of the Holy Scriptures, were sold as manuscripts. What other

object can be assigned for its omission, but that of palming off the productions of a

newly discovered art as manuscript copies of the Bible (previously made at a very

large cost), with the view of obtaining considerable gain. Can we wonder that

the proprietors of the secret should have succeeded in deceiving their purchasers

in those days, when, in the nineteenth century, four hundred years afterwards, a

fragment of a manuscript copy of the Donatus was believed, by one of the most

distinguished collectors of old books on the Continent, to be an impression from a

loood-block ; and by others, as having been printed from moveable type !

We have been led by the fascination of the subject into a discussion somewhat

irrelevant to what the Block-Books might be supposed to raise. We will only

now notice that among others of the earlier printers who issued editions of the

Donatus was Gunther Zainer, using for them his well-known and peculiar type, of

which a few lines are given in the fac-simile in plate xciv., No. 3.



PRINTED BOOKS
ILLUSTRATED WITH WOOD-ENGRAVINGS.

In closing our first volume with several fac-similes from books printed in

Holland with moveable types, our object was merely to shew that the engraving

in the designs with which they are illustrated was to a certain extent similar in

style to that used in some of the Block-Books assigned to that country ; though

we must admit that the wood-engravings in some works printed by Veldener,

Gerard Leeu, and others, are very coarsely executed and of a totally different

character.

Innumerable are the pictorially illustrated books that were issued during the

fifteenth century in different parts of Germany from the presses of Pfister, Bambler,

Ratdolt, Reger, Berger, Sorg, Czainer de Reutlingen, Koberger, Rewich, Richel,

and others. Though the designs in very many of these works are not wanting

in originality or power of expression, yet they are for the most part engraved in

a very rude and primitive manner, having a greater resemblance to the style of

those in the Block-Books known to have been executed in Germany. We must

except, however, the illustrations in the edition of Terence, printed at Strasbourg,

by Gruninger, and in a few other books issued towards the close of the fifteenth

and at the beginning of the sixteenth century. We do not touch on the works

printed in Italy, so estimable for their beautiful wood-engravings. A volume

exhibiting the progress of wood-engraving in Italy, with fac-similes from the various

works there published, would be a great acquisition to the admirers of that exquisite

feeling in Design so remarkable in the engravings of the descendants of the earliest

Italian artists.

Numerous and well executed fac-similes, from many of the works we have alluded

to, are given in the BiLMotheca Spenceriana, together, in many instances, with

lengthened descriptions of the works themselves. We have, however, thought it

necessary, with the view of exemplifying what we have stated in respect to Design,

to give fac-similes, in the three following plates, of woodcuts from works printed in

Germany. Of the type of the two books printed by Pfister we have given copious

fac-similes, because they illustrate the type used in the Donatuses supposed to have

been issued by him. Another reason for our doing so, is, that no satisfactory fac-

simile of the type of Pfister is given, in the Bibliotheca Spenceriana, with the

description of the two books from his press.
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PLATE XCI.

HISTORIC JOSEPHI, DANIELIS, Etc. GERMANICE.

Printed by Albert Pfister, at Bamberg, 1462.

—

Folio.

Our two fac-similes are from the copy in the library of Earl Spencer. They

comprise the first design, four lines of text from fol. 53, and the colophon at the

close of the work. As the contents of this volume are fully described in the

Biblioilieca Spenceriana, vol. i., pp. 94-100, we will merely quote the opening words

of the Reverend Author of that work. " There is probably not a much scarcer book

in existence than the present one. No other copy is known, except that which is in

the Imperial Library at Paris." We however close this brief notice with the

annexed translation of the colophon, of which we have given a fac-simile.

" Every man from his heart desires that he may be prudent and well learned.

As a man of Letters this cannot always be, since we do not all understand Latin. I

have therefore thought very much on this subject and have brought four histories

together Joseph Daniel and cdso Judith and Hester likewise very properly which

the Lord may preserve as he watches over all that is good and seems to improve

our lives.

" Tliis book has received its end at Bamberg in the town where Albrech Pfister

has printed it in the year one thousand and four hundred and two and sixty,

this is true; not long after Saint Walpurg's day (27 of Feb.) who will procure

grace for us. Peace and eternal Life which the Lord may grant to us.—A men."

In the Bibliotheca Spenceriana, vol. i., p. 8, particular mention is made of

the copy in the Imperial Library at Paris, respecting which Camus, in 1799,

also wrote a minute, elaborate, and interesting account, accompanied with fac-

similes and plates of the water-marks.

An edition, however, of these histories, commonly called "Bonner's Fables," was

printed by Pfister a year earlier. We subjoin a fac-simile of the last five lines of the

colophon of that edition, taken from one made at Paris in 1817 by Mr. Foss, the

copy of the work being at that time in the Imperial Library, but since restored to

the library of the convent at Wolfenbuttel, whence it had been sent by the order

of the Emperor Napoleon on his conquest of Germany.
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PLATE XCII.

BIBLIA PAUPEK.UM. GERMANICE.

Printed by Albert Pfister at Bambekg about 1462.

—

Folio.

Here we have the first page from a coloured copy, also in the library of

Earl Spencer. This work is quite as rare as the preceding, but it is without date or

printer's name. It may be considered as one of the most interesting volumes

that have been issued in Germany with moveable types, intermixed with pictorial

illustrations ; many of the designs are worthy to be considered the work of an

artist, and are engraved in a much more delicate style than those in the Histories of

Joseph, etc. The fac-similes of the types used in this and the preceding work show

that they are of the same fount; for although the type of the Bihlia Pauperum is

much worn, having probably been printed after many impressions had been taken off

in The Histories, yet if the reader will take the measurement of ten lines of the one

and compare it with ten lines of the other, he will find they correspond exactly.

This is the most obvious way (as we have often previously observed) by which

the identity of type can be determined, when the text is printed without any

space between the fines. But sfiould the one work be leaded and the other solid,

we must fiave recourse to other methods to prove the identity ; such as minutely

examining the face of the same letter, and comparing the space occupied by the

same word in the two works. A slight variation in the appearance of the same

letter, possibly almost in juxta-position, may be accounted for by supposing, as

must unquestionably have been the case, that, during the progress of printing,

Pfister foimd it necessary to replenish his fount, and by using the new with the old

(which often happens at the present day), the same letter would exhibit a greater

or less degree of perfection.

Heinecken, very erroneously, places this edition of the Bihlia Pauperum among

the Block-Books, and gives, pp. 327—333, a very lengthened detail of its contents,

to which, as we do not profess to describe fully such works printed with moveable

types, we are content to refer our readers.

The Library of Earl Spencer contains a copy of another edition, wherein the

same wood-blocks were used ; the difference being, that the text is in the Latin

language. The edition appears to have been unknown to Heinecken and to

Camus, though the latter gave, in the Memoires de I'Institut (vol. ii., Append., 1821,

p. 4), a particular and interesting account of the German edition. The copy in the

Spencer collection was obtained from the late Sir Mark Masterman Sykes, in

vol. ir. BB
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exchange for some Aldiue classics. At the end of it occurs one of the engraved pages

of the " Allegory of Death, or Complaints against Death," a part of which impres-

sion is given in fac-simile opposite p. 104, vol. i. of the Bibliotheca Spenceriana.

Of the Allegory of Death there is a perfect copy in the Imperial Library at Paris.

It was also issued from the press of Pfister, and is illustrated with five wood-

engravings occupying the rectos of five of the pages. A description of each cut,

taken from the account given by Camus, will be found in the note to p. 103, in vol. i.

of the Spencer catalogue.

We have had occasion to notice the peculiarly heavy appearance of the Pfister

type represented in our fac-simile of the Spencer copy of the Historian Josephi, etc.

Our fac-simile has been made with the greatest care ; and however much the Paris

(the only other copy of the same work known) may differ in quality of impression (if it

does), yet we are at a loss to account for the very uneven appearance exhibited in the

fac-simile given by Dr. Falkenstein (p. 138) of the same last six lines of the text as

given by us. Those who happen to have a copy of the work of Dr. Falkenstein will

observe, that, at the end of the fourth line, in the word " ivalpur," the letter I has

an excrescence on the left side, which is not in the Spencer copy, or in the fac-simile

of the same given by Wetter. The fac-simile in Dr. Falkenstein's book is executed in

wood, and does not at all convey to the eye the real character of the type used by

Pfister. It either has been very carelessly cut, or the copy was incorrectly drawn

on the wood. The several fac-similes given also by Dr. Falkenstein (pp. 85-6) from

the Catonis Disticha, Facetice Morales, Ludovicus ale Roma, are by no means such

as to enable any one to form a correct opinion of the type in which those works are

printed. The learned author, however, has done wonders in producing within a

few months so good a record of the General History of Printing, and is therefore

fully entitled to be allowed his own request, of not passing " too severe criticism" on

the details of his labours.
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PLATE XCIII.

SPIEGEL DEE, MENSCHLICHEN BEHALTNISSE.

Bernhakt Richel zv Basel, mcccclxxvi.—Folio.

I., II., III. It is remarkable that this work is not included in the Bibliotheca

Spenceriana Catalogue* as there is a copy in that " grand library, which is so famous

throughout the civilized world," and which has been consulted, comparatively

speaking, but by few persons for years past.

In making this remark, we observe that it is equally applicable to the greater

portion of the more extensive libraries, both public and private, which are not within

the Metropolis, the centre of Literature. Look at the treasures that are deposited

at Oxford and Cambridge : in the former, more particularly, the celebrated " Douce

Collection." We would by no means have it implied from this observation, that

there is the smallest difficulty in obtaining access to the rarities in these libraries.

It is with most persons, as with us, the distance only that precludes frequent access

to such collections. The greatest courtesy is always exhibited by the Owners and

Curators of such libraries towards visitors desirous of examining their treasures,

as we have had occasion more particularly to notice in the preface to our work.

Reverting to the edition of the Speculum under consideration, we find that the

text is illustrated with 278 wood-engravings, of which 257 are, with the exception

of two designs, the same as were afterwards worked off separately, forming the

volume some years since in the White Knight collection ; the additional twenty-

one arising from the repetition of several of the designs.

Our fac-similes give a specimen of the text, as also the colophon and device of

the printer, together with one of the designs.

In the description, pp. 78 et seq., in the present volume, of the series of wood-

engravings in the library of the late Mr. Perkins, we have noticed, p. 82, that the

two designs given in fac-simile at p. 83, are very differently treated to those used in

the illustration of the edition printed by Richel. In order to exemplify that fact,

we have given them in the ensuing plate, xciv., Nos. 4 and 5.

* The work of Dr. Dibdin contains a description of only a portion of this extensive and most valuable

Library. As, however, it professes to describe the more interesting works printed in the fifteenth century, it is

the more remarkable that Dr. Dibdin should have omitted this volume ; more particularly so as no work from

the press of Richel is there described.

BB 2
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PLATE XCIII (continued).

SPECULUM HUMANE SALVATIONIS. LATINE ET GERMANTCE.

Sine tjlla nota, sed Augusts Vindelic^: per Gunthert/m de Zainer* ex Reutlingen,

circa 1470-2.

III. and IV. Our only object in giving the fac-similes from this editionf

of the Speculum, is simply to shew the style of the numerous engravings with

which the text is illustrated: the one gives the commencement and woodcut on

the recto of the second leaf, the other the colophon at the close of the volume.

The work is fully described in the Bibliotheca Spenceriana, vol. iv. pp. 9-17, where

ten of the wood-engravings are given in fac -simile. There is one point, however, to

which we are desirous of drawing the attention of our readers.

The volume is printed in that peculiar, metal-looking type also used by Gunther

Zainer at Augsburg, a specimen of which, with his name as the printer, we have

given, No. 2, in our fac-similes of "The Typ>ography of the Fifteenth Century!' Now, in

consequence of the name of John occurring in the last three lines of this edition of

the Speculum, Dr. Dibdin has, contrary to the opinion of all other bibliographers,

thought that the volume may have issued from the press of John Zainer at Ulm.

We believe the words " a mefretire Johanno" refer merely to the editor of the work.

In support of his opinion, Dr. Dibdin observes (p. 9): "Its character resembles that

of some of the books by this printer; but the same character was also used by John

Zainer (see fac-simile, p. 241, of vol. i.) at Ulm, and it therefore remains doubtful

to which of these two printers it belongs." We have given in plate xciv., Nos. 1

and 3, a copy of that fac-simile of the type used by John Zainer, being from an

edition of the Fables of iEsop, printed at Ulm, without date, as also that of the close

of the volume bearing his name as the printer of the work.

These fac-similes are given in order that our readers may compare the type used

by John Zainer with that in the Speculum printed by Gunther Zainer. It will be

clearly seen by the measurement of four lines, that the type in the former is a size

smaller, and that, though the formation of the letters is somewhat similar, yet the

type is not of the same fount; but it is the same as that used by Gunther Zainer

in his other works. As before noticed, the type used by him is peculiar, inde-

pendent of its accurate horizontal lining. We are at a loss to understand how

* Sometimes spelt Zeiner and Czeiner.

f In a copy possessed by Mr. Fisher of Queen-square, the reverse of the second of the prefatory leaves is

doubly printed, a very unusual circumstance. As the corresponding page does not exhibit a corresponding

mackle, it would almost prove that each page was printed separately.
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the learned author of the Bibliotheca Spenceriana could consider the types of the

two works referred to to be of the same character, unless he meant thereby that

they were a little similar.

John Zainer of Ulm was as fond of decorating the works issuing from his press,

as Gunther Zainer of Augsburg, as seen in his edition of "Boccaccius de Claris

Mulieribus," printed in 1473, of which a full account, with ten of the designs, is given

in the Bibliotheca Spenceriana, vol. iv. pp. 580-6.

There are several other editions of the Speculum, profusely illustrated with

wood-engravings. That published at Augsburg by Peter Berger, in 1489, is remark-

able for the peculiar character of its type, and the rudeness of its pictorial illustra-

tions.

PLATE XCIV.

I. and II. Copies of the fac-similes of the type used by John Zainer of Ulm, as

referred to in the preceding page.

III. A few lines from an edition of the Donatus printed by Gunther Zainer,

given for the purpose of the more easy comparison of the type used by him and

John Zainer.

IV. and V. The two designs from Richers edition of the Speculum, referred to

p. 187. They are accurately copied, and serve to shew that the wood-blocks must

have been much used after the impressions forming the series in the library of the

late Mr. Perkins had been worked off.



PLATES XCV. and XCVI.

LITERS INDULGENTIARUM.

Dated 1454 and 1455.

{From Copies in the Library' of Earl Spencer and in the British Museum.)

The Liters Indulgentiartjm, or Letters of Indulgence* printed on small sheets

of parchment, on one side only, form a very important feature among the very

earliest specimens of typography that have escaped the ravages of time. They are

not only historically interesting, but are extremely so bibliographically, as, coupled

with the fact of their bearing indisputable dates, they contain typographical evidence

of their connexion (to a certain degree, as believed) with the printing, first, of the

Mazarine Bible, supposed to have emanated from the sources of the then "more

perfected" art of printing, as practised by John Gutenberg, in the city of Mentz,

between the years 1450 and 1455; and, secondly, of the edition of the Bible printed

in the type known to have been used by Albert Pfister, at Bamberg, as early as 1461.

The Printing of these Indulgences was, in all probability, known only to the

Legate who issued them, and to the workmen who executed them. It is also

probable that the fact of their being impressed on vellum, from moveable type (if

such is the case), was a point that never attracted the notice of the recipients, even

were they known to have been so, who cared little how they were executed, so that

they were entitled to the benefits they professed to confer.

* Indulgences, in the Romish theology the remission of a punishment due to a sin, granted by the

Church, and supposed to save the sinner from Purgatory. The Romanists found their indulgences on the infinite

treasure of the merits of Jesus Christ, the Holy Virgin, and all the Saints, which they suppose the Church has

a right of distributing by virtue of the communion of Saints.

These Indulgences were first invented, in the eleventh century, by Pope Gregory VII., Victor, and

Urban II., as a recompense to those engaged upon the wild enterprize of conquering the Holy Land.

It was the great abuse of Indulgences that contributed not a little to the first reformation of religion in

Germany : wherein Martin Luther began first to declaim against the preachers of Indulgences, and afterwards

against Indulgences themselves : but, since that time, the Popes have been more sparing in the exercise of this

power.

The Pope also granted bulls of Plenary Indulgence to several Churches, Monasteries, and even private

persons ; and it was not uncommon to have general Indulgences for the time of the principal feast of the year.

The Indulgences were farmed out to those of other countries, to the highest bidders, who, to make the best

of their bargains, procured the ablest preachers to extol the value of their ware ; their crimes were rated, and

the remission of them set up to auction.

Indulgence, or Indulto, signifies also a special favor, or privilege, conferred either on a community, or a

particular person, by the Pope's bulls ; in virtue whereof the party is licensed to do or to obtain some thing

contrary to the intention and disposition of the canon law. The Indidto of Cardinals is a licence for holding

regular as well as secular benefices in commendam, or continuing them, etc., etc.
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The Indulgences of a more early period may have been written by the scribe in

characters very similar in form to those under consideration. The newly-discovered

art of cutting letters, and composing sentences or pages with moveable types, by

which the labours of the scribe were superseded, became no doubt known to the

Authorities of the Church soon after it was practised : thence the adaptation of the

discovery to these hitherto written documents, The Indulgences. There is very httle

doubt but that thousands of these documents were issued in the years 1454 and

1455, during the popular Crusades of the Christians against the Turks. We shall

have occasion to notice that some of the Indulgences bearing the printed date of

1454 were not issued until 1455; the date being merely altered by the pen, thus

proving that a number of copies were kept on hand ready for immediate use.

Their typographical connexion with the Mazarine and Pfister editions of the

Bible, is presumed from the use of two lines, and the fact that a few words in the

body of the Documents are printed in a missal type, apparently cut by the same

hand, or cast from the same matrices, as were employed for these editions. While,

however, the larger type in the letter dated 1454, in plate xcv., agrees with that in

the Mazarine, and the larger letter in the Document dated 1455, appears, at first

sight, to correspond with that in the Pfister Bible, yet the initial letters employed

therein differ in character from any that are used in those Bibles, or in any other

printed work.

It is a remarkable fact that no work printed with the smaller type used in these

Documents has yet been discovered. The type of the Oatholicon printed at Mentz

in 1460 is of a very similar character, but much smaller; and we may remark,

that, while the type in many other of the earlier printed books appears at

first sight to be the same, yet a minute examination proves that not to be the

case.

Those who are acquainted with the various types used by the earliest printers,

and have had occasion to compare them, with the view of assigning the name of a

printer to a work which has none, cannot fail occasionally to have observed a

difference in the form of the same letters, which, presuming the type to have been

cast, it would be difficult to account for.

In comparing the several varieties of type used in the editions of the Speculum,

the Donatuses, the Mazarine Bible, and in many of the more early specimens of

typography, we have been forcibly struck with the above-mentioned fact, but this

remark is particularly applicable to the smaller types used in the Letters of Indul-

gence. Our fac-similes from these relics have been executed with the greatest care,

and may therefore be depended upon for the purpose of minute comparison. On a

careful examination it will be seen, that, with very few exceptions, the same letters

differ in shape and size, so much so, that mechanically they could not have been cast

from a matrix, unless there were as many matrices as varieties in the form of the
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letters. In casting letters, many imperfect ones are produced ; but such imperfec-

tions do not affect their general character either in form or size.

In the two plates (xcv. and xcvi.) of fac-similes from these Indulgences, we have

in the larger type no less than four varieties of the initial letter M. If, therefore,

these letters were cast, we may fairly presume that the printer must have also had

a similar variety in all the other initial letters of the alphabet. Such variations in

the same letter have, however, never been found in any printed work. Owing to the

slight breakages that occur in two of the initials, we are induced to think the

originals were of wood.

From these observations, we come to the conclusion, that it was not till some

time after the invention of printing that the art of casting type from the matrix

became generally known and successfully practised. We believe, that, in the infancy

of the art of printing, the letters were all cut* by the hand, and, in many instances,

two letters were joined together; that is, a consonant with the various vowels, as

ba, be, bi, bo, bu, and by, and so on through the alphabet, for the purpose of facili-

tating the composition of words; and with the same object contractions also were

used. This practice, however, was discontinued at a subsequent period, when the art

of casting type became almost universally known. At the present period, the only

letters that are cast double are/?, ff,fl, ffi, ffl. These are so cast because the curved

top of the/ overhangs its body, and would otherwise ride against the letters i and I.

Dipthongs, which may be considered as contractions, are also cast on one stem.

Within the last year (1855), Messrs. Figgins, the eminent type founders, have

issued, for a very benevolent purposef, an almost fac-simile reprint of " The Game of

the Chess, by William Caxton, 1474." For this purpose they cut a fount of type after

the original. In doing this they discovered the great variety of form in many of the

same letters, which led them to believe that the letters were not cast from a matrix,

but cut by hand: an opinion we had long before conceived in respect to some of

the very earliest efforts of the Art of Printing.

* The operation of cutting the type required the greatest skill. It was not the work of an ordinary

mechanic, hut of the skilful engraver. Fust, Mentellin, Finiguerra ; Dunne, who was employed by Gutenberg

for three years, and, lastly, Cenninus of Florence, were all either chrysographi, illuminators ; chalcographi,

engravers on metal ; or goltshriben, goldsmiths.

In the celebrated " Pax of the Assumption," formerly in the Seratti Collection, engraved by Finiguerra of

Florence, is to be seen the only known instance of the peculiarly-formed letter E, which occurs in the type of

volumes by some supposed to have been printed by Mentellin, though no book bearing his name as the printer

has been found to contain it.

Was Finiguerra induced to quit Florence, and enter into the service of Fust, Schoeffer, or Mentellin, as

one of their secret workmen ? Or did Finiguerra become the " unknown printer," as Dr. Dibdin designates

him 1 We are inclined to the latter opinion, and that he probably printed, at an early period, the Bible

commonly called the " E. Bible," under the auspices of Pope Sixtus IV, dated at Eome 1478, printed with

letters from the same fount.

t The endowment of " The Printers' Almshouses" at Wood Green, Tottenham.
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Though in our preceding volume, pp. 170-1, we have given an extract upon type-

founding, yet we think the following observations may not be out of place respect-

ing that art:

—

The Matrix. Many are the authors who have written on the Art of Printing,

and yet how few of them have explained the practical meaning of the word matrix.

The actual process of making moveable type was of so simple a nature, that it

became necessary to envelope the discovery of the art with such a degree of

mystery as to make the ordinary mechanic consider it to be unattainable. It may
be stated in a few words. In the manufacture of type the following was the

process adopted

:

I. An Artist designs the form of the letters, initial, capital, and small letters, and

italic.

II. An Engraver then cuts them in relief on soft steel; the steel is afterwards

" case-hardened," and the letter thus formed is called the "Punch."

III. A piece of copper is then impressed with the punch, and forms what is called

the matrix, which is afterwards adjusted and fixed in a mould, into which

the hot metal or lead is poured, forming the type.

From this it is seen, that, as long as the original, engraved punch remains unin-

jured, it is capable of being used for the multiplication of matrices to a considerable

or any extent.

Mr. Figgins, in his "Remarks," p. 2, to his reprint of Caxton's "Game of the

Chesse," observes that Caxton, " our countryman, was totally ignorant, at the time

of its introduction, and apparently for some years after, of the process of casting

types ;" adding, in a note, the following observations respecting the secresy with which

some of the processes .of the Art were concealed even till within the last half century

:

"The mystery thrown over the operations of a type-foundry within my own
recollection (thirty-four years), and the still greater secresy which had existed in

my father's experience, testifies that the Art had been perpetuated by a kind of

Druidical or Masonic induction from the first. An anecdote of my father's early

struggles may illustrate this. At the death of Mr. Joseph Jackson, whom my father

had served ten years as apprentice and foreman, there was in progress, for the

University press of Oxford, a new fount of double-pica Greek, which had progressed

under my father's entire management. The then Delegates of that press (the

Rev. Dr. Randolph and Rev. W. Jackson) suggested that Mr. Figgins should finish

the fount himself. This, with other offers of support from those who had previously

known him, was the germ of his prosperity (which he always gratefully acknow-

ledged). But, when he had undertaken this work, the difficulty presented itself,

that he did not know where to find the punch-cutter. No one knew his address;

but he was supposed to be a tall man, who came in a mysterious way occasionally;

VOL. II. cc
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whose name no one knew, but he went by the sobriquet of ' the Black Man/ This

old gentleman, a very clever mechanic, lived to be a pensioner on my father's

bounty,—gratitude is, perhaps, a better word. I knew him, and coidd never under-

stand the origin of his sobriquet, unless 'black' was meant for dark, mysterious,

from the manner of his coming and going from Mr. Jackson's foundry."

Had Caxton, the Father of English Typography, used only one sort of type in

the numerous works which issued from his press, we might feel inclined to agree

with Mr. Figgins, that Caxton might have been " totally ignorant of the process

of casting types," his previous occupation as a merchant, and then, as it were, at a

Court, not being congenial with such an occupation. Caxton, however, during the

very few years he practised the Art of Printing, made use of no fewer, we believe,

than six different sorts of type, all of which present as many varieties in the forms

of the same letters as are found in the type he used for his Book on Chess.

Caxton resided for some years at Bruges*. He was attached to the household of

Charles (the son of Philip Duke of Burgundy), the husband of Margaret of York,

afterwards his Great Patroness. There is very little doubt but that ere he com-

menced the business of printing, he was thoroughly acquainted with the Art, gaining,

probably, his knowledge from John Brito, his friend, fellow townsman, and inventor

of that peculiarly characteristic type used by Caxton. That he printed an Edition

of the "Game of the Chesse" at Bruges, ere he came to England, is distinctly

stated in his preface to the Edition printed in this country. In writing of his

labours he states: "And whan I so had achyeved the sayd translacion, I dyde

doo sette in enprynte a certeyn nombre of theym, whiche anon were depesshed and

solde." Such evidence as this is decisive. Though type of a similar character

was made and used by John Brito of Bruges, there exists no book printed by

Caxton in type cast from the same matrices; nor has there been discovered any

book printed by Brito, or any other person, in the various types used by Caxton.

Consequently, we may fairly presume that Caxton superintended the making of his

own types, whether cast from matrices made from engraved punches, or cut by the

hand; using, in either case, a combination of some letters and contractions, for the

greater convenience of compressing, as was done in regard to many of the letters in

the editions of the Speculum and the Donatuses previously issued in Holland.

At the close of his Caxtonian reprint, Mr. Figgins, after briefly alluding to

Gutenberg, the Mazarine Bible, the Psalmorum Codex, printed in 1457, at Mentz, by

Fust and Schoeffer, relatesf that " the city of Mentz had been sacked, all its printers

* Caxton, in his Prologue to "Recuyell of the Historycs of Troye," states, " And (I) have contynued by

the space of xxx yere for the most parte in the contres of Brabant, Flandres, Holand and Zeeland." Considering

that this Prologue was not written later than 1471, Caxton must have been in Holland, or the Low Countries,

when the Art of Printing was discovered.

t Whether there is any real authority for this historical information, we know not. Johnson, in the opening

of his " Typographia," gives the most concise account of all the arguments that have been brought forward by
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dispersed, and their types probably melted into bullets; the type-foundry was

destroyed, and the dispersed printers were left once more to forage out the new

method of producing their materials."

The relation of Junius in respect to the robbery of the types used by Lawrence

Coster, is not more definite than the preceding account of the destruction of the

type used in the Mazarine Bible, the Codex, etc. "Whatever may have been the

actual circumstances connected with the one and the other, the result of both is

about the same ! namely, that

—

No book has ever been discovered printed with type of precisely the same

character as that of the Donatuses and Speculum, averred by the claimants of Holland

for the discovery of the Art of Printing, to be the production of Lawrence Coster.

Nor has any book been as yet found printed in a similar type to that of the

Mazarine Bible, averred by the claimants of Mentz to have been issued in that city

by John Gutenberg. It is a most remarkable fact, notwithstanding we have

historical evidence of the connnexion of Gutenberg with the Art of Printing, that

no book should bear his name* as the printer, while generally the colophons of

various authors in the Harlem and Mentz controversies, and states, p. 22 :
" We are informed that the Mentz

printers, in order that the Art might not be divulged, administered an oath of secresy to all whom they employed.

This appears to have been strictly adhered to until the year 1462, at which period the city was sacked and

plundered by Archbishop Adolphus : its former rights and franchises were also abolished. Amid the consterna-

tion occasioned by this extraordinary event, the workmen of the Mentz press, considering their oath of fidelity

no longer binding, now became free agents, and spread themselves in different directions. By this circumstance,

the hitherto great mystery was rapidly carried through a considerable portion of Europe. The places which

received it early, after some time commenced a contention for the merit of the discovery ; which has given rise

to the disputes we are now endeavouring to reconcile." We presume Mr. Figgins takes his authority from the

above observations by Johnson.

* In the Pembroke Library, atWilton House, there is a small folio edition of the four Dialogues of St. Gregory.

It is printed in a rude type, in double columns, having at the lower part of the last page, in red, the following :

"rjrplutt Itbrr quartuS Qnalorror
9
gvcgoru.

JSrtSmS ijor np
9 Sanctum est per Siofian (Suttcnticrfrtum aputr Srcrcnttnum anna lnilr&fmo cccclviii."

During the autumn of last year, being in Wiltshire, I availed myself of again inspecting, with the kind

permission of Mr. Sidney Herbert, the several Block-Books in that Collection. Ere I left the Library, I had

again occasion to go to the book-case containing the Block-Books, when I met with the copy of the Dialogues

alluded to ; the colophon attracting my particular notice,—so much so that I made a copy of it, with the view of

further inquiry. On mentioning the subject to Mr. Henry Foss, he stated, that, many years ago, when being

employed in the Library, consequent on the death of the late Earl of Pembroke, he saw the book, and from

what he recollected of it, he considered the colophon to be a,forgery, or rather an addition of comparatively late

date, as noticed by Brunet, " souscripiion toutefois faiie a la main, et qui ne merite par de conftance."—" Manuel

du Libraire," vol. ii., p. 454. It was certainly rather dusk at the time of my seeing it, but there did not appear

to me anything in it to warrant such a conclusion : rare, however, is it that the opinion of Mr. Foss has been

found to be erroneous.

Inasmuch as the earliest dated book known to have been printed at Strasbourg is the Dccretum Gratiani,

from the press of Eggesteyn, in 1471, thirteen years later, it is very desirable to ascertain whether the said colo-

phon is genuine, or a forgery. It is a most interesting point in connexion with the History of Printing, because

many authors, including the learned Schoepflin, have contended that Gutenberg printed there between the years

1440 and 1450.

I hope that, at some future time, Mr. Sidney Herbert will allow the book to be brought to the British

cc 2
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his partners, Fust and Schoeffer, and of almost all the earliest printers, are appended

to the works executed by them.

In the observations by Mr. Figgins, as referred to, he states his opinion that the

Psalmorum Codex and the Mazarine Bible were "printed from cast metal types,

not excelled by anything modern." We do not wish to contend the question with

so eminently a practical man as Mr. Figgins; but we feel sure, that, if he were to

undertake to cast fac-similes of all the types used in those works, he would have to

cut a much greater variety of punches for the different single and double letters,

the contractions, and other typographical minutiae, than he had to do for the type

oi"The Game of Chesse Play." He would, indeed, require an endless variety for

the faithful performance of his task. All these facts are in favour of the argument

of Johnson and others, that, in the Infancy of Printing, the letters were all cut*; that

being the real cause of the enormous expense (4,000 florins, as stated by Trithemius)

Gutenberg was put to, ere he could complete the first twelve sheets of his edition

of the Scriptures.

We have previously noticed (at p. 150) the supposed connexion of the larger type

used in the hitherto discovered copies of these Indulgences, with that used in the

Mazarine and Pfister Bibles; more especially in the former, where the resemblance is

most striking. With respect to the type in the Pfister Bible,we cannot agree in opinion

with Lambinet, the late Mr. Appleyard, and others, that it is the "same"; that is, cast

from the same matrices. There is something so marked in the general appearance

of the type used by Pfister, that any person acquainted with it would, on seeing a

book printed in that character, at once exclaim— ' that is Pfister's type! It is a more

open and less regular type than that used in the two lines occurring in the Letter of

Indulgence aUuded to, the letters in those lines partaking of the extreme regularity,

compactness, and, comparatively speaking, delicacy so remarkable in the Mazarine

Bible. That Pfister may have taken the larger type of the Indulgence as a pattern

from which to cut his punchesf, is not at all improbable, the letters in the one bearing

so great a resemblance to those in the other. The use, however, of type very

similar to that found in the Letters of Indulgence cannot be adduced as a proof that

the edition of the Bible usually considered as the first work from the press of

Pfister, was printed in or before 1455. So, likewise, in respect to the Mazarine

Bible. No irrefragable proof has been shewn that that edition was printed as early

as is stated, though the colophons, or rather notes of the Bubricator, at the close of

Museum for examination (as particularly solicited by me during the last few months) ; a far more satisfactory

mode of deciding the point in question than any individual opinion. It will enable those who follow me in the

research of the earliest records of the Art of Printing, to have the judgment of those whose decisions will render

any further discussion unnecessary.

* " Guttenberg never used any other, either 'wooden' or ' cut metal types,' till the year 1462."

—

Johnson's

Typographia, vol. i., p. 22.

t The type used by Pfister bears evidence of its having been cast from the matrix.
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each volume, in the copy in the Imperial Library at Paris, prove, if genuine (as we

believe them to be), that the whole work had been completed by the year 1456.

We give the notes of the Rubricator from the "facsimiles" of them placed in

the copy in the Royal Library of the British Museum, observing, that, in the fac-

similes given by Dr. Dibdin in his article* "On the Vulgate Bible of 1450—1455,"

the word "alias" in the fourth line is given "aliusf;" also, that in the copies of them

in Chatto's "History of Wood-Engraving," pp. 171-2, several variations occur in the

punctuation, etc. We of course presume, in making these observations, that the

"facsimiles" preserved in the copy in the British Museum are correct:

Vol. I. " Et sic est finis prime partis biblie scz veteris testamenti Illummata seu

rubricata et ligatap henricum Albch alias Cremer Anno dni m° cccc lvi

festo Bartolomei apli— Deo Gracias — Alleluia."

Vol. II. "Iste liber illummatus ligatus z conpletus est p henricum, Cremer vicariu

ecclesie collegat sancti Stephani maguntms sub anno dni millesimo quad-

ringentesimo qumquagesimo sexto Assumpcionis gloriose virginis mane

Deo gracias Alleluja die . . .

"

In respect, however, to the Pfister Bible, it may be observed, that, the discovery

of two typographic relics in the same type, the one dated 1454-5, and the other

1457, prove the existence of similar type as early as 1454; and consequently, as there

is nothing to shew to the contrary, the Bible may have been printed, or commenced,

in that year. Again, the subject of the Document dated 1454-5, coincides with

that of the Letters of the Indidgence of the same period. We give, from the work

of Dr. Falkenstein (p. 131), the annexed note of the two relics, of a few lines of each

of which we have given fac- similes in plate xcvi.

:

"An Exhortation of Christendom against the Turks, 1454—1455, is the

title of a small book consisting of nine 4to. pages, each of twenty or twenty-one lines,

discovered by Docen in the Jesuit Monastery at Augsburg ; and indisputably takes

rank with the Indulgences, amongst the oldest dated monuments of Printing. It is

a sort of Calendar for the year 1455, with a ghostly Exhortation against the Turks,

who just then had conquered Constantinople, and threatened to overwhelm Christian

Europe. This Memorial of Printing might be called a New Year's Gift (literally, a

New Year's Song) for 1455, in which is wished that Pope Nicholas V. might arm

and unite the Christian Princes and People against their arch-enemies. It is,

therefore, intimately connected with the Letters of Indulgence by which the Pope

came to the assistance of the hard-pressed King of Cyprus against the Osmans, and

procured money by the sale of Indulgences. This Exhortation is printed with

* Valpy's Classical Journal, Vol. iv., No. viii.

t The fac-simile transcript in the British Bluseum reads alias clear enough.
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leaden types, from very imperfect matrices, similar to those of the so-called thirty-

six line Bible, in all probability at Bamberg, by A. Pfister, about the end of 1454,

and is at present in the Court and State Library at Munich. It begins "with a

Prayer to God, which has the above superscription. Then follows the Exhortation

in twelve divisions, each of which is headed with the name of a month. The first

division, under the inscription ' Hartmandt' (January), contains a call to the Pope;

those following, to the Emperor, Kings, Archbishops, Bishops, Dukes, and Free

Towns. The last division, headed with the month of December, presents a Picture

of the Dangers threatened to Christianity by the unbelieving Saracens, and con-

cludes with the wish, 'A good holy new year.'

" The very imperfect types are so similar to the Missal-Letters in the Leipzig

and Spencer Indulgences, as almost to cover them throughout* only that the

corners and edges are more worn.

" The fact that Pope Nicholas, to whom the first call is addressed in the words

'Wollan Stathalter,' etc., died 24 March, 1455, contradicts of itself the assertion of

Lichtenberger, Berhartf, and Eber, that this Exhortation was first printed in 1472,

even did not the address to God end with the words, * 3lS ma }tlt notlj JJte geburt

Gfliribat mcccclv. jar.' (As reckoned from the manifest birth 1455 years.)

" Fac-similes have been given, as well by Von AretinJ, in his 'Historical Conse-

quences of the Art of Printing,' Munich, 1808, as by J. Wetter on the fourth plate of

his 'Typographical Imitations.'

"Calendar. The second relic ranks amongst the hitherto too little regarded

Type-works with a date, which in all probability emanated from Pfister's press, is

due to the Calendar with the date of 1457, discovered by G. Fischer at Mentz in

1830. This most important Memorial for clearing up many doubts in the History

of Invention, consists of a single folio leaf printed on one side, in the so-called small

Missal type, similar to that in the ' 36 fine Bible' and ' Four Histories,' and formerly

served as a covering to a prebendal account of the Monastery of St. Gangolf, at

Mentz. The circumstance of this typographical jewel having been discovered at

Mentz, has induced J. Wetter to regard it as a Mentz production §. But the place

* We cannot agree with Dr. Falkenstein on this point.

t In before alluding, p. 152, to this Exhortation, we have, on the authority of Dr. Dibdin (Bill. Tour,

vol. iii., p. 279), stated that M. Bernhard satisfactorily shewed that the real date of the issue of the tract was

1472. Dr. Falkenstein, it is seen, differs on this point with those learned Bibliographers. We think that the

Calendar bearing the date 1457 confirms the date 1455 of the Exhortation as the true one, unless it can be

proved that the originals are forgeries !

% Von Aretin gave, with his brochure, the entire tract in fac-simile ; and a marvellous production it is.

Printed on old paper, it has deceived many persons. A copy was sold in the Library of Dr. Kloss, not noticed

as a fac-simile, and is now in the British Museum.

§ Fischer, on discovering the Calendar, considered it as the production of Gutenberg, and thus headed his

fac-simile :
" Monumentum typographicum anni 1457 Joannis Gutenberg, defectum a G. Fischer Professore et

Bibliothecario Moguntino." It occurs in his "Notice du Premier Monument Typographique en Caracteres
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where a work is found, unless supported by other reasons, can never by itself decide

its origin. The ' Exhortation against the Turks' was, from a century's concealment,

drawn to light at Augsburg; and yet it has never entered the imagination of any

Bibliographer to hold it for an Augsburg impression. Wetter, therefore, is equally

in error, when, at p. 509, he attributes the ' Exhortation' to Gutenberg, as when he

ascribes the Pfister Calendar to Fust and Schoeffer.

"A glance at the accompanying fac-simile*, which correctly represents the

commencement of the Calendar, will confirm this. The date, 1457, is not only

written by the hand of the Vicar, John Kess, who kept the account, but also stands

printed at the top of the leaf. The letters are almost identical with those in the

Exhortation against the Turks. The first six months of the year are printed on the

margin, under each other; and in the six following, the Changes of the Sun and

Moon, the Sunday Letters, and the Golden Number, are given. This remarkable

Memorial of Printing is now in the Royal Library at Paris."

Ere we proceed to more minute particulars in respect to the Letters of Indul-

gence, we hope we may be excused for again referring to the Mazarine Bible. We
would fain have avoided all controversy; but as we find the learned Bibliographer,

M. Bemardf, has taken us to task for certain opinions^ held by us relating to

Mobiles avec date connu jusqu'd ce jour, etc.; d Mayence, 4to., 1804." Since the period of Fischer's observa-

tions upon this interesting document, much has been discovered to shew that the character of the type is similar

to that used by Pfister, and not Gutenberg's. Dr. Falkenstein has made an error in stating that Fischer

discovered the Calendar in 1830. It was in 1804.

* In that fac-simile Dr. Falkenstein gives four lines and two words, the lines measuring six and a half

inches wide ; whereas, in the original, the same test occupies two lines and three-quarters, their width being

eight and three-quarter inches. Such " fac-similes" are apt to mislead the inquirer !

f Author "De FOrigine et des Debuts de lTmprimerie en Europe," par Aug. Bernard; 2 vols., Paris, 1858.

J In a preceding page (170) I have briefly reiterated the views held by my father respecting the probable

cause of the differences that occur in the first five lines of some copies of the Mazarine Bible. In regard to the

series of fac-similes from the works of the Early Printers, as published by me in 1845, M. Bernard (vol. i.,

p. 186, note) very justly observes :
" IJ y a fort peux de text en caractlres typographiques, ou pour mieux dire il

n'y a que le titre des livres. La Bible de 42 lignes seule fait exception. M. Sotheby lui a consacre cinq ou six

pages." The work issued by me was not intended to be otherwise than a Collection of Fac-similes from early

printed books. As such, I do not hesitate to affirm that it has not its compeer. Had I been desirous to make a

pictorial publication of a more popular character, I might have selected specimens of types, accompanied with

gorgeously illustrated initial letters. Variety of types was the object, not decoration ; consequently, it fre-

quently happened that the illuminated letters of the work whence the type was taken, were of a very inferior

quality,—hence their often inelegant form. By the papers left by my father, I found that he had paid particular

attention to the collation and examination of the various copies he could meet with of the Mazarine Bible ; and,

accordingly, it was from those memoranda that I drew up the notice alluded to. The laborious work of

M. Bernard proves that he has devoted many years to the subject of Early Printing, and is therefore entitled to

the greatest respect. In differing, however, from the views of that learned author, I have only to hope he will

not in future judge too hastily, or pronounce an hypothesis offered to be absurd, without having the means of

proving it to be so.

The following are the remarks of M. Bernard, vol. i., pp. 186—192 :

" M. Sotheby pretend que les douze derniers feuillets de rexenvplaire en velin de M. Perkins, de Londres,
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minute typographical points in connexion with these volumes, we have no alterna-

tive but to endeavour to shew that our views may be, in some points, as correct

as his.

When a man so profoundly learned in the Annals of Typography as M. Bernard

appears to be, calls into question the opinion of a fellow-labourer, we naturally have

a right to expect accuracy" in every minute point that he himself desires to illus-

trate. At vol. i., p. 179, he gives the two colophons, or rather notices, appended by

the rubricator to the close of each volume of the Bibliotheque Imperiale copy of the

Bible in question. Now those paragraphs are printed in inverted commas, as

sont sur onglets, ce qu'il attribue an desir de tirer parti des demi-feuilles de velin qui etaient restees en defets

;

puis, generalisant cette observation, et la rattachant a une autre qu'il a faite au sujet des demi-feuilles qu'on

rencontre de temps a autre dans le livre, il en conclut que la Bible a et<5 tiree page par page. S'il eut ete^ typo-

graphe, c'eut ete pour lui, comme pour moi, au contraire, la preuve de l'absurdite du conte qu'on a fait jadis

au sujet du pretendu tirage des pages isolees, conte qui ne rencontre plus aujourdhui, grace a Dieu, un seul

credule serieux. L'existence de cartons ou de demi-feuilles toujours places au meme endroit prouve, en effet,

que la composition de tout le cahier ou ils se trouvent a 6t6 faite en meme temps, et qu'on n'en commencait le

tirage que lorsque cette composition etait terminee : d'ou Ton doit inferer que la masse des caracteres fondus

etait encore plus considerable que je ne l'ai dit ; car cela indique la possibilite d'£tablir a la fois trois cahiers de

cinq a six feuilles. Mais ceci nous importe peu. Comme je l'ai dit, et comme on a pu le voir, les cahiers sont

generalement de cinq feuilles, et lorsqu'il y a exception, c'est pour satisfaire, par un arrangement purement

typographique, au gout des acheteurs ou a la commodite des lecteurs.

" M. Sotheby a pre^ente^ une hypothese bien plus extraordinaire encore. II existe deux sortes d'exemplaires

de la Bible de Gutenberg : les uns ont invariablernent 42 lignes a la colonne, y compris le blanc des rubriques

ou sommaires; d'autres ont 40 lignes seulement aux neuf premieres pages et 41 a la dixieme : ces derniers

offrent de plus cette singularity, que les trois premiers sommaires du premier cahier et les deux premiers du

quatorzieme sont imprimes en rouge, au lieu d'etre Merits a la main, comme dans les exemplaires de 42 lignes.

Les pages de 40 lignes occupent le meme espace, a peu pres, que celles de 42 (environ sept cent trente points

typographiques), quoique composees avec un caractere de meme ceil. M. Sotheby en a conclu que Gutenberg

avait fondu son caractere sur deux corps differents, et que l'ouvrier prenait l'un ou l'autre, suivant le cas, pour

mieux suivre les dispositions du manuscrit qu'il avait devant lui comme modele. H est confirme dans cette

opinion, dit-il, par les differences, a la verite presque imperceptibles, qu'on remarque dans la hauteur des pages

du reste du volume ! De sorte que, suivant M. Sotheby, on trouve dans la meme page, je devrais dire dans la

meme ligne, des lettres de forces de corps differentes. Pour faire juger de suite de l'etrangete de ce systeme, je

previens le lecteur que les deux corps de caractere varieraient de moms d'un point dans les pages a 40 lignes,

puisqu'il n'y a que trente-six points (deux lignes de dix-huit) a repartir entre quarante lignes. M. Sotheby

aurait du, pour etre logique, supposer un autre caractere pour la page de 41 lignes, car cette page donne sept

cent vingt-quatre points, c'est a-dire un chiffre qui ne s'accorde ni avec le calcul de 42 lignes ni avec celui de 40.

" Je vais expliquer d'un mot ce qui a si fort intrigue les savants.

" La Bible du Gutenberg ne s'ecoula pas aussi vite qu'on l'avait espere. Les courants intellectuels ne

s'etablissent pas a volont^. Et puis une certaine defaveur s'attachait peut-etre alors aux travaux typographiques,

comme a toute ceuvre mieanique. Quoi qu'il se vendit a un prix infeiieur aux manuscrits, il resta longtemps

des exemplaires de ce livre en magasin. Les ouvrages n'ayant alors ni titre ni souscription, on ne distinguait

souvent les livres que par le nombre des lignes. Fust, a qui Pimprimerie de Gutenberg et ses produits furent

adjuges en 1455, comme nous allons le voir, en garantie de l'argent par lui prete a, ce dernier, eut l'idee, sans

doute a, l'instigation de son premier ouvrier, Pierre Schoiffer, de s'approprier aussi moralement cette Bible en

changeant l'aspect et la designation. Pour cela, il en reimprima les premieres pages avec un nombre inf^rieur

de lignes, quoique avec le meme caractere. Cela etait facile : il suffisait de resserrer la composition ou de

multiplier les abreviations pour faire entrer 42 lignes en 40 ; puis, pour donner a, ces 40 lignes la meme longueur

qu'aux pages de 42 lignes, afin que le livre ne fut pas disgracieux, de les interligner avec des feuilles de papier
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authorities, and yet we find they differ in many instances in the more minute typo-

graphical particulars from those given by us at a preceding page (p. 197); conse-

quently, either the "facsimiles" of those colophons in the Royal Library in the

British Museum (whence ours are taken) have been incorrectly executed, or those

given by M. Bernard have been imperfectly transcribed, unless taken from a

different copy, the printing of the editions differing, as is the case "with the Bible of

1462 printed by Fust and Schoeffer ! They are as follow, the roman letters shewing

where the variations occur:

Vol. i. " Et sic est finis prime partis Biblie sancte Yeteris Testamenti; illumi-

nata seu rubricata et ligata per Henricum Albech, alius \_sic] Cremer anno Domini

m° cccc" lvi°,festo Bartholomei apostoM." Ending omitted.

Vol. ii. " Iste liber illuminatus, ligatus, et com.pletus est per Henricum Cremer,

vicarium ecclesie collegiate Sancti Stephani Moguntim, sub anno Domini millesimo

quadringentesimo quinquMgesimo sexto, festo Assumptionis gloriose Virginis Marie."

Ending omitted.

ou de parchenvin, car il n'existait pas encore, que je saehe, d'interlignes au-dessous d'un point. Ceci explique

la difference qu'on remarque encore dans la page a. 41 lignes. La composition n'ayant pu tornber juste a 40

lignes partout, a cause des necessites typographiques, on dut se resoudre a faire une page de 41 lignes, et pour

qu'elle ne fut pas trop longue, comme elle l'aurait ete si on l'avait interlignee de la meme maniere que celles de

40 lignes, on l'interligna avec un papier moins epais, ou toutes les deux lignes seulement, de facon a dissimuler

le plus adroitement possible la difference. Cette page de 41 lignes, placee au recto d'un feuillet dont le verso a

42 lignes, denonce a tout praticien, par Firregularite du registre, l'evidence de la fraude.

" A la verite, M. Sotheby pretend que les exemplaires de 42 lignes sont posterieurs a ceux de 40. La
raison qu'il en donne, c'est qu'on trouve dans le filigrane des feuilles de 42 lignes le bteuf, qui ne reparait qu'a

la fin de l'ouvrage, et rarement encore, tandis que les feuilles a 40 lignes portent la tete de boeuf, qui se troure

dans toute la premiere partie du livre. Bien n'est moins concluant que ce fait. II n'est pas extraordinaire

qu'un cahier tout entier ait ete tire sur des feuilles de meme qualite, puisque comme je l'ai dit, un cahier etait

tire tout a la fois. II suffit, pour expliquer cette apparente singularity, du hasard qui a preside a l'enlevenient

de la rame de papier destinee au tirage de Fun ou de l'autre cahier : en effet, il y avait dans le magasin de

Gutenberg, de l'aveu meme de M. Sotheby, trois sortes de papiers au moins, de meme qualite et de meme
format, 1'un marque d'une tete de bceuf, l'autre d'un boeuf, et le troisieme d'un raisin. L'imprimeur aura pris

au hasard celui dont il avait besoin, et c'est ce qui aura produit cette inversion, dont on pretend tirer

aujourd'hui des conclusions rigoureuses. Peut-etre meme le hasard ne presida-t-il pas entierement a cette

coincidence, en ce qui concerne les feuilles a 40 lignes. II est bien possible que Fust et Schoiffer aient choisi

avec intention dans leur magasin du papier au bosuf pour retirer les premieres feuilles du livre, imprimees

d'abord avec du papier a la tete du boeuf.

" M. Sotheby, dont le systeme est complet, donne au sujet de ces sommaires imprimes, des expHcations qui

ne sont pas moins etranges que celles que j'ai deja relevees dans son livre. Suivant lui, si toutes les rubriques

n'ont pas ete imprimees, c'est qu'on a reconnu, pendant le tirage des premieres feuilles, qu'elles seraient plus

belles etant faites a la main, et tromperaient mieux Pacheteur, en faisant ressembler davantage le livre a un
manuscrit. Ce serait meme en partie pour faire disparaitre ces vilaines rubriques imprimees qu'on aurait retire

les premieres feuilles de la Bible. C'est le cas de dire avec le proverbe :
' II ne faut pas disputer des gouts.'

M. Sotheby serait sans doute fort embarrasse pour nous expliquer, d'apres son systeme : 1
=
pourquoi les

exemplaires qui ont des rubriques imprimees dans le premier cahier en ont egalement dans ie quatorzieme, et

n'en ont pas dans les feuillets intermediaires; 2° pourquoi les exemplaires a sommaires imprimees sont plus

nombreux que ceux a sommaires manuscrits ! C'aurait ete, en verite, une singuliere id^e que de depenser tant

d'argent pour faire disparaitre de quelques exemplaires seulement ces sommaires qui ne sont rien moins que

vilains. Mais c'est trop m'appesantir sur ce sujet."

VOL. II. D D*
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On comparing the preceding colophons with those at p. 197, it will be seen, that,

independently of the punctuation and the use of capitals, there are no less than

thirteen words differently spelt! None but those practically employed in such

matters know the difficulty of avoiding typographical errors of the like description.

A more glaring instance of our own cannot be, than in the next page, where, in the

heading to the observations on the number of lines in the pages of the Mazarine

Bible, it is printed the front ninth and tenth pages, in lieu of the first. An error

which the reprinting of this page enables us to point out.

We will now examine the various points commented upon by M. Bernard.

I. The printing of the Bible by single pages.

In considering this point, it must be borne in mind that the paper used for the

printing of all books in folio, in the fifteenth century, was in single* sheets; which

is proved, not only by the presence of a water-mark in each sheet, but by all the

* I do not profess to have personally examined or collated the larger productions of the early printers. My
Father, however, made it one of his particular points in the study of early typography ; and, accordingly, I find

the following note, written hy him nearly thirty years ago, respecting the printing of the first volume of the

edition of the Catholicon of Balbi, with sixty-five lines in a full page :

" Nothing proves more clearly that the early printers printed their boohs sheet by sheet, than the collation of

two copies of the same book." My Father follows this observation with the note of the collations of two copies

of the Catholicon, at that period in the possession of Mr. Inglis and Mr. Bohn. The signatures, of course, are

nominal.

Inglis Copt. BOHN Copt.

Leaves. Leaves. Leaves. Leaves.

a Gath. of 8 Gath. of 12 a Gath. of 10 Gath. of 10

b 33 12 P 3) 8 b j)
10 P 5, 10

c 3) 8 4 33 12 c 33 10 1 33
10

d 33 12 r ,, 8 d » 10 r 33 10

e Si 8 s 33
12 e » 10 s 33 10

f 33 12 t 33
6 f 33

10 t 33 8

OP

„ 8 u >) 12 g „ 10 u J) 10

h 33
12 X 33 8 h 33

10 X 33 10

i 33 8 y ,, 10 i ,J 10 y J)
8

k 33
10 z „ 6 k » 8 z 3, 8

1 33 8 Half sheet 1 1 33
10

m 33 10 m 33 8

n 33 6 Leaves 217 n 33 8 Leaves 218

"N.B. In consequence of Mr. Bonn's copy having the first leaf of the first gathering blank, the volume

terminates on the last leaf of the last gathering, z; whereas Mr. Inglis' copy begins on the first leaf of the first

gathering, and ends on a single half-sheet."

I find that the collation of the second volume agrees in both copies, each copy ending with a blank leaf

in the last gathering (t t) of six leaves. It is only by such minute typographical research that any con-
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edges of the paper being uneven when in its original or uncut state; of which we

have hundreds of examples in sheets taken from Manuscript Account Books dated

from 1360 to 1500, and later. Consequently, each sheet of paper when printed on

both sides and doubled, would contain four pages of text, one of the leaves shewing

the water-mark between its perpendicular water-lines; which is the case with the

Bible in question. But as it is printed in gatherings of five sheets, or twenty pages,

the 1st and 20th being printed on the reverse, and the 2nd and 19th on the recto of

the paper, and so of the other pages, it follows, as a necessary consequence, that

each page must have been printed separately, or that the whole twenty, or at least

twelve, must have been composed before the Printer could have had a return of his

type to enable him to proceed with the remaining eight pages of the gathering. We
confess we still adhere to our opinion, that the former alternative was adopted, as

the latter would have involved the necessity of being provided with a very large fount

of letter, perhaps not much less than 1000 lbs., a quantity of one fount of moveable

type not likely to have been possessed by the printer who first put in practice the

new invention*. The great improbability, not to say impossibility, of so large a

fount of type being possessed by the printer of the Mazarine Bible, induced us to

hazard the hypothesis that he printed the Bible in single pages; independent of

which we must not forget that the type used for that work was cut by the hand,

consequently limited in its quantity.

II. The cause offorty andforty-one lines occurring, in some copies, in

the front, ninth, and tenth p>ages of the first volume.

M. Bernard considers it as " une hypothese Men plus extraordinaire encore," that

we should have thought it possible for the printer of the Bible to have possessed

at the outset of his labours, type of two sizes, or, rather, type shewing the

same face but differing slightly in body. He argues, first, that the type in those

pages wherein are only forty and forty-one lines, were, instead of the modern plan

of "leading," interlined with strips of paper or parchment, for the purpose of

elusion can be drawn as to the plan adopted by the very early printers in working off their pages ; though, at the

same time, a few instances occurring to warrant an hypothesis as to a custom, do not prove its general use. In

the case of the printers working off the 1st and 24th pages in a gathering of twelve leaves, they must have set up
the whole of the twenty-four pages, unless they were enabled to "cast off" their pages, as the printers term it

;

which they would have found some difficulty in doing, unless the manuscript from which they composed was
written in a very regular manner, so that each page would, on an average, contain the same number of letters.

* Our printer has suggested, that, as the type is supposed to be a fac-simile of some of the manuscripts of

the period, it is possible that the Mazarine Bible may correspond exactly in dimensions of page, and number of

lines in each, with some manuscript copy of the Bible then extant ; in which case the 20th page might have

been composed from the manuscript, and worked off with the 1st, and so of the other pairs in the gatherings,

without danger of its being necessary to vary the length of any of the intermediate pages to make them read on
to subsequent pages already printed.

DD 2
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extending the length of the page; bringing forward, in corroboration of his views,

the statement of a type-founder at Paris, who had lately invented the means of

increasing the body of the type by almost a hair's breadth*; and adding, that the

type used by Fust and Schoeffer, in their edition of the "
Offices of Cicero" printed

at Mentz in 1465, bears evident proof of its having been "leaded," or interlined.

In the first place we contend that a minute examination of the printed text of

those pages with forty lines, will prove that the type was not leaded, because many

of the ascending and descending portions of the letter are so close as not to admit of

even a line being drawn between them; a fact which shews that no space-line

could have been introduced between the lines of text. In examining minutely these

pages with forty lines, we have found them to be of exactly the same length, and any

portions of the page, as ten, twenty, or thirty lines, exactly to correspond in measure.

We cannot summon to our aid the testimony of either Gutenberg, Fust, or his

son-in-law, Schoeffer, to explain the difficulties they encountered. The fact, that

the first ten pages differ in the number of the hnes from the remaining pages of the

work, shews either that the printer, at the commencement of his undertaking, had

not finally made up his mind as to the plan he would adopt in the execution of Lis

task, or that the diversity in the number of lines existed in the MS. from which he.,

composed the Bible.

At no period were the services of the Scribe called into more extensive operation

than during the early part of the fifteenth century. The innumerable copies of the

Holy Scriptures written, in double columns, on vellum, and occasionally on paper,

prove that an immense traffic was carried on in the sale of such manuscripts. When,

therefore, it was discovered that by the use of the art then newly discovered, but

most carefully concealed, that copies could be made and multiplied by mechanical

means, and sold as manuscripts, the chief aim of the printer was that they should

resemble the manuscripts as closely as possible. Consequently, we may presume

that the manuscript copy from which the Mazarine edition was printed, bore not

* " Un fondeur de Paris a trouve' de nos jours le moyen d'en fondre sur un demi-point ; mais c'est un

progres auquel on etait loin de songer en 1455. Le premier livre interligne que j'ai vu est un Ciceron publie

par Schoiffer en 1465, et il est probablement interligne avec des reglettes de bois, car Finterlignage est fort

considerable." Note, vol. i., p. 189.

We will not dispute the question of the type of the Cicero alluded to being leaded. "We have examined the

copy in the British Museum leaf by leaf, and find that the lengths of the pages throughout agree, each page

having twenty-eight lines. During our examinations of early printed books, we have met with several other

works, which shew that the plan of "leading" the type has been carried to a much greater extent than in the

Cicero; the leads between the lines of which must have been very thin, as will be seen by observing how very

minute is the space between the ascending and descending letters.

" The Siege of the Cytee of Rhodes" printed by Caxton, presents a remarkable instance of the "leading"

of type, by which it assumes so different an appearance that few persons would believe tbat the type in that

work is the same as that used by him in the " Golden Legende," " Confessio Amantis," and " The Book called

Cathon."
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only a close resemblance as to the letters, but also in the disjDOsition of the text. It

is well known, that, in all manuscript copies of the Bible, the Psalter, the Hours,

the Missals, and, indeed, of works generally, the headings of the chapters, or divi-

sions of the subjects, were left to be filled in by the Rubricator. Upon this point

M. Bernard remarks strongly, closing his strictures upon our views by stating that

we should find ourselves at a loss to explain, first, how it was that the copies which

have the headings printed in the first gathering and in the fourteenth, should not

be so in the intervening leaves; and secondly, why the copies with printed headings

are more numerous than those with manuscript ones,—M. Bernard rather amusingly

summing up his notice, "Mais c'est trop m'appesantir sur ce sujet."

From the above, it must be inferred that the headings occurring in the four-

teenth gathering are printed. "We have not found them to be so in any of the

copies we have seen. We stated that the first two* headings only, in the pages

with forty bines, are printed; but that all the others, and all in the copies with

forty-two lines, are written.

We account for the headings being, at the commencement of the volume, in type

instead of manuscript, by supposing that the printer was desirous, not only to make

his page of uniform appearance, but to avoid the employment of the Rubricator,

who was not always well skilledf in the ordinary writing of the period, though, as a

caligraphist, well practised in the Gothic letter used in illuminated manuscripts.

The probability is, that the printer found that by making the headings of a similar

character to the text, he was endangering his chance of palming off his printed

Bibles as Manuscripts, the headings being usually written in a different style. As to

the fact, that, out of the many hundred copies which were no doubt circulated, more

copies with forty fines in the first nine pages have been preserved, than with forty-two

lines, we consider this to have been a mere matter of chance. Look at the numerous

instances of works in folio printed during even the sixteenth century, of which only

one or two copies are known, but of which thousands were probably circulated.

The views of M. Bernard are, that the copies with forty-two lines were first

* In the first gathering (five leaves) there are only three headings : the first on the recto of the first leaf,

the second, a short one to the Prologue ; and the third, the commencement of Genesis, recto of the fifth leaf.

The next heading that occurs is on the recto of the 29th leaf, to the first Book of Exodus. I mention this

because M. Bernard writes offixe headings being printed in red ink.

t The originals of the notices in the autograph of the Rubricator, at the close of the copy of the Mazarine

Bible in the Imperial Library at Paris, clearly illustrate this fact. Not so, however, in all cases. The headings

in the copy of the Pfister Bible in the British Museum are all written (in red ink) in imitation of the type ; and

so well are they executed, that, at first sight, many appear to have been printed. What with the headings in

red, the numerous capital and initial letters, the Pfister Bible presents a far more gorgeously printed book than

the Mazarine Bible, and much more likely to have been passed off as a manuscript. The paper used for the

copy of the Pfister Bible in the British Museum presents not only a great variety of water-marks, but the texture

of the paper differs very much. That on which the head of the Bull occurs is of very similar texture to that in

the Museum copy of the Mazarine Bible.
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issued; and that the work not selling so quickly as had been expected, the unsold

copies fell into the hands of Fust, "who, by the advice of Schoeffer, reprinted the first

five leaves with the view of giving the remaining copies the appearance of another

edition, by not only varying the number of the lines in the page, but by printing

the headings* in red ink; a new idea, as supposed by M. Bernard, of Schoeffer,

" sinon par Vintention de trdmper le public relativement a Vorigine de ce livre, en lui

faisant croire a une edition differente de celle de Gutenberg, dont les nouveaux impri-

meurs avaient interet a /aire oublier les travaux ?"

This is not a bad conjecture of the learned author; but we think that if Peter

Schoeffer had proceeded so far in the process of deception, he would have also

reprinted the last leaf to each of the volumes, and added his well-known character-

istically expressed colophon, also in red characters.

In respect to the fact of the paper used for the reprinting of nine pages of the

first gathering (five sheets) having the Bull water-mark, we are free to confess that

our argument on that point is not borne out ; because, on examining the copy (forty-

two lines throughout, with all the headings in manuscript) in the Royal Library of

the British Museum, we find, that, in the first volume, the Bull water-mark occurs

in the first twenty leaves (two gatherings, supposed, of five sheets), as far as the

nineteenth leaf, as under:

Bull

1st
Leaf

i

Gathering.

Blank
Leaf

10 Bull .

2nd Gatheri
Leaf

11

KG.

Blank
Leaf
20

Bull 2 Bull 9 Blank . 12 Bull 19

Blank 3 Bull 8 Blank . 13 Bull 18

Bull 4 Blank 7 Bull . 14 Blank 17

Bull 5 Blank 6 Bull . 15 Blank 16.

Now the paper of the twenty leaves, forming the first two gatherings of ten

leaves each, ought to have, if used in entire sheets, ten leaves with a water-niark,

* Ten years since, when writing the observations alluded to by M. Bernard, I fully believed that my Father

had found that the Bull water-mark occurred only in the Jive leaves that had been reprinted with forty-two lines

in a full page. Finding, however, the Bull mark in the first two gatherings in the British Museum copy, clearly

proves that the mystery connected with the reprinting of the first five leaves is not to be accounted for so easily

as he thought, though the discovery does not place the views of M. Bernard in a more favourable light, as, in some

of the copies with forty lines, the mark of the Bull's head only occurs. It is only during the last five years that

I have particularly looked to the subject of water-marks ; consequently, what I then wrote was taken from the

memoranda made by my Father, who supposed that, as the Bull proper represents the arms of Calixtus III., who

did not ascend the Papal throne until April 1455, the mark of the Bull had some reference to that Pope, as

many of the early paper-marks are found to bear their insignia. If such could be shewn, it would prove

that the Mazarine Bible was not commenced so early as generally supposed, unless the first twenty leaves of

the first volume were afterwards reprinted. Though from the fact of one copy having, for the first two gather-

ings, paper bearing the mark of the Bull, it must not be supposed that all other copies have the same, though

it may happen that, as the printer proceeded, he might have taken care that all the paper used for the same

gathering should bear the same water-mark. In some books the paper-mark varies in almost every sheet.

In respect, however, to the Bull water-mark, I have found it on the paper of the Account Books at the

Hague, dated as early as 1380, and in frequent use in the Low Countries, and also in German manuscripts up

to 1450.
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and ten leaves without one; and when placed one within the other, so as to form

the gathering, each leaf with a mark should have its corresponding leaf without

one. In the above note of the two gatherings, the corresponding leaves in the first

gathering are 1 and 10; and in the second, 11 and 20. With the exception, there-

fore, of leaves 2 and 9, each of which has the Bull, the others collate correctly; so

that, unless the second sheet had a mark on both halves (a most rare circumstance)

we have at once a proof that the text of that sheet in that copy was worked off page

by page.

We close our observations by remarking, that if, according to the views of

M. Bernard, the edition with the printing of the first gathering with forty lines was
subsequent to that with forty-two lines, we must come to the conclusion that the

promulgators of the newly-discovered art made a retrograde movement, by the sub-

stitution of an imperfect production for one that may be considered, in all its typo-

graphical points, as unrivalled since the Invention of Printing by moveable type.

The case is parallel to that of the very imperfectly printed fourth edition of

the Speculum, which has been considered, until within the last few years, to have

preceded the other three editions; M. Koning and others arguing that the imperfect

state of the type, and general bad working of the sheets, proved it to have been the

first effort of the Invention, instead of being, as is mechanically proved, the last

printed of the four editions.
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The chief object of our closing the description of the vaiious Block-Books of

the Netherlands and Germany, Avith any allusion to the printed Letters of Indul-

gence, is, that to the copy dated from Wurtzburg, 1455, in the library of Earl Spencer,

is attached the Original Seal of Authority, bearing irrefragable proof that

these Documents were issued in connexion, not with Germany or France, but with

that portion of the Netherlands known as the country of Hannah, then under the

dominion of Philip Duke of Burgundy, who was closely allied to the King of

Cyprus, for whose aid those Indulgences were specially granted.

It is as well here to note, that, at that period, the Historical year commenced on

the 1st of January; but the Legal year on the 25th of March; consequently, the

Letter of Indulgence, or any document, dated January, or before March 25, 1455,

woidd, in fact, be the Legal year 1454, though, historically, 1455.

Those who are desirous of entering minutely into the historical transactions

which gave rise to the Letters of Indulgences, will find much information in the

"Analecta Medii vEvi," by Haeberlin. We simply state the fact, that Paul Zappe

was sent by John, King of Cyprus (whose Councillor and Secretary he was), on

the 6th of January, 1452 {legal year, 1451), to Italy, to collect the tributes and levies

which the King of Cyprus, by virtue of the privilege granted to him by the Pope in

1451, had been permitted to raise from the Christians of the Western Empire.

Among others, Paul Zappe appointed John (de Castro) to act as his deputy in

Germany; from various parts of which, the few copies of the Indulgences that have

turned up, are dated. As a matter, more of curiosity than any interest in the par-

ticular circumstance connected with these Indulgences, to which we are desirous of

calling attention, we give a translation of the Document itself:

" Paulinus Chappe, Counsellor, Ambassador, and Administrator General, of his gracious

Majesty the King of Cyprus, in this province, to all the faithful followers of Christ who may read

this letter, greeting in the Lord.

" Whereas the most Holy Father in Christ, and our Lord, Nicholas Vth, by Divine grace Pope,

mercifully compassionating the afflictions of the Kingdom of Cyprus from those most treacherous

enemies of the Cross of Christ, the Turks and the Saracens, in an earnest exhortation, by the

sprinkling of the Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ, freely granted to all those faithful followers of

Christ, wheresoever established, who within three years from the first day of May, a.d. 1452, should

piously contribute, according to their ability more or less, as it should seem good to their own

consciences, to the Procurators or their deputies, for the defence of the Catholic Religion and the

aforementioned Kingdom (Cyprus), that Confessors, Secular and Regular, chosen by themselves,

having heard their confessions for excesses, crimes, and faults, however great, even for those hitherto

reserved exclusively for the Apostolic See to remit, should be licensed to pronounce due absolution

upon them, and enjoin salutary Penance ; and also that they might absolve those persons, if they

should humbly beseech it, who perchance might be suffering excommunication, suspension, and

other sentences, censures, and ecclesiastical punishments, instituted by canon law, or promulgated

by man : salutary Penance being required, or other satisfaction, which might be enjoined by canon
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law, varying according to the nature of the offence. Also, that they might be empowered by

Apostolic authority to grant to those who were truly penitent, and confessing their guilt,—or if

perhance, on account of the loss of speech, they could not confess, those who gave outward demon-

strations of contrition,—the fullest Indulgence of all their sins, and a full remission, as well during

life as in the hour of death ; reparation being made by them if they should survive, or by their

heirs if they should then die. And the penance required after the granting of the Indulgence is

this, that they fast, throughout a whole year, on every Friday, or some other day of the week, the

lawful hindrances to performance being prescribed by the regular usage of the Church, a vow or

•other thing not standing in the way of it; and as for those prevented from so doing in the stated

year, or any part of it, they shall fast in the following year, or in the first year that they can : and

if they should not be able conveniently to fulfil the required fast in any of the years or any part

of them, the Confessor for that purpose shall be at liberty to commute it to other acts of charity,

which they shall be equally bound to do. And all this so that they presume not, which God

forbid, to sin from the assurance of a remission of this kind ; for otherwise, that which is called

Concession, whereby they are admitted to full remission in the hour of death, and remission, which

as it promised, leads them to sin with assurance, would be of no weight or validity. And whereas

the devoted in Christ Lord Godfridus Becker, Priest of the Diocese of Verden, in order to obtain the

promised Indulgence, according to his ability hath piously contributed for the above-named laud-

able purpose, he is entitled to enjoy the benefit of Indulgence of this sort. For a witness of the

truth of the above Concession, the seal ordained for this purpose is appended. Given in Lunenburg

anno Domini mccccliiii. " (quinto) die vero vicessima sexta mensis Januarii."

"Formula of the plenary Indulgence and Remission.

" May our Lord Jesus Christ bestow on thee his most holy and most gracious mercy ; may he

absolve thee both by his own authority, and that of the blessed Peter and Paul, his apostles ; and

by the authority apostolic committed unto me, and conceded on thy behalf, I absolve thee from all

thy sins repented for with contrition, confessed, and forgotten, as also from all casual sins, excesses,

crimes, and delinquencies ever so grievous, and whose cognizance is reserved to the Holy See, as

well as from any ecclesiastical judgment, censure, and punishment, promulgated either by law or

by man, if thou hast incurred any. Giving thee Plenary Indulgence and remission of all thy sins,

inasmuch as on this head the keys of the Holy Mother do avail.

" In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Amen."

"Formula of Plenary Remission on the point of Death.

" May our Lord, etc., as above. I absolve thee from all thy sins with contrition repented for,

confessed, and forgotten, restoring thee to the unity of the faithful, and the partaking of the Sacra-

ments of the Church, releasing thee from the torments of Purgatory, which thou hast incurred, by-

giving thee plenary remission of all thy sins, inasmuch as the keys of Mother Church do on this

head avail.

" In the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Amen."

We now append to the preceding translation, a note of eight copies of these Indulgences, out

of the few at present known to exist, stating only the names of the persons to whom they

were given, the places whence, and the date when, they were issued, which, in the document, are

inserted in manuscript. The manuscript insertions are printed in italics.

VOL. II. EE
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I. To "Dominus JoannesKelner presbyter et Catherina Matildis Mogunt. diocesis."—Datum " Erffurdiw"

anno dni mccccliiii die vero " quintagesima" mensis " novenibris."

The above was the copy belonging to Schelhorn, and mentioned by Lambinet, vol. i. p. 122.

It is now at the Hague, according to the authority of M. Bernard.

II. To "Juderus est von Ajaspath."^~D&tum "Ifoguncie" anno dni mccccliiii die vero "ultima " mensis

"decembris."

In the Imperial Library at Paris, it is signed, at the right hand corner, "Jo. ab.

burchardi ad premiss : deputus." On the left is noted the price (three florins) it was sold for, but

nearly obliterated.

III. To " in Christo domino Godfridus Becker Presbiter Verdensis Dgocesis."—Datum " Luneboreh"

anno dni mccccliiii (quinto) die vero " vicessima sexta" mensis "Januarii."

In this impression the word "quinto" for the date of the year, is written over the four units, which

have been partially erased. The copy is particularly mentioned by Haeberlin in his Analecta Medii

JEvi, p. 567; also by Heinecken, p. 261 ; and by Lambinet. Dr. Dibdin (Bibliotheca Spenceriana,

vol. i. p. 1), in referring to the observations made by Haeberlin and Lambinet respecting the form

of the document, appears altogether to have misinterpreted the language of Lambinet: " Haeberlin,

according to Lambinet, describes a copy of these Indulgences as being in octavo, in two pages and

a half ; and Lambinet himself asks whether it be a square leaf of vellum, in the form of a patent,

or a folded leaf." Now, Lambinet, p. 123, merely states, that Haeberlin occupies two pages and a

half with his description of the copy :
" Cette lettre, dans Haeberlin, est de deux pages et demie de

Timpression, pet. 8vo." For the information of future Bibliographers, it is as well to point out this

error. We have here a proof that the Document issued in January 1455 was printed in 1454. It

was from this Document that the translation in the preceding pages was made. The original is

now, according to M. Bernard, at Gottingen.

IV. To " Georgius de amsbergh ejus uxor Pres. Colon diosesie," eroga " vernt."—Datum "Colonie" anno

dni mccccliiii "/" die vero " xxvif mensis "Februarii."

Here we have another instance of the use of the Documents printed in 1454 being used in

1455 (the legal year 1454), the unit being inserted in manuscript. A fac-simile of the greater

portion of the Document is given in the upper part of plate xcv. The impression was sold in

Wellington-street, May 1829, among a collection of Books consigned by a person who, in all his

transactions with us, styled himself "Dr. George Bollinger ofMunich ;" but who, a few years after-

wards, turned out to be no less than J. B. Patter, the Under-Secretary of the Royal Library at that

place. It was discovered that he had kept up a systematic plan of robbing that Royal Library, and

consigning the books to London for sale. The robbery was discovered in 1840 ; and through our

being able to forward to M. Lichtenthaler, the Director of that Library, the correspondence of the

bibliographically learned Doctor, he has met with his reward, by, we believe, imprisonment for life.

The impression was purchased by Messrs. Payne & Foss, who exchanged it for one of the

copies in the Library of Earl Spencer, that having the printed date, 1455. It was in consequence

of the exchange that attention was drawn by the late Mr. Appleyard to the similarity of the larger

types to those in the Mazarine and Pfister Bibles, as particularly noticed in the stock catalogue

issued by Messrs. Payne & Foss. That fact, however, was previously noticed by Lambinet, vol. i.

pp. 122-3.
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V. To "Eenricus Deupprecht et Anna uxor ejus."—Datum "Wurtspurg" anno dni mcccclv. die vero

" septima" mensis "Martii"

This impression being a duplicate of No. VII. (except as to the names and date), in the

library of Earl Spencer, was, as stated, exchanged for the preceding one. The text of the Docu-

ment is given in full in the Bibliotheca Spenceriana, vol. i. pp. xlv—xlvii.

VI. M. Wetter, in his Buchdruckerkunst Joh. Guttenberg, 8vo., Mains, 1836, has given, in the

quarto volume of fac-similes accompanying it, part of the copy of the Indulgence in the University

Library at Leipsic. He has, however, left out that portion containing the name of the person to

whom it was issued. But we learn that it is dated from "Nurembge" anno dni mcccclv. die vero

"vicessima qrta" mensis "Marcii."

The copy is inscribed, at the left lower corner, "Johannes de Ttstein sacre theo" doctor ....

Cystercieh ad pmissa deputatus" and on the right, "Andreas Judex Cliniger Nots ppt." The printed

text of this is the same as the following, No. VII., in the library of Earl Spencer.

VII. To " devot'Ys dns Erasmus damoder pbr patamen dyocessin" eroga"OT'£"—Datum " Wurtspurg"

anno dni mcccclv die vero " Tredecima" Mensis "Aprilis."

It is in the library of Earl Spencer. A fac-simile of the principal portion of it is given in the

lower part of plate xcv. An examination of the text of this, and of the Document No. 4 (as in our

plate xcv.), shews, that, though the same type has been used, it has been recomposed, differing

only in the formation of the contractions and occasional disposition of the letters.

VIII. To " dns himrey [pastor in Roselden) mais Greta (pinenkrans) et soror Stina kuse cu ft* suis

helena et Cong* de Gudakrusen et beta Mute ejus ftlia"—erogaver"m£"—Datu "in Oppido

Nussien" anno dni mccccl quito die vero "pemcltima" mensis "Aprilis."

A very badly executed fac-simile of a portion of this is given by Wetter, who erroneously

stated it to be in the library of " Mr. Heywood of Bristol" instead of that of Benjamin Heywood
Bright, with whose collection of Books the Document was sold in Wellington- street, March 1845.

It is now in the British Museum. In plate xcvi. we have given the same portions of it as those in

plate xcv.

Of these Letters of Indulgence, it may be considered that there exist two sorts or impressions,

the one consisting of thirty lines, embodying two lines in a large type similar to that used in the

Mazarine Bible supposed to have been issued by Gutenberg, and subsequently in a Donatus issued

with the name of Peter Schoeffer as its printer. The other comprises thirty-one lines, the two

lines in the larger type much resembling that of the Bible printed by Albert Pfister. The smaller

type in each is of the same size and character.

Of the impression with thirty lines, only two copies are at present known : the one in the

Library of Earl Spencer, enumerated by us as No. IV.; and the other is now in the British Museum,
marked by us as No. VIII.

Of the impression with thirty-one lines, M. Bernard (vol. i. p. 175) enumerates copies at

Cassel, Brunswick, Kiedesell, Wolfenbiittel, Copenhagen, and Gottengen, making altogether, with

those mentioned by us, thirteen. The copy respecting which M. Bernard appears to have been

uncertain, is evidently that in the Library of Earl Spencer (No. VII.), to which the original seal is

attached.

EE2
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We have stated, that to one of the copies of the Letters of Indulgence, in the

library of Lord Spencer, an original Seal of Authority is attached. It is to that

numbered vn., dated April 1455. Ere we proceed to notice any circumstances

connected with it, we present to our readers the following fac-simile of it, taken by

the wonderful process of photography* from the engraving given by Dr. Dibdin in

the Bihliotheca Spenceriana, vol. i. p. xlvit. The few lines of printed text of

description accompanying it in the page are also given.

- of the oi

-

prima fcicCOait amti biii COcccclii iiutpicutnim

Oc 3>»>»" &ni CDcccclN>

.MB

The foregoing seal cannot come under the denomination of " Papal," as con-

sidered by Dr. Dibdin. From the circumstance of a Lion Rampant (the arms of

Flanders) occurring in the exergue, it appears to have been the Official Seal

(probably of the Chancery of the Counts Palatine of Hainault (or Hanau) and

Counts or Earls of Flanders.)

* In the present volume I have given, in plate lvi.*, a specimen of the great state of perfection to which

fac-similes might be brought by the process of photography. This has also been executed by Mrs. S. Leigh

Sotheby, and satisfactorily shews how admirably adapted is the art for the purpose to which it has been here

employed. The only fear of using it is, that we are not assured but that, in a few years, the impression may fade.
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In the centre is seen the cross of our Saviour, on which is hung the crown of

thorns ; the other symbols of the Crucifixion are obliterated, with the exception of

two nails, which appear on each limb of the cross. On the right is suspended a

shield of the Earldom of Hainault (quarterly, the arms of Flanders and Holland,

on a shield, or, four lions rampant sable and gules quarterly, first and last, sable

for Flanders; the second and third gules, for Holland, the shield surmounted by a

coronet), of which, at this period, the Duke of Burgundy (Philip the Good) was

Earl. On the left is another shield, suspended to the arm of the cross, having the

arms of Pope Nicolas V. (the keys crossed) ; at the foot of the cross are the arms of

Flanders {or, a lion rampant, armed and langued gules), usually borne by the Earls

of Burgundy as a shield of pretence*.

The inscription round the shield reads :

" s. indulgetiaku Aplissimarum pro destentione fidei Regi

Ciprie Concessarum."

In consequence of the discovery! respecting the character of this seal, we are

led to inquire into the connexion of the House of Burgundy with that of the King

of Cyprus. It is sufficient for us here to state, that, among other alliances, Ann of

Lusignan, the sister of John III., Prince of Antioch and King of Cyprus, married

Lewis, Duke of Savoy, in 1432. Lewis succeeded his father, Amadeus VIII.J, on

his resignation in 1434. It was to the last Duke that Pope Nicolas V. granted the

much spoken of Bull, dated January 4, 1451 (legal year, 1450), in favour of the

House of Savoy, owing to his father renouncing the Popedom §.

In consequence of continued wars with the Prince of Caramania, the Cypriots

were, in 1451, reduced to great distress ; hence the necessity of the aid required by

* See Vredii Sig. Com. Flandriae, 1689 ; Index Insignium Chifletii ; Gibboni Intr. ad Blason., p. 104

;

Bowyer's Great Theatre, 4to., part II. p. 241.

f This circumstance, coupled with that of finding (as I shall hope to shew in the ensuing volume) that many

of the water-marks on the paper of the period, and on that used for the Block-Books described in the first

volume, bore evident relation to the House of Burgundy, induced my Father to believe, that minute researches

into the historical transactions connected with the Duke of Burgundy, then the most powerful prince of Europe,

would throw some light on the origin of the art of Printing in the Low Countries. Accordingly, giving up all

bibliographical minutiae, he embraced an undertaking fitted more for the labours of a Hallam or a Macaulay,

commencing with an account of the " Dynasty of the House of Lusignan as Kings of Cyprus, and their

Alliances with the Dukes of Savoy and Burgundy." This work he completed, entering into the minute

transactions therewith connected with Cyprus, from, the year 1860 to 1460, when the invention of Printing

became more known. That portion being done, he continued his historical researches by a History of the

" Dynasty of the House of Bavaria as Governors and Counts of Holland, Lords of Zetland and Frieze-

land." On this he was engaged for several years, and had proceeded as far as about 1440,—the very dawn of

typography,—when it pleased God to relieve him from so perplexing and laborious an undertaking.

X Amadeus VIII., Duke of Savoy; Antipope, under the title of Felix V. Elected 17th of November,

1439, at the Council of Basle, but abdicated 7th of April, 1449. Died 24th of March, 1455.

§ Histoire des Papes, vol. iv., p. 164 : Hague, 4to., 1753. And other authors.
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the sale of Indulgences granted to Paulinus Chappe by Pope Nicolas V. for three

years from the first of May, 1452. John of Portugal, Duke of Coimbra, married

Charlotte, the only daughter of John III., King of Cyprus. Now, this John of

Portugal was a younger son of Peter, the Regent of Portugal, whose family was

exiled by Alphonsus V. He was nephew, by marriage, to Philip, Duke of

Burgundy, at whose court he and his sister Beatrix, in 1448, took refuge and found

an asylum. This Prince had followed and assisted the Duke of Burgundy in his

war against the rebels of Ghent, and signed the Treaty of Peace made with those

people in 1452, in conjunction with the Duke's son, the Count of Charolais, and the

Duke of Cleves, the latter marrying Beatrix, the sister of John of Portugal. On the

suppression of the Rebellion in Flanders, Philip, Duke of Burgundy, partook of the

joy of the inhabitants, and staid with them for six months after that event, until

June 1454. The rejoicings ended with fourteen grand festivals, which the Duke

gave to the nobility, to animate them to the Holy War, whither he was going

to send his fleets, as he had so promised Pope Nicolas V.; the Duke, prior to the

departure of John of Portugal for Cyprus, conferring upon him, at the Hague, the

Order of the Golden Fleece, an Order instituted, in 1430, by the Duke of Burgundy.

We have now very briefly shewn the close connexion between the Duke of

Burgundy and the King of Cyprus, as also with Pope Nicolas V., by whom the

Letters of Indulgence we have been describing were granted. In closing the second

volume of our researches with so detailed a notice of the "Literce Indulgentiarum,"

we briefly observe, that we look upon them as of the highest typographical interest

:

First, because they are the earliest relics of printing that bear incontrovertible

dates ; and Secondly, they go far to prove (a point frequently disputed) that

The Art of Printing by moveable type, as manifested in those documents,

must have been known in holland and the low countries

as early as 1454, the period of their first issue.
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During our more recent investigations respecting the type used by the earliest

printers, we were led to think that the impressions of the Letters of Indulgence

might have been obtained from a solid wood-block; an idea entertained in conse-

quence of our finding no two letters to be of the same size, though at the same time

they exhibit no " kerning" of the letters usually discernible in block-type, as we have

had occasion particularly to notice in the present volume, p. 173.

It was not until some months after the printing of the preceding pages that we

examined the exact proportions of the types in the Letter of Indulgence of 1455,

enumerated by us, at p. 211, as No. vni. We had considered the fac-simile given

of it by M. Wetter* as correct; and consequently, as that fac-simile exhibited a

type of a smaller size than that with the printed date of 1454, No. iv., we thought

we had entertained an opinion worthy of investigation.

When, however, we came to minutely examine the original at the British

Museum, whence the fac-simile given by M. Wetter was taken, we were surprised to

find that the size of the type corresponded exactly with that of No. iv. We
therefore had a fac-simile made, plate xcvi., No. i, of a portion of the document

bearing the printed date of 1455, in order that our readers might have an oppor-

tunity of comparing it with the fac-similef from the Spencer Document of 1454,

plate xcv* No. i.

Having thus shewn that the type in the two documents corresponds, our next

and most important point is to shew that the text was composed of moveable

letters. This is clearly seen by noticing, that, though the text consists of the same

number of lines in each fac-simile, and though each line commences and ends with

the same Avord, yet there are many variations in several of the words, shewing

at once their recomposition, thus proving the type to have been moveable in the fullest

sense of the term. The example that occurs of the substitution of the word

"teneantur," in the first fine of the one in the letter dated 1454, plate xcv., for

"tenedtur," in plate xcvi., is sufficient to prove our point; independently of the

substitution of other letters, as in the word "juxta," towards the close of the third

line, where a capital J has been used. On a careful examination many other varia-

tions will be seen.

Nothing more clearly shews the necessity of giving accurate fac-shniles of type

than the preceding observations. Upon a rigidly critical examination of the fac-

similes given by us, many inaccuracies, no doubt, may be found; but not such, we

* J. Wetter's Krit. Geschichte der Erfinding der Buchdruckerkunst durcli Joh. Gutenberg zu Mainz.

Mainz, 1836, 8vo., with thirteen plates offacsimiles in 4to.

f The fac-similes in that plate were made under the direction of my Father nearly thirty years ago.

VOL. II. FF
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hope, as would lead the bibliographer to make an important error of judgment

respecting the original.

How far we have carried out the wishes expressed by Mr. Singer in the subjoined

extract from his work on the Origin of Playing Cards and Printing (pp. 144-5), is

a point we must leave our readers to determine

:

"A work exclusively on these Block-Books, brought forward in an unostentatious

form, and containing facsimiles of the principal ones, is still a desideratum."

If our humble endeavours to place before the public a series of fac-similes (such

as, we may venture to assert, has not hitherto been given), accompanied with

minute details of the various editions of the Block-Books, lead to further research,

thereby realizing the views of our late lamented friend, Mr. William Young Ottley,

then will our labours not have been unproductive.

"An inquiry into the age and school to which these different Block-Books apper-

tain, if undertaken by a person thoroughly versed in all those minute distinctions by

which the dates and country of ancient manuscripts are ascertained, and well stored

with antiquarian knowledge (particularly in the epochs of the various changes which

took place in the dresses of the different classes of the people of Germany and the

Netherlands, and the alterations which were made in the construction of armour

from the thirteenth to the close of the fifteenth century), would be an interesting work,

and might probably throw much light on this obscure subject. The task, however,

would not be an easy one; more especially as the books themselves, to which a

frequent reference would of course be necessary, are of extreme rarity."*

* An Inquiry into the Origin and Early History of Engraving, by William Young Ottley. 1816. Vol. i.

p. 109, note.

END OF VOL. II.
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